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Preface to ”Polymer Films for Photovoltaic
Applications”

We present a reprint of the Special Issue entitled “Polymer films for photovoltaic applications”,

which focuses on polymer thin films and polymer blend films in photovoltaic (PV) structures. Organic

materials are widely used in optoelectronic devices (e.g., organic solar cells (OSCs)), mainly due to the

low cost of production (thin films may be deposited at low temperature onto a large surface, flexible

substrates, etc.). However, polymer compounds in OSC systems also suffer from certain limitations,

such as low efficiency and the short lifetime of devices, resulting from an insufficient thermal and

time stability. Polymers, which may be utilized in PV systems, should exhibit the appropriate optical

properties (e.g., a wide range of absorption and low energy gap), good durability and stability (not

undergoing any phase transitions or degradation in the temperature range in which the system

is working), and relevant electronic structure (good alignment of molecular orbitals of donor and

acceptor compounds in bulk heterojunction (BHJ) organic solar cells).

Bożena Jarzabek

Editor
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Polymers in High-Efficiency Solar Cells: The Latest Reports
Paweł Gnida 1,* , Muhammad Faisal Amin 1, Agnieszka Katarzyna Pająk 2 and Bożena Jarząbek 1,*

1 Centre of Polymer and Carbon Materials, Polish Academy of Sciences, 34 M. Curie-Sklodowska Str.,
41-819 Zabrze, Poland; mfaisal-amin@cmpw-pan.edu.pl

2 Institute of Chemistry, University of Silesia, Szkolna 9, 40-006 Katowice, Poland; agpajak@us.edu.pl
* Correspondence: pgnida@cmpw-pan.edu.pl (P.G.); bjarzabek@cmpw-pan.edu.pl (B.J.)

Abstract: Third-generation solar cells, including dye-sensitized solar cells, bulk-heterojunction
solar cells, and perovskite solar cells, are being intensively researched to obtain high efficiencies
in converting solar energy into electricity. However, it is also important to note their stability over
time and the devices’ thermal or operating temperature range. Today’s widely used polymeric
materials are also used at various stages of the preparation of the complete device—it is worth
mentioning that in dye-sensitized solar cells, suitable polymers can be used as flexible substrates
counter-electrodes, gel electrolytes, and even dyes. In the case of bulk-heterojunction solar cells,
they are used primarily as donor materials; however, there are reports in the literature of their
use as acceptors. In perovskite devices, they are used as additives to improve the morphology of
the perovskite, mainly as hole transport materials and also as additives to electron transport layers.
Polymers, thanks to their numerous advantages, such as the possibility of practically any modification
of their chemical structure and thus their physical and chemical properties, are increasingly used in
devices that convert solar radiation into electrical energy, which is presented in this paper.

Keywords: photovoltaics; dye-sensitized solar cells; bulk-heterojunction solar cells; perovskite solar
cells; polymers; thin layers

1. Introduction

Given the ever-increasing demand for electricity and environmental pollution, new,
efficient, and, very importantly, environmentally friendly sources of renewable energy are
being sought. However, it is worth remembering that a very large amount of electricity is
still obtained from fossil fuels; thus, to find alternatives to non-renewable fuels, very effi-
cient and relatively cheap sources of green energy are needed. One of the fastest-growing
branches of renewable energy sources is solar energy, specifically photovoltaics. It is worth
remembering that solar energy can be used in two ways, not only by photovoltaic cells
but also by solar collectors for, among other things, heating [1]. Solar cells are divided
into three generations. The first generation is made up of crystalline silicon cells, which
are currently the most commercially used [2]. Thin-film devices based on the CdTe, CIGS
(Copper Indium Gallium Selenide), GaAs, and a-Si, among others, represent the second
generation [3]. Currently, the third generation of solar cells, which includes dye-sensitized
solar cells (DSSC), perovskite solar cells (PSC), and bulk-heterojunction solar cells (BHJ),
among others, is the most widely researched and rapidly developed [4–6]. Of course, as it
is well known, currently, the highest solar-to-electricity conversion efficiencies are demon-
strated by multi-junction solar cells overcoming the 47% threshold. However, these devices
are very expensive to prepare, and their processes are extremely difficult and complicated,
which significantly limits the possibility of their commercial application [7]. The use of
organic compounds in photovoltaic devices offers great opportunities through a wide range
of possibilities to modify the chemical structure of these compounds and, consequently,
change their physical and chemical properties. In addition, it is also worth mentioning their
significantly lower production costs, less energy consumption, and simpler preparation
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methods [8–11]. Research in recent years has confirmed a significant increase in the energy
conversion efficiency of third-generation cells. According to the literature reports, per-
ovskite solar cells achieve efficiencies of over 25% [12], DSSCs over 14% [13,14] and BHJs
around 18% [15]. Furthermore, a great advantage of organic compounds is that they can be
applied to various substrates using various methods. Numerous attempts have been made
with often positive results to prepare flexible photovoltaic cells with polymer substrates.
Both BHJ [16–18], PSC [19–21] and DSSC [22–24] structured devices are widely used for the
preparation of flexible solar cells when new methods of preparing and applying materials
to polymer substrates are sought.

In recent years, huge interest in using new polymeric materials in organic photovoltaics
(OPV) has emerged. In each of these three types of the third generation of solar cells,
polymeric materials find a variety of very important applications. Considering each of the
components of solar cells, one can multiply the associated application of polymer materials.

The layers of polymeric materials play different roles starting with dye-sensitized
solar cells, which are characterised by their layered structure. The first layer of a DSSC
is the substrate. The glass or polymer substrate is covered with a transparent conductive
oxide (TCO); very often, fluorine-doped tin oxide (FTO) or indium tin oxide (ITO) are used.
However, research on flexible photovoltaic cells is increasingly reported in the literature.
The most common flexible substrates used in photovoltaics are made of polymers such as
polyethylene naphthalate (PEN) or polyethylene terephthalate (PET) [22,23,25–29]. Sub-
sequently, polymers are used as materials responsible for forming the porous structure of
a semiconducting oxide layer, e.g., TiO2. For this purpose, polymers or copolymers such
as polystyrene (PS), polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP), P123 Pluronic (PEO20–PPO70–PEO20)
is a triblock copolymer, copolymer of poly(vinyl chloride) (PVC) and poly(oxyethylene
methacrylate) (POEM) [30–33]. Polymers are also widely used in the electrolyte layer.
Currently, DSSCs containing a liquid electrolyte containing redox pair are very widely
used; however, due to quite significant limitations resulting from the use of a liquid
electrolyte, quasi-solid state DSSCs (qs-DSSCs) and solid-state DSSCs (ss-DSSC) are be-
ing developed. The polymers used include polyacrylonitrile (PAN), polyethylene oxide
(PEO) or poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) [34–36]. The last layer forming the DSSC is the
counter-electrode, which is now often made of polymeric materials or composites thereof.
These materials significantly reduce the cost compared to a platinum electrode. Common
polymers used are polyaniline (PANI), polypyrrole (PPy), polythiophene (PTh) and its
derivatives [37–41].

Polymeric compounds are also widely used in the BHJ solar cells, where the active
layer is a mixture of donor and acceptor (D-A) materials. π-conjugated polymers are the
most commonly used as electron-donor materials in the active layer, among others [42–46].
However, they are present less frequently as an acceptor among others [47–49]. Further-
more, polymers are also used as buffer layers to form a barrier between the active layer
and the electrode. This barrier impedes the fast charge transfer, which leads to serious
charge accumulation at the contacts. The charge accumulation increases the probability of
recombination and deteriorates the performance of the device. It is, therefore, necessary to
speed up the charge separation process and increase the transfer efficiency.

Polymers are also being investigated for use in perovskite solar cells due to their
diverse characteristics. To improve the nucleation and crystallization processes in the
perovskite layer(s), polymers are added as additives [50–53]. Because of their proper charge
mobility and energy level organization, polymers can also be utilized as electron and
hole-transporting materials [54–60], as well as an interface layer, to prevent recombination
and improve carrier separation efficiency [61–64].

Herein, we present the latest reports on polymeric materials used in photovoltaic
solar cells. In our paper, three types of solar cells: dye-sensitized, bulk heterojunction and
perovskite solar cells, are presented in three successive chapters, where the role of polymers
and polymers thin films are described and discussed. Based on the latest literature reports,
the photovoltaic parameters, such as open circuit voltage (Voc), short-circuit current (Jsc),
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fill factor (FF) and power conversion efficiency (PCE) are gathered and compared for these
types of solar cells.

2. Polymers in Dye-Sensitized Solar Cells (DSSCs)

DSSCs, increasingly studied worldwide, show an ever-increasing radiation conversion
efficiency. A distinction is made between solar cells containing a liquid or gel electrolyte of
a similar design and a solid electrolyte. Research on DSSCs began with the use of a liquid
electrolyte, and it is this type of cell that is most commonly reported in the literature. This
is mainly due to the fact that the preparation of a device with this structure is the least
complicated and time-consuming and is ideal when testing new dyes. Additionally, the
use of liquid electrolyte, although it improves the photovoltaic parameters of the device,
has many disadvantages, among which we can specify the limitation of the temperature
range of the device, problems with proper sealing of the solar cell and causing corrosion of
materials. Hence, the idea of replacing the liquid electrolyte with a solid or gel electrolyte
emerged. When using these two types of electrolytes, it is difficult to achieve the same
high parameters as with a liquid electrolyte. Still, numerous reports in the literature
emerge to suggest this is being achieved. Replacing the liquid electrolyte, especially
with a gel electrolyte, significantly increases the stability of the device over time and the
charge mobility is definitely higher than with solid electrolytes. As also mentioned in
the introduction, polymers are increasingly used in solar cells with DSSC structures. The
following subsections describe the roles they play in them, including polymeric dyes, which
are very difficult to find in other review papers. The structures of these devices are shown
in Figure 1a, while the chemical structures of polymers used in this type of solar cell are
presented in Figure 1b.
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2.1. Polymers as a Flexible Substrates

The commercial application of DSSCs is currently being intensively developed, and
they are often used in glass façades that can additionally generate electricity. However, flex-
ible substrates are increasingly being used to be able to make the whole device more flexible
and thus greatly expand the application possibilities of this type of solar cell. In laboratory
work, fluorine-doped tin oxide coated glass is used, which is being replaced by polymeric
materials such as polyethylene terephthalate or polyethylene naphthalate deposited on
ITO [22,65,66]. The previously mentioned ITO-embedded polymers are the most commonly
used due to their numerous advantages, such as high transparency, low preparation costs,
ability to form the required shapes, low weight, flexibility and low resistance [67]. When us-
ing flexible substrates, it is very important to prepare a conductive oxide layer such as TiO2
in a low-temperature manner in the region of 120–150 ◦C [66]. The resulting parameters for
flexible DSSC, such as open-circuit voltage, short-circuit current, fill factor and power con-
version efficiency over the last few years, are summarised below, in Table 1. The commercial
dye di-tetrabutylammoniumcis-bis(isothiocyanato)bis(2,2′-bipyridyl-4,4′-dicarboxylato)
ruthenium(II), denoted as N719, was used to prepare the devices.

Table 1. Photovoltaic parameters of flexible dye-sensitized solar cells, containing dye N719.

Substrate Voc (mV) Jsc (mA/cm2) FF (-) PCE (%) Ref.

ITO/PEN 660 8.97 0.45 2.65

[26]ITO/PEN + G LSL 680 10.62 0.48 3.47
ITO/PEN + T LSL 690 14.65 0.43 4.33

ITO/PEN + TG LSL 680 14.32 0.53 5.18
ITO/PEN (100 mW/cm2) 400 8.70 0.46 2.60

[68]
ITO/PEN (18 mW/cm2) 380 1.8 0.53 3.30

ITO/PET (Pt CE) 685 5.53 0.78 2.95
[69]ITO/PET (PEDOT:PSS CE) 695 6.09 0.52 2.18

T—titanium dioxide, G—grapheme, TG—titanium dioxide-graphene, LSL—light-scattering layer.

In [26], the preparation method for flexible photoanodes using the polyethylene
naphthalate deposited on ITO was reported. The preparation of titanium dioxide-graphene
quantum dot (TG) was used as a light-scattering layer (LSL) using facile electrodeposition
and drop-casting. The photoanode denoted as ITO/PEN + T LSL was prepared by the
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facile electrodeposition from an aqueous solution of 0.1 M titanium tetraisopropoxide in
0.1 M LiClO4. The photoanodes containing ITO/PEN + G LSL and ITO/PEN + TG LSL
were prepared by the drop-casting 5 µL solution containing 1 mg/mL GQD onto ITO/PEN
and photoanode + T LSL. The highest PCE shown the photoanode + TG LSL (5.18%).
The paper [68] presents the possibility of preparing flexible cells with a PEN substrate,
which at standard illumination (100 mW/cm2) reached efficiencies of 2.6%, while at a
lower intensity (18 mW/cm2) the efficiency of the devices increased to a value of 3.3%.
Fu et al. [69] prepared flexible solar cells and tested the influence of platinum and polymer
counter-electrode. The substrate on which the dye was anchored was ITO on PET covered
with a TiO2 layer. The use of a polymer electrode resulted in an increase in Voc and Jsc
but higher resistances due to a decrease in FF. Finally, the Pt counter-electrode showed an
efficiency of 2.95%, while the solar cell with polymer CE showed 2.18%.

2.2. Polymers in Mesoporous Layer of Photoanode

Currently, polymers are widely used to preparation of mesoporous oxide conductive
layers to increase the porosity of material and thus the active surface area of the oxide. This
chapter will briefly describe the polymers most commonly used to prepare the mesoporous
metal oxide films. It is also worth noting that the increase in porosity improves yields a
more effective penetration of the oxide substrate by the electrolyte, which will directly
translate into an increase in short-circuit current. Additionally, and of particular importance,
the increase in porosity will result in a larger number of dye molecules being able to anchor
to the surface of the oxide semiconductor [70].

In order to create pores, polymers such as polystyrene, polyvinylpyrrolidone were used.
In addition, copolymers are also used, which include P123 Pluronic (PEO20–PPO70–PEO20),
copolymer of PVC and POEM. In [31], a P123 copolymer was used without and with addition
of polystyrene with different particle sizes (62, 130 and 250 nm). A series of cells differing
in oxide substrates were prepared. The highest efficiencies for the liquid electrolyte were
obtained for the cell containing only copolymer P123 (1.58%). A cell prepared from a substrate
containing 130 nm PS nanoparticles (1.44%) showed a slightly lower efficiency. However, cells
containing polymer electrolytes also based on the iodine redox couple were prepared. In the
case of the polymer electrolyte, the highest efficiency was achieved by cells with substrates
containing P123 and PS-130 (0.89%) and the lowest device efficiency was determined for a
solar cell with a substrate containing only copolymer Pluronic P123 (0.42%). The subject of [33]
concerned the influence of the obtained oxide substrate using polymers on the photovoltaic
performance of the cell containing the dye N719. In this study, a TiO2 paste was prepared
using P123 to obtain a mesoporous layer, compared with a commercial P25 powder, and
a TiO2 substrate containing a mixture of the two pastes was prepared. It was the use of a
mixture of the two pastes that led to the highest yields of 6.50%, compared to the commercial
one (4.00%).

Park et al. [71] describe the comparison of mesoporous TiO2 layers prepared from a
commercial paste containing P25 and a paste prepared using a PVC-g-POEM copolymer to
obtain a higher degree of porosity and a larger active surface area. The N719 dye was used
to prepare the devices, which showed an efficiency of 5.36% when using a commercial paste,
while the PCE values increased to 7.45% when using a mesoporous TiO2 layer. A significant
increase in the photocurrent density and fill factor was mainly observed. An important
parameter from the point of view of developing the active surface is the number of adsorbed
dye molecules. In the case of TiO2 mesoporous layer, a significant increase in dye loading
values was observed in the conventional layer of 143 and 95.1 mmol cm−2, respectively.

2.3. Polymers as Dyes in DSSCs

Information on the use of polymers as dyes in DSSC-type cells is extremely rare in the
literature. This can be seen in many review papers on the subject, in which no subsections
on the subject appear. In preparing this work, a number of previous review papers were
reviewed, where this information was omitted. This can be understood by the fact that
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finding this information in the literature is extremely difficult. However, it is worth noting
that in the three cited papers, reasonably good yields were reported. Prakash and Subra-
manian [72] described the use of three poly(methacrylate)-based polymer sensitizers by
employing phenothiazine (PPNPP), fluorine (FPNPP) and anthracene (APNPP). The anchor
group for titanium oxide was NO2. The photovoltaic parameters were recorded for devices
prepared with and without the addition of the co-adsorbent CDCA (chenodeoxycholic acid).
The highest efficiency was shown by the cell in which PPNPP was used together with CDCA
(4.12%). There were significant increases in the PCE values relative to both the other two
compounds and the cell without the addition of CDCA. Ramasamy et al. [73] obtained three
new poly-(methacrylate) bearing push–pull-type pendants oxindole-phenothiazine with
tetrazole anchoring acceptor used as sensitizers in devices. High efficiencies of the prepared
cells were observed, reaching as high as 5.91% for the POTZP3 compound. Wang et al. [74]
described new conjugated polymers based on poly(triphenylamine-phenothiazine) with
carboxylic acid side groups. Four compounds, including three polymers, designated as PAT,
PPAT4, PPAT5 and PPAT6, respectively, were presented. Additionally, the PAT compound
was identical to polymer PPAT4 and when comparing PCE the polymer achieved a higher
value (4.7%). The highest of the compounds studied in this work. After discussing these
selected works, it can be seen that although reports on the use of polymers as dyes in DSSCs
cells are few, their performance is promising.

2.4. Polymers in Gel Electrolyte to Quasi-Solid State DSSCs

Liquid electrolytes containing triiodide/iodide or Co2+/Co3+ redox couples are now
very commonly used. The use of liquid electrolytes, especially on a laboratory scale, is
much simpler, quicker and cheaper than preparing a device with a solid electrolyte and
applying a gold counter-electrode. However, the significant limitations of liquid electrolytes
should be considered, such as volume change with temperature change, which significantly
limits the operating conditions of the device. At high temperatures, the volume of the
electrolyte increases considerably and evaporates, which makes it difficult to seal the
solar cell; at low temperatures, the volume of the electrolyte decreases, which results in
a decrease in the contact area between the electrodes and a decrease in the efficiency of
the device. In addition, iodide electrolytes absorb part of the sunlight—the relatively low
redox potential limits the available open-circuit voltage and causes corrosion of certain
metals, making them unsuitable for use in a device such as silver [9,75,76]. Due to these
limitations, solutions are being intensively sought to obtain similar PCE values to liquid
electrolytes that also limit their sensitivity to changes in atmospheric conditions. For this
reason, gel electrolytes, which obtain their consistency through the addition of polymers
such as PEO, PEG, PAN or polyethylene glycol dimethyl ether (PGEDME), are now widely
studied. All photovoltaic parameters of quasi-solid-state DSSCs based on the commercial
Ru-dye are shown in Table 2.

In [34], the optimisation process of preparation and composition of the gel electrolyte
was carried out to improve the performance of the device. The electrolyte contained
triiodide/iodide redox couple, while the gel structure was obtained by using PEO and
PGEDME. The study started with the choice of solvent, then focused on the amount of
iodine in the electrolyte, ending with the addition of GuSCN. The study concluded that the
most advantageous was the use of 0.2 M iodine and 0.1 M GuSCN which allowed to obtain
Voc = 793 mV, Jsc = 12.56 mA/cm2, FF = 0.77 and PCE = 7.66%. Furthermore, it should
be noted that the final cell efficiency obtained was slightly lower than when using liquid
electrolyte (8.03%).
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Table 2. Photovoltaic parameters of quasi-solid-state DSSC, based on the commercial Ru-dye.

Gel Electrolyte Structure Solvent Voc
(mV)

Jsc
(mA/cm2)

FF
(-) PCE (%) Ref.

PEO + PGEDME/I−/I3
− (0.1 M)

EtOH 730 12.91 0.66 6.34 [34]
ACN 752 13.45 0.67 6.87

ACN/VN 785 11.56 0.76 6.88
ACN/3-MPN 785 12.05 0.76 7.16

PEO + PGEDME/I−/I3
− (0.2 M)

ACN/VN
785 12.49 0.75 7.39

PEO + PGEDME/I−/I3
− (0.4 M) 784 11.94 0.75 7.03

PEO + PGEDME/I−/I3
− (0.2 M) + GuSCN (0 M) 778 11.94 0.75 7.00

PEO + PGEDME/I−/I3
− (0.2 M) + GuSCN (0.05 M) 787 12.48 0.75 7.35

PEO + PGEDME/I−/I3
− (0.2 M) + GuSCN (0.1 M) 793 12.56 0.77 7.66

PEO + PGEDME/I−/I3
− (0.2 M) + GuSCN (0.2 M) 758 12.85 0.73 7.07

PAN (I−/I3
−) DMF 790 6.85 0.67 4.19 [35]

C11-AZO-C11/PAN (I−/I3
−) 780 11.96 0.75 6.28

3 wt.% PAN-co-PBA (I−/I3
−) ACN 593 9.86 0.64 3.77 [36]

5 wt.% PAN-co-PBA (I−/I3
−) 587 11.60 0.61 4.13

7 wt.% PAN-co-PBA (I−/I3
−) 646 13.16 0.62 5.23

9 wt.% PAN-co-PBA (I−/I3
−) 618 10.41 0.65 4.35

10 wt.% PVdF-HFP (I−/I3
−) ACN 6920 10.34 0.66 4.74 [77]

9 wt.% PVdF-HFP (I−/I3
−) 690 13.75 0.63 6.02

8 wt.% PVdF-HFP (I−/I3
−) 670 12.04 0.62 5.03

7 wt.% PVdF-HFP (I−/I3
−) 660 10.04 0.58 3.97

pCMA-PGE (I−/I3
−) PC:ACN 545 10.30 0.34 2.20 [78]

PVP-PGE (I−/I3
−) 640 6.67 0.60 3.00

PVDF (I−/I3
−) ACN 730 17.79 0.64 8.36 [79]

PDA@PVDF (I−/I3
−) 720 17.95 0.64 8.26

esPME (I−/I3
−) ACN 710 13.10 0.69 6.42 [80]

esCPME (2 wt.% PPy) (I−/I3
−) 720 13.90 0.70 7.02

EtOH—ethanol, ACN—acetonitrile, VN—valeronitrile, 3-MPN—3-methoxypropionitrile, GuSCN—guanidine
thiocyanate, DMF—N,N-Dimethylformamide, PC—propylene carbonate.

Huang et al. [35] prepared a DSSCs containing a PAN-based polymer electrolyte with
iodine vapour redox, which was then doped with an azobenzene core compound. After the
determination of photovoltaic parameters, a significant increase in the photocurrent density
value and in the fill factor was found, thus changing the PCE from 4.19 to 6.28%. In addition,
when compared to the liquid electrolyte, a negligible difference of 0.02% in favour of the
liquid electrolyte was obtained. The influence of the effect of different amounts of copoly-
mer on the photovoltaic performance obtained was studied by D. Kumar Shah et al. [36]. It
was found that the addition of 7 wt.% PAN-co-PBA was the most beneficial, which caused
a significant increase in both Voc (646 mV), Jsc (13.16 mA/cm2), and PCE (5.23%). The
study focuses on determining the optimum concentration of poly(vinylidene fluoride-co-
hexafluoropropylene) to prepare a polymer electrolyte. Concentrations of 7–10 wt.% were
investigated. It was found that the most favourable performance was obtained for a device
with a concentration of 9 wt.%, for which the efficiency was 6.02%.

The study described in [78] was devoted to the preparation of a polymer used to
prepare a gel electrolyte. For this purpose, poly-3-(9H-carbazol-9-yl)propylmethacrylate
(pCMA) was synthesised and then applied to a liquid electrolyte containing I−/I3

− redox
couple. A commercial polymer polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) was used for comparison
and was also used to prepare the electrolyte. For the new electrolyte, the lower effi-
ciencies were obtained than for the commercial polymer, 2.20 and 3.00%, respectively,
while it is worth noting that the current density increased significantly from 6.67 (PVP) to
10.30 mA/cm2 (pCMA). In another study [79], the effect of using a gel electrolyte obtained
by adding prepared polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) or polydopamine- polyvinylidene flu-
oride (PDA@PVDF) to a commercial liquid electrolyte was studied. The polymer additives
caused a decrease in the performance of the devices described by about one percentage
point, which was mainly manifested by a decrease in the value of the short-circuit current
density. Additionally, cells containing a gel electrolyte have been shown to have higher
stability and less degradation over time. The work [80] concerned the preparation of
gel electrolytes based on the electrospun polymer nanofibres (esPME) and composites
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(esCPME). PVdF-HFP fibres and PVdF-HFP composites with polypyrrole were obtained
in the course of the research. The addition of polypyrrole resulted in an increase in cell
efficiency of more than 7%. There was a slight improvement in the short-circuit current
density (an increase of 0.8 mA/cm2). In work [81], the effect of the addition of polylactic
acid (PLA) was investigated when metal-free dye MK-2 was used in the solar cell. A
significant increase in the density of the generated short-circuit current relative to the liquid
electrolyte (10.2 and 2.7 mA/cm2, respectively) was observed with PLA addition. This
translated directly into an increase in device efficiency from 1.29 to 5.64%.

2.5. Conductive Polymers as Counter-Electrodes

The discovery of electrically conducting polymers has led scientists to delve deeper
into a quest for replacing metals with their organic counterparts. Much progress has been
made to replace the platinum metal counter-electrodes with organic polymers [82–84].
Counter-electrode being an indispensable component of DSSCs, catalyses the reduction
of I3

− to I− by injecting electrons into the electrolyte and thus directly affects the device
performance. Platinum metal is found to be the most suitable for this purpose due to its
high conductivity and excellent electrocatalytic properties [85]. However, corrosion of
the platinum, together with its high cost, makes it a less favoured choice for the counter-
electrode, as it slowly deteriorates the stability of the device [86,87]. Use of expensive
platinum metal as counter-electrode makes the device uneconomical. Hence, there is a
need to replace the platinum metal electrodes with the noble-metal-free, low-cost, non-
dissolving, electrically conducting and thermally stable materials that can alleviate the
problems associated with platinum-based counter-electrodes.

Work continues in this field to develop such materials which can efficiently replace
the metals-based electrodes. These include carbon materials [88,89], inorganic metal sul-
fides and oxides [90,91], conducting polymers [84,92–94], transition metal carbides and
nitrides [95], alloys [95–97] and nanocomposites. The basic characteristics for a material
to be used as counter-electrode in DSSCs include the optimum thickness of the active
material, high electrocatalytic activity, porous structure, high surface area, good adhesion
to substrate, and resistance against the corrosive electrolyte [98]. Among all other ma-
terials, conducting polymers have received special attention due to their low cost, facile
synthesis and high electrical conductivity, along with other tunable properties. Here, we
represent the most recent advances in the development of polymers for replacing metals
as counter-electrodes.

2.5.1. Polypyrrole as Counter-Electrode

The high electrical conductivity and catalytic properties authenticate polypyrrole as
a considerable material for fabricating counter-electrodes for DSSCs. Various attempts
have been made to exploit the efficiency of polypyrrole as a counter-electrode. The ease of
synthesis and versatility in its high-yielding synthetic routes, which include both chemical
and electrochemical polymerization or vapor phase oxidation, allows researchers to get
attracted to polypyrrole [99]. Sangiorgi et al. exploited novel molecularly imprinted
polypyrrole as counter-electrodes for dye-sensitized solar cells. This molecular imprinting
approach allowed them to enhance not only the catalytic property of polypyrrole, but
the selectivity of the catalyst was also increased. They improved the power conversion
efficiency up to 20% [100]. Khan et al. synthesized porous polypyrrole by a simple
hydrothermal method and employed it as a counter-electrode in DSSC. By mixing a minute
quantity of copper perchlorate and a zeolitic-imidazole framework in porous polypyrrole,
they received the power conversion efficiency of 8.63% and 9.05%, respectively [37]. In
the most recent work, Saberi Motlagh et al. reported the fabrication of novel counter-
electrode from polypyyrole-coated on carbon fabric. Electro-polymerisation was carried
out to synthesize polypyrrole-coated carbon fabric. They achieved a power conversion
efficiency of 3.86% [101]. However, much work is going on using polypyrrole as counter-
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electrode and to achieve the results which can enable us to replace platinum electrodes
with polypyrrole-based counter-electrodes.

2.5.2. Counter-Electrodes Based on Polypyrrole Nanocomposites

To improve the desired properties of polypyrrole, certain fillers are added to it or
it is blended with appropriate materials. Various ways have been adopted to improve
the required properties of polypyrrole so that it can be more efficiently used as a counter-
electrode in DSSCs. Polypyrrole-covered graphene-based nanoplatelets are synthesized via
electrochemical synthesis by Ohtani et al. The solar to electric power conversion efficiency
of 4.30% was obtained, which is comparable to that of Pt-based counter-electrode (7.80%).
η of PPy/GN-60 s containing DSSC was 3.3% which is even larger than DSSCs with Pt-
based counter-electrode (3.00%) [102]. Another attempt to improve the performance of
polypyrrole-based electrodes was done by Wu et al. Hybrid films from polyoxometalate
doped polypyyrrole were prepared by electrochemical method and were exploited as
counter-electrode in DSSCs. On average, the power conversion efficiency of these materials
came out to be 6.19% [38]. Ahmed et al. incorporated polypyrrole with SrTiO3 nanocubes
via oxidative polymerization method. Scanning through the various concentrations of
strontium titanate, power conversion efficiency of 2.52% was obtained for 50 percent loading
of SrTiO3. The incorporation of these particles into polypyrrole improved the efficiency
of DSSCs from 1.29% by enhancing the surface area, electroactive response and catalytic
property of the polypyrrole [103]. Rafique et al. reported the performance of DSSCs to 7.1%
by synthesizing Cu-PPy-FWCNTs nanocomposites via dual step electrodeposition [104].
Relatively low conductivity and high charge-transfer resistance are two hurdles to paving
the way for polypyrrole-based materials as counter-electrodes in DSSCs. The photovoltaic
parameters of this type of solar cell are presented below in Table 3.

Table 3. Photovoltaic performance parameters of polypyrrole-based DSSCs counter-electrodes and
their nanocomposites.

Counter-
Electrodes

Fabrication Methods
of PPy-Based

Counter-Electrodes

Voc
(mV)

Jsc
(mA cm−2)

FF
(-)

PCE
(%) Ref.

Polypyrrole Doctor Blade Technique 749 15.75 0.69 8.13 [37]
Poylpyrrole Electropolymerization 727 10.20 0.42 3.12 [100]
Polypyrrole Electropolymerization 630 12.00 0.51 3.86 [101]
PPy-POM Electropolymerization 765 11.68 0.56 5.04 [38]

PPy-SrTiO3 Doctor Blade Technique 671 10.45 0.36 2.52 [103]
PPy-MoS In-situ Polymerization 708 18.90 0.62 8.28 [105]

2.5.3. Counter-Electrodes Based on Polyaniline

Intrinsically conducting polymers conceal potential members like polyaniline. In addi-
tion to polypyrrole, polyaniline has been widely used for the past three decades. Again,
its facile synthesis, easy processability and tunable electric and redox properties make
polyanilines unavoidable. Such properties are the result of three forms of polyaniline,
viz. Leucomeraldine base (full reduced), Emeraldine base (half reduced form) and Perni-
graniline base (full oxidized). Hence much of the research has been focused on fabricating
counter-electrodes based on polyaniline.

Utami et al. synthesized nanostructured polyaniline using polyglyceryl-2-Dipolyhy-
droxystearate, a non-ionic surfactant. They used the nanostructured polyaniline to fabricate
the counter-electrode for DSSCs. Through scanning of the surfactant concentration, they
achieved the power conversion efficiency of 1.71% at 6% loading [106]. In another attempt,
Krakus et al. exploited the polyaniline as the counter-electrode. Instead of the usual
liquid electrolyte, they used cationic and anionic polymers as a quasi-solid electrolyte.
The cationic quasi-gel electrolyte showed a higher electrolyte holding capability, elasticity
and higher conductivity while the anionic one showed higher PCE. They were succeeded
in achieving a high power conversion efficiency of 6.30% [39]. Furthermore, Jiao et al.
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studied the cyclic voltametric behavior of polyaniline by growing a thin film of PANI on a
plastic substrate. By employing these thin films as a counter-electrode in DSSC, they gained
a power conversion efficiency of 7.27% [107]. However, there is a need to improve the
performance of PANI-based counter-electrodes. Scientists are attempting this by adding
fillers in polyaniline substrates.

2.5.4. Counter-Electrodes Based on PANI-Nanocomposites

Nano-sized fillers are usually added to polyaniline in order to improve both electro-
chemical and catalytic properties of PANI. The resulting materials usually show better
properties than PANI itself. Here the most recent works on polyaniline nanocomposites for
counter-electrodes in DSSCs are represented and all obtained photovoltaic parameters are
gathered in Table 4.

Table 4. Photovoltaic performance parameters of polyaniline and its nanocomposites based on DSSCs
counter-electrodes.

Counter-Electrode Fabrication Methods of
PANI-Based Electrodes

Voc
(mV)

Jsc
(mA cm−2)

FF
(-)

PCE
(%) Ref.

PANI Doctor Blade Technique 645 20.8 0.41 4.20 [39]

PANI Screen Printing
Technique 630 5.10 0.48 1.71 [106]

PANI
Cyclic Voltametric-

Electrochemical
Method

740 15.34 0.64 7.27 [107]

Pristine PANI Doctor Blade Technique 480 4.71 0.45 1.14

[40]
H2SO4-doped PANI Doctor Blade Technique 530 7.86 0.43 1.78

ALS-doped PANI Doctor Blade Technique 603 10.84 0.43 2.79
ALS-H2SO4-doped

PANI Doctor Blade Technique 603 15.13 0.53 4.54

WO3-PANI Cyclic voltammetry
Technique 685 18.00 0.55 6.78 [108]

Farooq et al. fabricated four different counter-electrodes using four novel polyaniline-
based materials. They fabricated counter-electrodes using polyaniline, ammonium lauryl
sulfate doped polyaniline, sulphuric acid doped polyaniline and binary doped polyaniline
containing both components. They achieved a power conversion efficiency of 4.54% [40].
Zatirostami et al. prepared tungsten oxide containing polyaniline nanocomposites and
used them to fabricate counter-electrodes for DSSC. The nanocomposites bore good electro-
catalytic behavior and high electrical conductivity. They succeeded in achieving a 12.8%
improved power conversion efficiency of 6.78% as compared to Pt-based counter-electrode
DSSCs [108]. In the most recent work published, Ravichandran et al. fabricated the counter-
electrodes from FeS2 and achieved high FF value, higher Jsc and excellent electrocatalytic
behavior towards electrolytes [109].

2.5.5. Counter-Electrodes Based on Poly(3,4-Ethylenedioxythiophene)

After polyaniline, another most widely used polymer in DSSCs as their counter-
electrode is Poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene), abbreviated as PEDOT. Bella et al. syn-
thesized ammonium ion-bearing poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene), which they used as
counter-electrode in DSSC. Even without using any expensive rare earth metal, they suc-
ceeded in achieving the power conversion efficiency of 7.02% [110]. In another attempt,
Pradhan et al. fabricated DSSC counter-electrodes from poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene)
films and evaluated the performance of PEDOT by the varying film thickness. They pre-
pared the PEDOT films having 33 nm, 65 nm and 120 nm thickness. Studies showed that
the film with a 33 nm thickness produced the highest power conversion efficiency of 10.39%,
while conversion efficiency of 8.11% and 7.45% were used by films of 65 nm and 120 nm
thicknesses, respectively. The results clearly indicated that the performance declined with
an incline in film thickness [111]. In a most recent work presented by Venkatesan et al. the
optimum poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) film thickness was found to be 90 nm. They
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studied the DSSCs performance using PEDOT counter-electrodes under different light
intensities. As the light intensity decreased, the efficiency of the cells tested increased.
Under standard 100 mW illumination, the PCE of the cell was about 2.5% [112].

2.5.6. Counter-Electrode Based on PEDOT-Nanocomposites

For obtaining more productive results using the PEDOT-counter-electrode, nanofillers
are now added to the polymer substrate. Recently much work has been done to investigate
the required catalytic and electrochemical properties of poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene)
nanocomposites. Mazloum-Ardakani et al. fabricated the DSSC counter-electrode from
PEDOT-Ag/CuO nanocomposites. The cell showed the combined effect of poly(3,4-
ethylenedioxythiophene), graphite and copper particles, thus obtaining an energy con-
version efficiency of 9.06% [41]. Gaining confidence from the acquired results and in
order to decrease the required amount of expensive platinum, Xu et al. fabricated counter-
electrodes from transparent PEDOT film incorporated with Pt-nanoclusters. Enhancement
in the electrochemical and catalytic properties in addition to improvement in film cover-
age, was observed. They prepared various counter-electrodes by varying the amounts
of Pt-nanoclusters. The optimum concentration with the highest PCE was found to be
in the Pt-10/PEDOT counter-electrode. By using the Pt-10/PEDOT electrode, the energy
conversion efficiency was 6.77% when illuminating from the front side [113]. In a recent
work by Gemeiner et al., various counter-electrodes were fabricated by screen-printing the
poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene): poly(styrene sulphonate). They doped the PEDOT:PSS
with dimethyl sulfoxide, polyethylene glycol and ethylene glycol. Through optimizations,
DSSC with a counter-electrode fabricated from PEDOT:PSS doped with 6 wt.% ethylene
glycol showed a maximum power-converting efficiency of 3.12% [114].

Summing up the role of polymers in DSSCs, one can notice that polymers can be used
in different forms and roles: as a flexible substrate, in the mesoporous layer of photoanode,
dyes, in the gel electrolyte and as a counter-electrode.

In addition to the FTO-coated glass substrates, DSSC cells are increasingly being
prepared on flexible polymer substrates made of PEN and also PET, which are coated with
ITO. Considering another layer that forms the DSSC device, namely the conductive oxide
layer, polymers are considered as materials used to receive the pores that develop the oxide
surface. The most commonly used compounds are PS, PVP, as well as copolymers such as
P123 Pluronic (PEO20–PPO70–PEO20) and a copolymer of PVC and POEM.

This review presents only a few latest papers on the use of polymers as dyes in DSSCs,
but it is worth noting that most papers of this type do not mention this at all, and looking
at the cases cited, polymers may be materials worthy of attention in this aspect as well. The
use of polymers containing either a phenothiazine derivative in the main or side chain gives
very good results. The use of polymers as additives in electrolytes to obtain gel structures
and improve their time stability is being explored far more extensively than for polymeric
dyes. PEO, PAN, and copolymers such as PAN-co-PBA, pCMA-PGE, or PVP-PGE are the
most commonly used. However, it is not possible to compare parameter values in this case
and to indicate the best polymer due to the use of different dyes and preparation methods.

Excellent electronic and catalytic properties are crucial for a material to be used in
DSSCs as counter-electrodes. Expensive and corrosive platinum-based counter-electrodes
are now being replaced by low-cost, non-corrosive, highly efficient and easily synthesized
organic counter-electrodes. Polypyrrole, Polyaniline, Poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene)
and Poly(3,4-propylenedioxythiophene) are the main candidates in this regard. A blend of
Poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) and Polystyrene sulfonate (PEDOT:PSS) is proved to be
efficient enough to be replaced by Platinum-based counter-electrode. PEDOT:PSS is the
most catalytic counter-electrodes among all polymeric counter-electrodes. Still, most of
the research is focused on the development of more efficient carbonaceous material, which
not only reduces the production cost of the solar cell but also increases the photovoltaic
parameters along with its long-term stability.
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Different fabrication methods are being employed to synthesize materials for counter-
electrodes with optimum required properties. Porous or network structured polymer
material with high thickness can give better electrocatalytic properties. Electrochemical
polymerization is an ideal technique to obtain polymeric materials with desired properties
and dimensions. However, this technique has some limitations when applied on a large
scale. Moreover, nanocomposites of these polymers are synthesized to further improve
the available catalytic surface area and electronic properties of the material. For instance,
depositing uniform films is a challenging task for PANI-based counter-electrodes. Hence,
finding appropriate nanofillers improves the conductivity but also increases the surface
area by acting as pore former without disturbing the film uniformity. The advantage of
Polypyrrole-based counter-electrodes is that by carefully selecting the fabrication method
and dopants, one can simultaneously obtain the benefits of high-catalytic and energy-
storing properties of the polypyrrole.

Moreover, from the above-presented literature review of polymers-based counter-
electrodes for DSSCs, we conclude that the conductive polymers with excellent electro-
chemical and catalytic properties can selectively catalyze the redox reaction of the electrolyte
and can further improve the photovoltaic parameters of the solar cells.

3. Polymers in Bulk-Heterojunction Solar Cells (BHJ)

BHJ solar cells are characterised by their layered structure, but it is important to note
that the active layer is a donor and acceptor blend. The simplest architecture of both
conventional and inverted systems is shown in Figure 2.
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3.1. Polymers as Donors Materials

As for other types of solar cells, the power conversion efficiency is the most important
parameter to assess the efficiency of a fabricated solar cell, which in turn depends directly
upon short-circuit current density, open-circuit voltage and fill factor [42]. This fact prompts
the researchers to look deeply into the factors which directly impact these parameters. Thus,
plenty of work is being done to improve the PCE of bulk heterojunction solar cells by fine-
tuning the (1) HOMO of donors to the deep-lying level and LUMO of the acceptor to
low lying level for the improvement of Voc, (2) incorporation of strong acceptors in D-A
kind of donor systems, which alleviates the intramolecular charge transfers, (3) photon
harvesting capability which in turn improves the external quantum efficiency and incident
photon to current conversion efficiency, (4) use of superior charge carrying polymers as
Donors and Acceptors to avoid energy loss due to charge recombination and (5) solution
processability by increasing blending ability [43]. Out of these parameters, Jsc and Voc are
directly affected by the nature of the donor material. Hole-transporting ability and HOMO
levels of donor directly impact the current density and open-circuit voltage, respectively.
Hence it is inevitable to engineer the donor molecules that can efficiently improve the PCE
of BHJ solar cells.

The main roles of the donor material are to absorb sunlight and transport the holes to
the respective electrode. Certain requirements for organic semiconductors for employing
them as donor materials in BHJ must be kept in mind. The first step is the exciton generation
by absorbing solar light and most of the fraction of sunlight is absorbed by the donor
material; therefore, it is necessary to optimize the absorption range of the donor materials
to efficiently cover most of the solar spectrum. The use of low-bandgap donor materials,
i.e., materials with a bandgap lower than 2 eV, is the key to this arduous task [44,115]. For
instance, donor material having 1.1 eV bandgap can efficiently cover 77% part of AM 1.5
solar photon flux, while 1.9 eV bandgap donor material can cover only 30% of it [115].
Effective light absorption is achieved by employing π-conjugated polymers surely because
of their superior absorption coefficient, i.e., 107 m−1 [116]. The thickness of the active layer
in BHJ solar cells must be kept small (100 nm) so as to allow maximum exciton diffusion. It
is due to the low charge carrier mobility of the polymers. The low thickness of the active
layer makes the BHJ more cost-effective compared to the inorganic silicon-based solar cells,
where the thickness of several micrometres is required. After exciton generation and their
diffusion, the next step is the dissociation of excitons into separate charged particles, i.e.,
holes and electrons. The frontier orbital energy levels of the donor and acceptor molecules
decide the efficiency of excitons dissociation [117,118]. The energy offset between the
Acceptor LUMO and Donor LUMO should be between 0.1–1.4 eV for the dissociation of
exciton into electrons and holes [119]. Herein, we review the most recent advances in the
polymer donors for BHJ solar cells.

3.1.1. Wide-Bandgap Polymer Donors

The narrow absorption range and lower charge carrying ability had limited the wide
applicability of poly(2-methoxy-5-(2′-ethyl-hexyloxy)-1,4-phenylene vinylene), which was
the first ever polymer donor for organic solar cells [120]. Since then, a copious amount of
research has been devoted to synthesizing an appropriate polymeric donor material having
a wide range of spectral absorption by fine-tuning the bandgap. The PV parameters of the
described devices are shown in Table 5.
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Table 5. Photovoltaic parameters of devices containing wide-bandgap polymers.

Structure of Solar Cell Voc
(mV)

Jsc
(mA/cm2)

FF
(-)

PCE
(%) Ref.

ITO/PEDOT:PSS/W1:Y6 (1:1)/PDIN/Ag 890 25.36 0.68 15.39 (14.95) a [121]
ITO/PEDOT:PSS/W1:Y6 (1:1.2)/PDIN/Ag 890 25.92 0.69 15.95 (15.69)
ITO/PEDOT:PSS/W1:Y6 (1:1.4)/PDIN/Ag 890 25.06 0.71 15.87 (15.64)
ITO/PEDOT:PSS/W1:Y6 (1:1.6)/PDIN/Ag 880 24.59 0.71 15.65 (15.35)

ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PBDT- TTZ:N2200/PFN-Br/Ag 870 14.4 0.67 8.40 [122]
ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PBDT-TT:N2200/PFN-Br/Ag 750 2.0 0.46 0.70

ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PBDT-TTz:PC61BM/PFN-Br/Ag 890 10.3 0.73 6.70
ITO.PEDOT:PSS/PBTz:IT-4F/PFN-Br/Al 840 17.68 0.59 8.76 [123]

ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PTzTz:IT-4F/PFN-Br/Al 820 18.81 0.69 10.63
ITO/PEDOT:PSS/D18:Y6 (1:0.8)/PDIN/Ag 861 27.16 0.72 16.98 (16.76) a [15]
ITO/PEDOT:PSS/D18:Y6 (1:1.2)/PDIN/Ag 863 27.05 0.75 17.51 (17.34)
ITO/PEDOT:PSS/D18:Y6 (1:1.6)/PDIN/Ag 865 27.31 0.75 17.84 (17.67)
ITO/PEDOT:PSS/D18:Y6 (1:2)/PDIN/Ag 870 26.20 0.75 17.16 (16.87)

ITO/PEDOT:PSS/D18:Y6/PDIN/Ag
(170 nm) b 864 25.89 0.73 16.38 (16.34) a

ITO/PEDOT:PSS/D18:Y6/PDIN/Ag
(130 nm) 864 26.39 0.74 16.92 (16.77)

ITO/PEDOT:PSS/D18:Y6/PDIN/Ag
(112 nm) 866 27.16 0.75 17.65 (17.38)

ITO/PEDOT:PSS/D18:Y6/PDIN/Ag
(103 nm) 865 27.31 0.75 17.84 (17.67)

ITO/PEDOT:PSS/D18:Y6/PDIN/Ag
(91 nm) 869 26.75 0.76 17.73 (17.64)

ITO/PEDOT:PSS/D18:Y6:PC61BM (1:1.6:0)/PDIN/Ag 862 26.09 0.76 17.23 (17.01) b [124]
ITO/PEDOT:PSS/D18:Y6:PC61BM (1:1.6:0.1)/PDIN/Ag 865 26.33 0.76 17.42 (17.16)
ITO/PEDOT:PSS/D18:Y6:PC61BM (1:1.6:0.2)/PDIN/Ag 870 26.48 0.77 17.89 (17.57)
ITO/PEDOT:PSS/D18:Y6:PC61BM (1:1.6:0.4)/PDIN/Ag 874 25.70 0.75 16.94 (16.78)
ITO/PEDOT:PSS/D18:Y6:PC61BM (1:1.6:0.6)/PDIN/Ag 882 25.64 0.71 16.05 (15.82)

ITO/PEDOT:PSS/D18:Y6:PC61BM (1:1.6:0.2 c)/PDIN/Ag 865 25.90 0.76 17.09 (16.92)
ITO/PEDOT:PSS/D18:Y6:PC61BM (1:1.6:0 d)/PDIN/Ag 865 27.31 0.75 17.84 (17.67)
ITO/PEDOT:PSS/D18:Y6:PC61BM (1:1.6:0 e)/PDIN/Ag 859 27.70 0.76 18.22 (18.01)
ITO/PEDOT:PSS/D18:Y6:PC61BM/PDIN/Ag (90 nm) b 870 25.94 0.75 17.10 (16.97) b

ITO/PEDOT:PSS/D18:Y6:PC61BM/PDIN/Ag (110 nm) 870 26.48 0.77 17.89 (17.57)
ITO/PEDOT:PSS/D18:Y6:PC61BM/PDIN/Ag (130 nm) 864 26.44 0.75 17.12 (16.72)

ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PTPD:Y6/PFN-Br/Ag 660 19.5 0.46 5.90 [125]
ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PBiTPD:Y6/PFN-Br/Ag 830 25.6 0.66 14.20
ITO/PEDOT:PSS/P106:Y18-DMO/PFN/Al 870 22.78 (22.62) f 0.71 14.07 (13.91) b [126]
ITO/PEDOT:PSS/P106:DBTBT-IC/PFN/Al 960 18.56 (18.41) 0.66 11.76 (11.59)

ITO/PEDOT:PSS/P106:DBTBT-IC:Y18-DMO/PFN/Al 910 24.82 (24.66) 0.73 16.49 (16.32)
ITO/ZnO/[PTB7-Th(1):Si-BDT(0):DCNBT-TPIC(0.6)/MoO3/Ag 850 18.00 (18.07) f 0.64 10.11 [127]

ITO/ZnO/[PTB7-Th(0.8):Si-BDT(0.2):DCNBT-TPIC(0.6)/MoO3/Ag 850 19.32
(19.74) f 0.65 11.20

ITO/ZnO/[PTB7-Th(0.6):Si-BDT(0.4):DCNBT-TPIC(0.6)/MoO3/Ag 860 22.32
(22.06) f 0.68 13.45

ITO/ZnO/[PTB7-Th(0.4):Si-BDT(0.6):DCNBT-TPIC(0.6)/MoO3/Ag 820 19.21
(19.23) f 0.66 10.88

ITO/ZnO/[PTB7-Th(0.2):Si-BDT(0.8):DCNBT-TPIC(0.6)/MoO3/Ag 820 16.00
(16.01) f 0.54 7.53

ITO/ZnO/[PTB7-Th(0):Si-BDT(1):DCNBT-TPIC(0.6)/MoO3/Ag 820 17.58 (17.59) f 0.65 9.92

a Data in parentheses are averages for 10 cells; b Data in parentheses are the thickness of the active layer; c The
active layer underwent CF solvent vapor annealing (SVA) for 5 min; d No CN additive; e No CN additive; the
active layer underwent CF SVA for 5 min. Data from literature, f Estimated from the integration of EQE spectra.

The chemical structures of polymers used as wide bandgap materials are shown in
Figure 3.

Wang et al. synthesized a 1,2-difluoro-4,5-bis(octyloxy)benzene wide-bandgap (2.16 eV)
polymer W1 and used it with Y6 (BTP-4F non-fulerene electron acceptor) to fabricate a BHJ
solar cell in the architecture of ITO/PEDOT:PSS/W1:Y6/PDIN/Ag. They succeeded in
obtaining a PCE as high as 16.16% [121]. Cao et al. synthesized a wide-bandgap polymer
PBDT-TTz based on thiazolothiazole motif and exploited the role of the imine substitution
on the electronic charge transport and optical properties of the polymer. For comparison, a
non-imine polymer PBDT-TT was also synthesized, and it was found that the imine substitu-
tion not only improved donor-acceptor miscibility, but also increased the face-on orientation
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and crystallinity of the donor phase. ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PBDT-TTZ:N2200/PFN-Br/Ag
architecture was fabricated to measure the photovoltaic parameters. An imine-substituted
polymer donor exhibited a power conversion efficiency of 8.4% as compared to non-imine
polymers, which showed a 0.7% PCE value [122]. Changguo et al. synthesized two poly-
mers based on 4,8-bis(5-(2-ethylhexyl)thiophen-2-yl)benzo[1,2-b:4,5-b′]dithiophen, and a
combination of thiazolothiazole and thiazoles. Donor polymers PTzTz and PBTz, when used
along with a non-fluorine Acceptor (IT-4F) in the architecture of ITO.PEDOT:PSS/PTzTz:IT-
4F/PFN-Br/Al and ITO.PEDOT:PSS/PBTz:IT-4F/PFN-Br/Al delivered energy conversion
efficiencies of 10.63% and 8.76%, respectively [123]. Another wide-bandgap (1.98 eV) donor
copolymer, as shown in Figure 3, was synthesized and employed in BHJ-solar cells by
Qishi et al. By fabricating the cell in the ITO/PEDOT:PSS/D18:Y6/PDIN/Ag architecture
provided a final PCE of 18.22% [15].
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Figure 3. Chemical structures of wide bandgap polymers used in BHJ solar cells.

In a separate attempt, Jianqiang et al. fabricated a thick active layer of BHJ solar
cells by adding PCBM into a D18-Y6 blend and used the architecture ITO/PEDOT:PSS/
D18:Y6:PC61BM/PDIN/Ag. Increasing the thickness to 110 nm, they achieved a power
conversion efficiency of 17.89% [124]. Advancing further, Zhao et al. reported bithieno[3,4-
c]pyrrole-4,6-dione (PBiTPD), a donor based on the thieno[3,4-c]pyrrole-4,6-dione (TPD)
motif. Using the solar cell structure ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PBiTPD:Y6/PFN-Br/Ag, the power
conversion efficiency was 14.2% [125]. Keshtov et al. fabricated the binary and ternary BHJ
solar cells by employing a D-A polymer P106 as a donor and two non-fluorine acceptors,
Y18-DMO and DBTBT-IC. P106 contained 2-dodecylbenzo[1,2-b:3,4-b′:6,5-b′′]trithiophene
(3TB) as a donor unit with dithieno [2,3-e;3′2′-g]isoindole-7,9 (8H) (DTID) as an acceptor
unit. Two binary solar cells having the architectures of ITO/PEDOT:PSS/P106:DBTBT-
IC/PFN/Al and ITO/PEDOT:PSS/P106:Y18-DMO/PFN/Al produced power conver-
sion efficiencies of 11.76% and 14.07%, respectively, while the ternary solar cell with
the structure ITO/PEDOT:PSS/P106: DBTBT-IC:Y18-DMO/PFN/Al obtained a power
conversion efficiency of 16.49% [126]. In a more recent work on wide-bandgap donor
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polymers, Gokulnath et al. reported the fabrication of a ternary solar cell based on the
siloxane-functionalized polymer Si-BDT. The ITO/ZnO/[PTB7-Th(0.6):Si-BDT(0.4):DCNBT-
TPIC(0.6)/MoO3/Ag architecture provided a power conversion efficiency of 13.45% [127].

3.1.2. Medium-Bandgap Polymer Donors

Thieno[3,4-b]thiophene or benzodithiohene-based polymers have produced satisfac-
tory results when employed as donor materials in BHJ solar cells [128,129]. The photo-
voltaic parameters of the described devices are collected in Table 6 and the structures of the
polymers are shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Chemical structures of medium bandgap polymers used in BHJ solar cells. 
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Table 6. Photovoltaic parameters of devices containing medium-bandgap polymers.

Structure of Solar Cell Voc
(mV)

Jsc
(mA/cm2)

FF
(-)

PCE
(%) Ref.

ITO/PEDOT:PSS/POBDFBT(1):ITIC(1): PCBM(0)/PFN/Al 820 16.59 0.46 6.16 [130]
ITO/PEDOT:PSS/POBDFBT(1):ITIC(1): PCBM(0.5)/PFN/Al 780 12.7 0.64 6.26

ITO/PEDOT:PSS/POBDFBT(1):ITIC(0.75):
PCBM(0.75)/PFN/Al 760 13.8 0.61 6.39

ITO/PEDOT:PSS/POBDFB(1):ITIC(0.5): PCBM(1)/PFN/Al 720 17.65 0.62 7.91
ITO/PEDOT:PSS/POBDFB(1):ITIC(0.25):

PCBM(1.25)/PFN/Al 790 13.78 0.61 6.66

ITO/PEDOT:PSS/POBDFB(1):ITIC(0): PCBM(1.5)/PFN/Al 710 13.67 0.64 6.23
ITO/PEDOT:PSS/P:ITIC-m/PFN/Al 1040 16.86 0.69 12.10 [131]

ITO/PEDOT:PSS/P:Y6/PFN/Al 940 19.72 0.71 13.16
ITO/PEDOT:PSS/P:ITIC-m:Y6/PFN/Al 990 20.65 0.74 15.13

ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PM6:MF1(0):Y6/PDIN/Al 843 25.11 0.75 15.93 [132]
ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PM6:MF1(10):Y6/PDIN/Al 853 25.68 0.77 17.22
ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PM6:MF1(50):Y6/PDIN/Al 867 23.53 0.71 14.40

ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PM6:MF1(100):Y6/PDIN/Al 914 16.67 0.79 12.09
ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PM6:Y6/PDINO/Al (150) 860 24.3 0.73 15.3(15.2 ± 0.1) [133]
ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PM6:Y6/PDINO/Al (150) 830 25.3 0.75 15.7(15.6 ± 0.1)
ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PM6:Y6/PDINO/Al (200) 830 25.8 0.67 14.3(14.2 ± 0.1)
ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PM6:Y6/PDINO/Al (250) 820 27.1 0.63 14.1(13.9 ± 0.2)
ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PM6:Y6/PDINO/Al (300) 820 26.5 0.62 13.6(13.3 ± 0.3)

ITO/ZnO/PM6:Y6/MoO3/Ag (100) 820 25.2 0.76 15.7(15.5 ± 0.2)
ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PM6:Y6/PDINO/Al 830 23.2 0.77 14.90

ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PM6(1):Y6 (1.2): PC71BM(0)/PDINO/Al 8450 24.89 0.74 15.75 (15.70) [134]
ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PM6(1):Y6 (1.1): PC71BM(0.1)/PDINO/Al 850 25.36 0.76 16.30 (16.26)

ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PM6(1):Y6 (1.05): PC71BM(0.15)/PDINO/Al 850 25.8 0.75 16.38 (16.32)
ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PM6(1):Y6 (1.0): PC71BM(0.2)/PDINO/Al 850 25.7 0.76 16.67 (16.61)
ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PM6(1):Y6 (0.9): PC71BM(0.3)/PDINO/Al 853 25.05 0.75 16.05 (16.0)
ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PM6(1):Y6 (0.7): PC71BM(0.5)/PDINO/Al 865 23.94 0.74 15.30 (15.23)
ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PM6(1):Y6 (0.4): PC71BM(0.8)/PDINO/Al 876 19.24 0.49 8.39 (8.27)
ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PM6(1):Y6 (0.1): PC71BM(1.2)/PDINO/Al 965 11.56 0.53 6.01 (5.94)

ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PM6(1):PM7-Si(0):C9(1.2)/PFN-Br/Ag 841 26.36 0.76 17.0 [135]
ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PM6(0.9):PM7-Si(0.1):C9(1.2)/PFN-Br/Ag 864 26.35 0.77 17.7

ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PM6(0):PM7-Si(1):C9(1.2)/PFN-Br/Ag 895 14.43 0.41 5.4
ITO/PEDOT:PSS/P130:Y6/PFN/Al 890 (±5) 23.84 (±0.32) 0.72 (±0.05) 15.28 (±0.21) [136]
ITO/PEDOT:PSS/P131:Y6/PFN/Al 780 (±3) 21.96 (0.22) 0.65 (±0.03) 11.13 (±0.18)

Chen et al. described the enhanced photovoltaic performance by using a novel medium
bandgap polymer as the donor for BHJ. A copolymer based on thiophene, diflurobenzoth-
iadiazole (FBT) and benzodithiophene (BDT) motifs were synthesized and employed
to fabricate ternary and binary BHJ solar cells. Non fluorine 3,9-bis(2-methylene-(3-(1,1-
dicyanomethylene)-indanone))-5,5,11,11-tetrakis(4-hexylphenyl)-dithienol[2,3-d:2′,3′-d′]-s-
indaceno[1,2-b:5,6-b′]dithiophene (ITIC) and [6,6]-phenyl-C71-butyric acid methyl ester
(PC71BM) were used as Acceptors.

The solar cells were fabricated in the following architectures: ITO/PEDOT:PSS/
POBDFBT:ITIC/PFN/Al, ITO/PEDOT:PSS/POBDFBT:PCBM/PFN/Al and ITO/PEDOT:PSS/
POBDFBT:PCBM:ITIC/PFN/Al. Power conversion efficiencies were calculated to be 6.16%,
6.23% and 7.91%, respectively [130]. Sharma et al. fabricated a ternary solar cell using BODIPY-
thiophene-based conjugated polymer. The ternary cell was fabricated by mixing two polymers
with two different acceptors ITIC-m and Y6, in a weight ratio of 1:0.3:1.2.

Fabricating architecture of the ternary solar cell was ITO/PEDOT:PSS/P:ITIC-m:Y6/
PFN/Al and it delivered a power conversion efficiency of 15.13%, which is higher as
compared to the binary solar cells, i.e., 12.10% for P-ITIC-m (1:1.5) and 13.16% for P-Y6
(1:1.5) [131]. An and Qiaoshi et al. succeeded in achieving a PCE of 17.22 percent by
employing ternary strategy of fabricating solar cells. For this PM6, a donor polymer was
used along with Y6 and MF1 as acceptors in the architecture of ITO/PEDOT:PSS/active
layer/PDIN/Al [132]. Separately, Yuan and Jun et al. used a ladder-type Y6 as acceptor and
PM6 as a donor and succeeded in achieving a PCE of 15% [133]. Yan et al. fabricated ternary
solar cells by incorporating PCBM as a third component in the PM6-Y6 binary mixture. The
architecture used by them was ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PM6:Y6 (w and w/oPC71BM)/PDINO/Al
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and they obtained the PCE values of 16.67% in rigid and 14.06% in flexible organic solar
cells [134].

Another attempt to successfully employ medium bandgap polymers as donors in BHJ
devices was made by Penget et al. They synthesized a D-A type polymer PM7-Si after
modifying well-known PM6 by replacing the ethylhexyl group with alkylsilyl chains and
fluorine atom with chorine. The fabrication of the ternary BHJ solar cell was made with
a structure of ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PM6:PM7-Si:C9/PFN-Br/Ag. The obtained PCE of the
ternary cell was 17.7% which was higher as compared to a binary cell based on PM6:C9 [135].
In a more recent work, a medium bandgap copolymer donor D-A1-D-A2 was synthesized
where D is thiophene, A2 is novel anthra[1,2-b:4,3,b′:6,7-c′′]trithiophene-8.12-dione (A3T)
and A1 is fluorinated benzothiadiazole in case of P130 or benzothiadiazole in case of P131.
The architecture of the cell was ITO/PEDOT:PSS/P130 or P131:Y6/PFN/Al. The power
conversion efficiencies are 15.28% and 11.13% for P130 and P131, respectively [136].

3.1.3. Narrow Bandgap Polymers

Researchers are doing continuous work on optimizing the bandgap width of the
polymers to employ them efficiently as the donor materials in BHJ solar cells. The PV
parameters of described devices are collected in Table 7.

Table 7. Photovoltaic parameters of solar cells contain narrow bandgap polymer donors.

Device Structure Voc
(mV)

Jsc
(mA cm−2)

FF
(-)

PCE
(%) Ref.

ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PffBT-DPP(1)/[70] PCBM(3)/MeIC(1)/ZrAcAc/Al 740 12.5 0.74 6.8 [137]
ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PffBT-DPP(1)/[70] PCBM(0)/MeIC(1)/ZrAcAc/Al 780 4.5 0.58 2.0
ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PffBT-DPP(1)/[70] PCBM(2)/MeIC(1)/ZrAcAc/Al 760 16.1 0.73 9.0

(ITO)/PEDOT:PSS/PTQ10:Y6/PFN-Br/Al 820 ± 1 23.9 ± 0.1 0.73 14.5 ± 0.1 [138]
ITO/PEDOT:PSS/P1(1):PC71BM(2)/LiF/Al (500 rpm) i 770 5.76 0.43 1.92 [139]
ITO/PEDOT:PSS/P1(1):PC71BM(3)/LiF/Al (500 rpm) i 770 7.32 0.39 2.21
ITO/PEDOT:PSS/P1(1):PC71BM(4)/LiF/Al (500 rpm) i 770 7.10 0.39 1.97
ITO/PEDOT:PSS/P1(1):PC71BM(3)/LiF/Al (500 rpm) i 580 3.07 0.30 0.55
ITO/PEDOT:PSS/P1(1):PC71BM(3)/LiF/Al (500 rpm) i 770 8.19 0.35 2.21
ITO/PEDOT:PSS/P1(1):PC71BM(3)/LiF/Al (350 rpm)i 790 7.29 0.41 2.36
ITO/PEDOT:PSS/P1(1):PC71BM(3)/LiF/Al (750 rpm) i 790 6.94 0.35 1.92
ITO/PEDOT:PSS/P2(1):PC71BM(2)/LiF/Al (500 rpm) i 710 5.27 0.55 2.07
ITO/PEDOT:PSS/P2(1):PC71BM(3)/LiF/Al (500 rpm) i 700 5.30 0.37 1.38
ITO/PEDOT:PSS/P3(1):PC71BM(1)/LiF/Al (500 rpm) i 750 2.50 0.49 0.92
ITO/PEDOT:PSS/P3(1):PC71BM(2)/LiF/Al (500 rpm) i 750 3.95 0.46 1.38
ITO/PEDOT:PSS/P3(1):PC71BM(3)/LiF/Al (500 rpm) i 750 3.85 0.49 1.43
ITO/PEDOT:PSS/P3(1):PC71BM(4)/LiF/Al (500 rpm) i 760 5.14 0.42 1.65
ITO/PEDOT:PSS/P3(1):PC71BM(4)/LiF/Al (500 rpm) i 740 7.13 0.34 1.83
ITO/PEDOT:PSS/P3(1):PC71BM(4)/LiF/Al (500 rpm)i 750 7.63 0.35 2.02
ITO/PEDOT:PSS/P3(1):PC71BM(4)/LiF/Al (350 rpm) i 770 7.59 0.41 2.45
ITO/PEDOT:PSS/P3(1):PC71BM(4)/LiF/Al (750 rpm) i 740 5.9 0.33 1.48

ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PTT-EFQX:PCBM/PFN-Br/Ag 690 11.19 0.68 5.37 [140]
ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PT-DFBT-T-EFQX:PCBM/PFN-Br/Ag 870 5.62 0.54 2.69

ITO/PEDOT:PSS/P(T2BDY−TBDT)/PNDIT-F3N−Br/Ag 780 12.07 0.47 4.40 [141]
ITO/PEDOT:PSS/P(TTzBDY−TBDT)/PNDIT-F3N−Br/Ag 800 7.71 0.40 2.49

ITO/PEDOT:PSS/P(T2BDY−TBDT0.7−OBDT0.3)/PNDIT-F3N−Br/Ag 750 3.80 0.37 1.06
ITO/PEDOT:PSS/P(TTzBDY−TBDT0.7−OBDT0.3)/PNDIT-F3N−Br/Ag 770 5.23 0.39 1.58

i Revolutions per minute.

Pan et al. reported diketopyrrolopyrrole (DPP)-based polymer PffBT-DPP has a nar-
row bandgap of 1.33 eV. One non-fullerene acceptor MeIC and one fullerene acceptor
PCBM were employed to fabricate both binary and ternary solar cells with the architecture
ITO/PEDOT:PSS/active layer/ZrAcAc/Al. The ternary device PffBT-DPP:PCBM:MeIC
showed a power conversion efficiency of 9.0% while binary BHJ solar cells showed PCE of
6.8% and 2.0% for PffBT-DPP:PCBM and PffBT-DPP:MeIC respectively [137]. A PT10-based
donor polymeric material was synthesized by Rech et al. and was used in the architecture of
(ITO)/poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene):polystyrenesulfonat(PEDOT:PSS)/PTQ10:Y6/PFN-
Br/aluminum. They acquired the PCE of 15%. In [138], Caliskan et al. synthesized a donor
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material based on benzo dithiophene by attaching a 2-(2-octyldodecyl)selenophene ring
at the fourth and eighth position of benzene ring in BDT. The structure of the solar cell
was ITO/PEDOT:PSS/Polymer:PC71BM/LiF/Al and the obtained PCEs were 2.36%, 2.07%
and 2.45% for P1, P2 and P3, respectively [139]. Guo et al. synthesized narrow bandgap
(1.6 eV) conjugated polymers based on bis(2-alkyl)-5,8-dibromo-6,7-difluoroquinoxaline-2,3-
dicarboxylate (EF-Qx) unit. For better performance D-A (PTT-EFQX) and D-A1-D-A2(PT-
DFBT-T-EFQX)-type materials were synthesized in the architecture of ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PTT-
EFQX:PCBM/PFN-Br/Ag and ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PT-DFBT-T-EFQX:PCBM/PFN-Br/Ag
respectively. PCE of the solar cells containing D-A type structure was found to be 5.37%,
while D-A1-D-A2 type has 2.69% [140]. Can et al. recently synthesized low bandgap
(1.30–1.35 eV) D-A copolymers 4,4-Difluoro-4-bora-3a,4a-diaza-s-indacene (BODIPY) as
donor part and benzo[1,2-b:4,5-b′]dithiophene (BDT) acting as acceptor. The highest con-
version efficiency of 4.40% was shown by P(T2BDY−TBDT), having a very high current
density of 12.07 mAcm−2 [141].

3.2. Polymers as Acceptor Materials

To a lesser extent, polymers are used as acceptors in BHJ cells. However, in the
literature in recent years, few reports can be found on the use of polymers as acceptors
(Table 8).

Table 8. Polymers used as an acceptor material in bulk-heterojunction solar cells.

Structure of Solar Cell Voc
(mV)

Jsc
(mA/cm2)

FF
(-)

PCE
(%) Ref.

ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PTzBISi:N2200/C60N/Ag CB- as print 930 2.76 0.43 1.01 [47]
ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PTzBISi:N2200/C60N/Ag CB-TA 890 3.98 0.48 1.57

ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PTzBISi:N2200/C60N/Ag CB-TA+SVA 870 4.58 0.51 1.83
ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PTzBISi:N2200/C60N/Ag MTHF-as print 890 15.41 0.70 9.01

ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PTzBISi:N2200/C60N/Ag MTHF-TA 880 16.19 0.73 9.96
ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PTzBISi:N2200/C60N/Ag MTHF-TA+SVA 880 17.62 0.76 11.25

ITO/ZnO/PTB7-Th:NDP-V/V2O5/Al 740 17.07 0.67 8.59 [48]
ITO/ZnO/PTB7-Th:PDI-V/V2O5/Al 740 15.39 0.64 7.38

ITO/ZnO/PEI/BSS0:PBDB-T/MoO3/Ag 820 15.74 0.57 7.38 [49]
ITO/ZnO/PEI/BSS10:PBDB-T/MoO3/Ag 860 18.55 0.64 10.10
ITO/ZnO/PEI/BSS20:PBDB-T/MoO3/Ag 860 17.07 0.65 9.58
ITO/ZnO/PEI/BSS50:PBDB-T/MoO3/Ag 850 17.50 0.65 9.69

ITO/ZnO/PBDBT:PIID(CO) 2FT/MoO3/Ag 640 8.30 0.50 2.65 [142]
ITO/ZnO/PBDBT:PIID(CO) BTIA/MoO3/Ag 630 1.80 0.50 0.37

ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PBDB-Tb-PYT/PDINN50/Ag (CF; area 5 mm2) 919 16.90 0.46 7.18 [143]
ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PBDB-Tb-PYT/PDINN50/Ag (CF, 4% CN; area 5 mm2) 916 19.60 0.63 11.32
ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PBDB-Tb-PYT/PDINN50/Ag (CB, 4% CN; area 5 mm2) 908 19.31 0.60 10.53

ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PBDB-Tb-PYT/PDINN50/Ag (ODCB, 4% CN; area 5 mm2) 917 18.67 0.59 10.08
ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PBDB-Tb-PYT/PDINN50/Ag (THF, 4% CN; area 5 mm2) 914 19.25 0.63 11.13

ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PBDB-Tb-PYT/PDINN50/Ag (Toluene, 4% CN; area 5 mm2) 912 19.38 0.62 11.07
ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PBDB-Tb-PYT/PDINN50/Ag (CF, 4% CN; area 2.2 mm2) 867 19.71 0.63 10.80

ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PBDB-T:PYT/PDINN50/Ag (CF; area 5 mm2) 883 22.70 0.72 14.57

MTHF—2-methyltetrahydrofuran, TA—thermal annealing, SVA—solvent vapor annealing, CF—chloroform,
CB—chlorobenzene, ODCB—o-dichlorobenzene, CN—1-chloronaphthalene.

Zhu et al. [47] prepared and described a series of solar cells with structure ITO/ PE-
DOT:PSS/PTzBISi:N2200/C60N/Ag prepared under different conditions. N2200 polymer
was used as an acceptor. Two solvents, such as chlorobenzene and 2-methyltetrahydrofuran
were used, in addition to the thermal annealing and solvent vapour annealing. It has been
shown that 2-methyltetrahydrofuran and thermal annealing together with solvent vapour
annealing are the most favourable applications. For the solar cells prepared in this way, high
photovoltaic parameters of Voc = 880 mV, Jsc = 17.62 mA/cm2, FF = 0.76 and PCE = 11.25%
were obtained. The values given were averages and the maximum efficiency of the device
was as high as 11.76%.

In [48], polymeric acceptors were used, which are naphthalene-diimide and perylenedi-
imide derivatives. The prepared inverted structure devices showed high efficiencies of
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8.59% (NDP-V) and 7.38 (PDI-V). When NDP-V was used, an increase in both Jsc and FF
was observed (by 1.68 mA/cm2 and 0.03, respectively). Nagesh et al. [49] prepared a series
of inverted photovoltaic cells containing a copolymer as an acceptor. The fabricated devices
differed in the ratio of NDI-biselenophene/NDI-selenophene copolymer repeating units.
As a result of the research carried out, it was found that the most advantageous was the use
of an NDI-biselenophene/NDI-selenophene copolymer with an equivalent proportion of
90:10 (BSS10); for this acceptor structure, yields of over 10% were obtained. In [143], a block
copolymer containing donor and acceptor moieties (PBDB-Tb-PYT) was used. The effect of
the solvent used (chloroform, chlorobenzene, o-dichlorobenzene, tetrahydrofuran, toluene)
was studied. Moreover, the addition of 1-chloronaphthalene was used. By using the CN
additive, a significant increase in both Jsc and FF and therefore, in efficiency, was observed
(from 7.18 to 11.32%). The obtained photovoltaic performance results for the copolymer
active layer were compared with the blend obtained by mixing the donor (PBDB) and
acceptor (PYT), respectively. A PCE of 14.57% was recorded for the blends obtained by
mixing the polymers in the active layer.

On the basis of the above-presented results from the latest scientific reports, we can
summarize the role of polymeric materials in BHJ solar cells. The most important light-
harvesting responsibility of the donor material in bulk heterojunction solar cells compels the
researchers to choose the optimum bandgap materials in this regard. Inorganic silicon-based
solar cells require the thick active donor layer and hence not only increase the production
cost but also are based on a non-renewable silicon source. Therefore easily synthesized,
low-cost, environmentally friendly and thermally stable polymeric donor materials are
continuously increasing in demand. Low-bandgap donor polymers are optimum for bulk
heterojunction solar cells because they absorb most parts of the solar spectrum and are thus
efficient light absorbers. Non-fullerene acceptors are more compatible with the polymer
donors because of the lowered LUMO levels and high extinction coefficient.

The wide visible light absorption range is the specialty of the polymers only. Poly(3-
hexylthiophene) (P3HT) is the most widely used polymer donor with PCBM acceptor.
Benzo[1,2-b:4,5-b′]dithiophene (BDT)-based donor polymers are among the best polymers
used against fullerene and non-fullerene acceptors. Not only binary, but ternary strategies
are employed to further increase the efficiency of all-polymer solar cells. PCEs greater
than 11% have been achieved by fullerene-based acceptors, while PCEs greater than 17%
have been accomplished by non-fullerene BHJ solar cells. Regioregular geometry of the
polymers controls the polymeric chain supramolecular assembly and thus influences the
charge transport properties. Developing novel synthetic methodologies has become crucial
for controlling regioregular geometry of the polymers during copolymerization. From
this literature review, it can be noted that good miscibility between acceptor and donor is
another important parameter, which must be kept in mind to achieve high-performing bulk
heterojunction solar cells. Side-chain engineering plays an important role in the electron-
donating abilities of the donor material. Therefore, it is the need of the hour to develop
facile and cost-effective synthetic methods for synthesizing polymer donors with optimum
properties. Polymers used as acceptors in BHJs are far less common, although there is, of
course, information on this in the literature. The most commonly used polymeric acceptors
are N2200, PBDB-T or NDP-V, but it is impossible to compare the PV performance of these
devices due to different preparation methods and architecture.

4. Polymers in Perovskite Solar Cells (PSCs)

Over the last two decades, the significant development of the sourcing electricity
concept from solar energy is observed. The current research topic in photovoltaics is
perovskite solar cells. The PSCs are cells of the latest technology, for which has been noted
a very fast increase in efficiency (PCE) from 3.8% in 2009 to 25.2% in 2020, which may
indicate that this type of cell will find commercial applications [12,144,145]. The perovskite
solar cells are a hybrid system, a combination of organic and inorganic structures. A
perovskite can be represented by a general formula ABX3, where A is the organic ion (the
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most common is methylammonium ion −[CH3NH3]+), B is Pb2+ ion, Sn2+ or Cd2+, and
X is a halogen ion I−, Br− or Cl−. The perovskite is characterized by wide absorption of
visible and near-infrared radiation, low binding energy exciton (~2 meV), and a direct
bandgap. Additionally, perovskite materials show: (i) a long time carrier life (~270 ns),
which generates the length of the diffusion path at the level of ~1 µm in thin layers and up
to ~175 µm in single crystals, thus ensuring hassle-free transport of charge carriers through
the absorber (perovskite) 300 nm thick (no recombination effect), (ii) high mobility load
carrier (up to ~2320 cm2 V−1 s−1); and (iii) high dielectric constant (~18–70), which makes
them ideal materials for photovoltaics [146]. A perovskite absorber, hole-transporting
material (HTM), electron transporting material (ETM), and electrodes are all common
components in PSC devices. Photo-generated electrons/holes in the perovskite absorber
are transported to the ETM/HTM and selectively collected by the anode/cathode when a
PSC is illuminated. Both n–i–p (traditional) and p–i–n (inverted) forms of PSCs can operate
successfully due to perovskites’ ambipolar charge transport feature [147].

This work is a presentation of the current achievements concerning the applications of
polymers in perovskite solar cells, which will be shown in the following subsections of this
publication. The conventional and inverted structures of PSCs are presented in Figure 5a,
while the chemical structures of polymers used in PSCs are shown in Figure 5b.
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4.1. Polymers in Improving Perovskite Morphology

The large-scale development of perovskite solar cells requires high-quality failure-free
perovskite foils with better surface coverage. Several solutions to this problem will be
presented in this section.
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Zhao et al. presented a polymerization-assisted grain growth (PAGG) technique for
obtaining stable and efficient perovskite solar cells with FA1−xMAxPbI3. DI (Dimethyl Ita-
conate) monomers were added to the PbI2 precursor (1.0% molar ratio) to provide sufficient
contact between the PbI2 and their carbonyl groups (sequentially deposited approach). An
in situ polymerization process was started during the subsequent PbI2 annealing process,
leaving the as-formed heavier polymers adhering to the grain boundaries with previously
set contact. Due to the adequate polymer-PbI2 interaction, there was a higher energy barrier
for producing perovskite crystals when reacting with FAI (formamidinium iodide), result-
ing in more sizeable crystal grains. Furthermore, the carbonyl groups of polymers were led
to the under coordinated Pb2+ and effectively diminished the trap density, whereby a PCE
of 23.0% was obtained. Effective passivation, combined with the hydrophobic character of
the polymer, significantly slowed the rate of deterioration, resulting in significant increases
in stability [148].

Furthermore, Yousif and Agbolaghi investigated the potential application of the rGO
and CNT precursors and their derivatives grafted with the rGO-g-PDDT and CNT-g-
PDDT (irregioregular) and CNT-g-P3HT and CNT-g-P3HT (regioregular) polymers to
improve the morphological, optical, and photovoltaic properties of FTO/b-TiO2/mp-
TiO2/CH3NH3PbI3/spiro-OMeTAD/MoO3/Ag perovskite devices (the ratio of carbonic
materials to the perovskite was 1:15). The perovskite system behaviour (cell performance)
was modified by the type of rGO or CNT (carbonic materials) and the regioregularity of
grafts. The best results of PCE were obtained with CNT nanostructures grafted with P3HT
backbones, which were 16.36% [149].

Yu et al. elaborated a new p-type p-conjugated ladder-like polymer P-Si (poly(3,30-(((2-
(4,8-bis(5-(2-ethylhexyl)thiophen-2-yl)-6-methylbenzol[1,2-b:4,5-b0]dithiophen-2-yl)-5-methyl-
1,4-phenylene)bis(oxy))bis(hexane-6,1-diyl))bis(1,1,1,3,5,5,5-heptamethyltrisiloxane)) for per-
ovskite solar cells-based on SnO2. This introduced of a small amount of P-Si into an anti-
solvent to improve the morphology and crystallinity of perovskite films. The P-Si (the HOMO
energy level is −5.41 eV) could act as a hole-transport medium between the spiro-OMeTAD
and the perovskite layer (enhanced hole transportation). As a result, the highest PCE of solar
cell with P-Si (0.1 mg ml−1) was achieved at 21.3% [150].

Fu et al. also applied a polymer in the anti-solvent process to passivate the defects
of perovskite films and dominate the perovskite crystallization. The researchers used
C60-PEG (fullerene end-capped polyethylene glycol). The application of C60-PEG also
influenced the surface of the perovskite films. As a consequence, the highest PCE (17.71%)
of the tested perovskite solar cells was registered [151].

Moreover, Chen et al. exploited a PBTI (poly(bithiophene imide)) in the anti-solvent
step of the perovskite deposition process, resulting in effective passivation of the grain
boundary defects and thus improvement of the tested devices performance. The PBTI
(0.25 M) may be efficiently incorporated into grain boundaries (grain boundary defect
passivation) cause of a vast lower in recombination losses and the ensuing increase in Voc
and PCE (20.57%) [152].

Yao et al. demonstrated that a polymer alloy of a PS (polystyrene) and a PMMA
(poly (methyl methacrylate)) could profit the crystal growth and boost the flexibility of
the perovskite solar cells. The polymer alloy (AMS, PS:PMMA, i.e., 1:2) was integrated
with the perovskite layer (CH3NH3PbI3) during the anti-solvent process. The additive of
AMS may boost the grain size of perovskite crystals and suppress the crystallization of the
absorber layer. As a result, the PSCs with AMS showed a PCE of 17.54% [153].

For the first time, Suwa et al. incorporated a small amount of a PTMA (poly(1-oxy-
2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidin-4-yl methacrylate) into the perovskite layer, thereby increasing
the durability of the perovskite. The superoxide anion radical generated following light
irradiation on the layer was eliminated by PTMA, which could react with the perovskite
molecule and degrade it into lead halide. The photovoltaic conversion efficiency of a cell
made with a PTMA-incorporated perovskite layer (0.3 wt.% amount of the polymer vs. the
perovskite) and a hole-transporting PTAA (polytriarylamine) layer was 18.8% [154].
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Additionally, for the perovskite surface, Chen et al. used a PEA (poly(propylene
glycol) bis(2-aminopropyl ether)) and applied grain boundary passivation. PEA’s unshared
ether–oxygen electron pair activates, forming a crosslinking complex with lead ions, thus
lowering the trap state density and inhibiting non-radiative recombination in perovskite
films. The PCE of the MAPbI3-based cells with PEA was 18.87% (1 wt.% of PEA) [155].

In addition, Garai et al. designed and synthesized a PHIA (poly(p-phenylene)) as
additives to the perovskite precursor solution. The side chains of the polymer were selec-
tively functionalized, allowing it to be used in the effective trap passivation of perovskites.
The PHIA polymer caused the production of perovskite films of a higher quality and with
bigger grain sizes. The passivated device exhibited minimum charge collection at the
interface, lower recombination and lesser traps, allowing for an improved charge transfer.
As a result of the passivation, the device had a high PCE of 20.17% (0.50 mg mL−1 of
PHIA) [156].

In contrast, Zarenezhad et al. utilized a PPy (polypyrrole) in the precursor solution
to fabricate mixed halide devices. PPy was used as a conductive compound to ensure an
enhanced electron-hole extraction and transfer. The PPy additive amended the layer quality
by mitigating the growth of the perovskite crystals (the lower charge carrier recombination
and efficient carrier extraction). The highest achieved PCE of perovskite solar cells (1 wt.%
of PPy) was 13.2% [157].

Zhong et al. employed a mixture of a PVP (polyvinylpyrrolidone) and a PEG (polyethy-
lene glycol) with an appropriate mass ratio in precursor solution to perfect the morphol-
ogy of perovskite, optical and photovoltaic properties, and air stability of perovskite
(CH3NH3PbI3) films. After modifying the perovskite film with a polymer mixture (PVP
and PEG), the crystallinity, uniformity, smoothness, compactness, and surface coverage
of the perovskite film improved. The air stability of the tested PSCs could be imputed to
the unique hygroscopicity of the polymer mixture. The bondings between polymer mix-
ture and perovskite also contributed to the inhibition of ion migration and the synergistic
stabilization of the perovskite structure [158].

4.2. Polymers as Hole-Transporting Materials (HTM)

Hole-transporting materials are essential elements of perovskite cells. Compounds
acting as HTMs in PSCs should be of: (i) an appropriate level HOMO (i.e., Highest Occu-
pied Molecular Orbital, which allows the band’s energy valence perovskite material to be
adjusted), (ii) high hole mobility, (iii) wide light absorption spectral range, (iv) photochemi-
cal stability, and (v) good layering ability [145,159]. The conjugated polymer HTMs have
good stability and solution operability when compared to organic small molecule HTMs
and inorganic HTMs. Photovoltaic parameters of PSCs with polymeric HTM are presented
in Table 9.

Chawanpunyawat et al. developed an IDTB (poly(1,4-(2,5-bis((2-butyloctyloxy)
phenylene)-2,7-(5,5,10,10-tetrakis(4-hexylphenyl)-5,10-dihydro-sindaceno[2,1-b:6,5-b′]
dithiophene))) as dopant-free polymeric HTM. IDTB was shown a high mobility and
an intensive interaction of the backbone to perovskites through IDTB’s S/O atoms (a high
holeextracting ability) and also an effective passivation of the defects in absorber layer. The
prepared PSCs with IDTB as dopant-free HTM were attained PCE (19.38%) comparable to
the devices with doped spiro-OMeTAD (2,2′,7,7′-tetrakis[N,N-di(4-methoxyphenyl)amino]-
9,9′-spirobifluorene) (18.22%) [160].

For the first time, Liao et al. applied a P3CT (poly[3-(4-carboxybutyl)thiophene-2,5-
diyl]) as HTM in perovskite solar cells. The P3CT has demonstrated ideal dual functionality
for device applications thanks to a plethora of carboxylic groups (−COOH) on the side
chains. Molecules of the P3CT could firmly attach to the ITO surface, following it to achieve
a work function that was similar to that of the perovskite active layer. To eliminate recom-
bination defects, the Lewis base character of the −COOH group could efficiently passivate
the under-coordinated Pb2+ ions at the HTL/perovskite interface. As a consequence of
using the P3CT as HTL, a significant PCE of 21.09% was successfully produced [161].
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Table 9. The collected photovoltaic parameters of PSCs based on the analysed HTMs.

Device Structure Voc
(mV)

Jsc
(mA cm−2)

FF
(-)

PCE
(%) Ref.

FTO/TiO2/SnO2/[Cs0.05FA0.8MA0.15PbI2.55Br0.45]/IDTB/Au 1107 23.06 0.76 19.38 [160]

ITO/P3CT/[(FA0.17MA0.94PbI3.11)0.95(PbCl2)0.05]/C60/ZrAcac/Ag 1120 22.88 0.82 21.09 [161]

FTO/TiO2/[0.001 M FAI, 0.001 M PbI2, 0.0002 M MABr, 0.0002 M PbBr2 + CsI
solution (1.5 M in DMSO)]/PBT1-C/-C/MoO3/Ag 1030 22.10 0.79 19.06 [162]

ITO/SnO2/[CH3NH3PbI3]/PCDTBT/Ag 970 19.90 0.73 14.08 [163]

FTO/SnO2/[0.001 M MAI,0.001 M PbI2 + EACl (0.0002 M (15% molar
ratio))]/PC3/Au 1110 23.50 0.80 20.80 [164]

ITO/SnO2/[1.1 M PbI2, 1.0 M FAI, 0.22 M PbBr2, 0.2 M MABr + 1.5 M
CsI]/PBDTT/MoO3/Ag 1120 23.64 0.77 20.28 [165]

FTO/b-TiO2/m-TiO2/[CH3NH3PbI3]/P(hPhDTP)/Ag 960 20.82 0.79 15.71 [166]

FTO/TiO2/[0.0006 M PbI2, 0.0001 M PbBr2, 0.0001 M MABr, 0.0005 M
FAI]/P-TT-TPD/Au 1040 21.68 0.73 16.82 [167]

FTO/SnO2/[CH3NH3PbI3]/PBDT[2F]T/Ag 1060 22.64 0.73 17.52 [168]

ITO/SnO2/[1.1 M PbI2, 1.0 M FAI, 0.22 M PbBr2, 0.2 M
MABr]/PBDB-Cz/MoO3/Ag 1135 24.34 0.76 21.11 [169]

ITO/SnO2/[0.26 M FAI,1.26 M PbI2, 1.08 M MAI, 0.14 M PbCl2]/P25NH/Ag 1049 19.81 0.83 17.30 [170]

ITO/SnO2/[(MA0.8FA0.2)Pb(I0.93Cl0.07)3]/P5NH/Ag 1041 20.95 0.83 18.10 [171]

Qi et al. proposed a PBT1-C obtained from the copolymerization between 1,3-bis(4-
(2-ethylhexyl)thiophen-2-yl)-5,7-bis(2-alkyl)benzo[1,2-c:4,5-c′]dithiophene-4,8-dione units
and benzodithiophene. The PBT1-C was able to passivate the surface traps of the perovskite
layer and was characterized by excellent hole mobility. Through its carbonyl (−CO) func-
tional groups, PBT1-C might passivate under coordinated defective perovskites, reducing
nonradiative recombination and enhancing charge extraction. The tested PSCs was shown
a PCE of 19.06% [162].

Jeong et al. reported a PCDTBT (poly[N-9′-heptadecanyl-2,7-carbazole-alt-5,5-(4′,7′-di-
2-thienyl-2′,1′,3′-benzothiadiazole)]) as an efficient hole-transfer material (0.02 cm2 V−1 s−1).
The greatest fracture energies in the perovskite devices were caused by PCDTBT fibrils
produced at the grain boundaries of the perovskite layer. These energies have offered
extrinsic reinforcement and shielding for improved mechanical and chemical stability. The
PSCs with PCDTBT exhibited a PCE of 14.08% as well as significantly enhanced mechanical
and air stability [163].

Yao et al. synthesized polymeric HTMs by inserting a phenanthrocarbazole unit into
polymeric thiophene or selenophene chain (PC1, PC2, and PC3). The addition of a planar
and broad phenanthrocarbazole unit was dramatically enhanced by the adjacent polymer
strands’ π−π stacking and interactions with the perovskite’s surface. As a result, the
PSC with PC3 as a dopant-free HTM had a stable PCE of 20.8% and a greatly increased
lifetime [164].

Ma et al. explored a J71 (poly [[5,6-difluoro-2-(2-hexyldecyl)-2H-benzotriazole-4,7- diyl]-
2,5-thiophenediyl [4,8-bis [5-(tripropylsilyl)-2-thienyl]benzo[1,2-b:4,5-b’]dithiophene-2,6-
diyl]-2,5-thiophenediyl]), PBDB-T (poly[(2,6-(4,8-bis(5-(2-ethylhexyl)thiophen-2-yl)benzo
[1,2-b:4,5- b0 ]dithiophene)-co-(1,3-di (5-thiophene-2-yl)-5,7-bis(2-ethylhexyl)-benzo[1,2-
c:4,5-c0 ]dithiophene-4,8-dione)]), and PM6 (poly [(2,6-(4,8-bis(5-(2-ethylhexyl-3-fluoro)
thiophen-2-yl)-benzo [1,2-b:4,5-b0 ]dithiophene))-alt-(5,5-(10,30 -di-2-thienyl-50,70 -bis(2-
ethylhexyl)benzo [10,20-c:40,50 -c0 ]dithiophene-4,8-dione)]) in PSCs. The alignment of
the perovskite and HTM energy levels were crucial for hole extraction and recombination
suppression at the interface. The fundamental techniques for obtaining a high-performance
device were to increase the material carrier conveying capacities while retaining low-charge
recombination [172].
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You et al. developed PBDTT and PBTTT (D-A polymers) high-efficiency HTMs of
PSCs. In the PBDTT and PBTTT, IDT or IDTT was used as the D unit, BDD served as
the A unit, and thienothiophene acted as a π-bridge. The n-i-p PSCs incorporating these
polymer HTMs displayed a highly promising device performance (PCE of around 20%).
The devices with PBDTT functioned slightly better than PBTTT because of the superior
solubility of IDT, which resulted in a smoother film and better perovskite/HTM/anode
interfacial contact [165].

Shalan et al. investigated a new polymeric HTMs P(mPhDTP) (poly(1-(4-methoxyphenyl)-
2,5-bis(5-methylthiophen-2-yl)-1H-pyrrole)), P(hPhDTP) (poly(1-(4-hexylphenyl)-2,5-bis(5-
methylthiophen-2-yl)-1H-pyrrole)), P(hBT) (poly(3-hexyl-5,5′-dimethyl-2,3′-bithiophene)) and
P(BT) (poly(5,5′-dimethyl-2,3′-bithiophene). These obtained polymers were discovered to be
extremely soluble in a variety of halogenated and non-halogenated solvents, making them
eco-friendly materials. The HOMO/LUMO band positions of the tested HTMs were aligned
with those of perovskite, guaranteeing that holes were extracted from the CH3NH3PbI3 to
the HTM layer with appropriate driving force. The highest PCE (15.71%) was indicated by a
device with p(hPhDTP) [166].

Kranthiraja et al. used a π-conjugated polymer P-TT-TPD (poly[4,8-bis(2-(4-(2-
ethylhexyloxy)phenyl)-5-thienyl)benzo[1,2-b:4,5-b′]dithiophene-alt-1,3-bis(6-octylthieno[3,2-
b]thiophen-2-yl)-5-(2-hexyldecyl)-4H-thieno[3,4-c]pyrrole-4,6(5H)-dione]) for PSCs. The de-
vice of P-TT-TPD had a PCE of 16.82% and 17.09% in dopant-free and tris(pentafluorophenyl)
borane-doped PSCs, respectively, due to P-TT-TPD good solution processability, well-suited
energy levels, its high mobility, better passivation and high-dipole moment difference be-
tween the ground and excited states [167].

Kong et al. studied F-substituted benzodithiophene copolymers PBDT[2H]T, PBDT[2F]T,
PBDT(T)[2F]T as dopant-free efficient HTMs in PSCs. The PSC of PBDT[2F]T was shown a
PCE of 17.52%. The experiments revealed that PBDT[2F]T as an HTM could extract holes
while concurrently passivating surface traps, making it a strong rival to the doped spiro-
OMeTAD. Furthermore, the hydrophobic character of PBDT[2F]T was provided greater
ambient stability [168].

You et al. reported polymeric HTMs PBDB-O, PBDB-T (alkoxy and thiophene as the
side chain of BDT appropriately), and PBDB-Cz (carbazole as the conjugated side chains
of BDT). PBDB-Cz had the highest HOMO energy level, hole mobility, passivation effect,
and effective interface modification, all of which helped improve the Voc, Jsc, and FF in the
devices. The PSC with PBDB-Cz was the best-performing PCE at 21.11% [169].

Liu et al. presented a novel polymer P25NH (DPP-based donor−acceptor) for appli-
cation as a HTM in PSCs. The P25NH exhibited high mobility, better aggregation than
P3HT and stability at low concentrations, and a perovskite surface passivation effect. All
of these benefits resulted in devices with a dopant-free low concentration of the P25NH
with a comparatively high PCE (17.3%) [170]. Furthermore, Liu et al. synthesized a new
P5NH compound analogous to the previous polymer P25NH. The polymer P5NH was
demonstrated to have higher mobility (5.13 × 10−2 cm−2 V−1 s−1) than the reported
P25NH (2.10 × 10−2 cm−2 V−1 s−1). The fabricated PSC with the P5NH was achieved at
an efficiency of 18.1% [170,171].

4.3. Polymers as Additives of Electron Transport Layers (ETL) and Electron-Transporting
Materials (ETM)

The ETL collects electrons from the perovskite layer/s and transports them into the
external circuit in perovskite solar cells. As a result, an ideal ETL material should have
high electron mobility and a perovskite-like energy level.

Xiong et al. used a P3HT (poly(3-hexylthiophene)) as an additive to the electron
transport layer of PCBM ([6,6]-phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl ester). The addition of
P3HT to PCBM could enhance the surface morphology of ETL as well as the moisture
and water resistance of the ETL. The findings suggested that a small amount of P3HT did
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not result in a decreased power conversion efficiency (PCE) and could increase the PCBM
aggregation, resulting in an improved ETL moisture and water resistance [173].

Jiang et al. applied a doping PCBM with F8BT (poly(9,9-dioctylfluorene-co-
benzothiadiazole) as the electron transport layer. Doping with F8BT resulted in the creation
of a smooth and uniform ETL, which was beneficial for electron-hole pair separation and
hence increased the PSC performance. The power conversion efficiency of 15% of the PSC
with 5 wt.% F8BT in PCBM was achieved (Figure 6) [174].
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Figure 6. The sectional SEM image of PSC (a) and photocurrent density–voltage curves of the devices
with F8BT in PCBM (b) [174].

Furthermore, You et al. introduced a biological polymer HP (heparin potassium) for
stabilizing the ETL (SnO2) dispersion and depositing arrangement of ETL. This method
was discovered to enhance the interface contact between the ETL and the perovskite layer
by generating vertically aligned crystal growth of mixed-cation perovskites. The planar
PSCs based on SnO2–HP had a PCE of over 23% (6 mg mL−1) on rigid substrates and
19.47% on flexible substrates [175].

Liu et al. studied BCP (bathocuproine)/PMMA (poly(methyl methacrylate)) and
BCP/PVP (polyvinylpyrrolidone) films as hole-blocking/electron-transporting interfacial
layers. The storage stability of PSCs with BCP/PMMA was greatly improved over the PSCs
with BCP, but the photovoltaic performance was marginally reduced when PMMA was
added. The increased hydrophobicity and moisture resistance of the resultant BCP/PMMA
layer ensured better storage stability. The PVP enhanced electron transport over the BCP-
based interfacial layer to the cathode, resulting in greater current densities and power
efficiency in the devices (Figure 7) [176].
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BCP/PMMA (b), BCP/PVP (c) and the current density–potential plots of PSCs with BCP
(PVSC I) (d,e), BCP/PMMA (PVSC II–IV) (d), BCP/PVP (PVSC V–VII)) (e) [176].

In addition, Said et al. investigated the impact of the sp2-N substitution position in
the main chains of the polymeric compounds on the photovoltaic properties of devices.
They employed pBTT, pBTTz, and pSNT (naphthalenediimide-based n-type polymers)
as ETLs in PSCs. Adding sp2-N atoms to the donor thiophene units of pBTT resulted in
pBTTz, which had somewhat lower electron mobility but greatly enhanced the PCE of
PSCs. However, the PSC performance of pSNT with two extra sp2-N atoms and very high
electron mobility was significantly worse. Furthermore, the electron-rich sulfur atoms had
a significant influence on the passivating of the under-coordinated Pb-atoms, as evidenced
by the current density–voltage (J–V) hysteresis curves of the devices with pBTTz [177].

Tian et al. reported n-type conjugated polymers with fluoro- and amino-side chains
(PN, PN-F25%, and PN-F50%) as ETM in a perovskite device of structure ITO/NiOx/
CH3NH3PbI3−xClx/PN or PN-F25% or PN-F50%/Ag. It was discovered that the amino
side chains could provide good interface modification capabilities, while the fluoro side
chains could supply hydrophobic qualities to these polymers. As a result, the bifunctional
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conjugated polymers successfully improved the performance of tested solar cells (17.5%),
which was higher than the performance of devices with PC61BM (14.0%). Furthermore, the
bifunctional ETMs were improved PSCs stability significantly [178].

Moreover, Elnaggar et al. tested a pyrrolo[3,4-c]pyrrole-1,4-dione-based n-type copoly-
mer (P1, this polymer with the fullerene derivative [60]PCBM) as an electron transport
material for PSCs. A conjugated polymer P1 and its composites with [60] PCBM provided
reasonable efficiencies of 12–14%, respectively. Importantly, the use of the P1-PCBM [60]
composite’s ETL resulted in a significant increase in the operational stability of PSCs [179].

Yan et al. synthesized semiconducting copolymers NDI-Se, NDI-BiSe, and NDI-TriSe
based naphthalene-diimide. The addition of a biselenophene or triselenophene unit to
a polymer increased the polymer’s planarity and delocalization, as well as conductivity.
The perovskite solar cells of the ITO/NiOx/perovskite/NDI-selenophene/Ag structure
were prepared. The power conversion efficiency of 9.51% (NDI-Se), 7.66% (NDI-BiSe), and
14.00% (NDI-TriSe) were obtained [180].

These studies contributed to the development of new polymeric ETLs and additives
to the ETL by providing useful design recommendations.

4.4. Polymeric Interlayer/s

Interface engineering has been shown to be an effective method for reducing defect
density in organic–inorganic hybrid PSCs and is commonly utilized to improve their
performance [181–188].

Ding et al. exhibited a PVAc (polyvinyl acetate) as an agent modifying the surface of
perovskite (CsPbBr3) film. The combination of O atoms in the carbonyl group (C=O) of
PVAc with the positively charged under-coordinated Pb2+ and Cs+ defect ions could con-
tribute to the reduction of the CsPbBr3 surface defects and improve the energy-level align-
ment between the carbon electrode (work function) and the valance band (VB) of perovskite.
This results in reduced carrier recombination and energy loss at the perovskite/carbon
contact, which effectively increased the Voc and PCE [181].

Zhao et al. applied a DPP-DTT (poly(N-alkyldiketopyrrolo-pyrrole dithienylthieno[3,2-
b]thiophene)) multifunctional passivation layer to receive the stable and highly efficient
devices. By coordinate bonding between the atoms containing lone-pair electrons (sulphur,
oxygen, and nitrogen) in DPP-DTT and the under the coordinate Pb atoms in perovskite,
DPP-DTT acted as an efficient passivation layer to decrease defects on the perovskite
surface. The DPP-DTT could function as a hole-selective layer because of its high hole
mobility (~10 cm2 V−1 s−1) and acceptable valence band (VB) (−5.31 eV) between the per-
ovskite (−5.67 eV) and spiro-OMeTAD (−5.22 eV) to efficiently increase hole extraction and
transport. DPP-DTT as an ultra-hydrophobic agent, improved the perovskite stability [182].

Sharma et al. developed an n-type conjugated polymer with a naphthalene diimide
core and a vinylene linker and oligo (ethylene glycol) (P2G) as a stable cathode interface
layer (CIL). P2G was shown to be an effective CIL for lowering interfacial energy barriers
in hybrid perovskite solar cells, with a PCE of 17.6% for MAPbI3-based p-i-n planar devices
vs. 15% for reference devices. Because of the effectiveness of P2G CIL, there appeared to be
a potential technique for creating alcohol/water-soluble polymer interlayers with desirable
electrical and electronic characteristics [183].

Zhou et al. reported a photoinitiation-crosslinked zwitterionic polymer (Dex-CB-MA)
as an interfacial layer played an important role in the perovskite device performance. Dex-
CB-MA (dextran with carboxybetaine modified by methacrylate) was used as the interfacial
layer between the PEDOT:PSS (as hole extraction layer, HEL) and the perovskite layer and
to improve the morphology of the perovskite film. The Dex-CB-MA was discovered to
generate an effective charge-transfer process in perovskite solar cells. As a consequence,
when compared to PSCs based on the PEDOT:PSS HEL, the PEDOT:PSS/Dex-CB-MA HEL
perovskite solar cells using the PEDOT:PSS/Dex-CB-MA HEL showed a 30% increase in
power conversion efficiency [184].
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Zhao et al. demonstrated a polymer-based difluorobenzothiadiazole (PffBT4T-C9C13)
as the interfacial material for planar PSCs. The PffBT4T-C9C13 was deposited between the
HTL (spiro-OMeTAD) and the perovskite absorber by utilizing a well-refined deposition
technique. When the prepared polymer was decorated, a uniform perovskite layer with
a large grain was formed. The PffBT4T-C9C13 has passivated the surface defects of per-
ovskite film and also protected the film from water corrosion. At the interface, the charge
collection was adequately suppressed, which helped with charge extraction and transport.
As a consequence, the ITO/TiO2/MA1−xFAxPbI3/PffBT4T-C9C13/spiro-MeOTAD/Ag
structure of the device had the best power conversion efficiency of 19.37% (0.50 mg mL−1

of PffBT4T-C9C13) [185].
Liu et al. reported a conjugated polyelectrolyte PTFTS (poly[N-(4-sulfonatophenyl)-

4,4′-diphenylamine-alt-N-(p-trifluoromethyl)phenyl-4,4′-diphenylamine] sodium salt) as
the interlayer between GO (graphene oxide) and the perovskite. The polymers’ interlayers
were allowed for the identification of the recombination channels at the front-contact inter-
face in the inverted-type planar PSCs. The sulfonate-charged PTFTS had the unanticipated
benefit of causing strong contact between PTFTS as the binding force and GO, allowing
for the development of a uniform interfacial layer onto GO using a simple wet-chemical
method. As a result, the best PCE for the device with PTFTS was 18.39% [186].

Kim et al. utilized a PDMS (polydimethylsiloxane) interlayer between CuSCN (inor-
ganic HTL) and the absorber to stabilize the perovskite deposition and working device.
The PDMS successfully blocked a disintegration of perovskite at the surface throughout
the upper layer’s deposition. In addition, it was noticed that the polymer could form
chemical bonds with CuSCN and perovskite as the cross-linking interlayer. This novel
cross-linking layer alleviated the interfacial traps/defects in the solar cells and amended
the hole-extraction property at the interface. The PDMS as a cross-linking interlayer was
enabled to receive a highly efficient PSC with MAPbI3/PDMS/CuSCN with a PCE of
19.04% [187].

Wang et al. synthesized a naphthalene imide dimer (2FBT2NDI) and applied it as inter-
face material for inverted PSCs. With the introduction conjugated skeleton benzothiadiazole-
dithiophene unit, two fluorine atoms could enhance intermolecular interactions and regu-
late the energy levels. The exploitation 2FBT2NDI as a polymeric interlayer suppressed
the recombination of a charge trapped at the perovskite/ETL interface and improved the
electron extraction and the efficiency of the device. The perovskite device with 2FBT2NDI
exhibited the best PCE of 20.1% [188]. These works give precepts for implementing interface
control and modification utilizing polymers.

The above-presented results prove that polymers can be utilized in PSCs to aid nucle-
ation, control perovskite film crystallization, and improve device stability by developing
different interactions with the perovskite films. The application of the DI monomer by
adding it to the PbI2 precursor (polymerization-assisted grain growth (PAGG) technique)
allowed for the appropriate interaction of the polymer with PbI2, thanks to which the
PCE was obtained at the level of 23%, and the rate of perovskite degradation was slowed
down [148]. Moreover, the utilization of the naphthalene imide dimer (2FBT2NDI) as
interface material for reverse PSCs allowed for the inhibiting recombination of the charge
trapped at the perovskite/ETL interface, improving the electron extraction as well as the de-
vice efficiency (20.1%) [188]. Additionally, polymers can also be shown high hole mobility,
which makes their use possible as hole-transporting materials. The polymeric HTMs PBDB-
Cz (carbazole as the conjugated side chains of BDT), was indicated a PCE of 21.11% [169].
Furthermore, biological polymer HP (heparin potassium) was introduced for stabilizing
the electron transport layers’ dispersion and depositing the arrangement of the ETL (the
PCE of over 23%) [175]. Consequently, it is imperative to design the novel polymers used
in perovskite solar cells to improve the stability and performance of the PSCs.
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5. Summary and Conclusions

Photovoltaics is a strongly and rapidly growing branch of renewable energy sources.
Many new materials are being used in solar cells. Polymeric materials are also widely
used in devices that convert solar radiation into electricity. As presented in this review
paper, polymeric compounds are widely used in many fields in photovoltaic cells due to
their numerous advantages, which undoubtedly include the possibility of modifying their
chemical structure and thus adjusting their physical and chemical properties to the given
needs. Polymeric materials are also widely used in devices that convert solar radiation into
electricity. As presented in this review paper, polymeric compounds are widely used in
many fields in photovoltaic cells due to their numerous advantages, which undoubtedly
include the possibility of modifying their chemical structure and thus adjusting their
physical and chemical properties to the given needs. Given current trends and recent
literature, more and more new polymeric materials are finding applications in photovoltaic
cells, as seen, for example, in their use as dyes in DSSCs or HTMs in PSCs.

In summary, polymeric materials are increasingly used in a wide range of research
and technological solutions and will certainly become more widely and extensively used
in solar cells as well. As noted, polymers are used as the flexible transparent substrates
for all types of photovoltaic devices discussed, as materials that impart gel character to
electrolytes in DSSCs, counter-electrodes, materials responsible for the pore formation in
inorganic oxides used in DSSCs and PSCs. They are widely used also in BHJ, mainly as
donor materials, but numerous studies report that the substitution of acceptor fullerenes by
polymers can also be found. It is also worth remembering to use polymers as intermediate
or buffer layers, supporting the transport or separation of the generated charges to the
appropriate electrodes. As previously mentioned, organic compounds and among them,
polymers, are and will be widely used in new technologies for obtaining electric currents
due to their relatively low costs of preparation, easy modification of the chemical structure,
and thus easily obtain the required properties, as well as the possibility of manufacturing
suitable layers from them.

As mentioned in the summaries of the individual sections, it is not easy or even entirely
possible to compare and determine the best polymer on the basis of the collected results
due to the differences in structures and methods of preparation of individual devices. In
the case of the DSSC cells, apart from the use of the polymer as a dye or counter-electrode,
it is very difficult to determine the direct effect on the recorded device parameters. Even
in the case of a dye or counter-electrode, the preparation methods and conditions play a
huge role, with very often different results in different publications. Therefore, it can only
be stated that the following polymers are used PEN, PET as flexible substrates; PS, PVP,
P123 used to obtain pores in the oxide material, PEO, PAN, PEG as materials to give a gel
structure to the electrolyte and PANI, PPy, PTh, PEDOT, PEDOT:PSS as counter-electrodes.
In the case of BHJ solar cells, high efficiencies are registered mainly for donors containing
thiophene rings in the polymer, such as PTB-7, PTB-7-Th, D18, P106, among others. As
for acceptors, polymeric compounds are used much less frequently, while high efficiencies
are registered for polymers containing naphthalene moieties. In perovskite solar cells,
polymers are used as additives to facilitate the nucleation and crystallization processes
in the perovskite layer(s). By adding a DI monomer to the PbI2 precursor, a PCE was
obtained of 23.0%. Polymers can also be used as electrons (biological polymer HP, the PCE
of over 23%), hole-transporting materials (PBDB-Cz, PCE = 21.11%), and interface layer(s)
(2FBT2NDI, PCE = 20.1%).
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Abstract: Hybrid organic–inorganic perovskite (HOIP) photovoltaics have emerged as a promising
new technology for the next generation of photovoltaics since their first development 10 years ago,
and show a high-power conversion efficiency (PCE) of about 29.3%. The power-conversion efficiency
of these perovskite photovoltaics depends on the base materials used in their development, and
methylammonium lead iodide is generally used as the main component. Perovskite materials have
been further explored to increase their efficiency, as they are cheaper and easier to fabricate than
silicon photovoltaics, which will lead to better commercialization. Even with these advantages,
perovskite photovoltaics have a few drawbacks, such as their stability when in contact with heat and
humidity, which pales in comparison to the 25-year stability of silicon, even with improvements are
made when exploring new materials. To expand the benefits and address the drawbacks of perovskite
photovoltaics, perovskite–silicon tandem photovoltaics have been suggested as a solution in the
commercialization of perovskite photovoltaics. This tandem photovoltaic results in an increased PCE
value by presenting a better total absorption wavelength for both perovskite and silicon photovoltaics.
In this work, we summarized the advances in HOIP photovoltaics in the contact of new material
developments, enhanced device fabrication, and innovative approaches to the commercialization of
large-scale devices.

Keywords: power conversion efficiency; hybrid perovskite; tandem structure; photovoltaics; com-
mercialization

1. Introduction

Nowadays, silicon photovoltaics (PVs) have successfully achieved a high power
conversion efficiency (PCE) of 26.7% [1] and this nearly approaches the theoretical limit
value (29.4%) [2], and has led the PV sale sector, with more than 90% of the market share [3].
However, its numerous drawbacks, such as the scarcity of its pure state, the requirement
of high energy to separate the bonded oxygen in silicon dioxide, and their PCE stagnancy,
which has kept it in the range of 25% for over 15 years, have limited silicon PVs for
further development. Perovskite PVs with a higher PCE are a promising PV replacement
in overcoming the limitations of silicon PVs. After a decade of development, a high PCE
value of 29.3% [4] has been achieved by perovskite PVs, and this value is similar to the
theoretical limit value for silicon PVs. Other advantages offered by perovskite PVs include
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its capability in absorbing the visible spectrum, simplicity and cost-effective production
(about $2.5/cell) [5,6].

The meta-analysis study presented in Ref. [7] provides a comprehensive view of the
total costs of different PV materials, where CdTe was found to have the least capital and
lifecycle costs among the PVs. Another analysis, specifically on perovskite tandem costs,
in [8] emphasizes the commercial potential of PV perovskite tandem cells. The structure
and light absorption of the perovskite layer, which depends on the energy level and carrier
transport properties, will affect the PV’s PCE value. Therefore, most research has been
focused on optimizing the morphology, energy level, and conductivity of perovskite PVs.
Enhancing the structure, reducing defects, and increasing the grain size are several ways to
improve the performance of perovskite PVs. These efforts have definitely been affected
by the materials used in the synthesis process, and the selection of device fabrication
methods [9,10].

With more research being focused on perovskites, HOIPs have been a focus since
their emergence, and have shown numerous great characteristics, such as easy growth
due to their cubic structures [9,10], a wide absorption range compatible with the solar
spectrum [11], and a low exciton binding energy with a long carrier diffusion length [12]. All
of these examples make HOIPs promising materials for emerging photovoltaic technology.

As an example of a HOIP, methylammonium lead halide (MAPbX3, X = Cl−, Br−, or
I−) was the first material used for perovskite PV fabrication and resulted in a 3.8% PCE
value, in 2009 [13]. In more than 10 years, this PCE value has increased to 29.8% by applying
a smaller active area of 1 cm2 and by continuously focusing on improving operational
stability [4]. This rapid progress has triggered interest in transferring existing technology,
from small-area to large-area perovskite, which is necessary for industrial expansion [14].
To meet the requirements of a high quality and large-area uniformity for perovskite films,
several deposition methods, based on solution, vacuum [15–17], and solution–vacuum
hybrid processes, have been developed and optimized. Recent works have been based on
solution processes, such as spin-coating [18], spray-coating [19,20], blade coating [21,22],
slot-die coating [23,24], softcover [25–27], and screen printing [28–30]. However, even with
several achievements in terms of grain size and increases in efficiencies through different
fabrication method, these are still not enough for successful commercialization of perovskite
PVs due to the remaining challenges that need to be solved. The primary challenge here
is to achieve long lifetimes with a good stability at the module level [31]. Although much
progress has been made, it is still challenging for perovskite PVs to reach the most popular
international standards (IEC61215:2016) for mature PV technologies.

This challenge has triggered further studies on joining the structure of perovskite
and silicon PVs, so-called tandem PVs. This effort was undertaken in order to improve
PV performance through a combined system that can efficiently absorb solar radiation in
both the visible and the near-infrared region [32]. In addition, due to the possibility of
bandgap tuning, the perovskites themselves can be combined into an all-perovskite tandem
photovoltaic, with both the top and bottom cells using a perovskite absorber. All of these
efforts are still very young technologies, but enable remarkable PCEs, close to—or even
above—those of the best single-junction cells [33,34]. This potential has been recognized,
not only by various research institutes, but also by several start-up companies, such as
Oxford PV, Swift Solar, and Tandem PV, who have developed their own perovskite PVs
for commercialization.

Previous reviews discussed the effectiveness of hole transport and molecular materials
in PV cells, where we can obtain cells with PCEs of up to 25% [35,36]. Other detailed
reviews dedicated to hybrid organic–inorganic halide perovskites have emphasized that
HOIPs are high-quality materials for PVs [37,38]. Finally, a recent review discussed dif-
ferent perovskite fabrication methods to develop large-area PVs with moderate-to-high
PCEs [39]. In this work, we present a review that summarized advances in perovskite to
perovskite–silicon tandem PVs, as this leads to a better commercialization. Advancements
in materials to improve characteristics, leading to large-scale devices that are prepared
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for commercialization, are discussed in detail. Finally, we also highlight future research
directions to achieve advances in extensive commercialization.

2. Materials and Fabrication Methods
2.1. Materials

Perovskite is a type of PV that includes perovskite-structured compounds that use tin
or lead halides to act as the base material for a light-harvesting active layer [40]. The material
of each perovskite differs, as they can be hybrids of organic and inorganic materials. All
hybrid organic–inorganic perovskite (HOIP) materials have the general chemical formula of
ABX3, as illustrated in Figure 1a. HOIP PVs are typically made using an organic/inorganic
cation (A = methylammonium (MA) CH3NH3

+, formamidinium (FA) CH3(NH2)2
+) [41], a

divalent cation (B = Pb2+ or Sn2+) [42], and an anion (X = Cl−, Br−, or I−). The perovskite
material, ABX3, is sandwiched between electron transport layers (ETLs) and hole transport
layers (HTLs), which are light absorbers. ETLs and HTLs have a pivotal role in charge
transportation, separation, and recombination [43]. Examples of HTLs are shown in
Figure 1b,c. Although a HOIP is a very attractive option for commercial applications,
because this type of cell is very cheaply produced during a scale-up process [44], ETLs
and HTLs face some challenges in terms of charge transfer [45]. One HTL used with
a HOIP, such as spiro-OMeTAD (Figure 1b) has a low hole mobility and conductivity,
but it does improve the optical and electrical properties of the HOIP [46]. Another HTL,
like N4,N4′,N4”,N4′”-tetra([1,1-biphenyl]-4-yl)-[1,1:4,1-terphenyl]-4,4′-diamine (TaTm) in
Figure 1c, allows efficient charge extraction, though there is a large misalignment of the
highest occupied molecular orbit with the valence band of the HOIP [47]. The alignment
of the valence and conduction bands of the perovskites with the transport layers of the
HTLs and ETLs, respectively, is a critical factor for charge transfer and extraction. Some
efforts have moved towards finding new materials for ETLs and HTLs, while others
have investigated doping the layers to acquire enhanced properties [48]. Doping requires
additives and solvents that may be hazardous, toxic, or harmful to the environment.
Dopant-free structures have been developed to obtain better PCEs and stability without any
additives [49,50]. An example for use as an ETL is C60 (Figure 1d) and it can achieve both
the high stabilized power output and long-term operational stability of HOIP solar cells [51].
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Figure 1. Common materials used in perovskite PVs: (a) crystal structure of MAPbI3, MAPbBr3,
FAPbI3, FAPbBr3 [52]. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [52]. Copyright 2016 Advanced
Science. (b) Hole transport layer (HTL) from Spiro−MeOTAD [53]. Reproduced with permission
from Ref. [53]. Copyright 2017 Advanced Materials Interfaces. (c) HTL from TaTm [50]. Reproduced
with permission from Ref. [50]. Copyright 2020 Frontiers in Chemistry. (d) Electron transport layer
(ETL) from C60 [54]. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [54]. Copyright 2019 Scientific Reports.
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Low-dimensional perovskites, such as quasi two-dimensional (2D) perovskites, are
known for their stability, but they have a lower performance than that of three-dimensional
(3D) ones [55]. They have unique optical and charge transport properties, but also a high
open circuit voltage (Voc) loss. These 2D halides can be used for photodetectors, lasers,
resistive, solar cells, and LEDs. The 1D halide perovskites can be used in photodetectors
and lasers; however, their use is challenging in other devices due to their rough structure
and incomplete surface coverage, which result in a degraded performance. The 0D halide
perovskite, or quantum dots, can be used in solar cells as they have a high photolumi-
nescence quantum yield (up to 90%); however, their performance lags behind that of 3D
halides because of their random orientation and the excess organic ligands on their surfaces,
which reduce carrier mobility [56,57].

2.1.1. Methylammonium Lead Triiodide (MAPbI3)

Metal halide perovskite (MAPbX3, X = Cl−, Br−, or I−) is the initial material used for
perovskite PV fabrication and has a direct bandgap energy. The valence band is dominated
by the p orbitals of the iodide, and the conduction band consists of Pb p orbitals; therefore,
the transitions are p-to-p orbitals. Furthermore, the bandgap can be modified by varying A,
B, and X. MAPbI3 is an example of such a material and possesses several advantages, such
as having an absorption of 800 nm, a direct bandgap of 1.57 eV [13], a large absorption
coefficient of 1.5 × 104 cm−1 at 550 nm [58], a low-exciton binding energy of less than
10 meV [58], a very high charge carrier mobility of 66 cm2/Vs, a large electron and hole
diffusion length of over 1 µm, and potentially reaches over 100 µm [59], thus it is suitable
to be applied as a perovskite material.

2.1.2. Formamidinium Lead Triiodide (FAPbI3)

Formamidinium lead triiodide (FAPbI3) has a bandgap energy of 1.48 eV near the opti-
mal bandgap (1.34 eV), which is ideal for theoretical maximum device efficiency. Moreover,
its excellent thermal- and photostability, in the form of black-phase FAPbI3 (α-FAPbI3),
meets the requirements of perovskite PV devices. The earlier-reported FAPbI3-based per-
ovskite PVs have had their advantages of having a large charge-carrier diffusion and high
short-circuit currents established [60]. Compared to MAPbI3, FAPbI3 is more thermally
stable due to the variations in A-site cations, as an FA cation has a greater thermal stability
compared to an MA cation [61]. As methylammonium cations are volatile, the MA+ com-
ponent will experience fragmentation with increased temperature, which leads to the quick
decomposition of the MAPbI3 crystal structure [62]. Moreover, the activation energies
for thermal degradation of FAPbI3 (115 ± 3 kj mol−1) are higher than those of MAPbI3
(93 ± 8 kj mol−1), so FAPbI3 has a better resistance to thermal decomposition [63]. In
terms of humidity stability, both MAPbI3 and FAPbI3 can chemically decompose into lead
iodide (PbI2) under high moisture conditions; however, when exposed to moisture, the
FAPbI3 perovskite will undergo phase transition into an undesirable yellow non-perovskite
(δ-FAPbI3) [64,65]. Furthermore, the deposition and fabrication methods of FAPbI3 films
have difficulties in crystallizing the black perovskite phase.

2.1.3. Mixed-Cation Perovskite

Since there are concerns with MAPbI3’s structural phase transitions and thermal
stability, a combination of both FAPbI3 and MAPbI3 have been introduced with different
ratios. With the perovskite composition of FA1−xMAxPbI3, when x = 0–1, it shows different
SEM characteristics. Based on the ratio of FAPbI3 and MAPbI3, the crystal structure shows
some cracks that differ, based on the x composition. With FA0.8MA0.2PbI3, there are several
needle-like structures that can be obtained from the low MA contents, which lead to the
formation of the δ-FAPbI3 phase, while FA0.4MA0.6PbI3 shows a better crystal structure
with a lack of needle-like structures due to the increase in MA content, which results in the
stabilization of α-FAPbI3 [66]. The results showed an improvement in the optoelectronic
properties and in the stability [67–69]. This was due to the larger ionic radius provided
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by FA and the dual-ammonia group that inhibits ion movement in the space of the PbI6
octahedral [60]. However, a decrement of the open-circuit voltage (Voc) value was observed
when mixing FA and MA (with a Voc of about 1.02 V) [70–72]. A slightly higher Voc value
of 1.03 V was then achieved by adding additional layers through surface passivation [69,73].
Moreover, a FAMA mixed cation perovskite will tend to form an undesirable yellow
perovskite, so CsI is introduced into the FAMA mixed cation perovskite to guarantee
the formation of black phase perovskite PV [67,73,74]. With the introduction of a third
cation, in this case Cs with the mixture of MA and FA cation, it is recognized as a triple
cation perovskite.

2.2. Fabrication Methods

The aim of PV devices is to generate high and efficient power to be used in large
systems. However, controlling the morphology of perovskite is a difficulty in scaling
large-area PVs, especially as this situation is not present in small-area PVs. Therefore, the
method of fabrication must be carefully selected. The reported scalable deposition methods
for perovskite PVs are solution-based and vapor-based deposition techniques.

The fabrication method is usually divided into one- or two-step depositions. In
one-step deposition, both precursors’ solutions are used, while for two-step deposition
separating the layer deposition and the precursor solution to produce highly uniform and
defect-free layers with a great morphology is performed. The layers obtained through
one-step deposition has defects and, therefore, a higher recombination rate. Thus, two-step
deposition offers better morphology control than one-step deposition through its deposition
process [75].

2.2.1. Solution Processing-Based Method

Solution processing-based methods are the common methods for perovskite deposi-
tion. Various methods derived from solution processing include spin-coating, dip-coating,
doctor blade, spray-coating, ink-jet printing, screen printing, drop-casting, and slot die coating.

2.2.2. Spin-Coating

Spin-coating is the simplest and most cost-effective method derived from solution
processing methods. This method is done by spin-coating a precursor on a substrate fol-
lowed by annealing the thin film to obtain a crystallized layer of perovskite, as shown in
Figure 2a. The layer thickness can be optimized by changing the spin speed, acceleration,
and spin-coating time. The advantage of using this technique is the good level of repro-
ducibility and the morphology obtained for small-scale areas; however, the long processing
duration and material waste limit this method for application for large-scale area perovskite
fabrication [76].

2.2.3. Drop-Casting

Drop-casting is considered a cheap technique to produce PVs. The technique is based
on dropping a volatile solvent on a substrate before it is evaporated and dried, as shown
in Figure 2b. Layer thickness is dependent on the rate of evaporation, the drying process,
and the volume and concentration of the solvent used for the dispersion. The wasted
material in the case of drop-casting is less than that of spin-coating, which is counted as
an advantage compared to the other method. However, the drawbacks of this method
relate to the difficulty in controlling the layer thickness, which results is a non-uniform film
formation which is thus ineffective for large-scale areas [77].

2.2.4. Spray-Coating

Spray-coating is a highly scalable deposition method for large-scale area perovskite
PV fabrication. This technique has several advantages, such as rapid film deposition, as the
spray head can move across a substrate at more than 5 m per minute, as shown in Figure 2c.
Other advantages include the low cost of processing, and the capability for deposition on
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flexible and glass-based substrates for use in large-scale perovskite photovoltaics. Moreover,
spray-coated films are characterized by their high thermal stability and they have better
optoelectronic properties compared to spin-coated films due to a better charge transfer
capability and a longer minority carrier lifetime [78]. However, the drawback of this method
is the difficulty in achieving fully homogeneous layers due to there being unpredictable
characteristics in the film. This problem occurs when different droplet sizes leave different
patches sizes during the drying process, thus increasing the series resistance that affects the
performance. These problems can be solved using a modified spraying technique, such as
pen spray [79], electrostatic spray-coating [80], pulsed spray coating [81], and ultrasonic
spray-coating [82].

2.2.5. Doctor Blade

Doctor blade is a simple coating system that uses a blade coater applicator—in this
method, the height of the blade is adjusted depending on the substrate surface, as shown
in Figure 2d—to produce a uniform film with a modifiable quality. Quality control is done
by managing the evaporation rate, whether by adjusting the airflow over the substrate or
heating the substrate to reach the boiling point of the solvent. A simple, environmentally
friendly, vacuum free, low-cost deposition method and the capability to control film quality
are some of the advantages offered by this method. Moreover, it is capable of overcoming
performance degradation due to the presence of moisture and air [83]. This is caused by
the slow crystallization rate that forms large-area grains that restricts the air and moisture
permeability of the perovskite layer [84]. This method is suitable and stable and yields a
great morphology for the deposited film.

2.2.6. Slot-Die Coating

Slot-die coating is a solution processed deposition method that applies solution to
flat substrates, such as glass or metal, and is highly scalable for large-scale area perovskite
PVs, as shown in Figure 2e. An advantage to this method is less, or no, material wastage
compared to spin-coating techniques. Moreover, it also produces a uniform and controllable
film thickness by controlling the amount of material that is fed into the process. Hence, it
can be used on a commercial scale for perovskite PV production [85].

2.2.7. Ink-Jet Printing

Ink-jet printing is a common method used in the manufacturing of optoelectronic
devices, field-effect transistors, and PVs. It is a non-contact technique that uses additive
patterning. It is based on the selective ejection of ink from a chamber through a nozzle
onto a substrate. A liquid droplet is ejected when an external bias is applied. This bias
causes the chambers containing the liquid to contract, creating a shock wave in the liquid,
and therefore ejection occurs, as shown in Figure 2f. The technique is considered fast,
consumes less material, and can be used for large-scale production [86,87]. However,
the main drawback is the possibility of a blocked nozzle because the used materials are
poor solvents.

2.2.8. Vapor-Based Method

The vapor-based method is an alternative method for fabricating perovskite PVs and
it has better film uniformity compared to the solution-processing-based methods. This
method is mostly used on an industrial scale for glazing, liquid crystal displays, and in the
thin-film solar industry. The absorption efficiency of solar cells depends on the thickness
of the perovskite layer. Thin layers absorb less sunlight, whereas thick films take a great
deal of time to operate, as electrons and holes take significant time to reach their contacts.
If the film is not uniform in the overall area, there will be direct contact with the electron
transport material (ETM) and the hole transport material (HTM), resulting in a lower FF
and Voc. Vapor-based deposition surpasses other techniques due to its ability to produce
large-scale multi-stacked thin films with a uniform thickness. However, vapor-based
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deposition requires a vacuum to increase the mean free path between collisions to produce
highly uniform and pure thin films. The vapor-based method is divided into two categories,
physical and chemical.
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2.2.9. Chemical Vapor Deposition

Chemical vapor deposition (CVD) is a deposition method that produces highly scalable
and pinhole-free large-scale perovskite PVs. A co-evaporation technique is used to deposit
the perovskite layers with the help of two different precursors. The precursors are heated,
mixed, and then moved to another substrate at a lower temperature, using a carrier gas
(argon) to form highly uniform films, which are pinhole-free and have larger grain sizes
and long carrier lifetimes, as shown in Figure 3a. CVD has been mostly deployed for
fabricating perovskite layers to prevent the drawbacks of using low amounts of materials
and the difficulty in controlling the flux deposition [91–93]. Moreover, while the use of
CVD will produce a high material yield ratio and highly scalable for perovskite layer
depositions [94], it requires a vacuum and uniform co-evaporation of the sample material,
which is a challenge at an industrial scale.
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2.2.10. Physical Vapor Deposition

Physical vapor deposition (PVD) is a simple and non-reactive deposition process where
a whole substrate surface area is covered, and the resulting layer has a high stability against
moisture. Utilizing this method, a deposited film shows a uniform and smooth surface,
with less defects and good crystallization layers. Figure 3b shows a single-source PVD for
MAPbI3, where the temperature of the source is raised rapidly until the MAPbI3 evaporates
without a chemical reaction and is then deposited on the substrate. The advantages of using
PVD are the full surface coverage, great grain structure, high crystallization, scalability
for mass production [95], and controllable film quality, thickness, and morphology, which
makes PVD preferable to solution processing-based methods.

Table 1 shows various materials and their methods for HOIP PV fabrication, complete
with the PCE values. With each material, for HOIP photovoltaics, improved, new and excel-
lent perovskite materials with superior stability, light-absorption, charge mobility, and life-
times were produced. The optimization of materials and structures is one of the keys to im-
proving the photoelectric conversion efficiency [96]. The optimization of materials is shown
in the work of Saliba et al. [67], via spin coating with different material compositions of
Cs0.05(MA0.17FA0.83)(0.95)Pb(I0.83Br0.17)3 and Cs0.1(MA0.17FA0.83)(0.90)Pb(I0.83Br0.17)3 with the
increase in the fill factor, from 74 to 77%. This is due to Cs0.1(MA0.17FA0.83)(0.90)Pb(I0.83Br0.17)3
having more uniform grains with each increase in Cs value, obtaining a better charge
transport, which explains the higher fill factor value, which is consistent with works that
used Cs0.15(MA0.17FA0.83)(0.85)Pb(I0.83Br0.17)3 as the perovskite material.

The optimization of device structure is shown in several works on the topic of fab-
ricating MAPbI3 perovskite photovoltaics using different fabrication methods. Among
MAPbI3 perovskite photovoltaic fabrication methods, spin coating shows the lowest PCE
as the uniform structure is capable of obtaining a grain size of 100 nm [97]. Doctor blade
and slot-die coating show a better PCE among all MAPbI3 perovskite photovoltaics with a
more uniform grain size and thicknesses of 200 µm [98] and 5 µm [99], respectively, which
are slightly better compared to spin coating due to the controllable fabrication methods.
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Table 1. Various materials and methods for HOIP PV fabrications. Voc, Jsc, and FF are open-circuit
voltage, short-circuit current density, and fill factor, respectively.

Coating
Method Material Voc (V) Jsc (mA cm−2) FF (%) Size (cm2) PCE (%) Ref.

Spin-coating FAPbI3 1.06 24.7 77.5 ~1 20.2 [100]
Spin-coating Cs0.05(MA0.17FA0.83)(0.95)Pb(I0.83Br0.17)3 1.109 22.7 74.0 ~1 18.6 [67]
Spin-coating Cs0.1(MA0.17FA0.83)(0.90)Pb(I0.83Br0.17)3 1.13 22.0 77.0 ~1 19.1 [67]

Ink-jet printing Cs0.1(FA0.83MA0.17)0.9Pb(Br0.17I0.83)3 1.11 23.1 82 2.3 20.7 [101]
Spin-coating Cs0.15(MA0.17FA0.83)(0.85)Pb(I0.83Br0.17)3 1.088 19.4 69.3 ~1 14.6 [67]
Spin-coating (FAPbI3)0.95(MAPbBr3)0.05 1.14 24.9 81 ~0.094 23.2 [102]
Doctor blade MAPbI3 1.12 22.6 81 0.075 20.3 [98]
Doctor blade MAPbI3 1.10 22.7 81 0.08 20.2 [103]

Slot-die coating MAPbI3 1.03 22.1 74 ~232.3 16.8 [99]
Spin-coating MAPbI3 1.08 20.7 68 0.16 15.2 [97]

Ink-jet printing MAPbI3 1.08 22.66 76.2 0.04 18.6 [104]
Slot-die coating MAPbI3-xClx 1.06 21.7 ~78 0.06 18.0 [105]
Slot-die coating MAPbI3-xClx 1.09 22.38 74.7 0.096 18.3 [106]
Spray coating MAPbI3-xClx 1.10 21.4 77.6 0.08 18.3 [20]
Spin-coating MAPb(I0.85Br0.15)3 1.07 21.5 68 0.076 15.4 [107]
Spray-coating CsI0.05((FAPbI3)0.85(MAPbBr3)0.15)0.95 1.10 22.3 73 0.16 17.8 [19]

Screen printing (AB)2(MA)49Pb50I151 0.94 23.4 71 0.8 15.6 [30]

Based on Table 1, it can be concluded that the best material for perovskite PV fabrica-
tion is (FAPbI3)0.95(MAPbBr3)0.05 [102]. Among the fabrication methods, the doctor blade
method can be considered as the best method since it resulted in the highest PCE value.
Such a method may improve the PCE of (FAPbI3)0.95(MAPbBr3)0.05, which already reaches
23.2% with spin coating [102].

3. Materials and Device Characterizations

This section describes the material characteristics that should be met for perovskite
PVs, including the structural and morphological properties. XRD analysis can be used to
detect a crystallite structure from the layer formation [108]. Based on synthesis conditions,
there are three types of MAPbI3 structure. At T < 163 K, it is in an orthorhombic phase, at
163 K < T < 327.3 K, it is in a tetragonal phase and beyond 327.3 K, it will begin to form a
cubic phase [109]. Substantial changes occur at 60 ◦C, as it shifts from the tetragonal to the
cubic phase, with better grain sizes, based on the XRD results from several research studies,
as multiple new peaks are present compared to the tetragonal phase [110–112].

The properties of HOIPs are also affected by organic monocation. Adding a bulky
hydrophobic organic cation to the perovskite lattice can prevent moisture intrusion [113].
Because of this structure, the bandgap is large and tunable. Moreover, increasing the chain
length of the organic monocation allows the prevention of oxidation of Sn2+ to Sn4+ [114].

Empirically, the structural stability of 3D perovskites can be predicted using the Gold-
schmidt tolerance factor, as the rule of thumb, for the ABX3 crystal structure,
t = (ra+rx)√

2(rb+rx)
, which is calculated based on the radii of the A, B and X ions. The ideal

t value for a stable perovskite would be 0.8 < t < 1.0, so the organic monocation value has
to be adjusted to obtain the necessary t value [115]. However, the perovskite ligand size
can have an influence on this value [116].

A key example to improve perovskite PV performance would be by using XRD
techniques that will detect the best crystal structures in the formation of layers of a sample
perovskite CsxM, with x = 0, 5, 10, 15%, as shown in the XRD spectra of Figure 4. At about
14◦, all CsxM compositions with varying x values show the same perovskite peak. For Cs0M,
there are small peaks observed at about 11.6◦ and 12.7◦ that represents the undesirable
yellow non-perovskite phase (δ-FAPbI3) and the PbI2 that was used in its fabrication,
respectively. As Cs amounts of 5, 10, 15% in the XRD spectra did not show these specific
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peaks, this would indicate that the mixed perovskite Cs0M shows an incomplete conversion
of FA perovskite to the black-phase perovskite (α-FAPbI3).
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Other than XRD characterization, with the different methods implemented for the
fabrication of perovskite PVs, the resulting devices will also have different crystal struc-
tures relative to their fabrication methods [117]. The morphology of the perovskite is
another factor to improve perovskite PV performance. Numerous work have been done
on optimizing morphology by improving the fabrication methods [84,93] and by applying
additional additives [118,119]. As shown in Figure 5a,b, different crystal grain structures
were observed from using different fabrication methods (blow-dry and spin-coating).

The thicknesses of the layers differ between those fabricated using blow-drying and
those using spin coating. For example, the thickness of the MAPbI3 and spiro-MeOTAD
deposited by blow-drying is thinner than that fabricated by spin-coating. The blow-dried
spiro-MeOTAD layer has been shown to be more compact and smaller than the spin-coated
spiro-MeOTAD layer. Moreover, blow-dried MAPbI3 merged better with mp-TiO2 than
the spin-coated MAPbI3, as shown in Figure 5c,d. As a result, devices with blow-dried
MAPbI3 consistently achieve higher VOC, JSC and PCE values than spin-coated ones.

Based on the work of Zhou et al. [120], the characteristics of the grain boundaries,
grains, and material composition will have an effect on carrier transport, emissions, ionic
diffusion, and performance. The simple crystal structures of the 3D halide PVs, such as
MAPbI3 and FAPbI3, were determined using XRD or SEM analysis.

The presence of defects and grain boundaries in the PV film will have a detrimental
effect on PV performance. Defect passivation is a strategy developed to enhance device
efficiency and stability at the same time [121–123]. As shown in the work of Medjahed
et al. [124], adding an additive in the presence of chlorine during the MAPbI3 synthesis
has a positive advantage and impact on the growth and morphology (improvement on
crystallite size and structure) of the obtained fabrication. Moreover, it also improves the
electrical properties of the material, such as the electron diffusion length, carrier lifetime,
and a high PCE value of 11.4%. It was also revealed, using in situ XRD, that the presence
of two areas of MAPbI3 showed the presence of MAPbCl3. There were crystalline phases
that could not be identified, but did not correspond to a chlorine-based intermediate
phase, but rather the formation of MAPbCl3 in the perovskite formation from PbCl2. It
can be concluded that MAPbI3 forms as annealing begins, MAPbCl3 disappears gradually,
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and that MAPbI3 decreases as the formation of PbI2 into MAPbI3 is completed, which
corresponds with the work done by Saliba et al., who showed that XRD is able to analyze
this information based on the patterns of the formation of the perovskite.
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Feng et al. also demonstrated another additive enhancement to the morphology in a
one-step solution-processed perovskite that utilizes methanol as shown in Figure 6 [125].
It was observed that, by adding a proper amount (5 vol%) of methanol solution to the
perovskite (MAPbI3) precursor solution, the morphology, crystallization, optical and elec-
trical properties of the perovskite layer were enhanced. SEM analysis was performed to
investigate the morphology of the perovskite without methanol, and is shown in Figure 5a,
and with (5 vol%) methanol solution, shown in Figure 5b. Under SEM, the perovskite
film without methanol shows pinholes and grain boundaries. These pinholes and grain
boundaries will impede charge transport, which easily induces the recombination between
electron and hole, thus reducing the overall PV performance. However, the addition of
methanol significantly enhances the morphology since it has rougher surface, larger grain
sizes, and fewer grain boundaries compared to perovskite without methanol. Since the
grain size in the vertical direction, as shown under SEM, is equivalent to the thickness
of the perovskite, this indicates that the charge carriers can transport efficiently across
the perovskite film and reach the electrodes before recombination occurs. The fabricated
perovskite using methanol shows a higher PCE of 19.51% compared to the fabricated
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perovskite without methanol (16.53%). Moreover, it also has a better stability since it still
shows a high PCE in the dark under ambient temperature for 30 days.
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While the addition of additives may have improved the morphology of the HOIP, its
lifetime and performance were not satisfactory for commercial and industrial applications.
This will require further enhancements to the HOIP-like tandem structure to improve the
overall lifetime and performance.

3.1. Perovskite Tandem Photovoltaics

Perovskite tandem PVs have been suggested as a method to improve the overall
performance, stability, and lifetime of perovskite PVs. A perovskite tandem PV usually
consist of a cell—either silicon, perovskite, or copper indium gallium selenide (CIGS)—
overlaid by a perovskite PV [126], to increase the efficiencies beyond a single junction
limit [127], without adding a substantial cost during production [128,129]. Typical single-
junction PV cells do not make use of 67% of the solar energy they receive, because of
the weak absorbance capabilities of the semiconductors. Semiconductors can only absorb
photons with energy is above their bandgap energy (Eg) and they generate energy equal to
Eg, where the rest of the energy are lost through thermalization as heat. This will severely
affect the PCE of a PV because it corresponds to the Voc and Jsc of the PVs. As one of
solutions, tandem photovoltaics can address this problem [130].

Tandem PVs use stacks of materials with different bandgaps, where materials with
larger bandgaps are put at the top of a cell and those with small bandgaps are at the bottom.
High-energy photons are absorbed by the upper materials, while low-energy photons are
not lost, in this case, but rather are absorbed by the lower stack materials, making use
of most of the incident energy. One of the most known structures of tandem cells is the
double-junction tandem device. They have two different configurations: two-terminal (2-T)
and four-terminal (4-T) tandem, according to the stacking method used [130].

The 2-T tandem cells are synthesized by stacking a transparent front electrode, with
a front cell and an opaque rear electrode, with the rear cell being one substrate where an
interconnection layer (ICL) separates them, as shown in Figure 7a. The recombination
of the photogenerated carriers from either sub-cell takes place in the ICL. On the other
hand, 4-T tandem cells are made of two separate devices with two separate electrodes,
linked together through a dichromatic mirror, as shown in Figure 7b. However, due to
the additional electrodes, the optical loss will result in a more expensive cost compared
to 2-T tandem PVs. Moreover, 2-T tandem PVs are cheaper to fabricate, though it is
harder to fabricate 2-T or monolithic tandem PVs compared to 4-T tandem PVs for general
applications [130].
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Table 2. Some reports of perovskite tandem PVs. Voc, Jsc, and FF are open-circuit voltage, short-circuit
current density, and fill factor, respectively.

Type Tandem Perovskite Material Voc (V) Jsc (mA cm−2) FF (%) Size (cm2) PCE (%) Ref.

4-T Si MAPbI3 1.08 20.6 74.1 0.075 23.0 [131]
4-T Si MAPbI3 1.098 21.0 74.1 1.10 26.7 [132]
4-T Si MAPbI3 1.156 19.8 79.9 1.00 27.0 [133]
2-T Si MAPbI3 1.69 15.9 77.6 0.17 21.2 [134]
2-T Si Cs0.05(FA0.77MA0.23)0.95Pb(I0.77Br0.23)3 1.87 19.37 79.9 1.06 29.3 [4]
2-T Si Cs0.05(MA0.17FA0.83)0.95Pb(I0.83Br0.17)3 1.792 19.02 74.6 1.088 25.2 [135]
2-T Si Cs0.15(MA0.17FA0.83)0.85Pb(I0.7Br0.3)3 1.80 17.8 79.4 ~1.00 25.4 [136]
4-T CIGS Cs0.09FA0.77MA0.14Pb(I0.86Br0.14)3 1.77 17.3 73.1 0.04 22.4 [137]
4-T CIGS Cs0.05(MA0.17FA0.83)Pb1.1(I0.83Br0.17)3 1.59 18.0 75.7 0.78 21.6 [138]
2-T CIGS Cs0.05(MA0.17FA0.83)0.95Pb(I0.83Br0.17)3 1.68 19.2 71.9 1.03 23.3 [33]

This occurs similarly in the 4-T CIGS/Cs0.05(MA0.17FA0.83)Pb1.1(I0.83Br0.17)3 configura-
tion [138] and the 2-T CIGS/Cs0.05(MA0.17FA0.83)0.95Pb(I0.83Br0.17)3 configuration [33], since
these works obtained similar values for Voc, Jsc, and FF of about 1.6–1.8 V, 17.0–19.2 mA cm−2,
and 72.0–75.7%, respectively.

In comparison to the PCE values in Table 2, the 2-T configurations of CIGS/Cs0.05
(MA0.17FA0.83)0.95Pb(I0.83Br0.17)3 [33,138] are better by 1.08-fold compared to those of the
4-T configurations. The 4-T configurations experience optical loss, which is found in
the encapsulation and absorption in the transparent conductive electrode [139], which
affects the PCE. The 2-T configurations experience series resistance loss in the large-area
modules [140].

Further analysis is required to determine the increase in the PCE of the devices through
development and improvements using tandem technologies. The configurations in Table 2
for tandem PVs refer to the materials in Table 1. The best performing PCE is from
the Cs0.05(MA0.17FA0.83)(0.95)Pb(I0.83Br0.17)3 configuration in Table 1, and shows a PCE of
18.6% [81]; the best performing PCE from the 2-T Si/Cs0.05(FA0.77MA0.23)0.95Pb(I0.77Br0.23)3
configuration has a PCE of 29.3% [4] with an improvement achieved through tandem
technologies using silicon and also through the use of an appropriate carbazole-based
layer to efficiently extract the holes. Silicon was used as the bottom cell of the tandem
since it has the properties of absorbing solar radiation from the near infrared region of
the absorption spectrum. There is also another development in tandem PVs between
Cs0.05(MA0.17FA0.83)0.95Pb(I0.83Br0.17)3 perovskite and CIGS, and the PCE value of the
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Cs0.05(MA0.17FA0.83)0.95Pb(I0.83Br0.17)3 tandem [33] increases by 1.25-fold compared to that
of the intrinsic one [67].

The CIGS allows for a tunable bandgap, and it varies based on the temperature. A
tunable bandgap was obtained from 1.1 to 2.3 eV by interchanging the cations, metals, and
halides. These allow for the tandem PV to absorb photons that have an energy above the
bandgap, so a higher bandgap will require a higher energy for the absorption spectrum.
The best configurations for perovskite tandem PVs came from silicon and CIGS. In fact, an-
other perovskite–perovskite tandem PV has been recorded, with a high PCE of 24.4% [141]
and there are few reports presently beating this record. Therefore, the best reported tan-
dem perovskite photovoltaic belongs to the 2-T Si/Cs0.05(FA0.77MA0.23)0.95Pb(I0.77Br0.23)3
configuration with a PCE of 29.3% [4].

For further commercialization of perovskite PVs, large area modules should be devel-
oped since the previous studies were conducted for a small area (1 cm2). This development
needs to be carried out to determine if there is any improvement in the crystal grain
structure and PCE value when the module size is increased.

3.2. Large Scale Modules

Several issues need to be addressed for further perovskite PV commercialization: (i) a
thin-film deposition method that is scalable and reproducible; (ii) high stability and long
lifetime; and (iii) low or less toxic materials for large-area devices.

The rapid increment in PCE performance for perovskite PV has developed at a quick
pace compared to other solar technologies. However, several high PCE values have been
obtained with very small areas (~1.0 cm2). To fabricate a large area with a high-quality
perovskite (good uniformity and few structural defects), several deposition methods have
been developed, such as spin-coating, slot-die coating, doctor blade, and vacuum deposi-
tion. In 2015, Chen et al. [142] fabricated perovskite using one-step spin-coating with an
active area of 1.02 cm2 and obtained a PCE of 15%. In 2016, Qiu et al. [143] fabricated a
large-area perovskite with an active area of 1 cm2 and obtained a PCE of 13.6%.

While spin-coating is widely used in the deposition of small-area thin films in labo-
ratories, it might not be suitable for industrial large-area fabrications. Spin-coated films
are not uniform throughout the area [144], require a large amount of solution mixture of
materials, and there is significant wasted solvent, which increases the cost of fabrication. Its
performance also reduced due to the increase in series resistance and the decrease in film
quality [145,146]. As in the case of Hossain et al. [147], since spin-coating is not suitable for
the fabrication of perovskite solar cell on a silicon solar cell, so some methods have to be
replaced by PVD or CVD.

In 2018, Zheng et al. [148] were able to achieve 21.8% PCE using CVD on a 16 cm2

monolithic (FAPbI3)0.83(MAPbBr3)0.17 perovskite–silicon tandem PVs. The final product of
the PVs has an enhanced Voc with a Jsc that ranged from 15.6 to 16.2 mA/cm2 and an FF of
78%. The supporting information regarding further improvements that could be achieved
for this device would be the spiro-OMeTAD stack being replaced with a high refractive
index inorganic hole transport layer to eliminate unnecessary wavelength absorptions. To
improve it for commercial use in larger area of 6”× 6”, the PDMS layer can be replaced with
thin glass and the spin-coating process can be replaced with something less expensive, such
as the doctor blade or spray-coating methods, which will be discussed in further works.

After conducting their previous work, in 2019, Zheng et al. [149] showed another
improvement that increased the PCE value. They decided to use micron green-emitting
(Ba,Sr)2SiO4:Eu2+ phosphor—a cheap material that is commercially available and is mostly
used in light-emitting diodes—as an antireflective down shifting material on PDMS that
acts as the hydrophobic layer of the silicon–perovskite tandem PVs with an area of 4 cm2,
which achieved a PCE of 23%. SEM images of the (Ba,Sr)2SiO4:Eu2+ sample on PDMS
showed a high-quality crystal size of about 10–20 µm. Moreover, the results of energy-
dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX), not only confirmed the homogeneous distributions
of Sr, Ba, Si, and O within the specimen, but were also able to detect the Eu content.
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Figure 8 shows schematic diagrams of the (a) previous and (b) current large-scale modules
of perovskite photovoltaics.
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After further investigation, with a higher concentration of (Ba,Sr)2SiO4:Eu2+ phosphor
on top of the perovskite–silicon PV, with initial conditions of Jsc of 14.1 mA/cm2, Voc of
1.73 V, FF of 82%, and a PCE of 20.1%, the result shows that, while the open-circuit voltage
remains unchanged or at a constant level, there was an improvement in Jsc that was caused
by the increased broad absorption of the cell with a reduced front reflection and increased
light trapping. Eventually the best choice was obtained and had an area of 4 cm2 with
conditions of Jsc of 16.4 mA/cm2, Voc of 1.73 V, FF of 81%, and a PCE of 23%.

Although works on monolithic perovskite–silicon tandem PVs showed progress in
terms of PCE values (about 22–23%), there are several issues that need to be solved for
further large-scale fabrication. These issues include stability improvements, the degradation
rate, commercialization costs, and the use of environmentally friendly materials.

3.3. Improvements to Perovskite Material and Its Tandem Structures

A recent investigation, conducted by Green et al. [1] on perovskite–silicon tandem PVs,
states that a high PCE value of 29.15% had been achieved with an area of 1.060 cm2. Though
it is a small area, in the future, people will continue to develop perovskite–silicon tandem
photovoltaics, which will progress further so that it is possible to achieve 4 cm2 perovskite–
silicon tandem photovoltaic with an efficiency of 29.15%, if there is a breakthrough on how
to further increase the broad absorption of a cell with reduced reflection but while increase
the light trapping.

Furthermore, since it is difficult to deposit a large area of continuous perovskite film
using the previously described traditional methods, other methods should be improved
to prepare high-quality and large-area perovskite PVs for commercial production in the
future. Moreover, from the perspective of green energy, the Pb employed in perovskite PVs
is highly toxic, which will hinder the industrial promotion and development of perovskite
PVs. Therefore, it is necessary to find a low-toxicity or non-toxic material to replace Pb in
the future [96].

Realistically, the halide of Pb is 10 times more dangerous than the Pb that already
exists on Earth [150–153]. Several lines of research indicate that contamination due to leaks
of lead ions into soil and water resources is a permanent affliction and generates harmful
effects on humans, animals, and plant survivability [154–163]. To decrease and reduce its
toxicity level, Pb-free [164–166] (or at the very least less Pb content) perovskite–silicon PVs
have been researched using a safer option by mixing chalcogen and halogen anions [167]
or using tin or (Sn)-based perovskite PVs [168–170]. Recently, it was determined that
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there is an all-perovskite Pb–Sn tandem photovoltaic with a PCE of 26.4% [171], showing
a value that potentially exceeds that of the best-performing single-junction perovskite
solar cells, which are capable of retaining more than 90% of their initial performance
after 600 h of operation at maximum power under one-sun illumination under ambient
conditions. Recent research [172], developed a low-cost device made of sulfonic acid-based
lead-adsorbing resin, which freezes lead ions into a scaffold and prevents their leakage
when the perovskites are exposed to rainfall. This new device does not affect efficiency or
scaling and the structure can be scaled up to 60.8 cm2.

However, Sn-based perovskite PVs have lower efficiencies and faster degradation than
Pb-based perovskite PVs due to their phase fluctuations and they easily oxidize from Sn2+

to Sn4+. In the case of Sn-based perovskite PVs being unable to breach the efficiency limit
of Pb-based perovskite PVs, new approaches had been created to prevent Pb leakage in
perovskite PVs by trapping Pb with cation-exchange resins that are abundant in Ca2+ and
Mg2+ [173].

In addition, the cost barrier for perovskite–silicon cells was identified as being due
to expensive organic charge transport materials, such as spiro-OMeTAD, PTAA, and
PC60BM [174–177]. The cost of organic charge transport, especially for one with a higher
quality that can yield a better performance, is very expensive due to the intricate nature of
the fabrication steps, in addition to the additional costs that might be derived from better or
higher purity in terms of the formation of crystal grains. As an alternative to using organic
charge transport materials, inorganic charge transport materials, such as NiO, CuSCN,
SnO2, and Nb2O5, which are much cheaper in comparison to organic charge transport
materials, have been successfully developed for some perovskite PVs [101,178–180].

Further improvements concern the degradation of the perovskite PVs. PVs are always
exposed to various degradation sources, such as humidity, oxygen, heat, and ultraviolet
light. To ensure the lifetime of perovskite–silicon tandem PVs, their stability needs to be
tested and improved against degradation. Among perovskite PVs, methyl ammonium
lead triiodide is easily degraded by humidity and heat, in comparison to perovskite PVs
that are based on FAPbI3 [60] or CsPbI3 [181], which proved to have a higher resistance
to thermal decomposition—which can be solved by mixing the cations and the halogen
anions, which improves the thermal and crystal structure stability. As an example of mixing
halide anions, bromide-based perovskite PVs show better resistance to degradation under
humidity and heat when compared to iodide-based perovskite PVs as they developed a 2D
or 3D hetero-structure in the perovskite PVs [182–184].

It is also suggested that organic charge transport materials, such as spiro-OMeTAD,
PTAA, and PC60BM, are easily disintegrated by humidity and oxygen, so they require a
higher level of encapsulation to prevent the elements from disintegrating the organic charge
transport materials. An alternative solution would be to use inorganic charge transport
materials, which are beneficial in terms of their stability due to their basic properties. In
addition, a densely formed inorganic layer can act as a diffusion barrier to prevent organics or
iodine species escaping from the lattice and reacting with the top metal electrode [185,186].
It has been reported in the literature that a semi-transparent perovskite PV with a dense
charge transport layer and a transparent electrode endured through thermal cycling, damp
heat, and UV stress tests [185–187]. Moreover, low-temperature, glass–glass encapsulation
techniques, using high-performance polyisobutylene (PIB) on planar perovskite solar cells,
have been reported using three different electrical configurations and methods are as shown
in Figure 9 [188]. In method 1, PIB is put on the top of a thin gold film that acts as a positive
electrical feedthrough for the cell. In methods 2 and 3, the FTO layer provides the electrical
feedthroughs. It is worth noting that the PIB in methods 1 and 2 plays the role of an edge
seal, but it blankets the entire area under the glass in method 3.
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Figure 9. Cross-sectional schematics with the photographs of perovskite solar cells encapsulated by
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Lead-free PVs are also being investigated as potential improvements to PVs [157,164],
as these same materials were investigated as scintillators [114,189]. Several improvements
regarding their material quality, degradation have been considered, as have techniques to
fabricate them. To further improve the commercialization rate in the future, certain costs
that are more expensive, such as organic charge transport materials, must be replaced. A
better alternative would be the use of inorganic charge transport materials to reduce costs.
While these methods will reduce the cost for commercialization, the most harmful content,
which is the lead, will need to be replaced, reduced, or they will need to be made using
Pb-free methods, discussed above, to reduce harm to the environment.

Several improvements have been achieved for perovskite–silicon tandem PVs, such
as a longer lifetime, lower cost, and less-harmful chemicals being used. These achieve-
ments have inspired some companies to produce and commercialize perovskite–silicon
tandem PVs.

3.4. Commercialization

For future commercialization, although there are several challenges to be faced in
fabricating perovskite PVs, some companies are in the early stages of developing perovskite
PVs, e.g., Saule technologies [190] and Quantum Solution [191]. These developments are
driven by perovskite’s wide bandgap, low-cost, and simple fabrication methods. For Saule
technologies, they launched the first industrial production line of solar panels in May
2021 in Poland, based on groundbreaking perovskite technology. They are making sheets
of solar panels using a novel inkjet printing procedure invented by the founder, Olga
Malinkiewicz [190].

However, the long-term performance of such a PV is an issue to pursue. As an example,
the longest lifetime for the prototype was 6000 h under continuous one-sun illumination
before degrading beyond 80% of its initial performance [192]. Interfacial recombination
can be a severely degrading performance issue, but some methods are used to inhibit this.
In [193], a 2D octyl-diammonium lead iodide interlayer was used to decrease recombination
losses and obtain a PCE of 22.27% in tandem solar cells. A 2D/3D perovskite interface
in [194] suppressed interface losses with a PCE≈ 21%. As an alternative, perovskite–silicon
tandem PV has a better lifetime of 300 h of operation, and retained 95% of its initial efficiency
without encapsulant, and performs at a PCE of 29.3% in comparison to the theoretical limit
of 29% for the silicon PV [195]. Therefore, the perovskite–silicon tandem PV is a prospective
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option for future commercialization; particularly, OxfordPV has pioneered producing their
heterojunction silicon PVs to enhance their PV cells [196].

3.5. Summary

HOIPs have come a long way since their predecessors, with a current standing per-
formance (or PCE) of about 29.3%. In this review, we highlighted the progress of HOIP
materials and large-area fabrication techniques, in detail, and provided several comparisons
between the techniques, and materials used in the fabrication of solar cells through their
power conversion efficiencies. The fabrication techniques were also covered along with
the advantages and disadvantages of using certain materials, which further enhance the
properties of perovskite–silicon tandem solar cells; as shown using SEM. A scheme of this
is shown in Figure 10, and it shows how far the progress of research towards commercial-
ization and market must go. Although there has been feedback and improvements for
materials, fabrication, characterization, and large-scale modules, commercialization is just
starting. To enter the market of PVs, the other aspects, such as the total cost (although the
material is cheap enough) and the aging of perovskite materials relative to those made using
silicon, need to be addressed. Advances in other materials for optoelectronic devices such
as graphene, MoS2 and compound semiconductors [197–212] are having a huge impact
and benefitting the progress in the field of PVs either through the process techniques, or
through the marketization strategies. In the end, the perovskite–silicon tandem solar cells
have been introduced as the next generation of PVs and will replace the current technology
of silicon PVs (in comparison of electric costs) [6].
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Abstract: The advent of Fused Deposition Modeling (FDM; or 3D printing) has significantly changed
the way many products are designed and built. It has even opened opportunities to fabricate new
products on-site and on-demand. In addition, parallel efforts that introduce new materials into the
FDM process have seen great advances as well. New additives have been demonstrably utilized to
achieve thermal, electrical, and structural property improvements. This combination of fabrication
flexibility and material additives make FDM an ideal candidate for investigation of perovskite
materials in new solar cell efforts. In this work, we fabricate and characterize a perovskite-based
solar cell polymer designed for the FDM fabrication processes. Perovskite solar cells have garnered
major research interest since their discovery in 2009. Perovskites, specifically methylammonium
lead iodide, offer beneficial properties to solar cell fabrication such as long minority charge carrier
distance, high light absorption, and simple fabrication methods. Despite the great potential of these
materials, however, stability remains an issue in solar cell utilization as the material degrades under
ultraviolet light, exposure to oxygen and water, as well as increased temperatures. To mitigate
degradation, different fabrication methods have been utilized. Additionally, multiple groups have
utilized encapsulation methods post-fabrication and in situ solution processed integration of polymer
materials into the solar cell to prevent degradation. In this paper, we leverage the unique ability
of FDM to encapsulate perovskite materials and yield a MAPbI3-PCL solar material as the active
layer for solar cell use. In this manner, increased ability to resist UV light degradation and material
stability from other environmental factors can be achieved. This study provides characterization
of the material via multiple techniques like SEM (Scanning Electron Microscopy) and XRD (X-
ray Diffraction) as well as absorbance, transmittance, and photocurrent response. Investigations
of processing on perovskite degradation as well as initial solar simulated response are recorded.
Unique aspects of the resulting material and process are noted including improved performance with
increased operating temperature. Increased electron–hole pair generation is observed for 200 µm
FDM-printed PCL film, achieving a 45% reduction in resistance under peak incident flux of 590 W/m2

with the addition of MAPbl3. This work establishes insight into the use of FDM for full solar cell
fabrication and points to the next steps of research and development in this growing field.

Keywords: micro; perovskite; solar cell; 3D printing; fused deposition modeling

1. Introduction

Over the course of the past decade, significant changes have occurred in the field of
electricity production [1]. Specifically, while the use of traditional fuel sources like coal
have diminished, there continues to be a rise in the use of so-called “green” energy sources
like solar and wind. It is projected that a continued move from traditional, fossil fuel-based
energy sources to renewable sources will continue in the decades ahead. Solar energy
power production is poised to be increasingly important among the renewable energy
sources between now and 2050 [1]. To support new growth in solar energy production, new
methods and materials are needed. Fortunately, there have also been significant advances
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in unique materials and new methods of manufacture. Fused Deposition Modeling (FDM),
or 3D printing, is one such advance.

Given this growing interest in solar-based energy and expanding capabilities of FDM,
we investigate new FDM processes and materials that allow the fabrication of 3D printed
solar cell active layers. There is inherent promise in the approach given that FDM-based
devices are no longer constrained to planar type structures, but may be designed and
fabricated for unique spaces, shapes and applications well beyond traditional manufac-
turing constraints. As an example, a curved-radius active layer will provide improved
incidence angles with solar input as the day progresses and the sun moves across the sky.
FDM also allows future devices to be fabricated on-site and on-demand in situations where
traditional shipping of completed devices is more difficult. This could have significant
application in non-terrestrial settings [2,3].

Perovskite solar cells, first discovered in 2009, have quickly achieved efficiencies of
over 20% utilizing simple solution-based fabrication methods [4], potentially providing a
cost-effective alternative to traditional solar cell technologies. However, perovskite solar
cells have also shown stability issues when exposed to ambient atmosphere. It has been
shown that UV light, continuous light, oxygen, water, and temperature can affect the stabil-
ity of perovskite solar cells [5–7]. For these reasons, various methods have been utilized
during fabrication and post-fabrication to prolong stability. For example, the use of various
epoxies and desiccant have been popular methods in post-fabrication [8–10]. However,
these methods increase the fabrication complexity which ultimately effects scalability to
commercial application. Other groups have utilized different chemical pathways (i.e., anti-
solvents, etc.) to extend the stability and fabricate perovskite solar cells in high humidity
environments [11–13]. Other efforts have used different electron and hole transport layer
combinations to extend the stability of perovskite solar cells in ambient conditions [4,14].
However, commonly utilized electron and hole transport materials can be cost prohibitive
for larger scale application (>$300 per gram).

In this current effort, the general approach employed to achieve these unique devices
encapsulates perovskite materials for extrusion as polymer-composite filaments through
a heated nozzle in a layer-by-layer FDM process. This builds on our prior work and
allows the incorporation and utilization of various polymer-based materials with unique,
entrained additives [15].

Over the past several years, multiple investigations have undertaken the general chal-
lenge of three-dimensionally printed perovskite materials. Beyond the general advantages
of FDM noted previously, there are several perovskite-specific advantages to this approach.
First, FDM processes utilizing composite filaments have been previously demonstrated to
align filler particles upon printing [15]. This improves thermal and electrical properties,
which in the context of a solar cell can improve charge extraction and performance. Second,
the FDM process integrates a polymer barrier around filler particles, which can protect the
particles from ambient conditions (i.e., oxygen and water). In this manner, the long-term
stability issues related to perovskite solar cells can be naturally addressed via the fabrication
process itself.

Many of the FDM-oriented approaches have focused on uses like photoelectric sens-
ing [16] or light production [17–19]. Zhao et al. advanced the general formation of per-
ovskite crystals from disordered to ordered via electric field, producing a more orderly
crystal deposition for use in a photosensor with high sensitivity, high stability, and good
response [16]. Tai et al. investigated several thermoplastic polymers as protective coatings
for perovskite materials and incorporated the effort into light-emitting diode (LED) devices
with various emission wavelengths. It was further noted that there was fluorescent behav-
ior of some of the printed structures resulting from this effort [17]. Others have focused
on photo-luminescent materials as structural materials [18]. Qaid et al. have investigated
the opportunity for light amplification via the alternate CsPbBr3 perovskite material while
encapsulating in PMMA polymers [20].
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In this work, we fabricate and evaluate MAPbI3 perovskite material, suitable for FDM
printing application and end use as the photo-active layer in solar cell constructions. Fabri-
cation that produces the polymer-encapsulated printable material and full characterization
is presented, followed by initial testing of photocurrent operational results in a 3D-printed
test piece. This effort sets the foundation for efforts that incorporate the material into a
fully realized solar cell.

2. Experimental Methods

To achieve a prototype FDM perovskite active layer, processing, characterization,
and printing of the required materials was needed. Material was characterized via sev-
eral processes including SEM (Scanning Electron Microscopy), XRD (X-ray Diffraction),
and photocurrent analysis. This section reviews the fabrication processing as well as the
test and characterization steps for the fabricated structures and test pieces.

2.1. Materials and Fabrication
2.1.1. Perovskite Material Fabrication

This section reviews the material fabrication steps necessary for the creation of the
encapsulated perovskite solar material, ready for application as an FDM material. The fab-
rication of perovskite microcrystals was accomplished utilizing a previously published
procedure by Johansson et al. [12]. Methylammonium iodide (MAI) was mixed in isopropyl
alcohol until the crystals were completely dissolved. After the crystals were dissolved, lead
iodide (PbI2) was added in at a 1:1 molar ratio. The resulting solution had a concentration
of 0.69 M. After addition of PbI2, the solution transparency changed from clear to black
signifying the formation of MAPbI3.

After formation of the perovskite, 1 wt.% of 3-(2-aminoethylamino) propy-ldimethoxy-
methylsilane (i.e., coupling agent (LICA-38)) was added and allowed to stir for 5 min before
the addition of polycaprolactone (PCL). PCL was selected as it has a low melting tempera-
ture of about 60 ◦C and performs well as a water/oxygen barrier [21–23]. The coupling
agent was utilized in order to create a voidless interface between the PCL and MAPbI3 crys-
tals. The agent did not degrade the perovskite during preliminary lab testing. Additionally,
the printability of filaments was increased with the addition of coupling agent.

PCL was added to the mixture to create a 50 wt.% MAPbI3-PCL mixture. A 50 wt.%
concentration of MAPbI3 was selected as it allowed the filament to contain the maximum
amount of perovskite particles, while still providing the filament with the ability to be
extruded/printed at low temperatures (<100 ◦C) which prevented degradation. The com-
ponents were stirred for another 5 min before the solution was added to a recovery flask
and IPA was removed from the mixture via rotary evaporator. Figure 1 graphically shows
the process.

Figure 1. Perovskite composite fabrication process: (a) Combining PCL and MAPbI3-PCL mixture.
(b) High-speed mixing. (c) Rotary evaporator use to remove IPA.

Following evaporation, the MAPbI3-PCL mixture was placed in a Heraeus Instruments
Vacutherm oven equipped with a Fisher Scientific Maxima C vacuum pump (delivering
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pressure less than 1 × 10−4 mbar) and dried overnight under light vacuum at 19.1 ◦C.
The resulting MAPbI3-PCL powder was extruded into a filament using a Filabot EX2.
The temperature of the extruder was set between 70 and 80 ◦C. The final resulting filament
was optically black in color with a slight shine. Temperatures above this range would result
in a yellow filament indicating degradation of the perovskite crystals.

2.1.2. FDM Perovskite Thin Film Fabrication

A fused deposition modeling system (Lulzbot Mini, Lulzbot Taz 5, or Ultimaker 3)
controlled by Cura was used to fabricate all plain and composite filament materials char-
acterized in this work. The nozzle diameter utilized was 2.0 mm. The software was
programmed to print a thin-film with thickness measured via digital micrometer after
printing. The test pieces were designed in Solidworks and imported into the Cura software
as .STL files. The thicknesses tested were 25 µm, 50 µm, 100 µm and 200 µm. Overall length
and width of these thin-film samples was 25 mm by 25 mm. A Nikon Digimicro was used
to determine the thickness of the FDM printed thin films.

2.1.3. FDM Perovskite Photoconductivity Test Piece

Following thin film preparation and evaluation, the MAPbI3-PCL composite was
printed via FDM into a disk to allow initial investigation of photoconductivity as well as
larger-scale 3D printer capability with the new material. The photoconductivity test piece
had a diameter of 25 mm and thickness of 0.9 mm. Two circular holes with a diameter
of 3 mm, separated by 12.5 mm were printed into the structure as electrode attachment
points. Printing was accomplished via commercially available FDM printers. Twin through-
bolts were utilized as electrodes and attached to the photoconductivity test piece via MG
Chemicals Silver Conductive Epoxy to ensure electrical connection. Figure 2 shows the
fabricated test piece and design.

Figure 2. (a) Layout of photoconductivity sample. (b) Photoconductivity sample and electrode
attachment points (red arrow).

2.2. Test Setup

Tests were conducted that included characterization of the fabricated perovskite
materials as well as photoconductivity and other operationally-oriented tests. Test setups
and characterization procedures are discussed in this section.

2.2.1. Material Characterization Testing

Material characterization of the FDM perovskite material included the use of SEM,
UV–Vis (Ultraviolet–visible Spectroscopy), and XRD prior to any material operational
characterization. A Hitachi S4800 FE-SEM (Hitachi City: White Plains, NY, USA) was
utilized to image the MAPbI3 crystals, MAPbI3 crystals after coupling agent treatment,
and MAPbI3-PCL composite film after FDM printing. Specific attention was paid to
potential damage caused by the FDM print process as well as action of the coupling agent
in the final material.
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To more completely establish the successful formation of MAPbI3 microcrystals,
a Bruker D8 X-ray diffractometer XRD) (Bruker City: Madison, WI, USA) was utilized.
This allowed insight into the crystal structure of the perovskite crystals and the printed
photoconductivity test pieces (thin films) of MAPbI3-PCL. For clarity, XRD spectrum of
PbI2 powder, MAI powder, MAPbI3 powder and PCL-MAPBI3 thin film was examined
and compared against characteristic peaks associated with MAPbI3, and MAPBI3-PCL to
validate integration and processing into the desired perovskite filament.

2.2.2. Absorbance and Transmittance/Reflectance Testing of PCL Thin Films

A Jasco V-530 UV–Vis spectrophotometer (Jasco Inc., Easton, MD, USA) was utilized
to characterize the absorbance spectrum of PCL and MAPbI3-PCL thin-films. For PCL and
MAPBI3-PCL the thin films, absorbance was monitored across a range of about 400–1050 nm.
The range was selected based on prior work in the field that indicated MAPBl3 absorbance
peaking in this range [24–26]. This was done for each thin film sample, with particular
attention to the effects of perovskite and its addition into the test materials.

Transmittance spectrum was also investigated. A Filmetrics RT-10 refractometer
(Filmetrics, Roselle, CA USA) was utilized to determine the transmittance and reflectance
characteristics of the various FDM printed thin-films. The fabricated thin-film pieces
(25 µm, 50 µm, 100 µm, and 200 µm thick) were investigated to assess transmittance
through polycaprolactone as well as transmittance vs. thickness levels and light allowance
into active layers.

Based on those tests, 200 µm film was tested further including tests at room tem-
perature and after heating (40 ◦C, 5 min) to monitor performance changes. In addition,
tests were also conducted on PCL, MAPbI3-PCL, and samples of MAPbI3-PCL-LICA 38
(coupling agent).

2.2.3. I-V Sweep and Photocurrent Testing

Using the FDM perovskite test pieces constructed for the purpose, electrodes were
attached via wire to a Keithley 2400 Sourcemeter(Keithley/Tektronix, Beaverton, OR, USA).
Current–voltage (I-V) sweeps from −10 V to 10 V by 0.1 V were performed to determine
current increase once the material was exposed to light. Dark conditions were also tested
in order to provide conclusive results indicating the material reacted to light and not
I-V sweep.

All photoconductivity tests were conducted at room temperature. The outcome of
these tests was compared to validate perovskite absorption ranges based on prior work
in the field [24–26]. The light was applied with a Spectra-Physics 66900 solar simulator
(Newport/Spectra-Physics, Milpitas, CA, USA). Input power was varied from 50–80 W,
which corresponded to an incident flux of 252–590 W/m2. Flux was measured with a
Newport 91150V Reference Cell and Meter (Newport, Milpitas, CA, USA). This product
followed ISO-17025 standards and the output reading was in sun units (where 1 sun is
equal to 1000 W/m2 at 25 ◦C and Air Mass 1.5 Global Reference). This corresponded to
approximately half of what could be expected on a sunny, summer day (approximately
1000 W/m2). This provided an adequate but conservative simulated solar input for these
tests and investigated how light intensity affected photoconductivity. Incident fluxes at
each input power level are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. Incident flux versus input power.

Input Power (W) Incident Flux (W/m2)

50 W 252 W/m2

60 W 364 W/m2

70 W 459 W/m2

80 W 590 W/m2
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3. Results and Discussion

This section presents the specific results of the various tests that were conducted on
both material and full solar cell constructs. Specific material test results are presented first,
followed by the solar photo-conductivity test piece performance test results.

3.1. Material Characterization Test Results

Figure 3 shows SEM images of perovskite, perovskite treated with coupling agent,
FDM printed MAPbI3-PCL thin-film, and PCL/perovskite interface. Figure 3a shows
the perovskite crystals, which had a cubic structure before coupling agent introduction.
The different size of crystals remained following fabrication as well. Figure 3b shows
the perovskite crystals after coupling agent introduction. As can be noted in the image,
the cubic structure remained, however it was coated with the silane coupling agent used in
the study. After printing the MAPbI3-PCL thin-film, the surface morphology was rough
and had the appearance of embedded cubes as depicted in Figure 3c. The coupling agent
aided in creating a voidless interface between the perovskite and PCL shown in Figure 3d.

This investigation via SEM images showed that coupling agent introduction, filament
extrusion, and FDM printing process did not damage the structure of the MAPbI3 crystals.
Thus, the FDM filament manufacture and printing process was found to be a viable option
to produce MAPbI3 composites.

Figure 3. SEM images of (a) perovskite (b) coupling agent treated perovskite (c) PCL-50 wt.%
Perovskite (d) PCL-50 wt.% Perovskite.

XRD characterization was performed and is presented in Figures 4 and 5. Table 2
summarizes the findings. In general, these findings indicated the successful formation
of MAPbI3 microcrystals, integration of the MAPbI3 microcrystals into the PCL matrix,
and good stability with lack of degradation during the FDM printing process.

Figure 4 shows XRD spectrum of PbI2 powder, MAI powder, MAPbI3 powder, and
PCL-MAPBI3 thin film. The diffraction peaks at 2Θ = 26◦, 34◦, 39◦, 46◦ (denoted with
∆) correspond to the (101), (102), (110), and (103) lattice planes of PbI2 [27]. Peaks at
2Θ = 20◦ and 30◦ (denoted with �) correspond to the (002) and (003) lattice planes of
MAI [28]. MAPbI3 contained peaks at 2Θ =14◦, 23◦, 28.3◦ and 28.6◦ (denoted with ◦),
which corresponded to the (002), (121), (004), and (220) lattice planes [8]. The characteristic
peaks associated with MAPbI3 remained in the PCL-MAPbI3 composite.
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Figure 4. XRD of PbI2, MAI, MAPbI3, and MAPbI3-PCL.

Figure 5 shows an XRD spectrum of perovskite overlaid on the spectrum for PCL-
MAPbI3 composite. Although the peak intensities were reduced in the PCL-MAPbI3
composite, the MAPbI3 peaks show the integration and processing of the MAPbI3 into
PCL-MAPbI3 filament. The peaks at 2Θ = 21◦ and 23◦ (denoted with ∗ in Figure 4) peaks
corresponded to the (110) and (200) lattice planes of PCL and agree with literature val-
ues [29–32].

Figure 5. XRD of MAPbI3 and PCL-MAPbI3. Note: ∗ indicates PCL corresponding lattice plane
peaks.

One key goal of these essential material evaluations was to confirm that the perovskite
material itself did not exhibit significant degradation either in the preliminary mixing,
or subsequent processing as it was made suitable for FDM utilization as a ‘printable’
polymer. This was shown through both SEM and XRD analysis where expected perovskite
properties were evident throughout. This allowed continued investigation of the polymer
in more optically-oriented testing.
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Table 2. Summary of diffraction peaks and lattice planes for PbI2, MAI, MAPbI3, and PCL-MAPbI3.

Material Diffraction Peak 2Θ Lattice Plane (hkl) Reference

Lead Iodide (PbI2) 26◦ (101) [27]
34◦ (102)
39◦ (110)
46◦ (103)

Methylammonium 20◦ (002) [28]
Iodide (MAI) 30◦ (003)

Methylammonium Lead 14◦ (002) [12]
Triiodide (MAPbI3) 23◦ (121)

28.3◦/28.6◦ (004)/(220)

Polycaprolactone 21◦ (110) [33,34]
Methylammonium Lead 23◦ (200)
Triiodide (PCL-MAPbI3)

3.2. Absorbance and Transmittance Spectrum Results

With material properties verified, evaluation turned to optical performance and prop-
erties. Figure 6 shows the transmittance spectrum for PCL thin films from 400–1050 nm.
The thicknesses tested were 25 µm, 50 µm, 100 µm, and 200 µm. The 200 µm thicknesses
were also tested with one or two coatings of Smooth-On XTC-3D. The maximum trans-
mittance occurred in the 25 µm sample, which had a transmittance of 29.6% at 1050 nm.
Samples had decreasing transmittance with increasing thickness, the lowest transmittance
occurred in the 200 µm sample with two coatings of the Smooth-On XTC-3D at 0.9% and
393 nm. Maximum transmittance did increase from a single coating of Smooth-On XTC-3D
on a 200 µm PCL sample to 4.1% when compared to the 200 µm plain PCL sample, which
attained a maximum transmittance of 1.4%. Transmittance increased for all samples with
increasing wavelength except the 200 µm sample with a double coating of Smooth-On
XTC 3D.

Figure 6. Transmittance spectrums for PCL thin films.

This demonstrated the effect of thickness on optical transparency with thinner FDM-
printed samples allowing more light into the active layer in a solar cell structure. However,
even at a thickness of 200 µm light still entered the active layer. This also confirmed that
PCL allowed transmission of optical wavelengths absorbed by MAPbI3 to transmit through
the layer.
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The use and performance of the XTC-3D coating is also worth noting. The primary
purpose of the coating was to reduce surface roughness, which reduces light scattering
effects of the 3D printed film. However, while one layer improved performance, a second
layer had negative effects. One obvious reason is that increased layering effectively reduced
transmittance simply via thickness, despite the initial benefit of reduced light scatter.
Further, the use of a second layer may cause negative light-transmittance reflecting effects.
For instance, the second layer of the XTC-3D may produce an XTC–air–XTC interface
to form causing light to bounce back and forth. This is an outcome of the tendency of
XTC-3D to bond to itself in layering processes. Consequently, this would lead to the longer
wavelength range being absent in the transmittance spectrum of the double-coated samples.

Figure 7 shows the transmittance spectrum for 200 µm samples of PCL, PCL-MAPbI3,
and samples of PCL-MAPbI3-LICA38 at room temperature and after heating at 40 ◦C
for 5 min. Transmittance generally increased for all samples as wavelength increased.
Additionally, transmittance increased once the samples were heated except in the case of
the PCL-MAPbI3-LICA38, which decreased in transmittance after heating. The maximum
transmittance occurred in the PCL sample after heating at 30.4%. The addition of MAPbI3
into PCL reduced the maximum transmittance to 4.9% after heating the sample. While
initially seemingly a negative outcome, this reduction in transmittance could be a good
indicator of absorbance due to the presence of MAPbI3 micro/nanocrystals.

Figure 7. Transmittance spectrum of PCL, PCL-MAPbI3, and PCL-MAPbI3-LICA38.

Figure 8 shows the UV–Vis absorbance spectrum of a plain PCL thin-film and a
MAPbI3-PCL thin-film from 350–1000 nm. After the addition of perovskite, the absorbance
across all wavelengths was increased. The most prominent increases occurring from
400–800 nm. Given this known absorption range from prior work in the field, this con-
firmed an active and receptive perovskite material [24–26].
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Figure 8. UV–Vis of PCL thin-film and PCL-MAPbI3 thin-film.

3.3. Photocurrent Characterization Results

Following setup and test procedure described in Section 2, photocurrent characteriza-
tion tests were completed on the fabricated test piece with attached electrodes. Figure 9
shows I-V curve test result of the photoconductivity of the MAPbI3-PCL composite at
different power input solar simulator levels. These ranged from 50–80 W. The linear
current–voltage curve indicated ohmic contacts were formed at the composite/electrode
interfaces. In dark conditions, the resistance was 9.79 × 109 ohms. At 80 W, the resistance
was 5.46 × 109 ohms. It is interesting to note that resistance was decreased as lighting inten-
sity was increased (at the same voltage levels). This signified an increase in photocurrent at
higher light intensities, which indicated increased electron–hole pair generation. Table 3
further summarizes the results.

Figure 9. I-V curve of MAPbI3-PCL composite in dark, 50 W, 60 W, 70 W, and 80 W.

Table 3. Resistances of photoconductivity test piece at different power levels.

Input Power (W) Resistance (M-ohms)

Dark, 0 W 9.79 × 103

50 W 8.29 × 103

60 W 7.58 × 103

70 W 6.62 × 103

80 W 5.46 × 103
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In summary, reaction of the new polymer FDM materials showed the promise of an
active solar layer even given the fabrication steps that included FDM extrusion. Photo-
reaction performance of the material in the thin layer FDM pieces and 3D fabricated photo
conductivity test pieces both showed solar absorption capability and electron–hole pair
generation. Further, heating the material increased transmission and performance which
holds promise for real devices that operate at more elevated temperatures.

4. Conclusions

Perovskite solar cells have generated major research interest since their discovery and
offer beneficial properties to solar cell fabrication like long minority charge carrier distance,
high light absorption, and simple fabrication methods. Despite the potential for these solar
cells, however, stability remains an issue due to material degradation in UV light and other
common atmospheric elements. This work investigates the potential for fused deposition
modeling (FDM), or 3D printing, to produce perovskite solar cells that can address some of
these challenges. Many of these are achieved specifically through the encapsulation and
printing process of FDM.

Specific steps have been demonstrated to produce the printable polymer material
including MAPbI3 microcrystal fabrication in ambient atmosphere, integration of MAPbI3
into a polymer matrix without degradation, and usage of that MAPbI3-PCL composite
to fabricate a solar active material. Outcome of testing included a noted increasing trans-
parency with increasing temperature and hence, improving conductivity when exposed
to simulated solar light. Further, increased electron-hole pair generation was observed
for 200 µm FDM-printed PCL film, achieving a 45% reduction in resistance under peak
incident flux of 590 W/m2 with the addition of MAPbl3.

While these tests were conducted at relatively conservative simulated solar loadings,
additional testing at higher solar loading is planned for future work alongside construction
of a full solar stack. Fused deposition modeling establishes opportunity to integrate aligned
conductive fillers into this composite to improve charge extraction and power output via
integrated electrodes. This demonstrates the feasibility and potential of FDM in solar
cell fabrication.
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Abstract: A simple wide-bandgap conjugated polymer based on indoloquinoxaline unit (PIQ) has
been newly designed and synthesized via cheap and commercially available starting materials. The
basic physicochemical properties of the PIQ have been investigated. PIQ possesses a broad and
strong absorption band in the wavelength range of 400~660 nm with a bandgap of 1.80 eV and
lower-lying highest occupied molecular orbital energy level of −5.58 eV. Polymer solar cells based on
PIQ and popular acceptor Y6 blend display a preliminarily optimized power conversion efficiency of
6.4%. The results demonstrate indoloquinoxaline is a promising building unit for designing polymer
donor materials for polymer solar cells.

Keywords: indoloquinoxaline; low-cost polymer donor; wide-bandgap polymer; polymer solar cells

1. Introduction

Polymer solar cells (PSCs) are attractive as a promising new energy device for solar-
to-electric conversion [1]. In a typical device, the active-layer blending film consists of a
donor material and an acceptor material [2,3]. One of the most successful blends in recent
years contains a p-type polymer as the donor and an n-type non-fullerene molecule as the
acceptor [4]. Thanks to rational molecular design and device optimization [5], the power
conversion efficiencies (PCEs) of PSCs have consistently improved [6]. However, one issue
that must be critically considered is the cost of the active-layer materials [7,8]. Because of
the complicated molecular structures, tedious multi-step organic synthesis, and laborious
purifications, the costs of the efficient active-layer materials reported so far were too high
to meet commercial application of PSCs [9]. Therefore, developing low-cost and efficient
active-layer materials is one of the key challenges for the application of PSCs [10,11].

Recently, a low-cost and high-performance polymer donor, PTQ10 [12], has been demon-
strated as a promising polymer donor for commercial application of PSCs. Compared to the
classical benzo [1,2-b:4,5-b′] dithiophene (BDT)-based polymers [13–15] (see Figure 1a) synthe-
sized via multi-step synthesis, PTQ10 has a very simple molecular structure (see Figure 1b),
and it can be synthesized via simple two-step reactions with cheap raw materials. Low-
cost and efficient polymer donors have gained relative less attention in recent years,
and only a few polymers with these features have been developed until now [9]. We
had reviewed and summarized the representative low-cost and efficient polymer donors
(see Table S1 and Figure S7). It was shown that these types of polymers are promising
donor materials for high-performance PSCs [16–22]. Therefore, we expected to develop
new low-cost and efficient polymer donors.
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Figure 1. (a) BDT-based and (b) thiophene-based polymer donors; (c) molecular design strategy of
the indoloquinoxaline-based polymer.

Indolo[2,3-b] quinoxaline (IQ) is a unique planar built-in donor–acceptor hetero-
cyclic unit that can be considered as the fusion of electron-deficient quinoxaline and
electron-rich indole. Some IQ small molecular derivatives have been applied as promising
multifunctional anti-Alzheimer agents [23], photosensitizers [24–26], hole injection-layer
materials [27] and non-fullerene acceptors [28]. In this work, we designed an IQ-based poly-
meric p-type semiconductor material (PIQ) for polymer solar cells. The molecular design
strategy is shown in Figure 1c. This polymer contains simple thiophene and difluorine-
substituted IQ units with two-dimensional (2D) conjugated backbone. The 2D conjugated
structure is favorable for intermolecular carrier transporting [29–31]. The fluorination
of the IQ unit is to improve molecular planarity via S···F non-covalent interactions and
further enhance carrier transporting [32–35]. The alkyl side chain on the IQ unit is to ensure
good solubility.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials

9-(Iodomethyl)nonadecane (97%, Lyntech), 3,6-Dibromo-4,5-difluorobenzene-1,2-
diamine (98%, Zhengzhou Ruke Biological, Zhengzhou, China), indoline-2,3-dione (97%,
Rhawn), and 2,5-bis(trimethylstannyl)thiophene (99%, bidepharm), potassium carbonate
(K2CO3, 98%, Aladdin), N,N-Dimethylformamide (DMF, AR, 99.5%, Aladdin), toluene
(99.5%, Aladdin), acetic acid (CH3COOH, 99.7%, Aladdin), Tris(dibenzylideneacetone)dip-
alladium(0) (Pd2(dba)3, 97%, Aladdin), Tri(o-tolyl)phosphine (P(o-tolyl)3, 97%, Aladdin),
calcium hydride (95%, Aladdin), molecular sieves (3Å, Aladdin), 2,2′-((2Z,2′Z)-((12,13-
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bis(2-ethylhexyl)-3,9-diundecyl-12,13-dihydro-[1,2,5]thiadiazolo-[3,4-e]thieno[2”,3′’:4′,5′]-
thieno[2′,3′:4,5]pyrrolo[3,2-g]thieno[2′,3′:4,5]thieno[3,2-b]indole-2,10-diyl)bis(methanylyli-
dene))bis(5,6-difluoro-3-oxo-2,3-dihydro-1H-inde (Y6, 98%, Zhengzhou Alfachem Co.,
Ltd., Zhengzhou, China) were used as received. Toluene was distilled over calcium hy-
dride under an argon atmosphere and was then dried with 3Å molecular sieves. The
detailed synthesis routes are shown in Scheme 1.
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2.2. Synthesis of 1,4-Dibromo-2,3-difluoro-6-(2-octyldodecyl)-6H-indolo[2,3-b]quinoxaline

[Route 1] 1-(2-octyldodecyl) indoline-2,3-dione (1) [35] was synthesized accord-
ing to literature procedures. Quantities of 3,6-dibromo-4,5-difluorobenzene-1,2-diamine
(0.66 mmol, 0.2033 g) and 1-(2-octyldodecyl)indoline-2,3-dione (0.54 mmol, 0.2309 g) were
added to a Schlenk reaction flask (38 mL) under an argon atmosphere, followed by the
addition of deoxygenated acetic acid (3.5 mL), and the reaction was carried out at 120 ◦C
for 16 h. After the reaction was cooled to room temperature, the mixture was poured
into cold water (100 mL). It was then extracted with dichloromethane (50 mL × 3). The
combined organic layers were washed with water and brine then dried over anhydrous
magnesium sulfate. After removing the solvent, the crude product was purified by flash
column chromatography (silica gel, dichloromethane: petroleum ether = 1:2, v/v) to afford
the titled compound (0.1083 g, 28.9%) as a yellow solid.

[Route 2] Indoline-2,3-dione (0.66 mmol, 0.0991 g) and 3,6-dibromo-4,5-difluorobenzene-
1,2-diamine (0.55 mmol, 0.1694 g) were added to a Schlenk reaction flask (38 mL) un-
der argon atmosphere, followed by the addition of deoxygenated acetic acid (1.8 mL),
and the reaction was carried out at 120 ◦C for 16 h. After the reaction was cooled to
room temperature, the mixture was poured into water (100 mL). The precipitate was fil-
tered and then washed with methanol (5 mL × 4) and dried under vacuum to obtain the
1,4-dibromo-2,3-difluoro-6H-indolo[2,3-b]quinoxaline (0.1759 g, 77.4%) as a yellow solid.
Next, 1,4-dibromo-2,3-difluoro-6H-indolo[2,3-b]- quinoxaline was transferred to a double-
necked flask (250 mL) under argon atmosphere. K2CO3 (0.86 mmol, 0.1189 g), and deoxy-
genated DMF (2 mL) were added. Subsequently, 9-(iodomethyl)nonadecane (0.65 mmol,
0.2709 g) was added slowly dropwise. The reaction was carried out at 70 ◦C for 21 h. After
the reaction was cooled to room temperature, the product was poured into water (100 mL).
It was then extracted with dichloromethane (50 mL × 3). The combined organic layers
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were washed with water and brine and dried over anhydrous magnesium sulfate. After
removing the solvent, the crude product was purified by flash column chromatography
(silica gel, dichloromethane: petroleum ether = 1:4, v/v) to afford the titled compound
(0.1779 g, 59.7%) as a yellow solid.

1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3, ppm): δ 8.55 (d, J = 7.7 Hz, 1H), 7.75 (t, J = 7.7 Hz, 1H),
7.50 (d, J = 8.2 Hz, 1H), 7.43 (t, J = 7.6 Hz, 1H), 4.41 (d, J = 7.4 Hz, 2H), 2.31–2.22 (m, 1H),
1.51–1.47 (m, 2H), 1.28–1.18 (m, 30H), 0.86 (q, J = 7.1 Hz, 6H).

13C NMR (125 MHz, CDCl3, ppm): δ 150.60, 148.80, 147.12, 146.09, 145.22, 140.65,
135.75, 133.58, 132.02, 123.74, 121.56, 118.81, 110.24, 108.14, 46.30, 37.26, 32.05, 31.76, 30.08,
29.85, 29.75, 29.68, 29.63, 29.46, 26.36, 22.83, 14.27.

2.3. Synthesis of the Polymer PIQ

Quantities of 1,4-dibromo-2,3-difluoro-6-(2-octyldodecyl)-6H-indolo[2,3-b]quinoxaline
(0.2 mmol, 0.1387 g), 2,5-bis(trimethylstannyl)thiophene (0.2 mmol, 0.0828 g), and toluene
(6 mL) were added to a oven-dried Schlenk tube (100 mL) under argon atmosphere. The
mixture was degassed with argon for 30 min. Next, Pd2(dba)3 (0.004 mmol, 0.0037 g) and
P(o-tolyl)3 (0.016 mmol, 0.009 g) were added. After being degassed with argon for another
10 min, the tube was sealed. The tube was placed in a 110 ◦C oil bath. After 48 h, it was
cooled down to room temperature. The reaction mixture was poured into stirring methanol
to precipitate the crude product. The precipitate was collected by filtration and was further
purified by sequential Soxhlet extractions with methanol and petroleum ether. The residue
after Soxhlet extractions was then extracted with chloroform. The chloroform solution was
re-precipitated with methanol. The resulting solid was collected and then dried to obtain
the title polymer (0.0989 g, 80.3%) as a purple-black solid.

1H NMR (600 MHz, CDCl3, ppm): δ 8.43(br, 2H), 7.55–7.08(br, 4H), 4.27 (br, 2H),
2.02–0.88 (br, 38H).

GPC (THF): Mn = 7.1 kDa, Ð = 1.98.
Td (5% loss) = 464 ◦C.

2.4. Device Fabrication and Characterization

The OPV device structure was set to ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PIQ:Y6/PDINN/Ag. The ITO
glass substrates were ultrasonicated in deionized water with various reagents (acetone
and 1,2-propanol), and dried in ambient atmosphere for 15 h. The dried glass substrates
were treated with UV ozone for 20 min, and the PEDOT:PSS layers were spin-coated onto
substrates at 7000 rpm for 60 s. The PEDOT:PSS layers had a thickness of 30 nm. Next,
the film underwent an annealing process in the air at 150 ◦C for 15 min. The substrates
were transferred into an Ar-filled glove box to spin-coat the active layers. The active
layer materials PIQ and Y6 were dissolved in chloroform with a 1:1 weight ratio at a total
concentration of 16.8 mg/mL. The solution of the PIQ and Y6 was subsequently spin-coated
onto the hole transport layer (PEDOT: PSS), and the spin speed was 2000 rpm for 50s, to
form ca. 80 nm uniform active layers. After that, the active layer needed to anneal for
12 min at 100 ◦C in the vacuum glove box. Finally, a thin PDINN layer (ca. 1 nm) and
Ag (ca. 120 nm) were evaporated in a high vacuum chamber (ca. 4 × 10−6 torr). After
this step, the device can be used for corresponding characterizations. Under AM1.5 solar
illumination, J-V curves were measured by PV Test Solutions solar simulator. The external
quantum efficiency (EQE) of the solar cells was tested using Zolix SolarCellScan 100.

3. Results and Discussion

PIQ can be synthesized with low cost via a three-step reaction from cheap raw ma-
terials. Two synthetic routes were explored to obtain monomer 3 with indoline-2,3-dione
as the cheap raw material. N-alkylation reaction between 1-(2-octyldodecyl)indoline-
2,3-dione and 9-(iodomethyl)nonadecane was used to synthesize compound 1 in a high
yield of 97.4%. The acetic acid-catalyzed condensation reaction between compound 1 and
3,6-dibromo-4,5- difluorobenzene-1,2-diamine was conducted to synthesize monomer 3
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in a low yield of 28.9%. Thus, monomer 3 was obtained with a low overall yield of 28%
through this synthetic route. An improved route is to conduct the acetic acid-catalyzed
condensation reaction followed by the N-alkylation reaction, as monomer 3 could be ob-
tained with a reasonable overall yield of 46%. The Stille cross-coupling polycondensation
of 2,5-bis(trimethylstannyl) thiophene and monomer 3 was performed to gain the target
polymer PIQ as a purple-black solid (80.3% yield). The number average molecular weight
and polydispersity index for PIQ were 7.1 kDa and 1.98, respectively, and PIQ had good
solubility in common organic solvents. We performed synthesis cost calculations of the
polymer PIQ using the model developed by Li et al. [36], which can be used as a rough
indication of synthetic complexity. The results were displayed in Supporting Information
(see Table S2). The cost of PIQ synthesized via route 1 is approximately 414.3 ¥/g, whereas
the cost of PIQ synthesized via route 2 is approximately 241.1 ¥/g. The latter is signifi-
cantly lower than the former, indicating that route 2 is the preferable route. As shown in
Table S3, the synthesis cost of PIQ is compared to those of some famous polymer donors
(e.g., PTQ10, PBDB-T, and PM6) [37–39].

3.1. Optical Properties

To study the optical properties of polymer PIQ, the UV-vis absorption spectra of
monomer 3 and PIQ were tested. The photograph and absorption spectra of monomer
3 and polymer PIQ in dilute chlorobenzene solutions are shown in Figure 2a. PIQ so-
lution exhibited absorption edge at 663 nm, which red-shifted over 188 nm relative to
the monomer 3 solution. Introduction of the electron-donating thiophene to conjugated
backbone can significantly enhance electronic delocalization along the chain axis via in-
tramolecular charge transfer [40–42]. The monomer 3 solution has a strong absorption at
400–470 nm with a maximum absorption coefficient (ε) of 1.25×105 M−1 cm−1, whereas
the polymer PIQ solution has a much larger range of absorption, showing strong absorp-
tion in the 400–660 nm range with a slightly higher maximum absorption coefficient of
1.37 × 105 M−1 cm−1 (Figure 2b). The absorption spectra of PIQ as a thin film is also dis-
played in Figure 2a. Compared to that of its solution, a distinct red shift by 22 nm was
observed due to stronger aggregation in a solid state. The bandgap of PIQ as a thin film
was estimated to be 1.80 eV, which could be comparable to that of PTQ10 and matched well
with the typical low-bandgap acceptor of Y6 (see Figure S9 for its molecular structure) to
show a complementary absorption [12,43]. The optical properties of PIQ are summarized
in Table 1.
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Table 1. The optical and electrochemical properties of PIQ.

Polymer λmax
sol

(nm)
λmax

film

(nm)
λonset

film

(nm)
Eg

opt 1

(eV)

Ered/ELUMO
2

(V/eV)

Eox/EHOMO
3

(V/eV)

PIQ 564 570 687 1.80 −1.20/−3.51 0.87/−5.58
1 Calculated by the equation: Eopt

g = 1240
λfilm

onset
eV; 2 ELUMO = −e(Ered + 4.71) eV; 3 EHOMO = −e(Eox + 4.71) eV.

3.2. Electrochemical Properties

The electronic energy levels of PIQ were measured by electrochemical cyclic voltam-
metry (Figure 3). The highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and lowest unoccupied
molecular (LUMO) levels of PIQ were estimated to be −5.58/−3.51 eV from the first onset
oxidation and onset reduction potentials, respectively. The electrochemical properties of
PIQ are also summarized in Table 1. The value of the electrochemical band gap for PIQ
thin film was found to be 2.07 eV, which was larger than that of its optical band gap (1.8 eV).
This may be due to the exciton binding energy for conjugated polymers [44].
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Figure 3. (a) Cyclic voltammetry curve of the PIQ thin film; (b) energy level diagram of the PIQ
donor and Y6 acceptor.

3.3. Thermal Properties and X-ray Diffraction Characterization

The thermal stability of the PIQ polymer was tested by thermogravimetric analysis by
taking approximately 6 mg of sample and placing it in an alumina ceramic crucible under
nitrogen protection at a temperature increase rate of 20 ◦C/min up to 600 ◦C. The mass
change of the sample at different temperatures was observed by heating. Organic polymer
semiconductor materials can be considered to have good thermal stability when the tem-
perature of 5% thermal weight loss is above 300 ◦C, which fully meets the requirements of
optoelectronic device construction and testing. The temperature of 5% thermal weight loss
of PIQ was 464 ◦C (see Figure S6), indicating that PIQ has good thermal stability.

To investigate the crystallinity of PIQ film, the X-ray diffraction (XRD) measure-
ment was performed on a drop-cast film of PIQ (Figure S6). The sample showed distinct
100 peak at 5.17◦, corresponding to a lamellar distance of 17.08 Å.

3.4. Photovoltaic Properties and Photoluminescence Characterization

To study the photovoltaic properties of PIQ, we fabricated BHJ polymer solar cells with
a device structure of ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PIQ:Y6/PDINN/Ag (Figure 4c). The corresponding
energy level diagram of the related materials is shown in Figure 4d. The polymer PIQ
and Y6 were dissolved in chloroform. Devices with a donor/acceptor (D/A) ratio of 1:1
were fabricated. As illustrated in Figure 4a, a power conversion efficiency (PCE) of 6.41%
was achieved with the fill factor (FF) of 46.6%, combined with the JSC of 18.65 mA/cm2)
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and VOC of 0.737 V. The JSC value of polymer solar cells can be confirmed by the external
quantum efficiency (EQE) measurement, and the result is shown in Figure 4b. Thin-film
photoluminescence (PL) spectra of PIQ, PIQ:Y6 blend were measured (Figure 5). Blending
PIQ with Y6 results in strong fluorescence quenching, indicating efficient photo-induced
charge transfer [2,45] between PIQ and Y6 in blend.
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4. Conclusions

In summary, a new polymer donor, PIQ, has been developed. PIQ can be easily
gained via a simple three-step reaction from cheap raw materials with reasonable overall
yield. PIQ has a medium bandgap of 1.80 eV, a broad and strong absorption feature in
the wavelength range of 400~650 nm, and a low-lying HOMO energy level. The PSCs
based on binary blend with PIQ as donor and Y6 as acceptor displayed a reasonable
PCE of 6.41%. We believe that the tuning of physicochemical properties of the PIQ via
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optimization of conjugated backbones and side chains and its polymerization reaction may
bring about further improvement in photovoltaic performance. We have developed the
indoloquinoxaline-based polymer as the donor material for organic solar cells, and we also
believe that indoloquinoxaline-based polymers can be promising low-cost and efficient
polymer donor photovoltaic materials.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https://
www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/polym14081554/s1, Figures S1–S3: NMR spectrum; Figure S4: GPC
test result of the polymer PIQ; Figure S5: TGA curve of the polymer PIQ; Figure S6: XRD pat-
tern of the polymer PIQ thin film; Figure S7: Chemical structures of polymer donors involved in
Table S1; Figure S8: Chemical structures of PBDB-T and PBDB-T-2F; Figure S9: Chemical struc-
tures of Y6; Table S1: Survey of polymer solar cells based on some representative low-cost and
efficient donor polymers materials; Table S2: Survey of calculated chemical synthesis costs for PIQ;
Table S3: Comparison of the synthetic steps and synthesis costs for polymer donor materials.
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Design of an Efficient PTB7:PC70BM-Based Polymer Solar Cell
for 8% Efficiency
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Abstract: Polymer semiconductors may have the potential to fully replace silicon in next-generation
solar cells because of their advantages such as cheap cost, lightweight, flexibility, and the ability
to be processed for very large area applications. Despite these advantages, polymer solar cells
are still facing a certain lack of power-conversion efficiency (PCE), which is essentially required
for commercialization. Recently, bulk heterojunction of PTB7:PC70BM as an active layer showed
remarkable performance for polymer solar cells in terms of PCE. Thus, in this paper, we developed
and optimized a novel design using PEDOT:PSS and PFN-Br as electron and hole transport layers
(ETL and HTL) for ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PT7B:PC70BM/PFN-Br/Ag as a polymer solar cell, with the
help of simulation. The optimized solar cell has a short-circuit current (Isc) of 16.434 mA.cm−2,
an open-circuit voltage (Voc) of 0.731 volts, and a fill-factor of 68.055%, resulting in a maximum
PCE of slightly above 8%. The findings of this work may contribute to the advancement of efficient
bulk-heterojunction-based polymer solar cells.

Keywords: polymer; solar cell; bulk heterojunction; PEDOT:PSS; PTB7:PC70BM; PFN-Br; SCAPS 1D

1. Introduction

Organic semiconductor-based solar cells have gained considerable popularity over
the last few years, and some scientists believe they have the potential to completely replace
silicon-based solar cells in the near future [1–5]. Organic semiconductors offer many ad-
vantages for solar cell applications such as lightweight, low cost, fabrication on various
substrates, wide-area applications, and flexible and tunable processing at room tempera-
ture [6]. Despite these well-reported advantages, organic solar cell efficiency is far behind
Si solar cells. It is generally believed that some combination of a proper absorber layer with
a hole and electron may yield a high-efficiency device for next-generation solar cells [7–10].

Researchers are exploiting a variety of techniques to enhance the power-conversion
efficiency (PCE) of organic solar cells. Some schools of thought still believe that the combina-
tion of the most suited hole, electron transport, and buffer layer with a highly efficient bulk-
heterojunction as an absorber layer may yield an excellent photovoltaic response [11–13].
Bulk heterojunction has attracted great interest due to various advantages such as low
cost, tunable bandgap and electron affinity, lightweight, and most importantly excellent
power conversion efficiency compared to other organic/polymer materials. The bulk-
heterojunction layer consists of a blend of acceptor and donor materials (organic/polymer)
at the nanoscale and broadly speaking donor materials are usually polymer/organic while
fullerene derivatives (PCBM) are used as acceptor materials for bulk heterojunctions layer
such as P3HT:PCBM, MEH-PPV:PCBM, PCPDTBT:PCBM, and PTB7:PC70BM [14,15].

Suitable electron and hole transport layers (ETL and HTL) for PTB7:PC70BM create
challenges, as PTB7:PC70BM has strong binding (low dielectric constant) energy for exciton
with low diffusion length, and despite its heterogeneous nature most of the excitons are
lost in recombination [11,12]. If a very thin PTB7:PC70BM layer is used, then these issues
can be improved, but the issue of inefficient optical absorption will arise. On the other
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hand, the optimum thickness of the PTB7:PC70BM layer emphasizes the importance of an
efficient hole and electron transport layer, which attract the required free carriers and also
block the injection of opposite free carriers. The optical absorption spectra of PTB7:PCBM
bulk-heterojunction polymer can be found in the reference [16].

For the hole transport layer, poly(3,4-ethenedioxythiophene):poly(styrenesulfonate)
(PEDOT:PSS) is accepted as one of the best polymers for hole transport materials and
especially for inverted polymer solar cells. It has many advantages such as lightweight, high
conductivity, low cost, and thin-film processing even at room temperature [17,18]. However,
the most important reason for its success as a hole transport layer is that PEDOT:PSS offers
not only a well-coordinated work function for HOMO (Highest Occupied Molecular Orbital)
level of the donor semiconducting polymer but also offers highly matched work function
with ITO (tin-doped indium oxide) over a glass substrate [19]. As well as proper work
function, PEDOTT:PSS also offers excellent visible transparency as well as good air stability
essentially required for photovoltaic applications [20]. As a result, PEDOT:PSS can remove
holes efficiently from the semiconducting polymer layer and forward them towards the
cathode. Hence, in this work, we employed PEDOT:PSS as a HTL.

Similarly, for an electron transport layer, [6,6]-phenyl C60 butyric acid methyl ester
(PC60BM) is another common material for inverted (p-i-n) polymer solar cells. It facilitates
the electron-transport process and has very high electron-affinity which helps to extract the
electron efficiently [21]. However, it has some limitations which cause degradation to the
PCE of polymer solar cells. Some of these limitations are low electron mobility, high leakage
current, and recombination at interfaces [5]. On the other hand, a polyfluorene derivative
such as PFN-Br is reported to show excellent electron extraction and transport behavior [22].
Figure 1 shows the overall architecture of the novel ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PTB7:PC70BM/PFN-
Br/Ag photovoltaic device proposed for this study. The photovoltaic response of the solar
cell described above was numerically simulated in order to identify the optimal doping
density and thickness of ETL, HTL, and the absorber layer.
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Figure 1. Shows the schematic view of the proposed ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PTB7:PC70BM/PFN-Br/Ag
photovoltaic device for simulation.

2. Simulation Methods and Physical Parameters
2.1. Simulation Software

Simulation of a photovoltaic response for an organic solar cell is a highly mature field
and has already played a vital to overall improving the PCE of the solar cell. In industry,
various types of software are available for the simulation of photovoltaic response. Among
simulation software, SCAPS-1D is very attractive as open-source, simple, highly reliable,
and provides comprehensive tools for simulations. Similarly, SCAPS-1D software also
offers high consistency between simulation and experimental results [23–25]. On the other
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hand, various simulation results for organic/polymer materials as absorbers or transport
layers for different solar cells have already been reported in the literature [26–28]. Therefore,
SCAPS 1D software (SCAPS 3.8, ELIS-University of Gent, Gent, Belgium) was chosen for
the simulation study of the proposed solar cell.

2.2. Simulation Method

SCAPS 1D simultaneously solves many fundamental semiconductor photovoltaic
equations for both electron and hole separately such as (i) continuity equation, (ii) Poisson
equations, (iii) charge transport equations, (iv) diffusivity equations, and (v) optical ab-
sorption equations. The following reference [29,30] contains in-depth information on these
fundamental equations These equations are driven by physical and geometrical parameters
associated with each layer and lead to the overall photovoltaic response of the given solar
cell. These equations are listed as

d2∅(x)
dx2 =

q
∈o∈r

(
p(x)− n(x) + ND − NA + ρp − ρn

)
(1)

dJn

dx
= G− R (2)

dJp

dx
= G− R (3)

J = Jn + Jp (4)

Jn = Dn
dn
dx

+ µn n
d∅
dx

(5)

Jp = Dp
dp
dx

+ µp p
d∅
dx

(6)

α (λ) =

(
A +

B
hν

) √
hν− Eg (7)

Here ∅(x), q, ∈o, ∈r, ρP, ρN , NA, ND, p(x), n(x), G, R, JP, Jn, and J, are the electrostatic
potential, electrical charge, absolute permittivity of vacuum, relative permittivity of a
semiconductor, hole defect density, electron defect density, shallow acceptor doping density,
shallow donor doping density, hole carrier density as a function of the thickness (x), electron
carrier density as a function of the thickness (x), carrier generation rate of free carriers, total
carrier recombination rate, hole current density, and electron current density, total current
density, respectively. Similarly, Dp, Dn, µp, and µn are the free hole diffusion coefficient, free
electron diffusion coefficient, free hole carrier mobility, and free-electron carrier mobility,
respectively. Finally, h, α (λ), Eg, and ν are the plank constant, absorption coefficient,
energy bandgap, optical frequency, and few arbitrary constant, respectively.

The simulation of the proposed solar cell is divided into six-well defined steps, these
simulation steps are summarized as a flowchart in Figure 2. Firstly, the hole transport
layers’ thickness and doping density are optimized and then the electron transport layers’
thickness and doping density are optimized. Similarly, in the next step, the absorber layer
thickness is optimized, while in the second last and last step the final photovoltaic response
of the optimized device is determined.

2.3. Physical Parameters

The physical parameters for each transport and absorber layer required by the software
are the backbone of the simulation, special attention was paid to the selection of these
parameters. These parameters are selected from the published results and are listed in
Table 1. As organic semiconductor is considered disordered material, it inherently offers a
high density of traps [31–34]. The photovoltaic performances of solar cells are seriously
affected by the existence of both shallow and deep traps. Therefore, high traps density
(1015 cm−3) is introduced in both bulk and layer interface for the hole/electron transport
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layer and absorber layer, as shown in Table 1. Similarly, all calculations were performed at
an ambient temperature environment of 300 K with 100 mW/cm2 of power spectral density
as a 1.5 AM solar radiation light source.
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Figure 2. The steps of the methods followed in this work to optimize the proposed
ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PTB7:PCBM/PFN-Br/Ag solar cell.

Table 1. The parameters of the photovoltaic device utilized in these simulations, including the initial
estimation of the doping concentrations and thicknesses of each layer, which will be improved in the
subsequent stages.

Physical Parameters Symbol Unit PEDOT:PSS PTB7:PC70BM PFN-Br

Thickness Th Nm - 250 250

Energy Band Gap Eg eV 1.6 0.9 2.98

Electron Affinity X eV 3.5 3.7 4

Dielectric Permittivity (Relative) E - 3 3.9 5

Effective Density of States at Valence Band NV cm−3 1 × 1022 1 × 1018 1 × 1019

Effective Density of States at Conduction Band NC cm−3 1 × 1022 1 × 1018 1 × 1019

Hole Thermal Velocity Ve cm/s 1 × 107 1 × 107 1 × 107

electron Thermal Velocity Vh cm/s 1 × 107 1 × 107 1 × 107

Electron Mobility µe cm2/V.s 0.01 5.00 × 10−4 1.00 × 10−4

Hole Mobility µh cm2/V.s 9.9 × 10−0.5 5.00 × 10−4 2.00 × 10−6

Uniform Shallow Donor Doping Nd cm−3 0.00 1 × 1019 -

Uniform Shallow Acceptor Doping Na cm−3 - 1 × 1019 0

Defect Density Nt cm−3 1 × 1015 1 × 1015 1 × 1015

References [35] [36,37] [38]

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Thickness Optimization of PEDOT:PSS

Thickness optimization of PEDOT:PSS as a hole transport layer is very crucial for the
proposed solar cell because at one side PEDOT:PSS interacts with semitransparent ITO
and on the other side it interacts with PT7B:PC70BM absorber layer. As a result, optical
transmission, hole extraction and blocking of the electron from the absorber, hole trans-
portation, and collection to the respective ITO anode depend critically on the PEDOT:PSS
layer thickness [39]. The thickness optimization of PEDOT:PSS was performed by deter-
mining the photovoltaic characteristics such as PCE, short-circuit current (Isc), open-circuit
voltage (Voc), and fill-factor, as functions of the thickness of PEDOT:PSS, shown in Figure 3.
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Among these photovoltaic parameters, fill-factor is unique and defined as the percentage
ratio between the actual and maximum possible power.
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The thickness range of PEDOT:PSS is selected from 50 nm to 500 nm according to
their efficiency with the high repeatability for the photovoltaic response [40]. Figure 3
demonstrates that both open-circuit voltage and fill-factor, as well as short-circuit current
and efficiency, follow different trends. At almost 125 nm, the fill factor of the cell hits a
maximum and then nearly remains constant as the thickness of PEDOT:PSS increases, while
Voc is sharply declined with the increase in PEDOT:PSS thickness. On the other hand, PCE
and short-circuit current is dropped from 50 nm thickness of PEDOT:PSS. Because PCE is
the decisive factor, the optimal thickness of PEDOT:PSS as an HTL for the current solar cell
is 50 nm.

3.2. Shallow Doping Density Optimization of PEDOT:PSS

Another significant parameter to consider when optimizing a solar cell for efficiency
is the doping density for PEDOT:PSS as the HTL. Doping of PEDOT:PSS as the hole
transport layer significantly improves both charge extraction and charge transport process
by reducing the series resistance and the establishment of ohmic contacts to the ITO
electrodes, which overall enhances the solar cell’s photovoltaic parameters [41]. However,
the higher dopant concentration may cause the creation of traps, which in turn behave
as electron–hole recombination centers for PEDOT:PSS, thus we selected the range of
doping density from 1012 to 1020 cm−3 based on published results [42]. PEDOT:PSS doping
is critical for the proposed solar cell to have an efficient photovoltaic response. Before
beginning the doping simulation, the optimized PEDOT:PSS thickness was updated in
the software, and then photovoltaic parameters, such as Voc, fill factor, Isc, and PCE, as
functions of shallow acceptor doping of PEDOT:PSS. The layer was simulated as shown
in Figure 4. The figure depicts similar trends for all photovoltaic parameters except open-
circuit voltage, which increases sharply and reaches a maximum at 1016 cm−3 and then
starts to decrease. While other photovoltaic parameters also increase at early doping density
with a slow rate, sharply rise to 1018 cm−3, and then slightly increase up to 1020 cm−3, which
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is the typical behavior of trapped space charge, limited current behavior was also observed
for many organic/polymer semiconductors [43–45]. Consequently, the optimal doping
density for the PEDOTPSS (HTL) in the proposed solar cell is inferred to be 1020 cm−3.
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3.3. Electron Transport Layer Thickness Optimization

The optimal thickness of PFN-Br as an ETL is obtained in the third step of the simula-
tion. Just like PEDOT:PSS as the HTL, the thickness of PFN-Br as ETL is also very important
for electron extraction from PT7B-PC70BM, electron transport, and collection of electrons
at the Ag cathode. The thickness optimization of PFN-Br was performed by determining
the photovoltaic characteristics such as Voc, fill factor, Isc, and PCE as functions of PFN-Br
thickness, shown in Figure 5. The Voc and Isc response of the current solar cell are degraded
when the thickness of PFN-Br increases, while fill-factor is slightly increased up to 125 nm
and then remains nearly constant. The efficiency is also degraded but at a very slow rate.
The figures clearly show that the optimal thickness of PFN-Br as an ETL is 50 nm. Therefore,
it can be inferred that the 50 nm thickness of PFN-Br provides the balance trade-off between
electron–hole recombination, electron extraction, and blocking of the hole from the absorber,
electron transportation, and hence collection to the respective Ag cathode.

3.4. Shallow Doping Density Optimization of the PFN-Br

In the fourth step of the simulation, the optimum doping density of PFN-Br as an
electron transport layer is determined. The optimized donor doping of PFN-Br can be
attributed to the efficient electron extraction and good ohmic contact between Ag cathode
and the active PTB7:PC70BM layer. The optimized donor doping PFN-Br was estimated
by determining the photovoltaic parameters, such as Voc, fill factor, Isc, and PCE, by
altering the shallow donor doping of PFN-Br from 1012 to 1020 cm−3, as shown in Figure 6.
According to the Figure, it can be seen that higher doping of PFN-Br causes the open-circuit
voltage response to degrade, which may be due to the creation of extra traps density at
higher doping and the relaxation of the free carriers at these traps may cause to reduce
the open-circuit voltage [46]. While PCE, fill-factor, and short-circuit current are increased
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with doping, PCE performed well, reaching the maximum at 1018 cm−3 doping and then
starting to degrade. Thus, on the basis of these results, it can be concluded that the most
optimal doping for PFN-Br as an ETL is 1018 cm−3.
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3.5. Thickness Optimization of PTB7-PC70BM

Thickness optimization of bulk-heterojunction polymer absorber layer (e.g., PTB7-
PC70BM) is one of the main challenging tasks because it depends on many inter-related
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processes such as strong optical absorption, generation of electron–hole pairs, conversion
of bounded electron–hole pairs into free carriers, reducing carrier recombination losses,
efficient charge transportation to the respective transport layers, mechanical and environ-
mental stability. All these factors required different thicknesses of the absorber layer for
their efficient individual response and a compromise between these processes is required
for an efficient photovoltaic response [47–49]. In literature, various thicknesses of bulk het-
erojunction absorber layer for organic/polymer solar cells are reported [50–52]. Therefore,
we varied the thickness of PTB7:PC70BM from 50 to 500 nm for simulation. Consequently,
the thickness optimization of bulk heterojunction PTB7:PC70BM absorber layer was per-
formed by simulating the photovoltaic characteristics such as Voc, fill factor, Isc, and PCE
by altering the thickness of absorber layer and the results are shown in Figure 7. Both Voc
and fill-factor decrease with thickness, while PCE and short-circuit current, initially, slightly
increase up and reached the maximum at nearly 100 nm thickness, then they gradually
decrease. Hence, based on the simulation results, it can justify that the 100 nm thickness of
the PTB7:PC70BM is the optimum thickness of the current solar cell.
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3.6. Photo Current–Voltage Response of Proposed Solar Cell

The final phase of the simulation was to combine all of the optimum doping density
and thickness for the PEDOT:PSS, PFB-Br, and PTB7:PC70BM layers and determine the
current solar cell’s overall photocurrent–voltage response, as shown in Figure 8.

The proposed solar cell’s photovoltaic parameters are shown in Figure 8. The opti-
mized ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PTB7:PC70BM/PFN-Br/Ag solar cell has an Isc of 16.434 mA.cm−2,
Voc of 0.731 volts, a fill-factor of 68.055%, and a PCE of 8.18%. The higher value of short-
circuit current may be due to the commutative effects of wider optical absorption, exciton
generation, efficient exciton dissociation leads to the free carrier generation, and then
transportation at their respective transport layer before collection at electrodes [53]. The
proposed solar cell’s open-circuit voltage still has space for future improvement.
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On the other hand, lower PCE compared to the other reported simulation of bulk-
hybrid solar cells is maybe due to the incorporation of a higher density of traps [38]. It is
experimentally evident that polymers are full of traps, and these traps may be presented
due to many factors such as humidity, structural defects, distortion, impurity, and/or any
other known or unknown reasons. However, these traps act as the recombination centers
and cause severely degrade the overall photovoltaic response. Therefore, a high density
of traps in each layer is introduced in order to make the simulation more realistic and
comparable to the experimental results, which in turn show the lower PCE.

4. Conclusions

In conclusion, we have efficiently designed and optimized a polymer-based novel
bulk heterojunction solar cell as ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PTB7:PC70BM/PFN-Br/Ag through
SCAPS 1D simulations. For this purpose PEDOT:PSS, PFN-Br, and PT7B:PC70BM layers
were selected as a HTL, ETL, and bulk-heterojunction absorber layers, respectively, and
sandwiched between transparent ITO and Ag electrodes. Doping density and thickness of
both PEDOT:PSS and PFN-Br were optimized and then PT7B:PC70BM is investigated for
an efficient photovoltaic response. The proposed ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PTB7:PC70BM/PFN-
Br/Ag solar cells yield an Isc of 16.434 mA.cm-2, a Voc of 0.731 volts, and a fill factor
of 68.055%, resulting in a PCE of just over 8 %. Similarly, it is also indicated that all
photovoltaic parameters are considerably affected by the doping density as well as the
layer thickness of both ETL and HTL, and the bulk-heterojunction absorber layer. The
higher short circuit current may the result of efficient optical absorption, exciton generation,
exciton dissociation, free carrier generation, and then transportation at their respective
transport layers before collection at the electrodes. As it is accepted that polymers are full
of traps, we introduced a high density of traps in each layer in order to make the simulation
more realistic, which in turn shows the lower PCE. Additionally, the proposed solar cell’s
open-circuit voltage still has room for improvement.
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Abstract: Optical and structural properties of a blend thin film of (1:1 wt.) of poly(3-hexylthiophene)
(P3HT) and [6,6]-phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl ester (PCBM) doped with iodine (I2) and then
exposed to a stepwise heating were reported and compared with the properties of doped P3HT
films. The UV-Vis(T) absorption measurements were performed in situ during annealing runs, at the
precisely defined temperatures, in a range of 20–210 ◦C. It was demonstrated that this new method
allows one to observe the changes of absorption spectra, connected with the iodine release and
other structural processes upon annealing. In addition, the thermally-induced changes of the exciton
bandwidth (W) and the absorption edge parameters, i.e., the energy gap (EG) and the Urbach energy
(EU) were discussed in the context of different length of conjugation and the structural disorder in
polymers and blends films. During annealing, several stages were distinguished and related to the
following processes as: the iodine escape and an increase in P3HT crystallinity, the orderly stacking
of polymer chains, the thermally inducted structural defects and the phase separation caused by
an aggregation of PCBM in the polymer matrix. Moreover, the detailed X-ray diffraction studies,
performed for P3HT and P3HT:PCBM films, before and after doping and then after their thermal
treatment, allowed us to consider the structural changes of polymer and blend films. The effect of
iodine content and the annealing process on the bulk heterojunction (BHJ) solar cells parameters was
checked, by the impedance spectroscopy (IS) measurements and the J-V characteristics registration.
All of the investigated P3HT:PCBM blend films showed the photovoltaic effect; the increase in power
conversion efficiency (PCE) upon iodine doping was demonstrated.

Keywords: polymer:fullerene blend films; iodine doping; annealing effect; absorption edge parameters;
exciton bandwidth; structural changes; BHJ solar cells

1. Introduction

Organic photovoltaic (OPV) systems have attracted much attention and have been
intensively investigated in recent decades due to their advantages, such as: low production
cost, light weight and mechanical flexibility [1]. Bulk-heterojunction (BHJ) PV cells, whose
photoactive layers are composed of a blend of electron donating (donor-D) and electron
accepting (acceptor-A) materials can maximize the interfacial D-A area, which allows for
higher power conversion efficiencies of polymer OPV systems. A classic polymer donor,
such as poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) blended with a fullerene derivative [6,6]-phenyl-
C61-butyric acid methyl ester (PCBM) acting as an acceptor were widely investigated due
to the broad absorption spectra and suitable energy gap, together with the good photo-
generation of mobile charge carriers [2]. Nevertheless, the power conversion efficiency of
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this type of BHJ structure reaches only 5–5.5% [3,4] (while the state-of-the-art devices [5]
currently reach over 18%) the different aspects of P3HT:PCBM blends are still presented
in an enormous amount of publications. For many years, this type of polymer:fullerene
structure has been recognized as a model system for the organic photovoltaic application,
despite its rather low performance as an active layer [6]. In addition, other conjugated
polymers based on polythiophenes (PTs) have been investigated in BHJ photovoltaic
structures [7,8].

To improve the efficiency of these BHJ solar cells, many various post-depositions strate-
gies were developed, such as: annealing (in the air or argon) films or substrates [4,9–15]
and annealing solvents [2,15–17], with the controlled drying rate of obtained films [18,19].
Another way to improve photovoltaic properties (used both for non-organic semiconduc-
tors, as for conjugated polymers) is suitable doping. Among various dopants, halogens (Br,
I, Cl) are one of the most often used doping agents. Iodine-doped-polymer films used in the
light emitting diodes and/or solar cells were presented in [11–13], while for BHJ, structures
this type of doping is also often described [20]. The iodine doping process may be realized
from the gas phase, especially for the insoluble polymer films, obtained, e.g., by the CVD
process [21,22], or in the case of soluble polymers, when thin films can be obtained using
“wet” methods (spin-on, spray-on, printing); the doping process can be realized in solution,
where the amount of doping factor can be precisely controlled [20].

In this work, we present the effect of stepwise, controlled annealing (up to 210 ◦C) of
the iodine (I2)-doped (0, 1, 5, 10 mol.%) P3HT:PCBM (1:1) blend films, on the basis of in
situ thermo-optical investigations. The same thermal treatment process was also used for
the iodine-doped polymer (P3HT) films. This method of UV-Vis-NIR(T) measurements
turned out to also be a very useful tool for investigations of the mesomorphic behavior of
compounds [23] and to evaluate thermal stability of polymer thin films [24].

In our previous work [25], we investigated the behavior of neat P3HT and P3HT:PCBM
blend films during annealing/cooling runs; several stages were distinguished and related
to thermally inducted structural changes, using the similar thermo-optical studies.

Now, the main idea of this work was to check how the presence of iodine, as a doping
factor, changes the properties of both pure polymer and blended polymer with fullerene
thin films, also at the higher temperatures. It was demonstrated that the presence of
PCBM affected the polymers behavior, both after doping and during annealing. These
changes were discussed on the basis of absorption edge parameters (EG, EU) and the
exciton bandwidth (W), obtained as a function of temperature, for a different % of the
iodine content. Moreover, the detailed X-ray diffraction studies of polymer and blends films,
before and after doping and annealing, allowed us to describe the changes of structural
order and to confirm our explanation of thermo-optical results. To check the influence
of doping and thermal treatment on BHJ solar cells with the P3HT:PCBM active layer,
the impedance spectroscopy (IS) measurements and the current density-voltage (J-V)
characteristics, together with solar cells parameters, were presented.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials

Poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT, M102, Mn = 66 225 g/mol), [6,6]-Phenyl-C61-butyric
acid methyl ester (PCBM, M111, >99% wt.), poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) polystyrene
sulfonate dispersion in water (PEDOT:PSS, M124) were purchased from Osilla (Sheffield,
UK) and used as received. Iodine crystals (p.a.) were purchased in POCH (currently
Avantor Performance Materials, Gliwice, Poland) and used without further purification.
Chlorobenzene was purchased from Avantor Performance Materials (Gliwice, Poland), and
used as received.

2.2. Thin Films-Deposition and Thickness Measurements

The iodine doping was conducted in chlorobenzene solutions of P3HT or P3HT:PCBM
(1:1 wt.) blend of 10 mg/mL concentration. The iodine was introduced in various contents
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(0, 1, 5 or 10 % mol.) towards P3HT and, subsequently, prepared solutions were spin-coated
on the quartz or glass substrates, at 1500 rpm, which resulted in the formation of thin films.

Thicknesses of thin films and the roughness of their surfaces were measured by the
atomic force microscopy (AFM) technique, using AFM Topo-Metrix Explorer microscopy,
working in a contact mode in the air, in the constant force regime. All obtained thicknesses
of thin films, together with their root mean squares (RMS) of surface’s roughness are
gathered in Table S1 in the Supplementary Information part.

2.3. Measurements Techniques
2.3.1. UV-Vis-NIR Optical Investigations

Optical measurements were carried out using a two-beam UV-Vis-NIR, JASCO V-570
spectrophotometer, working with the Spectra Manager Program. Transmission (T%) and
reflectivity (R%) spectra of thin films on quartz substrates were registered at room tempera-
ture, within the spectral range of 200–2500 nm. During the reflectivity measurements, a
special two-beam reflectance arrangement was used, with an Al mirror in the reference
beam, as a reflectance standard. Due to the small level of films reflectivity (5–8%) within the
whole spectral range, the absorption coefficient (α) was calculated neglecting the reflectivity,
using the simple equation [26]:

α =

(
1
d

)
ln
(

1
T%

)
(1)

where d is films’ thickness
Moreover, the temperature (T) dependence of absorption coefficient, i.e., α(T) was ob-

tained on the basis of transmission measurements at higher temperatures. All investigated
thin films were subjected to a stepwise annealing in a special auto-controlled equipment
of the JASCO spectrophotometer, which enabled the registration of transmission spectra,
at precisely defined temperatures (±0.5 ◦C). The special in situ computer program was
used to control the heating protocol and the temperature of investigated samples. Trans-
mission spectra of thin films were measured within the range of temperature from 20 ◦C
up to 210 ◦C, every 20 ◦C. Between steps, the temperature was gradually increased, with a
rate of 2 ◦C/min; the short isothermal phase was used to stabilize the target temperature.
After the last step, during annealing (the measurement at 210 ◦C), the samples were left
in the spectrometer and then transmission spectra were registered at room temperature,
once more.

2.3.2. X-Ray Diffraction Studies

X-ray diffraction studies were performed using the D8 Advance diffractometer (Bruker,
Karlsruhe, Germany) with Cu-Kα cathode (λ = 1.54 Å). The critical angle for conju-
gated polymers using copper radiation is ~0.17◦ (2) [27,28] and layer thickness of sample
(~100 nm); for the 2D-GIWAXS setup, the 0.18◦ incidence angle was applied, which is just
above the critical angle for polymer layer and below the critical angle for SiO2 support
material. The scan rate was 1.2◦/min with a scanning step of 0.02◦ in the range of 2.5◦ to
60◦ 2Θ (dwell time 1 s). Measurements were performed in 7 variations, using different ϕ
(Phi) angle, which corresponded to the sample rotation. As a ϕ = 0◦, a longer edge was set
as parallel to the X-Ray beam direction. The esulting ϕ rotation (15, 30, 45, 60, 75 and 90◦)
was programmed with a resolution of 0.1◦ ϕ. Obtained 2D patterns (with width of 3◦ 2θ)
for different ϕ angles were integrated to 1D patterns. Background subtraction, occurring
from air scattering, was performed using DIFFRAC.EVA program.

2.4. Photovoltaic Cells—Preparation and Characterization

Devices with the bulk-heterojunction structure were prepared on ITO-coated glass sub-
strates (6 pixels, each with area of 4.5 mm2). After cleaning the substrate with isopropanol
in the ultrasonic bath, a thin film of PEDOT:PSS was deposited by spin coating. Solutions
in chlorobenzene of the active layer were prepared by dissolving blends of each individual
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P3HT:PCBM (1:1 wt) with 5% or 10% mol. of iodine. Such prepared solutions were spin
coated on the PEDOT:PSS layer, and, subsequently, an aluminum counter electrode was
evaporated on the top of the blend thin film.

The impedance spectroscopy (IS) measurements were performed using the technique
both in dark and illuminated conditions, with the precise RLC meter Agilent HP E4980A
in the frequency range from 20 Hz to 1 MHz with the small signal voltage excitation
of 20 mVrms. In order to identify the phenomenon of photo-generation of charges, ex-
periments in the dark and under illumination (white cold LED COB with the electrical
power of 10 W, viewing the angle 140◦, color temperature 6500 K and luminosity 850 mL)
were completed.

The J-V curves of obtained photovoltaic devices were measured by the PV Test So-
lutions Solar Simulator under the AM1.5 solar illumination and using the Keithley 2400
Source Meter SMU Instrument.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Optical Properties
3.1.1. Iodine-Doped P3HT Thin Films

Absorption coefficient (α) spectra, obtained at the room temperature, according to the
Equation (1), for the neat and iodine (I2) doped P3HT films are presented in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Absorption coefficient spectra, within the whole UV-Vis-NIR spectral range, of P3HT thin
films with 0% (black), 1% (red), 5% (blue) and 10% (green) I2 mol. concentration.

The characteristic changes of absorption spectra of P3HT film at various iodine doping
level (see Figure 1) were observed: (i) at about 1.5 eV, where the absorption was connected
with the polaron states, (ii) within the range 2–3 eV where the strong peak was characteristic
for π→π* electronic transitions and (iii) the absorption at about 4.2 eV, connected with
the J-type aggregation (red shift of absorption peak) and intra-chain interactions [29]. The
vibronic progression was clearly seen at the π→π* absorption band but changed with the
iodine doping level. Some of these vibronic bands were very distinct, particularly for
the neat P3HT film; however, in the case of the film with content of 10% iodine, these
features were not evident. Thus, to find precisely the position of individual peaks, the
second derivative method was used (i.e., minimum of the second derivative of absorption
corresponds to the absorption maximum). Then, the vibronic progression of bands was
deconvoluted, with the modified Fourier self-deconvolution and finite response operator
(FIRO) methods [30]. Positions of all vibronic peaks: λA

0-2, λA
0-1, λA

0-0 in [nm] and
[eV] and their intensities: IA

0-2, IA
0-1, IA

0-0, obtained for all the spectra from Figure 1 are
gathered in the Supplementary Information part in Table S2. Then, the exciton bandwidth
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(W) parameter was estimated (assuming a Huang-Rhys factor of unity) from the ratio of
(0-0) and (0-1) absorbance peaks’ intensities, according to the formula [31–33]:

I0−0
A

I0−1
A
≈

(
1− 024W/Ep

1 + 0.73W/Ep

)2

(2)

using the I0−0
A , I0−1

A values from Table S2 and where the phonon energy Ep was involved
with the main oscillator coupled to the electronic transition (a symmetric ring-stretching
mode with energy 0.18 eV) [33]. The exciton bandwidth was connected with: the intra- and
intermolecular excitonic coupling, electron-vibrational coupling and correlated energetic
disorder, which led to the aggregate behavior in polymeric semiconductors. As shown
in [31], the polymer P3HT can behave as both an H-type aggregate and a J-type aggregate,
depending on the morphology (preparation method).

The edge of absorption, being the low-energy wing of the first low-energy band (the
π→π* transition band of investigated thin films) was subjected to a more detailed analysis,
which is the designation of absorption edge parameters, i.e., the energy gap width (EG)
and the Urbach energy (EU). Overall, the value of energy gap of conjugated polymers
depended on the length of conjugation in the polymer chain, while the Urbach energy was
connected with the localized defect states within the energy gap. The absorption edges of
investigated thin films exhibited an exponential region, which could be described by the
Urbach relation [34]:

α ∝ exp
(

E
EU

)
(3)

So, the EU values of thin films were obtained based on the slope of the exponential
edge, as it is seen in Figure 2a. The Urbach energy, as a “width of the band tail” occurring
due to localized states within the energy gap, is caused by possible structural defects,
such as a break, torsion or aberration of the polymer chains or molecules [35]; hence the
“Urbach–like” behavior of absorption edges of investigated films was observed.
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Figure 2. Absorption edges of iodine-doped P3HT thin films, used to obtain (a) the Urbach energy
(b) the energy gap.

The values of energy gaps of neat and iodine-doped P3HT films were obtained based
on the linear approximation to the energy axis, of the following relation [36]:

α ∝ (E− EG)
2, (4)

true for the energy E > EG.
This dependence, known as the Tauc relation, is typical for amorphous semiconductors,

and is often used for polymers thin films and freestanding foils [37–39]. Since the X-ray
diffraction studies for all investigated films before and after annealing demonstrated that
the crystallinity was below 50% and that absorption edges were well fitted (as seen in
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Figure 2a), this dependence was used. The methods used to determine EU and EG is
depicted in Figure 2a,b, respectively

All obtained absorption edge parameters (EU, EG) and exciton bandwidths’ (W) values
are gathered in Table S3 in the Supplementary Information part and are presented, as a
function of the iodine % content, in Figure 3.
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As it is seen in Figure 3a, the value of the energy gap decreased with the content
of iodine, which could confirm the better conjugation after doping; simultaneously, the
amount of defects increased, seen as an increase in the Urbach energy (Figure 3b), due to
the localized defect states within the energy gap. Both the exciton bandwidth and energy
gap decreased with an increase in iodine content (Figure 3c) which suggests the extension
of the π-conjugation area in polymer chains.

Thermo-optical properties for the neat P3HT film were presented in [25], where this
film was exposed to a stepwise heating and cooling and the changes of absorption edge
parameters were discussed; the heat-inducted movement of elastic hexyl side chains and
formation of defects at higher temperatures increased the free volume and decreased the
order between the polymer chains [6]. Moreover, these changes turned out to be reversible
and recurrent during annealing/cooling runs, while the energy gap was almost constant,
which means that annealing up to 210 ◦C did not influence the conjugation in the main,
rigid chain of P3HT film [23]. The same behavior during annealing was also observed
in [38] for polymers with flexible octyloxy side chains.

In this work, thermo-optical properties of iodine-doped P3HT films were investigated
and transmission spectra of P3HT thin films with 5% and 10% of iodine (I2) mol. concentra-
tion were recorded in situ, every 20 ◦C, in the temperature range 20–210 ◦C. The absorption
coefficient spectra, obtained for each temperature, are presented in Figure 4. These two
concentrations of iodine were chosen for further experiments due to the best effect of power
efficiency of such doped solar cells, as reported in [20].
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Then, using the Equations (3) and (4) and the same procedure, as it is seen in Figure 2,
the Urbach energy and energy gap for each temperature were obtained. The method
of determining absorption edge parameters, at representative temperatures, is shown in
the Supplementary Information part, in Figure S1, together with all obtained optical pa-
rameters, gathered in Table S4. The temperature dependence of all obtained absorption
edge parameters (EU, EG) and the exciton bandwidth (W) for 5% and 10% mol. concen-
tration of iodine-doped P3HT films are presented in Figure 5. As it is seen in this figure,
the content of iodine did not influence these temperature dependences of any calculated
optical parameters.
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Figure 5. Temperature dependences of absorption edge parameters (EU, EG) and the exciton band-
width (W) for 5% (a,c,e) and 10% (b,d,f) iodine-doped P3HT films; (black points in figures denote the
values at 20 ◦C, after thermal treatment).

The most characteristic changes of absorption coefficient spectra (Figure S1) and
optical parameters (Figure 5) connected with the iodine escape process were seen at the
temperature of 60 ◦C. The analysis of dependences of the absorption edge parameters (EU,
EG) and the exciton bandwidth (W) on temperature, allowed to divide these runs into
two stages:

(I) In the range 20–60 ◦C, the Urbach energy decreased and, simultaneously, the values
of energy gap and exciton bandwidth increased. Annealing of iodine-doped P3HT
films led to the releasing process of dopant atoms, connected with the disappearance
of localized defect states within the energy gap (the lower Urbach energy) and the
extinction of polaron bands and vibronic structure (see Figure 4), which results in the
worse conjugation and higher values of energy gap and exciton bandwidth.
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(II) Above 60 ◦C, during annealing up to 210 ◦C, the energy gap turned out to be almost
constant, both for 5% (EG ∼= 1.84 eV) and for 10% (EG ∼= 1.82 eV) iodine-doped P3HT
films, while the Urbach energy and exciton bandwidth slightly increased (Figure 5).
Within this range of temperature, such behavior was similar to that for neat P3HT
films [25], where the linear dependence of EU on temperature was connected with the
presence of flexible, hexyl side chains, while the almost constant value of EG during
heating confirmed unchanging conjugation of polymer main chains.

Then, after cooling to the room temperature, absorption spectra and optical parameters
of investigated films were obtained once more. As it is seen in Figure 5 (black points) these
values differed both from initials as from these parameters at 210 ◦C. Due to the relaxation
of structural defects during the cooling process, the Urbach energies turned out to be
smaller, while energy gaps and exciton bandwidths were larger than the values obtained at
60 ◦C, (when P3HT films were already without iodine atoms).

3.1.2. Iodine-Doped P3HT:PCBM Blends Thin Films

Absorption coefficient spectra obtained during annealing process of 5% and 10% iodine-
doped blend thin films are presented in Figure 6a,b, respectively.
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Figure 6. Absorption coefficient spectra, measured at different temperatures, within the whole
UV-Vis-NIR spectral range, of iodine-doped P3HT:PCBM (1:1) blend thin films with (a) 5% and
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Changes of absorption coefficient spectra (seen in Figure 6) under the influence of
higher temperatures were clearly seen for all absorption bands. The band at about 2.5 eV
was connected with the electron transitions between π→π* molecular orbitals of P3HT
polymer, while three subsequent bands, seen in Figure 6, positioned at 3.70, 4.69 and
5.80 eV originated from the electron transitions in PCBM fullerene, as is described in [40].
The intensity of all bands connected with PCBM decreased during annealing, but their
positions were unchanged. Decrease in the PCBM absorption bands during annealing
can be explained by the formation of PCBM clusters in the P3HT matrix [23], while the
bathochromic shift and increase in the P3HT band intensity with increasing temperature
(seen in Figure 6 and Figure S2) are caused by an increase in P3HT crystallinity and the
orderly stacking of polymer chains, respectively [23]. More information about the doped
polymer:fullerene blend films behavior upon annealing may be obtained by analyzing the
changes of absorption edge parameters and exciton bandwidth in higher temperatures.
Similarly as for P3HT films, the way of determining absorption edge parameters, at rep-
resentative temperatures, is shown in the Supplementary Information part, as Figure S2,
together with all obtained optical parameters, gathered in Table S5. The temperature de-
pendences of all obtained absorption edge parameters (EU, EG) and the exciton bandwidth
(W) for 5% and 10% iodine-doped P3HT films are presented in Figure 7.
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Contrary to the annealing process of iodine-doped P3HT films, where two main
stages were determined (see Figure 5) the behavior of P3HT:PCBM blend film during
thermal treatment was more complicated and connected not only with the release of iodine
(Figure 7). Moreover, we could observe unexpected differences between these runs for
5% and 10% iodine-doped blends films. Generally, three stages during annealing process
were obtained:

(I) The first region, from 20 to 60 ◦C, was connected with the gradual iodine escape
process and, simultaneously, with the increase in P3HT order. For 5% iodine, the
blend predominated the polymer ordering (decrease in the Urbach energy) while, for
10% content of iodine, these two processes were seen to be in equilibrium (almost
constant EU). Since the polymer ordering is connected with an increase in P3HT
crystallinity, such differences might be explained by the higher crystallinity of 10% mol.
doped thin film at the beginning of annealing.

(II) The stage within the temperature range of 60–140 ◦C was related to the thermally-
induced movements of flexible side chains of P3HT, while the conjugation in the main
polymer chain was almost unchanged because the values of energy gaps within this
stage were approximately on the same level. We could observe the slight increase
in the Urbach energy and exciton bandwidth, together with the energy gap of about
1.63 eV for 5% and 1.68 eV for 10% iodine-doped blends films.

(III) Above 140 ◦C, the rapid increase in the Urbach energy and decrease in the energy gap
was due to the phase separation process (which probably could have started above
the PCBM glass transition temperature Tg = 124 ◦C [41]) and the formation of PCBM
clusters, which have introduced the permanent defects.
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Due to the degradation process of P3HT:PCBM blends under the influence of such
high temperatures, all parameters obtained after cooling to the room temperature were
difficult to interpret (see black points in Figure 7). This behavior is different from that of
such thermal treatment undoped blend films [25], wich confirmed that the presence of
iodine may introduce permanent structural changes.

3.2. X-Ray Diffraction Investigations

To closely investigate the morphology of active blends, X-ray diffraction measurements
were performed for both neat and doped P3HT and P3HT:PCBM thin films. For the
structural analysis, the unit cell parameter a is related to the short oligomer axis and c
corresponds to the long axis of molecule, while b is related to the π-stacking period [28].
The calculated d-spacing for all thin films are gathered in Table S6.

3.2.1. Iodine-Doped P3HT Thin Films

Registered diffractograms of neat and iodine-doped thin films before and after thermal
treatment are presented in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. XRD patterns of neat P3HT (P3HT), 10% iodine-doped P3HT (P3HT + I2) before and after
(∆) thermal treatment (in 210 ◦C).

For neat P3HT, the crystallinity of thin film was ~34% and slightly increased, after ther-
mal treatment, to ~39%. Doped P3HT (10% mol. I2) thin films revealed higher crystallinity,
43%, which increased after thermal treatment to ~46%. Observed peak for the P3HT sample
did not allow us to determine lattice parameters, due to lack of a (010) peak. However, a
comparison of d-spacing of neat and iodine-doped samples showed that an introduction
of 10% I2 slightly changed P3HT orthorhombic lattice. The c parameter (001 Miller index,
long oligomer axis) of non-treated doped P3HT increased its dimension by 3.9%, while the
enlargement for thermally treated film was only 1.5%. Annealing also slightly enlarged
the chain axis (by 0.4%). In case of the a parameter (100 Miller index, short oligomer axis),
introduction of I2 provoked a slight reduction in the a axis (by approx. 1%), while thermal
treatment provoked its enlargement (9.4%) in comparison to the non-treated P3HT.

Application of both, iodine and annealing, also provoked an enlargement of a parame-
ter (3.1%). The b parameter (010 Miller index) was not visible in any neat P3HT thin film, in
contrary to iodine-doped layers, suggesting random orientation of lamellas. The b parame-
ter for I2-doped P3HT decreased after annealing from 6.95 Å to 6.66 Å. The value decreased
after thermal treatment, suggesting that this treatment allows material to obtain the higher
arrangement. However, π-stacking peaks, which should be present at ~25.8◦ 2θ [42], were
not visible, suggesting random or near-random orientation of lamellas in all samples. The
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π-stacking analysis of conjugated polymer systems is usually particularly inaccessible,
because only the first-order peak is measurable (010 peak) [43]. Moreover, d-spacing cal-
culated for peaks in the P3HT samples was gathered in Table S6 in the Supplementary
Information part.

3.2.2. Iodine-Doped P3HT:PCBM Blends Thin Films

Introduction of PCBM into P3HT resulted in the presence of only primary peaks of
orthorhombic lattice (001 and 100), with much lower lattice parameters than in the case of
neat P3HT (Figure 9).
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Figure 9. XRD patterns of (a) neat, (b) 5%, (c) 10% I2 doped P3HT:PCBM blend before and after
thermal treatment.

Registered diffractograms revealed the high contraction of chain (long) axis (3.9%),
while, for the short molecule axis, it was much lower (1%). For P3HT:PCBM, the enlarge-
ment of unit cells occurred, even in comparison to the neat P3HT after thermal treatment.
Compared to the non-annealed neat blend, in the sample annealed at 210 ◦C, the chain
axis enlarged by about 5.6%, while the short oligomer axis enlarged by 6.1%. Moreover,
the presence of the (010) peak was detected, which suggests that introduction of PCBM
combined with thermal treatment allowed us to obtain a higher order of the P3HT structure,
with random orientation of lamellas (due to absence of π-stacking peak). In the neat active
blend, annealed at 100 ◦C, enlargement of the P3HT lattice occurred in comparison to the
non-treated blend. Moreover, the higher order of the P3HT structure was detected, due to
the presence of (010) and (020) peaks. Intensity of the (010) peak was higher for the blend
annealed at 100 ◦C than for the one at 210 ◦C, which may suggest disordering of the P3HT
structure during long-term thermal exposition, which is consistent with the optical results
presented above, where a degradation of blend was observed.
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In non-annealed doped P3HT:PCBM blends (5% and 10% mol. I2 content), a high and
broad (020) peak was visible, which corresponded to π-stacking. Peaks that corresponded
to the a and c axis were smaller than peaks that corresponded to the b axis, while, in the
sample, after thermal treatment, enlargement of (001) and (100) peaks occurred, with a
simultaneous decrease in the intensity of (010) and (020) peaks. That might suggest the
positive effect of iodine introduction on crystallization of P3HT. Crystallinity was higher
for the neat blend thin film treated with 100 ◦C than for non-treated or treated with 210 ◦C
and was 48%, 36% and 46%, respectively (see Table 1).

Table 1. Crystallinity of investigated thin films after heat treatment.

Heat-Treatment Neat
P3HT:PCBM

P3HT:PCBM
+ 5% I2

P3HT:PCBM
+ 10% I2

non-annealed 36% 37% 39%
annealed at 100 ◦C 48% 49% 51%
annealed at 210 ◦C 46% 46% 49%

In all doped P3HT:PCBM samples, the crystallinity increased along with the iodine
content, for each investigated heat treatment variant. An increase in the blend order was
observed after annealing at 100 ◦C, which slightly decreased after treatment with 210 ◦C.
This is consistent with the results, presented above, from in situ UV-Vis measurements,
where ordering of P3HT and further blend degradation were observed, respectively.

3.3. Photovoltaic Response of BHJ Devices
3.3.1. Photo-Active Impedance Spectroscopy (IS) Investigations

IS experiments of reference devices (ITO/PEDOT:PSS/P3HT:PCBM/Al) and organic
solar cells with modified active layer (by adding iodine into the P3HT:PCBM solution) were
conducted to define the influence of incorporated iodine on the photovoltaic phenomena
and electrical parameters. Obtained spectra from IS measurements allowed for fitting
the experimental data by an electrical equivalent circuit (EEC) and also on the estimate
resistances and relaxation times (see Table S7) and capacitance behavior of organic solar
cells. The proposed approach to the fitting of the obtained data from IS experiments was
also mentioned in articles [44–47]; the same equivalent electrical circuit of the described
phenomena that occurred in organic solar cells based on polymers from the polythiophene
family was also used in [44–47].

In Figure 10, the Nyquist plots of all working photovoltaic devises are presented. For
all devices measured in dark conditions, one semicircle in the Nyquist plots (Figure 10a,c,e)
was observed. On the other hand, for samples measured under illumination, two semicircles
in the Nyquist chart (Figure 10b,d,f) could be easily detected. Furthermore, for all devices,
the intensive reduction in the real part of impedance after irradiation in the relation to
dark measurements was noticed. This is a confirmation of the intense photo-generation of
charges in the active layer of devices. Obtained impedance spectra were analysed using
electric equivalent circuit (EEC) modelling. The proposed structure of EEC was shown in
Figure 11.

The reduction in all resistances after the illumination was clearly noticeable in the
EEC modelling results, gathered in Table S7 in the Supplementary Information part. The
most instant photo-generation effect, in the case of modified samples, was observed for
the sample with 10% of iodine in active layer. Furthermore, a decrease in time constants
(τ) in devices with modified active layer (with 5% and 10% iodine) vs. reference undoped
sample, for measurements conducted under dark conditions, was observed (from 185.70 µs
to 21.25 µs, and from 748.3 µs to 193.8 µs for τ1 and τ2,, respectively). Moreover, reduction
in time constants (τ) for all devices after illumination was noticed. Such behaviour of the
τ parameter confirms the fact of the improvement of photo-generation of chargers and
charge transfer phenomena in modified devices, especially for the sample with 10% of
iodine content.
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Figure 11. Electric equivalent circuit (EEC) used to model the photovoltaic devices impedance spectra
in the dark and under illumination.

3.3.2. J-V Characteristics

- Influence of iodine content

To correlate the results from optical, structural and IS measurements, presented above,
the bulk-heterojunction (BHJ) photovoltaic cells were prepared and their current density–
voltage (J-V) characteristics were registered. Firstly, the iodine content in the P3HT:PCBM
blend films was considered. Since the most pronounced effects of iodine doping on optical
spectra were visible when 5% and 10% mol. iodine was introduced, such active layers were
used in BHJ devices (Figure 12) and compared with a neat reference. All active layers were
annealed at temperature of 100 ◦C for 10 min.
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Figure 12. J-V characteristics of studied BHJ devices.

Designated parameters (Table 2) showed an increase in device performance, along
with an increase in iodine content. Such an enhancement was caused by a lower active
layer series resistance (Rs), which increased the short-circuit current density. This was
most likely caused by a more favorable morphology of doped thin films, connected with
their higher crystallinity, and is in agreement with IS results, where the improvement of
photo-generation of chargers and charge transfer phenomena upon doping was observed.
Introduction of 5% mol. of iodine caused a decrease in both series resistance (Rs) and shunt
resistance (Rsh); however, the decrease in Rs was more pronounced; thus, an increase in
power conversion efficiency from 2.24% to 2.41% was observed. Further, an increase in
iodine content did not affect the series resistance; however, it increased the shunt resistance,
lowering the current losses, and causing a further increase in PCE.

Table 2. Parameters of BHJ devices under illumination.

Layer VOC [mV] JSC [mA/cm2] FF PCE [%] Rs [Ω] Rsh [kΩ]

neat 465.2 ± 21.1 9.94 ± 0.91 0.48 ± 0.01 2.24 ± 0.29 354.89 ± 39.55 5.18 ± 0.75
5% I2 394.2 ± 4.4 12.95 ± 0.59 0.46 ± 0.02 2.41 ± 0.19 240.10 ± 33.59 3.87 ± 0.78
10% I2 405.1 ± 6.1 14.18 ± 0.59 0.44 ± 0.01 2.61 ± 0.13 246.69 ± 26.41 4.24 ± 0.88

VOC—open circuit voltage, JSC—short circuit current density, FF—fill factor, PCE—power. conversion efficiency,
Rs—series resistance, Rsh—shunt resistance.

- Influence of the thermal treatment

Subsequently, the thermal treatment effect of BHJ structure was considered. The 10% mol.
iodine-doped active blends were tested in a non-treated form, and annealed at 40 ◦C,
100 ◦C and 180 ◦C. All registered current density–voltage characteristics (Figure 13) were
compared with the results from the device with neat active blend (annealed at 100 ◦C).
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of registered parameters, achieving higher efficiency (2.35%) than a reference (2.06%). 
Such enhancement was most likely caused by a lower donor–acceptor interface area, 
suppressing the non-radiative recombination voltage losses [49]. Apart from this, the 
orientation of P3HT chains took place, decreasing the series resistance, and increasing Rsh. 
Further elevation of annealing temperature (180 °C), due to blend degradation, 
significantly lowered the device performance [41]. 

4. Summary and Conclusions 
In conclusion, this work reported on the iodine (I2)-doped polymer (P3HT) and 

blended with the fullerene (PCBM) thin films and their thermo-optical and structural 
properties, towards photovoltaic applications in BHJ structures. Results of absorption and 
X-ray diffraction studies showed a positive effect of iodine dopant on the crystallinity of 
polymer and its blend, with fullerene, inducing a bathochromic shift of the low-energy 
absorption band and the decrease in energy gap. However, thermo-stability of these 
doped blend films can be a problem, particularly in the case of their photovoltaic 
applications, since the solar cells are exposed to the effect of higher temperatures. 

Figure 13. Current density-voltage characteristics of studied devices.
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Based on the registered J-V curves, all characteristic parameters of prepared photo-
voltaic cells were designated and gathered in Table 3.

Table 3. Parameters of BHJ devices under illumination.

Layer
(Blend)

VOC
[mV]

JSC
[mA/cm2] FF PCE

[%]
Rs
[Ω]

Rsh
[kΩ]

net 100 ◦C 376.26 ± 3.7 11.14 ± 0.32 0.48 ± 0.01 2.06 ± 0.06 248.18 ± 6.59 6.49 ± 0.82
+10% I2 281.1 ± 12.3 7.68 ± 0.43 0.30 ± 0.01 0.66 ± 0.07 591.33 ± 24.91 2.62 ± 0.50

+10% I2-40 ◦C 380.0 ±8.0 8.80 ± 0.56 0.36 ± 0.01 1.24 ± 0.09 509.81 ± 26.60 2.61 ± 0.42
+10% I2-100 ◦C 430.7 ± 7.0 11.10 ± 0.53 0.48 ± 0.01 2.35 ± 0.13 271.03 ± 6.95 5.89 ± 0.25
+10% I2-180 ◦C 348.1 ± 9.2 7.83 ± 0.43 0.46 ± 0.01 1.28 ± 0.11 304.95 ± 15.76 3.97 ± 0.32

VOC—open circuit voltage, JSC—short circuit current density, FF—fill factor, PCE—power conversion efficiency,
Rs—series resistance, Rsh—shunt resistance.

Analysis of registered parameters revealed that the non-annealed, doped, P3HT:PCBM
active blend provided much lower efficiency than a reference device with the neat active
layer. This is associated with much smaller conductivity of such thin film (higher series
resistance), resulting from low crystallinity of the conducting polymer (P3HT) [48]. Slight
increase in the JSC after annealing at 40 ◦C probably resulted from an increase in the
polymer crystallinity, induced by heat-induced ordering of P3HT chains [4]. The device
with doped active layer, annealed at 100 ◦C, showed further improvement of registered
parameters, achieving higher efficiency (2.35%) than a reference (2.06%). Such enhancement
was most likely caused by a lower donor–acceptor interface area, suppressing the non-
radiative recombination voltage losses [49]. Apart from this, the orientation of P3HT
chains took place, decreasing the series resistance, and increasing Rsh. Further elevation of
annealing temperature (180 ◦C), due to blend degradation, significantly lowered the device
performance [41].

4. Summary and Conclusions

In conclusion, this work reported on the iodine (I2)-doped polymer (P3HT) and
blended with the fullerene (PCBM) thin films and their thermo-optical and structural
properties, towards photovoltaic applications in BHJ structures. Results of absorption and
X-ray diffraction studies showed a positive effect of iodine dopant on the crystallinity of
polymer and its blend, with fullerene, inducing a bathochromic shift of the low-energy
absorption band and the decrease in energy gap. However, thermo-stability of these doped
blend films can be a problem, particularly in the case of their photovoltaic applications,
since the solar cells are exposed to the effect of higher temperatures.

Herein, presented results provide new information about the changes in optical and
structural properties of doped polymer and polymer:fullerene blend films upon annealing.
The novel method of in situ optical measurements of thin films, during their annealing,
allows one to observe the changes of absorption spectra, connected with the iodine release
and other thermal-inducted structural changes. Several processes that took place in the
doped P3HT or its blend with PCBM thin films were distinguished. Temperature depen-
dencies of the exciton bandwidth (W) and absorption edge parameters (EU, EG) were used
to obtain:

- for the iodine-doped P3HT films, the temperature range of iodine escape (up to 60 ◦C).
Above this temperature, the energy gap turned out to be almost constant, both for
5% (EG ∼= 1.84 eV) and for 10% (EG ∼= 1.82 eV) of iodine content, while the Urbach
energy and exciton bandwidth slightly increased. These changes were connected with
the presence of flexible side chains, while the almost constant value of EG confirmed
unchanging conjugation in polymer main chains.

- for iodine-doped blends films, three different stages: (i) up to 60 ◦C: the gradual iodine
escape process and simultaneously the increase in P3HTcrystallinity; (ii) 60–140 ◦C:
changes related to the thermally inducted movements of the flexible side chains of
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P3HT and the initiation of phase separation; (iii) above 140 ◦C: the gradual blend degra-
dation, due to the formation of PCBM clusters, which introduced permanent defects.

These thermo-optical investigations confirmed that the presence of fullerene in blend
with P3HT influenced the properties of polymer. Moreover, the content of iodine changed
the structural order of blend films and their behavior during annealing.

The structural changes of neat and doped polymer and blend films were considered
by X-ray diffraction studies, performed for samples annealed at 100 ◦C and 210 ◦C. In all
doped P3HT:PCBM films, the crystallinity increased along with the iodine content, for each
of the investigated heat treatment variants. An increase in the blend order was observed
after annealing at 100 ◦C for all samples; the highest crystallinity (51%) was obtained for
10% iodine content blend film. Crystallinity decreased after treatment with 210 ◦C due to
the blend thermal degradation processes.

Solar cells with these iodine-doped P3HT:PCBM active layers were investigated by the
impedance spectroscopy (IS) and current density-voltage (J-V) characteristics. The highest
power conversation efficiency (2.61 ± 0.13%) and the most effective photo-generation
effect were detected for devices with the modified active layer by 10% of iodine. Thermal
treatment of this photovoltaic device confirmed the fact that annealing at 100 ◦C is the best
post-deposition strategy to improve solar cells parameters.
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Abstract: The publication presents the results of investigations of the influence of dye dopant on
the electrooptical and morphology properties of a polymeric donor:acceptor mixture. Ternary thin
films (polymer:dye:fullerene) were investigated for potential application as an active layer in organic
solar cells. The aim of the research is to determine the effect of selected dye materials (dye D131,
dye D149, dye D205, dye D358) on the three-component layer and their potential usefulness as an
additional donor in ternary cells, based on P3HT donor and PC71BM acceptor. UV–vis spectroscopy
studies were performed, and absorption and luminescence spectra were determined. Ellipsometry
parameters for single dye and ternary layers have been measured. The analyses were performed using
the Raman spectroscopy method, and the Raman spectra of the mixtures and single components have
been determined. Organic layers were prepared and studied using scanning electron microscope and
atomic force microscope. For dyes, ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy and X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy studies were carried out and the ternary system was presented and analyzed in terms
of energy bands.

Keywords: dye; organic solar cells; ellipsometry; ternary organic films; morphology examination

1. Introduction

Organic photovoltaics (OPV) has been developing in recent years due to its cost, solu-
tion processibility, semi-transparency, mechanical flexibility, light weight, and has become
increasingly interesting for technology [1–3]. The possibility of application in wearable
systems, connection to IOT (Internet of Things) and powering personal devices [4–6] as
well as the hope for the use of organic cells in space [7], causes substantial popularity
of the organic photovoltaic. It should also be mentioned the possibility of using OPV
in indoor applications, which have excellent potential for use in flexible and wearable
electronics [8–10]. One of the rising trends in organic photovoltaics are ternary solar cells.

In ternary solar cells [11], a suitably selected third component (additional donor or
additional acceptor) is introduced into the active layer to increase cell efficiency. The
mixture (donor 1:donor 2:acceptor blend) forms a bulk heterostructure and in the photo-
voltaic process, and photons are absorbed. Materials that broaden the absorption spectrum
and facilitate the transport of holes and electrons are selected as the third element [12].
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A beneficial effect of the extra component on the morphology of the thin film has also
been observed.

From the first mention of two-component active layer additives and three-component
systems appeared around the mid-2000s. Since then, quite a few ternary systems have been
synthesized and tested, with efficiency increasing from 2% to about 17% [13,14].

In ternary systems, different chemical compounds were used because of their molec-
ular structure (polymers or small molecules). The output efficiency of the binary system
was increased by 12% (in the ratio of P3HT: PCBM PCPDTBT 0.8:1:0.2) using the addition
of the polymer poly[2,6-(4,4-bis-(2-ethylhexyl)-4H-cyclopenta[2,1-b;3,4-b′]-dithiophene)-
alt-4,7-(2,1,3-benzothiadiazoles)] (PCPDTBT) [15]. In 2015, a efficiency over 5% (a 20%
improvement, relative to the binary system) was achieved on the doping of naphthalene
azomethylenediimides [16]. Another cells operating using poly[4-(5-(4,8-bis(dodecyloxy)-
4,8-dihydrobenzo[1,2-b:4,5-b′]dithiophen-2-yl)-alt-5,8-bis-(thiophen-2-yl)-6,7-bis(3,4-bis
(dodecyloxy)phenyl)-2-dodecyl-2H-[1,2,3]triazolo[4,5-g]quinoxaline] (PBDT- BTzQx-C12)
with BDT as the donor building block and TzQx as the acceptor building block. These
systems (depending on the percentage amount from 1 to 4%) achieved efficiency from
2.73 to 3.54% [17]. Poly[[4,8-bis[(2-ethylhexyl)oxy]benzo[1,2-b:4,5-b′]dithiophen-2,6-diyl][3-
fluoro-2-[(2-ethylhexyl)carbonyl]thieno[3,4-b]thiophenediyl]] (PTB7)-based cells present
some of the highest reported efficiencies for polymer fullerene solar cells due to enhanced
near-infrared absorption and lower HOMO. Polymer-doped cells in the donor-acceptor
configuration of PTB7: PCBM showed efficiencies above 8.6% [18] and 10.4 % [19].

Dyes are also a type of additive being developed and studied in ternary systems. Their
main advantages are (usually) high values of absorption coefficients. Many dyes are char-
acterized by absorption spectra in the sunlight range. For P3HT:PCBM systems doped with
dyes bis(trihexylsilyl oxide) silicon phthalocyine (SiPc) and bis(trihexylsilyl oxide) silicon
naphthalocyanine (SiNc). The addition of both compounds increased the energy conversion
efficiency to 4.3% compared to single dye ternary solar cells when illuminated with the
AM1.5G spectrum SiPC:P3HT:PCBM and SiNC:P3HT:PCBM systems achieved 4.1% and
3.7%, respectively [20]. The SiPC derivative silicon bis(6-azidohexanoate)phthalocyanine
((HxN3)2-SiPC) with crosslinking groups was also used to obtain cells with an efficiency
of 3.4% [13]. High efficiencies were achieved by ternary systems with the addition of
small-molecule hinges efficiencies of 7–10% [21–23].

This paper presents a study of ternary mixtures of polymer:dye:fullerene for potential
applications as an active layer in ternary organic cells [24,25]. The introduction of an
additional substance (donor-dye) is aimed at reducing the roughness and improving the
quality of the layer. The aim of the study was to check the influence of the investigated
compounds on the morphology of layers in ternary systems.

The dye materials selected were chosen for their requested properties. Surface sensiti-
zation dyes are standard process for DSSCs, the aim of this research is to investigate them in
the context of applications in organic electronics, more specifically in organic photovoltaic
cells. It is also required to consider their potential for use as colors controller in a polymer
matrix [26], in organic transistors [27] or as organic memories [28].

The typical active layer in organic cells is a mixture of donor and acceptor materials
(bulk heterojunction, BHJ). BHJ cells are much cheaper and simpler to construct, in com-
parison to bilayer devices as they can be applied from wet phase. In the case of ternary
solar cells, we are dealing with three chemical compounds. It is therefore important to
select a common solvent. In an ideal case, the acceptor is homogeneously dispersed in the
matrix formed by the donors, thus forming a three-dimensional network. The mixture
allows a large increase in the contact area between these materials, leading to an increase
in the number of excitons produced, as well as facilitating their dissociation into free
charge carriers.
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2. Materials and Methods

Thiophene-based compounds, polyacetylene derivatives, or polyanilines are used as
donor materials, among others. Compounds based on fullerene or perylene diamides are
commonly used as acceptor materials. In this case, poly(3-hexylthiophene-2,5-diyl) (P3HT)
was used as a donor material, phenyl-C71-butyric acid methyl ester (PC71BM) [29] was cho-
sen as an acceptor (the chemical formulas are shown in Figure 1a,b). Series of four dye materi-
als were tested as dopants (potential second donors) in the study: dye D131 (2-cyano-3-[4-[4-
(2,2-diphenylethenyl)phenyl]-1,2,3,3a,4,8b-hexahydrocyclopent[b]indol-7-yl]-2-propenoic
acid), dye D149 (5-[[4-[4-(2,2-diphenylethenyl)phenyl]-1,2,3-3a,4,8b-hexahydrocyclopent[b]
indol-7-yl]methylene]-2-(3-ethyl-4-oxo-2-thioxo-5-thiazolidinylidene)-4-oxo-3-thiazolidineacetic
acid), dye D205 (5-[[4-[4-(2,2-diphenylethenyl)phenyl]-1,2,3,3a,4,8b-hexahydrocyclopent[b]
indol-7-yl]methylene]-2-(3-octyl-4-oxo-2-thioxo-5-thiazolidinylidene)-4-oxo-3-thiazolidineacetic
acid) and D358 (5-[3-(carboxymethyl)-5-[[4-[4-(2,2-diphenylethenyl)phenyl]-1,2,3,3a,4,8b-
hexahydrocyclopent[b]indol-7-yl]methylene]-4-oxo-2-thiazolidinylidene]-4-oxo-2-thioxo-3-
thiazolidinedodecanoic acid). They were provided by Merck KGaA (Darmstadt, Germany),
along with other reagents. The information about dyes were collected in Table S1 in
Supplementary Materials. Chemical formulas of the tested dye materials are shown in
Figure 1c–f [30]. The materials were provided in solid form (colored powder). The solu-
tions were made at concentrations of 10 mg/mL. In this study, the materials were dissolved
in spectroscopically grade chloroform.
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Figure 1. Chemical formula of (a) poly(3-hexylthiophene-2,5-diyl) (P3HT), (b) phenyl-C71-butyric acid methyl ester (71)
and dye materials under investigation: (c) dye D131, (d) dye D149, (e) dye D205, (f) dye D358.

Spectroscopic studies were performed using Avantes Sensline Ava-Spec ULS-RS-
TEC fiber optic spectrophotometer (Avantes, Appelsdorn, The Netherlands) with Avantes
AvaLight DH-S-BAL-Hal lamp. Absorption and luminescence spectra of solid were investi-
gated as a thin film (quartz was used as a reference) within the range 250–1100 nm. Photo-
luminescence tests were carried out using laser excitation at wavelengths λex = 405 nm
and λex = 532 nm. Raman measurements were performed using Witec Alpha 300 M+
spectrometer (WITec, Ulm, Germany) equipped with the 488 nm laser, 600 groove grating,
and a 100× ZEISS objective (Oberkochen, Germany). Laser power was adjusted to prevent
sample degradation. The samples were deposited on a glass substrate.

For spectroscopic ellipsometry, analysis was carried out using Woolam M-2000 ellip-
someter (Lincoln, NE, USA), with a wavelength range from UV to near-infrared. Atomic
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force microscope pictures were taken using the NTMDT Ntegra Aura (Apeldoorn, The
Netherlands) system in SemiContact mode. Scanning electron microscope (SEM) analyses
were done using ultra-high resolution scanning electron microscopy with field emission
(FEG—Schottky emitter) NOVA NANO SEM 200 (Hitachi, Japan) cooperating with an
EDAX EDS analyzer.

The X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy/ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS/
UPS) experiment (PREVAC sp. z o.o., Rogow, Poland) was performed using the XPS/UPS/
ARPES PREVAC setup, in an ultra-high vacuum (UHV) chamber with a base pressure
around 8 × 10−10 mbar and at room temperature. The analysis chamber was equipped
with a Ea15 PREVAC hemispherical analyzer and UVS 40B source PREVAC (UV power
U = 0.56 kV, PUV = 55 W, He I). Binding energy (BE) scale was calibrated at the Fermi level
16.87 eV.

3. Results and Discussions
3.1. Optical Properties

The absorption spectra for all compounds considered are presented in Figure 2. Each
of the compounds showed a broad absorption spectrum, in the case of D131 with one
maximum, the others show the presence of two maxima. D139 has a distinct absorption
maximum at 464 nm. The other three compounds have dual-maximum spectra, located
for dye D149:400 nm, 560 nm, dye D205:395 nm, 545 nm, dye D358:398 nm, 545 nm,
respectively. Examining the absorption edges of the compounds, the energy gaps were
determined as follows: for D131 Eg = 2.2 eV, for D149 Eg = 1.8 eV, for D205 Eg = 1.9eV, and
for D385 Eg = 1.9 eV.
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Figure 2. Absorption spectra of the investigated dyes.

All dyes exhibit clear photoluminescence (Figure 3) for blue and green laser excitation
wavelength excitation (λex = 405 nm and λex = 532 nm).
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Figure 3. Photoluminescence spectra of the studied dyes (a) λex = 405 nm, (b) λex = 532 nm.

For compound D131 in the case of excitation (405 nm) we obtained a maximum
indicating (photoluminescence) state at 559, 607, 664 and 708 nm. The green laser-induced
(532 nm) spectrum does not show the first maximum. The other excitations taper slightly
at 611, 623, and 708 nm, respectively. For the D149 dye, the absorption maxima shown
for both excitations are: 661, 673, and 688 nm. The luminescence spectrum for dye D205
excited by blue laser shows two minor maxima at 662 and 685 nm and expressed at 720 nm.
Treated with green excitation, the spectrum of D205 splits into two distinct luminescence
bands with maxima at 694 and 739 nm. The maximum observed for 405 nm excitation is
almost invisible. The luminescence spectrum of D358 has small maxima around 660 nm
and main band with a maximum of 689 nm. It is observed for both investigated excitations,
however, in the case of green laser excitation the luminescence band narrows.

Figure 4 shows the absorption and photoluminescence (λex = 405 nm) spectra for
example dyes for different weight ratios of dye to donor (P3HT). The weight ratio of donors
to acceptor (PCBM) was 1:1.
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Figure 4. Absorption (a) and photoluminescence (b) (λex = 405 nm) spectra for mixtures dye:P3HT:PCBM.

The photoluminescence coming from the P3HT:PCBM mixture is quenched by absorp-
tion of D131 (Figure 4) and only emission from D131 is visible (Figure 3).
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The results of the dispersion relations for the refractive indices (n) of the studied
compounds and for the extraction coefficients (k) are presented in Figure 5. The mode used
to model the active layer was general oscillators (Gen-Osc) composed of Cody–Lorentz
and Tauc–Lorentz type oscillators after initial spline modeling.
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investigated materials.

The Lorentz-type oscillator and derived oscillator model were used during fitting. The
classical harmonic oscillator model is very similar to the Lorentz oscillator, but is derived
from the quantum theory of mechanical perturbations.

ε(E) = ε1(E)− iε2(E) = ε∞ +
2AE0

E2
0 − E2 + iΓE + 1

4 Γ2 (1)

In Equation (1), A is approximately the peak of ε2 at the resonant energy and Γ is the
full width at half the maximum value found with the Lorentz oscillator. Tauc–Lorentz [31]
(Equation (2)) and Cody–Lorentz [32] (Equation (3)), models provide a more realistic repre-
sentation of real materials and are widely used to describe many amorphous dielectrics
and semiconductors (a detailed description can be found in Supplementary Materials).

The Tauc–Lorentz absorption formula is as follows:

ε2 ∝

(
E− Eg

)2

E2
g

(2)

and the Cody–Lorentz model is shown by the equation:

ε2 ∝
(
E− Eg

)2 (3)

All dyes exhibit complex multi-oscillator spectra.
The simplest single-maximal dispersion spectra of extinction coefficients have been

recorded for dyes D131 and D358, which corresponds to the absorption spectra. The spectra
of D149 and D205 show a multipeak character. With respect to the dispersion dependence
of the refractive index, they show differentiated maxima for D131 at 496 nm reaching 2.14,
for D149 at 587 nm reaching 2.19, D205 at 585 nm having a refractive index of 2.12 and
compound D358 at 625 nm having a refractive index of 2.00. The dispersion dependence of
the refractive indices after passing through the maximum is stabilized at the level of about
1.7–1.8. The refractive index and extinction coefficient values for the 633 nm wavelength
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are summarized in Table 1. The thicknesses of the layers tested in can be found in the
Supplementary Materials (Table S2).

Table 1. Refractive indices and extinction coefficients values for wavelength λ = 633 nm
investigated materials.

Compound Refractive Index for 633 nm Extinction Coefficient for 633 nm

D131 1.81 0.171

D149 2.04 0.112

D205 2.03 0.101

D358 1.94 0.0385

Due to the application potential, we found the effect of dye in ternary systems (with
PCBM and P3HT) on the optical properties of the active layer (Figure 6).
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3.2. Surface Morphology

To evaluate the surface morphology, atomic force microscopy (AFM) and scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) were performed. The study of ternary systems was carried out
with reference to the donor-acceptor system. Images of the layers under consideration are
shown in the AFM: Figure 7 and SEM: Figure 8. AFM profiles are included in Figure S1
(Supplementary Materials).

The results at 10,000× magnification confirm that the obtained layers are smooth and
well distributed (apart from negligible surface defects). At 100,000× magnification, the
structure of the thin film is a mixture of elongated, slightly twisted elements (similar to
fingerprint texture). The mixture in which clear structures are observed is a mixture with
the dye D205:P3HT:PCBM. Strong inhomogeneities and emerging spherical formation can
be seen. It can be concluded that in the case of D131, D149 and D358 substances we obtain
a mixture in which the second donor is embedded in the donor, both donors are distributed
in the acceptor [33–35].
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Figure 7. SEM images of the tested mixtures: (a,f) P3HT:PCBM; (b,g) dye D131:P3HT:PCBM;
(c,h) dye D149:P3HT:PCBM; (d,i) dye D205:P3HT:PCBM; (e,j) dye D358:P3HT:PCBM. Left row shows
images taken at a magnification of 100,000× times, the right row at a magnification of 10,000× times.
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Figure 8. AFM images of the tested mixtures (a,f) P3HT:PCBM; (b,g) dye 201 D131:P3HT:PCBM;
(c,h) dye D149:P3HT:PCBM; (d,i) dye D205:P3HT:PCBM; (e,j) dye 202 D358:P3HT:PCBM. Left row
shows the morphology, the right row presents phase contrast.
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The layer roughness’s obtained from the AFM measurements are summarized in
Table 2. The addition of a third dye component (with the exception of D205), reduces the
layer roughness.

Table 2. Roughnes Rq parameter values for the investigated materials.

Layer Composition Roughness Rq Parameter (nm)

P3HT:PCBM 1:1 0.640

D131:P3HT:PCBM 0.379

D149:P3HT:PCBM 0.323

D205:P3HT:PCBM 0.528

D358:P3HT:PCBM 0.248

3.3. Raman Spectroscopy

Due to the low robustness of material D131, it was not possible to obtain a Raman
spectrum. Material D205 also showed slight degradation. The degradation of dye 131 is
likely related to the fact that there is no sulfur in the compound, which affects the thermal
properties, unlike the other investigated dyes [36]. The resulting spectra are shown in
Figure 9.
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Pure PCBM and P3HT test was carried out by Yadov et al. [37,38]. For P3HT C–
S–C ring deformation (725 cm−1), C–C intra-ring stretching 1379 cm−1 and symmetric
C=C stretching vibrations (1447 cm−1) were identified. PCBM Raman spectrum shows
four peaks located at 658, 1038, 1127 and 1570 cm−1. The intensity of the P3HT peaks
is much higher than that of the PCBM, so that mainly the peaks of P3HT are visible in
the mixture. Due to the extended range of measurements, a peak was also recorded at
2920 cm–1 corresponding to sp3 C−H stretching mode. The quantitative effects of the dye
material and the effects of the investigated materials on the ternary system are shown in
the Figure 10.
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All dye compounds have intense vibrations of strong double bonds (C=C) around
1453 cm−1. Dye D149 shows peaks at 1590, 1619, and 1713 cm−1 and D205 at 1650 cm−1

and D358 at 1515 cm−1 and 1605 cm−1. This is identified with the vibrations of two carbon
atoms linked by strong double bonds (C=C). In three-component mixtures this is quenched
by the 1465 cm−1 vibration from P3HT.

3.4. X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy/Ultraviolet Photoelectron Spectroscopy

The He I UPS spectra of thin films investigated materials deposited on Au (1 1 1) were
presented in Figure 11. We obtained a survey spectrum for investigated materials (shown in
Figure 11a). A comparison of the cut-offs for all samples is also provided (Figure 11b). The
obtained valence spectrum in different ranges is shown in Figure 11c,d. On the diagrams
the postulated subsequent quantum states (P1–P4) are marked.

The S 2p spectra (Figure 11a) show main electronic state of sulfur at electron binding
energy of approximately 164.5 eV, which is assigned to sulfur in thiazolidine ring. The
lower maximum at 162.3 eV is ascribed to thioketone group (S=C). Additionally, some
oxidation of sulfur to sulfate species is indicated by slight increase of background above 168
eV. The latter is observed well for D358 compound but it is insignificant for the other ones.

The C 1s (Figure 12b) spectra are very similar for D131, D205 and D358 compounds
but different for D149. The difference is related to a shoulder at approximately 287 eV,
which indicates presence of carbonyl/ketone groups (C=O) well related to dye structure.
On the other hand, D205 has similar structure but the C 1s spectrum differs significantly of
D149. Such difference can be an effect of much longer aliphatic chain (8 carbons) of D205
than in case of D149 (1 carbon).

The N 1s (Figure 12c) spectra show similar shape of all spectrum envelopes with some
negative shift of the intensity maximum for D131. The shift is app. 1 eV and it is correlated
with lower electronegativity of nitrogen in the indole structure than in thiazolidine ring.
Additionally, these spectra suggest that indole structure is rather screened by thiazolidine
ring that can indicate external location of the latter one at the D149, D205 and D358
samples surfaces.
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4. Discussion

Investigated dyes have broad absorption spectra, overlapping with the spectrum of
sunlight, which makes it suitable for use as a donor element. Dyes were previously
simulated using the Cauchy model [39] and EMA-layer [40], however, for the com-
pounds under consideration, the oscillator model [41,42] was chosen because of the broad
absorption band.

The law of additivity of absorbance [43] is used in the spectrophotometric analysis of
multicomponent systems. If there are more substances in a solution that absorb radiation
at a selected wavelength, then the absorbance of this solution is equal to the sum of
the absorbances of its individual components. From this point of view, the inserting of
additional components is beneficial to produce the most absorbent material.

It can be seen that the photoluminescence increases with the concentration of the dye.
This type of effect is observed up to a certain concentration [44]. Absorption of the dye in
the region of 400 to 600 nm further absorbs the emission of the P3HT:PCBM mixture [45].

According to the energy levels, the acceptor picks up all the excited electrons causing
all the luminescence coming from dyes and P3HT to be quenched. Subsequent studies
have indicated however, that this relationship deviates from the linear function, even for
non-interacting compounds [46]. For multicomponent systems, an analysis that considers
the Kramers–Kronig relation is warranted, linking concentration to oscillator strength.
PCBM and P3HT mixtures are quite well established. Their spectra of extinction coefficient
and refractive index were studied by Ng et al. [47]. Furthermore, the addition of a third
component shows that the reflection coefficient of the active layer is also reduced. The
antireflective property is also very favorable.

Surface tests on P3HT: PCBM have already been carried out by Hajduk et al. [48].
Increasing the donor proportion, caused an increase in roughness. AFM images showed
a smoother surface for binary mixtures with a lower amount of donor (P3HT) [49]. We
therefore focused on observing the effect of third component on the donor:acceptor system.
Improved quality (reduced roughness) is the expected result [50]. Only the additive dye
D205 is not promising, due to the structure formation. The other layers present a blended
structure. The homogeneity of the layer has an additional advantage: exciton in the mixture
is generally short-lived, so the size of the individual domains is therefore critical. It is also
essential that the domains are interconnected so that there are uninterrupted pathways
for both electrons and holes to be transported to the electrodes. Despite the beneficial
effect of an increased amount of donor on the optical properties, in view of the electrical
properties, the amount of donor material cannot be increased continuously. The active
layer ingredients should have a homogeneous structure to ensure an adequate transport
of the carriers under the energy levels. Chemically, Raman spectroscopy results showed
a domination of molecular dynamics by vibrations originating from P3HT, both over the
PCBM acceptor and additional donors (dyes).

Based on the HOMO levels obtained from the UPS spectra and the energy gap ob-
tained from the absorption spectrum, we can determine the energy diagram for potential
ternary solar cells (Figure 13). The HOMO level was determined by determination from
Figure 11b (comparison of the cut-offs for all samples) Fermi level position and Fermi level
position relative to the HOMO level (VB). These quantities were subtracted from the He-I
radiation energy radiation of 21.2 eV [51,52]. It should be further considered here that the
number of P3HT molecules decreases, which molecule receives the holes of the excited
molecules quenching the possible photoluminescence from the dyes. From the data shown
in Figure 13, it is further evident that the acceptor molecules receive excited electrons via
photoluminescence.

Due to the similar energy levels of both donors, it can be concluded that the transport
of charge carriers will be supported by an additional donor. The application of the materials
and the fabrication of the cells require further specified research.
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5. Summary

The optical properties, morphology, and molecular states of the selected dyes as well
as their ternary mixtures with a donor (P3HT) and an acceptor (PCBM) have been studied
in this publication. The aim was to determine their potential for use in the active layer
of ternary organic cells. Considering the absorption spectra, all the considered dyes are
excellent materials for active layer enrichment, as they have a wide absorption spectra in
the region of maximum solar radiation. All dyes also exhibit luminescence, so they are able
to produce a stable excited state. Analysis of thin film morphology indicates that D205
dye is not necessarily suitable for the application due to the lack of homogeneity of the
thin film at nanometer level. The other dyes with donor (P3HT) and acceptor (PCBM)
form very consistent layers and in terms of surface morphology are most optimistic for
three components active layer. The resulting energy levels structure also places itself in the
range supporting charge transport. The presented properties of the considered compounds
indicate the high applicability for implementation in organic ternary solar cells. Tests have
been conducted in air but research in vacuum is planned as polymer photovoltaics are
likely to be used in space.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/article/10
.3390/polym13234099/s1, Figure S1: AFM profiles for the tested mixtures (a) P3HT:PCBM (b) dye
D131:P3HT:PCBM (c) dye D149:P3HT:PCBM (d) dye D205:P3HT:PCBM (e) dye D358:P3HT:PCBM,
Table S1: Information about materials, Table S2: Thicknesses of investigated layers determined by
spectroscopic ellipsometry.
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Abstract: The solar cell has been considered one of the safest modes for electricity generation. In a
dye-sensitized solar cell, a commonly used iodide/triiodide redox mediator inhibits back-electron
transfer reactions, regenerates dyes, and reduces triiodide into iodide. The use of iodide/triiodide
redox, however, imposes several problems and hence needs to be replaced by alternative redox. This
paper reports the first Co2+/Co3+ solid redox mediators, prepared using [(1−x)succinonitrile: xPEO]
as a matrix and LiTFSI, Co(bpy)3(TFSI)2, and Co(bpy)3(TFSI)3 as sources of ions. The electrolytes are
referred to as SN_E (x = 0), Blend 1_E (x = 0.5 with the ethereal oxygen of the PEO-to-lithium ion
molar ratio (EO/Li+) of 113), Blend 2_E (x = 0.5; EO/Li+ = 226), and PEO_E (x = 1; EO/Li+ = 226),
which achieved electrical conductivity of 2.1 × 10−3, 4.3 × 10−4, 7.2 × 10−4, and 9.7 × 10−7 S cm−1,
respectively at 25 ◦C. Only the blend-based polymer electrolytes exhibited the Vogel-Tamman-
Fulcher-type behavior (vitreous nature) with a required low pseudo-activation energy (0.05 eV),
thermal stability up to 125 ◦C, and transparency in UV-A, visible, and near-infrared regions. FT-IR
spectroscopy demonstrated the interaction between salt and matrix in the following order: SN_E <
Blend 2_E < Blend 1_E << PEO_E. The results were compared with those of acetonitrile-based liquid
electrolyte, ACN_E.

Keywords: dye-sensitized solar cells; redox mediator; solid polymer electrolytes; succinonitrile;
electrical conductivity

1. Introduction

Efficient utilization of fossil-fuel-based energy sources is one of the key factors of
human social and economic development. However, this has led to an increase in the levels
of greenhouse gases and pollution. The nuclear energy source is also not safe because of
the hazards associated with it. Owing to the abundance of sunlight, the photovoltaic cell
has emerged as an energy source, especially in regions near to and between the Tropics of
Cancer and Capricorn (sunlight irradiance ~2 MWh m−2) [1].

One of the third generation photovoltaic cells, the dye-sensitized solar cell (DSSC),
is highly attractive due to several advantages of DSSCs over other solar cells [2–7]. Some
of the advantages are the simple cell structure, they are flexible and lightweight, the
absence of toxic and less-available elements; energy payback time is less than a year, their
all-direction-capturing of incident light; and their performance under real indoor and
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outdoor conditions. The first DSSC was reported by O’Regan and Gratzel in 1991 [8] with
a power conversion efficiency (η) of 7.1% at 75 mW cm−2. They used a liquid electrolyte:
tetrapropylammonium iodide, KI, and I2 in ethylene carbonate and acetonitrile (ACN).
This electrolyte provided fast transport of the I−/I−3 redox couple, (i) to regenerate dyes via
the oxidation of I− into I−3 at the mesoporous and nanostructured TiO2 working electrode,
(ii) to reduce I−3 into I− at the platinum counter electrode, and (iii) to inhibit back-electron
transfer reactions. Since then, several I−/I−3 redox mediators in a form of liquid, gel, or solid
have been synthesized [9–21]. The DSSC has also been commercialized with the highest
η-value of 11.9% at 100 mW cm−2 (1 sun), utilizing a liquid electrolyte: dimethyl-propyl
imidazolium iodide (an ionic liquid), I2, LiI, and 4-tert-butylpyridine (TBP) in ACN [7,22].
The ionic liquid helped to reduce the organic solvent-related problems, thereby improving
the stability of the device, though this required a hermetic sealing.

Owing to their corrosive nature, dissolving of many of the commonly used sealants
and metal interconnects, sublimation, and partial absorption of visible light around 430 nm
of the iodine-based I−/I−3 redox-couple, the researchers started to think of replacing this
by one using a molecular species of similar type such as Br−/Br2 redox (e.g., Br2 and LiBr
in ACN), one using metal complex-based redox such as Co2+/Co3+, and one using organic
radicals, such as TEMPO [2,6,9,10,23–29]. The Co2+/Co3+ redox electrolytes, in general,
with ACN as an organic solvent showed η of more than 10% at 1 sun for several dyes.
For example, 11.9% for YD2-o-C8 dye [23], 12.3% for YD2-o-C8+Y123 dyes [23], 10.3%
for JF419 dye [30], 13% for SM315 dye [24], 10.6% for Y123 dye [31], 11.4% for YD2-o-C8
dye [32], 10.2% for C101 dye [33], 10.5% for LEG4+D35+Dyenamo Blue dyes [34], 10.42%
for FW1+WS5 dyes [35], 12.8% for SM342+Y123 dyes [36], 11% for AQ310 dye [37], 13.6%
for ZL003 dye [38], 10.3% for H2 dye [39], and 11.2% for YD2-o-C8 dye [40].

The researchers used ionic liquid to suppress the organic solvent-related problems.
Xu et al. [41] synthesized a compound [Co{3,3′-(2,2′-bipyridine-4,4′-diyl-bis(methylene))
bis(1-methyl-1H-imidazol-3-ium) hexafluorophosphate}3]2+/3+ and mixed with 1-propyl-
3-methylimidazolium iodine, 1-ethyl-3-methyl imidazolium thiocyanate, guanidinium
thiocyanate (GuSCN), and TBP. They reported η~7.37% at 1 sun for N719 dye. Kaki-
age et al. reported η~12.5% at 1 sun for ADEKA-1 dye [42] and η~14.3% at 1 sun
for ADEKA-1+LEG4 dyes [43], utilizing an electrolyte solution: [Co2+(phen)3](PF6)2,
[Co3+(phen)3](PF6)3, LiClO4, NaClO4, tetrabutyl ammonium hexafluorophosphate, tetra-
butylphosphonium hexafluorophosphate, 1-hexyl-3-methylimidazolium hexa fluorophos-
phate, TBP, 4-trimethylsilylpyridine, 4-methylpyridine, 4-cyano-4′-propyl biphenyl, 4-
cyano-4′-pentylbiphenyl, 4-cyano-4′-octylbiphenyl in ACN. Wang et al. [44] reported
η~8.1% at 1 sun for D205 dye with a redox mediator, bis(3-butyl-1-methylimidazolium)
tetraisothiocyanato cobalt, 1-propyl-3-methyl-imidazolium iodine, nitrosyl tetrafluorobo-
rate, LiClO4, and TBP in methoxy propionitrile.

The researchers synthesized the Co2+/Co3+ redox mediators in a gel (quasi-solid) form
as well. The gel was prepared by incorporating a large amount of organic solvent mixed with
a redox couple into an inorganic or organic frame. So far nanoparticles of SiO2 (η~2.58% at
1 sun for D35 dye) [45], TiO2 (η~5.1% at 1 sun for N719 dye) [46], and TiC (η~6.29% at 1 sun
for N719 dye) [46] were used to form an inorganic frame. An organic frame was prepared
using poly(ethylene glycol) with gelatin (η~4.1% at 1 sun for MK2 dye) [47], bisphenol A
ethoxylate dimethacrylate with poly(ethylene glycol) methyl ether methacrylate (η~6.4%
at 1 sun for LEG4 dye) [48], poly(ethylene glycol)/poly(methyl methacrylate) (η~1.9% at
1 sun for N719 dye) [49], poly(vinylidene fluoride-co-hexafluoropropylene) (η~8.7% at 1 sun
for MK2 dye [50]; η~4.34% at 1 sun for Z907 dye [51], η~7.1% at 1 sun for MK2 dye [52]),
poly(ethylene oxide-co-2-(2-methoxyethoxy) ethyl glycidyl ether-co-allyl glycidyl ether)
(η~3.59% at 1 sun for MK2 dye and η~1.74% at 1 sun for Z907 dye) [53], poly(ethylene oxide-
co-2-(2-methoxyethoxy) ethyl glycidyl ether (η < 0.1% at 1 sun for L0 dye) [54], poly(ethylene
oxide) (η~21.1% at 200 lx for Y123 dye) [55], poly(ethylene oxide)-poly(methyl methacrylate)
blend (η~18.7% at 200 lx for Y123 dye) [55], hydroxypropyl cellulose (η~9.1% at 0.7 sun for
N719 dye) [56], and hydroxyethyl cellulose (η~4.5% at 1 sun for N3 dye) [57].
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Unfortunately, the liquid nature of electrolytes creates internal pressure in the DSSCs
at the ambient temperature range (50–80 ◦C), resulting in a leakage of solvent, thereby
requiring hermetic sealing [9–17]. This also makes the manufacturing of DSSCs non-scale-
up. A gel electrolyte exhibits problems similar to those of a liquid electrolyte, hence, it needs
to be replaced by a solid one to sustain it in the hot weather of Gulf countries. However,
until now no Co2+/Co3+ redox mediator in solid form has been reported.

Earlier, a high-molecular-weight poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) was used as a polymer
matrix of the I−/I3

− redox-based solid polymer electrolytes, PEO-PQ-MI-I2, where M
represents an alkali metal cation [9–17]. The PEO offered its self-standing film-forming,
thermal stability up to 200 ◦C, it was eco- and bio-benign, was of relatively low material
cost, the dissociation/ complexation of salt due to its moderate dielectric constant (ε25◦C)-
value (5–8), Gutmann donor number of 22, had just the right spacing between coordinating
ethereal oxygens for maximum solvation of the Li+ ions, and the segmental motion of
polymeric chains for the ion transport through ethereal oxygen [58–61]. Ionic liquids,
low molecular weight polymers, and copolymerization were used as plasticizers (PQs) to
reduce PEO crystallinity (χ), thereby increasing the σ25 ◦C- and η-values.

Gupta et al. [62–68] showed that the equal weight proportion of succinonitrile (SN)
can be used as a plasticizer without hampering the thin-film forming property of the
PEO. This blending resulted in several beneficial properties, such as a higher σ25◦C-value,
~10−8 S cm−1 than the PEO (σ25◦C ~10−10 S cm−1), a lower χ-value, ~25% than the PEO
(~82%), and higher thermal stability up to ~125 ◦C than the SN (~75 ◦C) [62]. The PEO-
SN-MI-I2 solid polymer electrolytes achieved σ25◦C-value 3–7 × 10−4 S cm−1, transparency
more than 95% in visible and IR regions, χ~0%, thermal stability up to ~125 ◦C, and η-value
between 2 and 3.7% at 1 sun with Ru-based N719 dye. The solid solvent/ plasticizing
property of the plastic crystal, SN is due to its low molecular weight, high molecular
diffusivity at the plastic phase between −35 ◦C (crystal-to-plastic-crystal phase transition
temperature, Tpc) and 58 ◦C (melting temperature, Tm), low Tm-value, high ε-value ~55 at
25 ◦C and 62.6 at 58 ◦C, nitrile group for ion transport, and waxy nature [69–73].

In this work, we have extended the concept of blending for achieving the high elec-
trical conductivity of the Co2+/Co3+ solid redox mediators. We reported electrical, struc-
tural, optical, and thermal properties of new [(1−x)SN: xPEO]-LiTFSI-Co(bpy)3(TFSI)2-
Co(bpy)3(TFSI)3 solid redox mediators. The composition, x is 0, 0.5, and 1 in weight fraction.
Other notations, bpy and TFSI stand for tris-(2,2′-bipyridine) and bis(trifluoromethyl) sul-
fonylimide, respectively. These solid redox mediators are based on a liquid electrolyte
(0.1-M LiTFSI, 0.25-M Co(bpy)3(TFSI)2, and 0.06-M Co(bpy)3(TFSI)3 in acetonitrile), which
resulted in η of 13% with SM315 dye [24]. This liquid electrolyte is hereafter referred to
as ACN_E. We just replaced acetonitrile with succinonitrile for synthesizing SN_E (x = 0).
Succinonitrile was then replaced by PEO for synthesizing PEO_E (x = 1 in weight fraction).
This had the ethereal oxygen of the PEO-to-lithium ion mole ratio, abbreviated as EO/Li+ of
226. We also used a blend containing SN and PEO in an equal weight fraction for retaining
the beneficial properties of SN and PEO, as discussed earlier. The value of EO/Li+ was kept
at either 113 (Blend 1_E) or 226 (Blend 2_E) for understanding its effect on the electrical
transport properties [65]. Figure 1a shows the chemical structure of the ingredients. The
solid nature of SN_E, PEO_E, Blend 1_E, and Blend 2_E is shown in Figure 1b. Ionic
salts with TFSI− anion were used because TFSI− offers a low value of lattice energy with
delocalized electrons, making the salt highly dissociable in the solvent with a less anionic
contribution to the total conductivity [58–61]. The lithium salt is thermally and electro-
chemically stable as well [58–61,74]. Owing to the small size, the Li+ ions get intercalated
on the TiO2 nanoparticles of the DSSC, leading to faster electron injection from the excited
dye molecules to the conduction band of the TiO2, thereby the higher photocurrent [67,75].
Contrary to this, the cobalt ions adsorb on the skirt of the TiO2 nanoparticles, resulting in a
negative shift of the Fermi level of the TiO2 nanoparticles, thereby resulting in the higher
open-circuit voltage. It is also known that an ion with a large size acts as a plasticizer in a
polymer electrolyte, resulting in higher electrical conductivity [65,67,75].
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We determined σ-value at different temperatures for knowing the nature of the
electrolyte and determining the activation energy. The electrical transport properties
were elucidated by X-ray diffractometry (XRD), Fourier-transform infrared (FT-IR) spec-
troscopy, UV-visible spectroscopy, polarized optical microscopy (POM), and differential
scanning calorimetry (DSC). We used thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) for the thermal
stability study.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials

Succinonitrile, PEO (1-M g mol−1), and LiTFSI were procured from Sigma Aldrich,
Inc., St. Louis, MO, USA. Cobalt salts, Co(bpy)3(TFSI)2 (DN-C13) and Co(bpy)3(TFSI)3
(DN-C14) were procured from Dyenamo AB, Stockholm, Sweden. These chemicals were
used without purification.

2.2. Synthesis

Table 1 shows the composition of ACN_E, SN_E, PEO_E, Blend 1_E, and Blend 2_E.
As per the procedure of Mathew et al. [24], ACN_E was synthesized using LiTFSI (0.1 M),
DN-C13 (0.25 M), and DN-C14 (0.06 M) in acetonitrile under stirring at 65 ◦C for 24 h. The
SN_E was prepared identically by dissolving the salts in succinonitrile. The PEO_E and
Blends 1_E & 2_E were prepared using the solution cast method. The ingredients were
dissolved in 20-mL acetonitrile by vigorous stirring at 65 ◦C for 48 h. This resulted in a
homogeneous polymeric solution which was poured on a Teflon Petri dish followed by
drying at room temperature in a nitrogen gas atmosphere for two weeks and in a vacuum
desiccator for a day. This produced a self-standing film of the solid polymer electrolyte.

Table 1. Composition of liquid and solid redox mediators.

x (Electrolyte) EO/Li+ PEO (g) ACN/ SN (g) LiTFSI (g) DN-C13 (g) DN-C14 (g)

(ACN_E) - - 0.4425 0.0162 0.1531 0.0462
0 (SN_E) - - 0.5600 0.0162 0.1531 0.0462

0.5 (Blend 1_E) 113 0.2800 0.2800 0.0162 0.1531 0.0462
0.5 (Blend 2_E) 226 0.5600 0.5600 0.0162 0.1531 0.0462

1 (PEO_E) 226 0.5600 - 0.0162 0.1531 0.0462

2.3. Characterizations

A specific sample holder [72] was used to measure the electrical conductivity of
the ACN_E and SN_E electrolytes. The liquid electrolyte was poured on a space (area,
A ~0.16 cm−2 and thickness, l~0.05 cm) created by a Teflon spacer between platinum plates
(blocking electrode). For determining the electrical conductivity of the PEO_E and Blends
1_E & 2_E solid polymer electrolytes, another sample holder [64], having stainless steel
plate as a blocking electrode, was used. The sandwiched electrolyte was subjected to 20 mV
ac voltage and monitoring of real and imaginary impedances from 100 kHz to 1 Hz by a
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Palmsens4 impedance analyzer (PalmSens BV, Houten, the Netherlands). This resulted in a
Nyquist curve, thereby a bulk resistance (Rb) and then the electrical conductivity (σ) using
the formula, σ = l/(A Rb) [76].

For the XRD pattern of the solid electrolyte film, a D2 Phaser Bruker x-ray diffractome-
ter (Karlsruhe, Germany) was used. The pattern was collected using the CuKα radiation
(1.54184 Å) in a range of 10–40◦ with a step of 0.06◦. The FT-IR spectrum of the electrolyte
film on a potassium bromide pellet was recorded in a range of 400–4000 cm−1 and a reso-
lution of 1 cm−1 using a Spectrum 100 Perkin Elmer FT-IR spectrometer (Waltham, MA,
USA). The spectrum was analyzed using EZ-OMNIC software, ver. 7.2a (Thermo Scientific
Inc., Waltham, MA, USA).

Transmittance spectrum of the electrolyte film (thickness 2–3 µm) was collected using
an Agilent UV-visible spectrometer (model 8453, Santa Clara, CA, USA). The POM image
with a magnification of 100× for the polymer electrolyte film (thickness 2–3 µm) was
obtained using a computer interfaced ZZCAT polarized optical microscope (Zhuzhou,
Hunan, China).

The DSC curve of the electrolyte was measured using a DSC-60A differential scanning
calorimeter (Shimadzu, Kyoto, Japan) under the purging of nitrogen gas with 10 ◦C min−1

heating rate and in the range of −50 to 90 ◦C. For the TGA curve, the weight loss of the
electrolyte was monitored using a Shimadzu DTG-60H unit in the temperature range of
room temperature to 550 ◦C with a heating rate of 10 ◦C min−1 under the purging of
nitrogen gas.

3. Results
3.1. Electrical Transport Properties

Figure 2 shows the Nyquist curves for the liquid (ACN_E) and solid (SN_E, PEO_E,
Blend 1_E, and Blend 2_E) redox mediators at 25 ◦C. These curves portrayed (i) the blocking
electrode effect in the low-frequency domain, and (ii) the ionic diffusion effect in the high-
frequency domain [76]. Being a liquid electrolyte, ACN_E depicted a perfect semi-circle
in the high-frequency domain. SN_E and PEO_E also had a semi-circle; however, the
semi-circle was slightly and largely depressed for the former and latter, respectively. This
is most probably due to the existence of the plastic crystalline phase of succinonitrile and
the semi-crystalline phase of PEO, respectively [72,76]. Contrary to this, Blends 1_E and
2_E had no semi-circle, indicating the existence of amorphous domains, the semi-random
motion of short polymer chains, and the segmental motion, demonstrating the plasticizing
effect of the succinonitrile [58–61,64,65,77,78]. The bulk resistance is marked by an arrow
in the Nyquist curve and is used to calculate the σ25◦C-value of the electrolyte.

Figure 3a shows electrical conductivity σ25◦C) of solid electrolytes, SN_E, Blend 1_E,
Blend 2_E, and PEO_E along with that of the liquid electrolyte, ACN_E. The ACN_E
exhibited σ25◦C~1.7 × 10−2 S cm−1, which is similar to those reported earlier for liquid
electrolytes [60]. The high electrical conductivity is due to ε25◦C of 36.6, donor number of
14.1 kcal mol−1, molar enthalpy of 40.6 kJ mol−1, and acceptor number of 18.9, helping
to dissolve the salt completely and solvate the ions easily [79,80]. The replacement of
ACN by SN resulted in SN_E with the σ25◦C-value less than an order of magnitude to
~2.1 × 10−3 S cm−1. This conductivity value is similar to those obtained earlier for the
SN-LiTFSI [69] and SN-LiI-I2 [72] electrolytes. As discussed earlier [69,72], this is due to
the solid solvent property of the succinonitrile. The replacement of SN by PEO resulted in
PEO_E with the σ25◦C-value of ~9.7 × 10−7 S cm−1, which is 3-orders of magnitude less.
This is legitimate too. The pure PEO-based solid polymer electrolytes are known to have
high PEO crystallinity, hindering ion transport [58–61,64,65]. The blend-based solid poly-
mer electrolytes, however, showed σ25◦C-value less than that of SN_E and higher than that
of PEO_E. Blend 1_E and Blend 2_E exhibited σ25◦C of ~4.3× 10−4 and ~7.2 × 10−4 S cm−1,
respectively. As observed earlier [62–68], this is due to the plasticizing property of the
succinonitrile. Also, a competition between the nitrile group of succinonitrile and the
ethereal oxygen of PEO to bind metal ions leads to more free ions for transport [64,65].
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Besides, the availability of a huge number of large-sized TFSI− ions is helpful to produce
more amorphous regions in the Blends 1_E and 2_E for easy ion transport [74]. One can
expect a similar scenario for Co2+/Co3+ ions too [65,75]. It is also notable that Blend 2_E
had higher electrical conductivity than Blend 1_E. This is due to more amorphous regions
for ion transport in the Blend 2_E as demonstrated by the FT-IR spectroscopy, UV-visible
spectroscopy, and DSC studies, which will be discussed later.
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SN_E, PEO_E, Blend 1_E, and Blend 2_E. Inset in (b) is VTF plots of Blends 1_E and 2_E. ACN_E,
liquid electrolyte.

Figure 3b shows log σ vs. T−1 plots of the solid (SN_E, Blend 1_E, Blend 2_E, and
PEO_E) and liquid (ACN_E) redox mediators. The ACN_E, SN_E, and PEO_E portrayed
a linear curve, revealing the thermally activated Arrhenius-type behavior of molecules/
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polymeric chains. Blends 1_E and 2_E depicted a slightly downward curve, indicating the
existence of an amorphous phase, which follows the Vogel-Tamman-Fulcher (VTF)-type
behavior. We have observed these trends for several I−/I−3 redox mediators [64,65,68,72,73].
The Arrhenius behavior is expressed by the equation, σ = σo exp[−Ea/kBT], where σo is
the pre-exponential factor, Ea is the activation energy, and kB is the Boltzmann constant.
While the VTF behavior is represented by an expression, σ = AT−1/2 exp[−B/kB(T − To)],
where A is the pre-exponential factor, B is the pseudo-activation energy, and To is the
temperature at which the free volume vanishes. The Ea-value calculated from the slope of
the Arrhenius plot is as follows: 0.56 eV (Region-I) and 0.16 eV (Region-II) for SN_E; and
1.07 eV (Region-I) and 0.36 eV (Region-II) for PEO_E. Region-I represents the solid-state
region for SN_E and PEO_E, while Region-II corresponds to the liquid state for SN_E and
the amorphous phase for PEO_E. The activation energy for SN_E in Region-II is similar to
that observed (0.15 eV) for the liquid electrolyte, ACN_E. The pseudo-activation energy (B)
calculated from the slope of the VTF plot is as follows: 0.06 eV and 0.05 eV for Blends 1_E
and 2_E, respectively. The low activation energy values for the Blends 1_E and 2_E indicate
easy ion transport, which is required for the DSSC application.

3.2. Structural Properties

Figure 4 shows XRD patterns of the solid redox mediators, SN_E, PEO_E, Blend 1_E,
and Blend 2_E. The SN_E and PEO_E exhibited characteristic reflection peaks of succinon-
itrile and poly(ethylene oxide), respectively, though their peaks are broader and weaker
than those of pure matrices, succinonitrile, and PEO. These indicate molecular disorder
for SN_E and an increase in amorphicity for PEO_E [64,65,72], resulting in significantly
enhanced electrical conductivity as compared to the pure matrices. The available cations
and anions, having a large size, also acted as plasticizers and contributed to increasing the
amorphicity [67,72–75]. Also, these electrolytes did not show any peak corresponding to
cobalt and lithium salts, indicating complete salt dissociation/ complexation. The Blends
1_E and 2_E portrayed the absence of reflection peaks of ingredients, revealing the arrest of
the glassy phase. As mentioned earlier, succinonitrile is a very good plasticizer to decrease
the crystallinity of PEO [63–65]. This is also accompanied by the PEO-SN blend matrix-
metal ions interaction, where SN molecules are more active [68,77,78]. These results are
also supported by the findings of the FT-IR spectroscopy, which are discussed below.
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Figure 5 shows FT-IR spectra of the solid redox mediators, SN_E, PEO_E, Blend
1_E, and Blend 2_E. This figure also shows the spectra of liquid electrolyte, ACN_E and
Co(bpy)3(TFSI)2 salt for comparison. The spectrum of the Co(bpy)3(TFSI)3 salt (data not
shown) was similar to that of the Co(bpy)3(TFSI)2 salt. The observed vibrational frequencies
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of liquid and solid redox mediators along with those of constituents, ACN [81], SN [82],
PEO [83], PEO-SN blend [62,64,65], LiTFSI [74,84,85], and Co(bpy)3(TFSI)2 [84–86], are
listed in Table 2. This also shows the corresponding assignments. It is worth mentioning
that the PEO-SN blending occurs via the interaction of the ethereal oxygen with the nitrogen
of SN [62,64]. Wen et al. [84] asserted that the vibrational peaks at 1057, 1133, 1196, and
1351 cm−1 correspond to free and unpaired anions that are strongly solvated. Rey et al. [85]
showed that the vibrational peaks at 1229 and 1331 cm−1 correspond to the ion-pairing
peaks, though these peaks present free ions too if their position did not get changed with
increasing salt concentration. The formation of an ion pair reduces the number of free
ions. However, being uncharged and having nearly the same size as the cation, it has
somewhat higher mobility in the polar polymer/solvent and lower solvent-salt interaction
for increased amorphicity [84]. These have been discussed below.
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Figure 5. FT-IR spectra of the solid (SN_E, PEO_E, Blend 1_E, and Blend 2_E) and liquid (ACN_E)
redox mediators. The spectrum of the Co(II) salt is also included for direct comparison. (a) Fingerprint
region. (b) νC≡N and νCH regions.

The solute-solvent interaction in ACN_E is quite low as indicated by the comparatively
unaltered position of several modes of ACN and ionic salts. We observed a change only at
739 cm−1 (νa,C-CN) and 2255 cm−1 (νs,C≡N) of the ACN_E relative to those of the ACN be-
cause of nitrile-metal ions coordination [87]. The ion-pairing peaks were present, however
as weak shoulders only. This indicates the availability of a huge number of free ions for
migration along with a negligible level of ion-pairing, resulting in a high value of σ25◦C for
the ACN_E. In this electrolyte, the metal cations migrate through the nitrile group of the
ACN [69]. The SN_E showed a scenario similar to ACN_E except at 769 (δCH2, ring), 1228
(tCH2, i.p.ring), 1443 (δa,CH2, ring), and 1474 cm−1 (δa,CH2, ring), revealing the SN-ring in-
teraction. Similar to ACN_E, SN_E portrayed a weak ion-pairing peak at 1228 cm−1. These
indicate the availability of a large number of free ions for migration, however, with a higher
level of ion-pairing, resulting in a lower σ25◦C-value for SN_E than ACN_E. PEO_E expe-
rienced the PEO-salt interaction via shifts to 780 (767 cm−1, ring), 1113 (1109 cm−1, PEO;
νa,COC), 1134 (1149 cm−1, PEO; νCC, νa,COC), and 1349 (1342 cm−1, PEO; ωa,CH2, νa,SO2).
These were accompanied by a shift in νCH2 modes of the PEO from 2861 to 2872 cm−1 and
from 2889 to 2894 cm−1, indicating a decrease in C-H bond length for ion solvation, and
thereby increasing the amorphicity of the electrolyte [64,65,74]. However, the increase in
amorphicity was inadequate to sufficiently increase the electrical conductivity as suggested
by the absence of the ion-paring peaks. The Blend 1_E and Blend 2_E observed no signifi-
cant change in the position of several modes, except at 777 cm−1 (δCH2, SN) and 1437 cm−1
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(δCH2, ring) corresponding to the SN-bpy ligand interaction, and at 2253 cm−1 (νs,C≡N, SN)
for the interaction of the nitrile-metal ions [87]. The blend-based electrolytes portrayed
ion-pairing peaks at 1227 and 1334 cm−1 as well as a blue shift in the stretching C-H modes
of PEO in the region, 2800–3050 cm−1, indicating a conformational change to form the
amorphous phase. The blue shift was higher for the Blend 2_E. These findings suggest that
succinonitrile and cobalt salts are crucial for improving the amorphicity of the blend-based
electrolyte, thereby, enhancing the electrical conductivity.

Table 2. Observed vibrational frequencies (in cm−1) of the redox mediators, ACN_E, SN_E, PEO_E,
and Blends 1_E & 2_E along with those of solvent/matrices and ionic salts.

ACN † ACN_E SN SN_E Blend Blend 1_E Blend 2_E PEO PEO_E Li Salt Co Salt Assignments ‡

481s 479m 478w δCCC
515m 514m 513m 514m 513m 513m 514m
571m 571m 571m 571m 570m 571s 571s
602sh 604s 602m 604m 601m 602m 601m 602m 601m δCCC
620s 618s 618m 618m 617m 617m 616m
653m 653m 652w 652w 652w 654m 656m

753m 739m 738m 738w 738w 738m 739m 740m νa,C-CN, νs,SNS
770s 762s 769s 762m 777m 778m 780m 767s δCH2, ring
789m 789m 786sh 786sh 786sh 789m 789m νa,SNS

819s 818m 819w νC-CN
846m 849m 847m 843s 843m ρa,CH2, νCO

919s 918m 918s 918m 918sh sh sh νs,C-CN
963s 963s 953s 954m 953s 963s 961s ρa,CH2, tCH2, νC-CN

1002s 1002m 1002m 1003w 1002w ρCH2
1039s 1039sh ρa,CH3

1061s 1059s sh 1060sh 1061sh 1061m 1061sh 1059s 1057s νa,COC, ρa,CH2,
νa,SNS

1105s 1107s 1106s 1109s 1112s νs,COC
1138m 1136s 1134sh 1134sh 1149s 1134s 1136s 1133s νCC, νs,SO2
1189s 1199m 1197s 1196w 1195s 1196s 1193s 1197s 1196s tCH2, νa,CF3

1227sh 1233s 1228sh sh 1227w 1228w 1228m 1229sh tCH2, i.p.ring
1251m 1250w 1250w 1242m 1242m ta,CH2
1299m 1301w 1301w 1280m 1281m ta,CH2, ts,CH2

1337s 1337sh sh 1334sh 1334sh 1333sh 1331sh ωCH2, νa,SO2
1350s 1353s 1350m 1353s 1353s 1342s 1349s 1353s 1351s ωa,CH2, νa,SO2

1374s 1376m ωs,CH2
1426s 1426s 1426s 1427w 1427m 1444w δCH2

1443s 1443m 1443m 1453w 1437w sh 1454m 1454m 1453m δa,CH2, ring
1474m 1474m 1469w 1472w 1472w 1467m 1468m 1470m δa,CH2, ring

2252s 2255s 2254s 2254s 2251s 2253m 2253s νs,C≡N
2293s 2293w 2875s 2876s 2877s 2861sh 2872sh νs,CH2

2899s 2904s 2907s 2889s 2894s νa,CH2
2942m 2944w 2952s 2951s 2943sh 2944sh 2946sh νs,CH2
3001m 3004w 2989s 2989s 2975sh 2979sh 2981sh νa,CH2

† Relative intensity notations: w, weak; m, medium; s, strong; and sh, shoulder. ‡ Assignment notations: ν,
stretching; δ, bending; ω, wagging; t, twisting; ρ, rocking; s, symmetric; a, asymmetric; i.p., in-plane; and o.p.,
out-of-plane.

Figure 6 shows relative intensities, ∆I1 (=I(1105 cm−1; νs,COC; PEO)/I(1196 cm−1;
νa,CF3; TFSI−) and ∆I2 (=I(2255 cm−1; νs,C≡N; acetonitrile or succinonitrile)/I(1196 cm−1;
νa,CF3; TFSI−) of the redox mediators. Intensity had the following order: ACN_E = SN_E
(=0) << Blend 1_E = Blend 2_E = PEO_E (=1) at 1105 cm−1 and ACN_E < SN_E ≈ Blend
1_E > Blend 2_E < PEO_E at 1196 cm−1, resulting in ∆I1 as Blend 2_E > PEO_E > Blend
1_E >> SN_E = ACN_E (=0). This shows the effect of the PEO-salt interaction on the
conformational change of PEO to form the amorphous phase, which is the highest for
the Blend 2_E. A similar assertion can be made using ∆I2, which had the following order:
SN_E > ACN_E > Blend 2_E > Blend 1_E >> PEO_E (=0). This demonstrates the effect of
nitrile-salt interaction on the conformational change of ACN/SN to form the disordered/
amorphous structure, which is higher for SN_E than ACN_E, and more for Blend 2_E than
Blend 1_E. These results are also supported by the UV-visible spectroscopy, POM, and DSC
studies and are discussed in the later sections.
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Blend 2_E portrayed the transparency of all the UV-A, visible, and near-infrared regions; 
while ACN_E and SN_E(L) showed the transparency in the visible and near-infrared re-
gions only. This shows the supremacy of Blend 2_E over ACN_E and SN_E(L) in terms of 
transparency. The high value of the transmittance for Blends 1_E and 2_E suggests a low 
level of the PEO crystallinity [62,65]. The transmittance of Blend 2_E is higher than Blend 
1_E, revealing higher amorphicity for the Blend 2_E. These findings are also indicated by 
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Figure 7. (a) Transmittance spectra of the ACN_E, SN_E (L, liquid; S, solid), PEO_E, Blend 1_E, and 
Blend 2_E. (b) polarized optical micrographs of the PEO_E and Blend 2_E. 
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3.3. Optical Properties

Figure 7a shows the transmittance spectra of the solid redox mediators, SN_E, PEO_E,
Blend 1_E, and Blend 2_E as well as liquid electrolytes, ACN_E and SN_E(L). In the UV-A
region at 350 nm, the transmittance order was as follows: Blend 2_E (88.1%) > Blend 1_E
(81.4%) >> PEO_E (49.6%) >> ACN-E (13.9%) >> SN_E(L) = SN_E(S) (=0%). In the visible
region at 555 nm, transparency had the following order: ACN-E (99.9%) ≈ Blend 2_E
(99.8%) > SN_E(L) (97%) > Blend 1_E (92.9%) > PEO_E (78.9%) >> SN_E(S) 21.6%. The
Blend 2_E portrayed the transparency of all the UV-A, visible, and near-infrared regions;
while ACN_E and SN_E(L) showed the transparency in the visible and near-infrared
regions only. This shows the supremacy of Blend 2_E over ACN_E and SN_E(L) in terms
of transparency. The high value of the transmittance for Blends 1_E and 2_E suggests a low
level of the PEO crystallinity [62,65]. The transmittance of Blend 2_E is higher than Blend
1_E, revealing higher amorphicity for the Blend 2_E. These findings are also indicated by
the POM study, which has been discussed below.
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Figure 7b shows polarized optical micrographs of the PEO_E and Blend 2_E. The
Blend 1_E had a micrograph similar to the Blend 2_E. The PEO_E micrograph depicted two
parts: (i) several diamond-like spherulites due to the short and randomly oriented PEO
chains; and (ii) a little dark region due to the amorphous domain [64,65]. This indicates the
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presence of a highly crystalline phase of the PEO, resulting in low electrical conductivity.
Blend 2_E showed a complete dark region indicating arrest of the amorphous phase, which
is responsible for the higher electrical conductivity. These findings are also supported by
the DSC study, which has been described below.

3.4. Thermal Properties

Figure 8a shows DSC curves of the solid redox mediators, SN_E, PEO_E, Blend 1_E,
and Blend 2_E. The DSC curves showed endothermic peaks corresponding to the melting
temperature of the electrolytes, which are as follows: ~63.8 ◦C for PEO_E, ~47 ◦C for SN_E,
~6 ◦C for Blend 1_E, and ~4 ◦C for Blend 2_E. These values are less than those of pure
matrices: ~65.7 ◦C for PEO [62], ~57.7 ◦C for SN [72], and ~30.1 ◦C for PEO-SN blend [62].
This indicates a decrease in the crystallinity of the PEO and SN, which are responsible
for the conductivity enhancement of the electrolytes [62–65,72]. It is worth mentioning
that the PEO, thereby the related compounds, do not lose the thin film-forming property
of the PEO even after the Tm-value [58,59]. In fact, the electrolyte becomes amorphous,
which provides highly conducting pathways for easy ion transport [62–65]. The TGA study
discussed later showed that Blend-based electrolytes are thermally stable up to 125 ◦C.
The SN_E depicted another endothermic peak at −37.8 ◦C, which is similar to that of pure
SN (−38.4 ◦C [72]) and corresponds to the Tpc. The Blends 1_E and 2_E did not show the
Tpc-peak. This is due to the matrix-salt interaction phenomenon [62–65]. It is also worth
mentioning that the area under the melting point peak corresponds to the heat enthalpy of
the electrolyte [62–65]. This area showed the following order for the PEO-based electrolytes:
PEO_E� Blend 1_E > Blend 2_E, indicating an extremely low level of crystallinity for the
Blends 1_E and 2_E, which is one of the unique properties of the SN-PEO blend-based
electrolytes [64,65,77,78].
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Figure 8b shows TGA curves of the solid redox mediators, SN_E, PEO_E, Blend 1_E,
and Blend 2_E. The thermal stability of the electrolyte is estimated by the initial plateau
region for the mass, which is as follows: ~75 ◦C for SN_E, ~200 ◦C for PEO_E, and ~125 ◦C
for Blends 1_E and 2_E. These values are similar to pure matrices reported earlier [62].
The SN_E and PEO_E exhibited a huge drop at ~125 ◦C and ~300 ◦C, respectively, due
to single-stage decomposition. However, the Blends 1_E and 2_E portrayed two-stage
degradation, first at ~125 ◦C and second at ~300 ◦C, corresponding to the decomposition of
the ingredients, earlier SN, and later PEO.
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4. Discussion

We synthesized solid redox mediators using [(1−x)SN: xPEO] as a solid matrix and
LiTFSI, Co(bpy)3(TFSI)2, and Co(bpy)3(TFSI)3 ionic solids as sources of ions, follow-
ing the procedure of Mathew et al. [24], which had acetonitrile as a solvent and 0.1-M
LiTFSI, 0.25-M Co(bpy)3(TFSI)2, and 0.06-M Co(bpy)3(TFSI)3 as sources of ions. The
acetonitrile-based liquid electrolyte, ACN_E exhibited σ25◦C of ~1.7 × 10−2 S cm−1. The
composition, x = 0 resulted in a pure plastic crystal-based electrolyte, SN_E with σ25◦C
of ~2.1 × 10−3 S cm−1. This value is similar to those of other succinonitrile-based elec-
trolytes [69,72] and is attributed to the solid solvent property of the succinonitrile. The
x = 1 yielded a pure PEO-based solid polymer electrolyte (EO/Li+ = 226), PEO_E with
σ25◦C of ~9.7 × 10−7 S cm−1. The PEO is a well-known polymer matrix for synthesizing a
solid polymer electrolyte; however, the highly crystalline nature of the PEO results in poor
electrical conductivity [58–61,64,65]. The blend-based solid polymer electrolytes (x = 0.5),
Blend 1_E (EO/Li+ = 113) and Blend 2_E (EO/Li+ = 226) had σ25◦C of ~4.3 × 10−4 and
~7.2 × 10−4 S cm−1, respectively, which were closer to that of the SN_E, disclosing the
effect of plasticization property of succinonitrile [64,65].

The investigation of the temperature variation of electrical conductivity resulted in
a log σ−T−1 plot, which was linear for ACN_E, SN_E, and PEO_E, and downward for
Blend 1_E and Blend 2_E. The former corresponds to the thermally activated behavior of a
homogeneous electrolyte. The latter corresponds to a mixed effect of amorphous domains,
the semi-random motion of short polymer chains, and the segmental motion, which was
produced by succinonitrile through the interaction with PEO [58–62,64,65,74,77,78]. The
Arrhenius-type plot resulted in activation energy of 0.56 eV for SN_E and 1.07 eV for
PEO_E in the solid-state region, more than the limiting condition (0.3 eV) for a device
application [88]. The ACN_E had an activation energy of 0.15 eV. The VTF-type plot
resulted in pseudo-activation energy of 0.06 eV for Blend 1_E and 0.05 eV for Blend 2_E,
which are less than the limiting condition.

The XRD patterns of SN_E and PEO_E portrayed weak and broad characteristic peaks
of succinonitrile and PEO, respectively, without the ionic salts’ peaks [62,64,65]. This
indicated the molecular disorderedness of succinonitrile and a decrease in crystallinity of
PEO along with a complete dissolution of ionic salts. On the contrary, Blends 1_E and 2_E
had no characteristic peaks of ingredients, demonstrating the arrest of the glassy phase
because of an interaction between PEO, succinonitrile, and ions [68,77,78]. These assertions
can also be made using FT-IR spectroscopy. The FT-IR spectroscopy exhibited no significant
change in modes of ionic salts and acetonitrile in ACN_E, revealing the least solvent-solute
interaction. SN_E showed a similar scenario, however with an SN-bpy ligand interaction.
PEO_E experienced a significant change in modes of ionic salts and PEO, revealing a
conformational change of PEO by the large-sized ions. In contrast, the SN-PEO blend-based
electrolytes, Blends 1_E and 2_E observed no significant change in modes, except at 777 and
1437 cm−1 for the SN-bpy ligand interaction and the νCH2 modes. The matrix/solvent-salts
interaction can be put in an order as: ACN_E < SN_E < Blends 1_E & 2_E << PEO_E. It is
also worth mentioning that the FT-IR spectra did not show the stability of the electrolytes
via the hydrogen interaction with the nitrile group.

The transmittance spectra had the following order: Blend 2_E > Blend 1_E >> PEO_E
>> ACN-E >> SN_E (=0%) in the UV-A region and ACN-E ≈ Blend 2_E (~100%) > SN_E(L)
> Blend 1_E > PEO_E >> SN_E(S) in the visible region. These electrolytes were transparent
in the near-infrared region too. This showed the transparency of Blend 2_E in a wide
wavelength range, which makes it superior to ACN_E and I−/I−3 redox couple redox
mediators. The high level of transparency makes the blend-based electrolyte suitable for
various types of solar cells, such as the Gratzel cells, back-illuminated DSSCs, and tandem
solar cells [2–6,89]. Also, nearly 100% of transparency for this electrolyte revealed its glassy
nature. The same was observed by the polarized optical microscopy too.

The DSC curve showed Tm peak at ~63.8 ◦C for PEO_E (~65.7 ◦C for PEO), ~47 ◦C for
SN_E (~57.7 ◦C for SN), ~6 ◦C for Blend 1_E, and ~4 ◦C for Blend 2_E (~30.1 ◦C for PEO-SN
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blend). The area under the Tm peak corresponds to the heat of enthalpy of electrolyte, which
had the following order: PEO_E >> SN_E >> Blend 1_E ≈ Blend 2_E (≈0). A decrease in
Tm-value and/ or the area indicated a decrease in crystallinity. Thus, PEO_E had a high
level of crystallinity, and Blends 1_E and 2_E had a glassy nature. The TGA curves showed
the thermal stability, up to ~75 ◦C for SN_E, ~200 ◦C for PEO_E, and ~125 ◦C for Blends
1_E and 2_E, which are similar to those of pure matrices [62].

5. Conclusions

We synthesized new Co2+/Co3+ solid redox mediators, [(1−x)SN: xPEO]-LiTFSI-
Co(bpy)3(TFSI)2-Co(bpy)3(TFSI)3 with x equals to 0 (SN_E), 0.5 (Blends 1_E and 2_E), and 1
(PEO_E) in weight fraction. The electrolyte with SN was prepared identically just by replac-
ing the ACN of the liquid redox mediator (ACN_E). The electrolytes exhibited σ25◦C-value
in the following order, ACN_E (1.7 × 10−2 S cm−1) > SN_E (2.1 × 10−3 S cm−1) > Blend
2_E (7.2 × 10−4 S cm−1) > Blend 1_E (4.3 × 10−4 S cm−1) >> PEO_E (9.7 × 10−7 S cm−1).
The log σ−T−1 study showed Arrhenius behavior for SN_E and PEO_E similar to ACN_E,
and VTF behavior for Blends 1_E and 2_E. Only Blend-based solid polymer electrolytes
showed activation energy of less than 0.3 eV, a high level of transparency in UV-A, visible,
and IR regions, and thermal stability up to 125 ◦C, which are the basic requirements for
the DSSC application in the Gulf region. This electrolyte is also suitable for tandem solar
cell application.
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Abstract: Encapsulants based on ethylene-vinyl acetate copolymers (EVA) or polyolefin elastomers
(POE) are essential for glass or photovoltaic module laminates. To improve their multi-functional
property profile and their durability, the encapsulants are frequently peroxide crosslinked. The
crosslinking kinetics are affected by the macromolecular structure and the formulation with stabi-
lizers such as phenolic antioxidants, hindered amine light stabilizers or aromatic ultraviolet (UV)
absorbers. The main objective of this study was to implement temperature-rise and isothermal
dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA) approaches in torsional mode and to assess and compare the
crosslinking kinetics of novel UV-transparent encapsulants based on EVA and POE. The gelation time
was evaluated from the crossover of the storage and loss shear modulus. While the investigated EVA
and POE encapsulants revealed quite similar activation energy values of 155 kJ/moles, the storage
modulus and complex viscosity in the rubbery state were significantly higher for EVA. Moreover, the
gelation of the polar EVA grade was about four times faster than for the less polar POE encapsulant.
Accordingly, the curing reaction of POE was retarded up to a factor of 1.6 to achieve a progress of
crosslinking of 95%. Hence, distinct differences in the crosslinking kinetics of the UV-transparent
EVA and POE grades were ascertained, which is highly relevant for the lamination of modules.

Keywords: EVA; POE; crosslinking kinetics; dynamic mechanical analysis; activation energy; photovoltaics

1. Introduction

Crucial components of glass laminates or photovoltaic modules are film adhesives,
which are usually based on polar CHO macromolecules such as ethylene-vinyl acetate
copolymer (EVA) or poly vinyl butyral (PVB) [1–5]. In recent years, less polar encapsulants
based on polyolefin elastomers (POE) have been established [6–10]. While PVB requires
an autoclave lamination process, EVA or POE are converted by the more time-efficient
vacuum lamination.

Both EVA and POE require organic peroxide crosslinking to attain stable, robust and
durable glass or PV module laminates [11]. During the lamination process, the macromolec-
ular structure of the encapsulant changes from the non-crosslinked, entangled thermoplastic
state into a widely meshed, three-dimensional network structure. After crosslinking, the
encapsulant exhibits better thermal and UV stability, less mechanical creep, less degree of
crystallinity and enhanced adherence to glass substrates, silicon solar cells, gridlines or
busbars. In the curing process, vinyl silane adhesion promoters are covalently bonded to
the macromolecular structure of the encapsulant and the silicate moieties of the glass [12].
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A lower degree of the crystallinity of the encapsulants allows for an enhanced optical
clarity [13]. However, improperly crosslinked encapsulants impose an adverse effect on the
PV module performance. A common problem is the inhomogeneous distribution of the per-
oxide in the encapsulant films associated with the lateral variation of the crosslink density
and an excess of a non-reacted corrosive peroxide [14–16]. As described in [17,18], some
additives such as phenolic, nitroxyl and phosphite antioxidants lower the concentration of
the peroxide-induced macroradical intermediates that support the polyolefin modifications.
In contrast, UV-transparent additives based on hindered amine stabilizers (HAS) confer
oxidative stability to the crosslinked EVA or POE materials without compromising the
yields of the peroxide-initiated crosslinking [17,18]. Hence, the UV-transparent EVA or
POE adhesives and encapsulants based on hindered amine stabilizers would allow for a
more reliable lamination process.

To determine the crosslinking state, several methods have been established [19–28].
Soxhlet extraction (the ratio between the mass of the encapsulant film sample after and
before extraction) is quite common in the industry and is standardized. However, it is
time consuming and requires some material. Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) and
dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA) are much faster and more reliable methods to assess
the curing kinetics and the progress of crosslinking [22,23]. In DSC experiments, a sample
mass in the mg range is probed. The exothermic crosslinking reaction enthalpy is evaluated.
This enthalpy value is affected by the environment (air vs. oxygen vs. nitrogen) [19,21,26].
The reaction enthalpy is amounted to a few J/g, especially in air or oxygen, and the
experimental uncertainty is quite high [19].

In contrast, DMA in the molten state is much more sensitive to assess crosslinking
kinetics. The real part of the viscosity and modulus undergoes a significant change of a
few magnitudes. Moreover, a more representative sample with dimensions in the mm or g
range is required for DMA. While temperature-rise DMA is performed at a fixed frequency,
isothermal rheometry is based on time or frequency sweeps at a constant temperature. Non-
isothermal temperature-rise tests are quite common to characterize thermal transitions, such
as glass transitions, melting, the onset of the peroxide decomposition or the gelation of the
encapsulant [19–24,26]. Such experiments allow for the assessment of the material changes
that occur as they heat up in the lamination process. In contrast, isothermal rheometry
better reflects the structural changes at the lamination temperature, which is commonly
around 150 ◦C for peroxide-crosslinking encapsulants. Hence, isothermal DMA is quite
relevant for mimicking the main process step of lamination. Interestingly, little research
has been performed to assess the curing kinetics of EVA by isothermal DMA [20,22,24,26].
The final lamination quality and degree of crosslinking strongly depend on the peroxide
concentration, additive formulation, lamination time, and temperature [23,26]. So far,
no specific attention has been given to characterize the crosslinking kinetics of the UV-
transparent EVA- or POE-based encapsulants.

Hence, the main objectives of this paper were to implement an isothermal DMA
testing method for the assessment of the peroxide-initiated crosslinking kinetics of the
encapsulants and to investigate and compare, for the first time, novel UV-transparent EVA
and POE film adhesives, which were modified with hindered amine light stabilizers.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Encapsulant Materials and Films

Two UV-transparent, fast-cure, commercially available encapsulant films were in-
vestigated and compared: an ethylene-vinyl acetate copolymer film (EVA, F406PS® from
Hangzhou FIRST Applied Materials, Hangzhou, China), and a polyolefin elastomer film
(POE, TF4 also from Hangzhou FIRST Applied Materials, Hangzhou, China). The thickness
of the EVA and POE film was 0.45 and 0.54 mm, respectively. According to the data sheets,
a gel content of more than 75% for EVA and 60% for POE was stated by the supplier. A
qualitative stabilizer analysis of EVA and POE was performed using high-pressure liquid
chromatography with UV and mass-spectroscopy detection [29–31]. The EVA and POE
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films were stabilized with Irgafos 126 (phosphite-based processing antioxidants) and Tinu-
vin 770 (a hindered amine light stabilizer (HALS)) with secondary amino groups (–NH–),
ester ((C=O)–O–) linkage groups and an aliphatic (–C8H16–) central group.

The encapsulant films were stored in aluminum envelopes and kept in a vacuum box
prior to characterization. The surface topology was assessed by laser confocal microscopy.
While the investigated EVA film revealed a non-periodic surface topology with a maximum
height difference of 130 µm, the pyramid-like surface topology of POE was periodic with a
maximum height difference of 500 µm and a diagonal of 1.7 mm of the quadratic base of
the pyramid.

2.2. Infrared Spectroscopy

To assess and confirm the chemical structure of the supplied encapsulant films, Fourier
Transform Infrared (FTIR) spectrophotometry was performed in direct transmission mode
using a PerkinElmer Spectrum 100 (PerkinElmer, Waltham, MA, USA). FTIR spectra were
recorded in the range from 650 to 4000 cm−1 with 16 scans at a resolution of 4 cm−1.

2.3. Dynamic Mechanical Analysis (DMA)

DMA allows for the investigation of the viscoelastic properties of solids, gels or melts
as a function of temperature, time or frequency at a given temperature. The changes
in the viscoelastic properties of the EVA and POE encapsulants were measured using a
Modular Compact Rheometer (MCR-502, Anton Paar, Graz, Austria). DMA was conducted
in torsional mode from 20 to 200 ◦C at a frequency of 1 Hz at 0.1% strain. Isothermal DMA
experiments were performed in torsional mode from 125 ◦C to 155 ◦C in 5 ◦C intervals at a
frequency of 1 Hz. The shear stress was kept constant at 7000 Pa.

After 15 min of pre-heating of the oven at a constant temperature, the disc-shaped
encapsulant film specimens were placed between the parallel plates with a diameter of
25 mm. The whole process of opening and closing the oven, placing the specimens, and
starting the test took 10 s. Viscoelastic properties such as the storage modulus, loss modulus,
and complex viscosity were recorded during the dynamic and isothermal tests. The gelation
time (tgel) was obtained from the crossover point of the real and imaginary part of the shear
modulus. By modelling the gelation time (tgel) using an Arrhenius approach, the activation
energy values were deduced for both encapsulants. The complex viscosity data were
evaluated as to the progress of the crosslinking reaction.

3. Results and Discussion

In the following, first the results of the IR spectroscopic investigations are described
and discussed. Special attention was given to the POE encapsulant, which allowed for
the qualitative assessment of the CHO(Si, N)-based comonomers, curing aids, stabilizers
and adhesion promoters. In contrast, the EVA-specific peaks of the additives were partly
overlaid by the strong absorptions of the vinyl acetate comonomer. In the second and third
subchapter, as elucidated by the temperature-rise and isothermal rheological experiments,
the similarities and differences of the crosslinking kinetics are described and discussed for
the investigated EVA and POE films.

3.1. Structural Features of the Investigated Encapsulants

FTIR absorption spectra of the investigated EVA and POE films in the non-crosslinked
reference (ref) and the fully cured (X) state are illustrated in Figure 1. The spectra were
measured in transmission mode. Due to a film thickness of about 0.5 mm, the main peaks
of the copolymer backbone (i.e., the resonant state of CH2 and CH3 stretching vibrations at
2920 and 2850 cm−1, of C=O stretching in EVA at 1730 cm−1, of CH2 bending vibrations
at 1460 cm−1 or of ester-specific peaks in EVA at 1240, 1160 and 1020 cm−1) were already
totally absorbing and could not be resolved. These specific peaks were confirmed and
ascertained by the FTIR measurement in ATR mode. For a polar CHO comonomer content
of about 10 m%, the C–O related vibrational peaks in the polar ethylene copolymers were
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totally absorbed in the transmission mode at the film thicknesses above 100 µm [32,33]. In
contrast, the polar comonomer content of the investigated 0.5 mm thick EVA film was even
higher (~32 m%), which confirmed the totally absorbing peaks in the carbonyl and ester
absorption ranges of EVA.
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Figure 1. FTIR spectra of UV-transparent, fast-cure EVA and POE grades in the reference (ref) and
fully crosslinked (X) state; decaying peaks or shoulders are numbered and highlighted with arrows.

For the investigated EVA film, absorbance peaks at the 1720, 1240, and 1020 cm−1

bands, which are also typical for ester and ether groups of cyanurate crosslinking additives,
linkage groups of hindered amine light stabilizers or vinyl silane-based adhesion promot-
ers [1,34,35], were totally absorbing. Hence, it was not possible for the investigated EVA film
to deduce unambiguous information as to the additives from these peaks. Moreover, in the
evaluation of the transmission spectra, special attention was given to the qualitative assess-
ment of the comonomers, crosslinking agents, stabilizers and adhesion promoters in POE.
For the POE encapsulant, pronounced peaks at 1790, 1720 and 1090 cm−1 were clearly dis-
cernible in the transmission spectra. The absorptions are presumably related to the C=O (at
1795, 1720 or 1090 cm−1) or Si–O (at 1090 cm−1) groups of the fast-cure, crosslinking agent
tertiary butylperoxy-2-ethylhexylcarbonate (strongest peak at 1790 cm−1), the co-curing
agent triallyl isocyanurate (tallest peak at 1700 cm−1), the hindered amine light stabilizer
Tinuvin 770 (i.e., Bis(2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-4-piperidyl), sebacate (strongest peak at 1720 cm−1)
or the Si–O group of the adhesion promoter 3-(trimethoxysilyl)propyl methacrylate (tallest
peak at 1075 cm−1) [34]. Nevertheless, it should be mentioned that the pronounced peaks
at 1720 and 1090 cm−1 could presumably also be related to low amounts (<10 m%) of the
butyl acrylate comonomer in the investigated POE encapsulant [8]. In contrast to the C–H
bonds, the C=O and Si–O groups were characterized by high integrated infrared absorption
intensity values of more than 10,000 darks [36]. For a given film thickness of 0.5 mm, the
measured absorption values, except for the peaks at 1720 and 1090 cm−1, resulted in the
content of the additives being around 1 m%. According to [1,11,35], the EVA encapsulants
are formulated with 0.1 m% of the HALSs and 1.5 m% of the peroxide curing agents. Due
to the superposition of the additives related to the C=O and Si–O peaks with the totally
absorbing carbonyl and ester peaks of the vinyl acetate comonomer, just small shoulders
were discernible in the EVA spectra.

Peaks which were decreasing significantly upon crosslinking were marked and high-
lighted by the arrows. In agreement with the data provided in the literature for the peroxide-
crosslinking agents or the curing reactions of polyolefins [37–43], the distinct absorption
bands for POE or shoulders for EVA at 1790, 1765, 1410 or 1220 cm−1 were attributable to the
fast-cure, crosslinking agent tertiary butylperoxy-2-ethylhexylcarbonate. Moreover, peaks
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at 1650 (for EVA), 990 (for both), 930 (for POE) and 810 (for EVA) cm−1 were detected in the
non-crosslinked reference state. These bands, which were not discernable or just weakly
absorbing in the fully cured state, are presumably related to the unsaturated C=C bonds of
the co-curing agents (e.g., triallyl isocyanurate) or vinyl silanes. Hence, the investigated
EVA and POE films were based on slightly differing curing agent formulations.

3.2. Temperature-Dependent Storage and Loss Modulus and Loss Factor

While the storage modulus (M′) is a measure for the elastic or reversible behav-
ior, the loss modulus (M′′) describes the viscous response of the encapsulant material.
The shear modulus or viscosity of the encapsulant increases as the crosslinking reaction
proceeds [23,24]. The thermal transitions of the peroxide-initiated crosslinking reaction
such as the decomposition onset (Ton), gelation point (Tgel) and offset of the crosslinking
reaction (Toff) temperatures are displayed in Figure 2 and summarized in Table 1. In the
temperatures ranging below 120 ◦C, the decay of the storage and loss modulus could be
attributed to the enhanced inner mobility and melting of the crystal lamellae. The melting
peak temperatures of EVA and POE were about 55 and 80 ◦C, respectively [8,19]. The
onset of the crosslinking reaction associated with the minimum of the storage modulus
was obtained at 125 ◦C for EVA and at 135 ◦C for POE. The onset of the crosslinking of
EVA was in a similar range from 110 to 125 ◦C as compared to findings in the literature
for the standard and fast-cure EVA encapsulants [8,19,23]. However, in this study, a novel
UV-transparent EVA grade with HALSs was used. In contrast, in the literature, focus was
given to UV-absorbing EVA grades with phenolic radical scavengers and aromatic UV sta-
bilizers. As well described in [17,18], the peroxide decomposition and crosslinking reaction
depends on both the chemical structure of the polymer and the stabilization package.
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Figure 2. Temperature-rise DMA curves of the investigated peroxide-crosslinking EVA and POE
grades (Ton . . . onset temperature, Tgel . . . gelation temperature, Toff . . . offset temperature).

Table 1. Onset, gelation and offset temperatures as well as total curing time of UV-transparent,
fast-cure EVA and POE encapsulants.

Encapsulant Ton, ◦C Tgel, ◦C Toff, ◦C Cure Time, min

EVA 125 130 164 13
POE 135 140 162 9

Due to the curing, an interpenetrating crosslink network is formed that is associated
with a crossover of M′ and M′′. This crossover point is termed the “gelation point” [24].
The gelation temperature and time were indicated by Tgel and tgel, respectively. A gelation
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temperature of 130 ◦C and 140 ◦C was obtained for EVA and POE, respectively. After
gelation, the difference between M′ and M′ ′ became much more pronounced (Figure 2).
A lower gelation temperature might induce more pronounced stresses on solar cells or
ribbons during the lamination process. For the investigated EVA grade, a significantly
lower flow capability was ascertained in the temperature range from 130 to 150 ◦C. At
the commonly applied lamination temperature of 150 ◦C, a more than four times higher
storage modulus value was deduced for the UV-transparent EVA encapsulant.

Both EVA and POE showed comparable offset temperature values (Toff), slightly above
160 ◦C. Similar values in the range from 155 to 160 ◦C were reported in the literature for the
EVA encapsulants [8,19,23]. At the offset temperature, M′ levelled off due to the completion
of the crosslinking reaction. The following slight decrease indicated that there was still a
non-crosslinked fraction. The supplier stated a gel content of more than 75% for EVA and
60% for POE. In agreement, the significantly higher storage modulus of the investigated
EVA grade at a temperature of more than 165 ◦C might be an indication for an enhanced
crosslinking density of EVA. Furthermore, this conclusion is confirmed by the significant
differences of the loss factor values during the peroxide crosslinking. In the rubbery state,
EVA revealed a loss factor of about 0.01, whereas it was close to 0.03 for POE.

Interestingly, the absolute, temperature-dependent storage modulus values of the in-
vestigated EVA and POE encapsulants differed from the data given in the literature [8,19,23].
While slightly higher values were obtained prior to the onset of the peroxide decomposition
and curing, the storage modulus of EVA was lower in the cured state. Most likely, these
differences can be attributed to variations in the measurement setup. While the experiments
in [8,19,23] were run on a dynamic mechanical analyzer in tensile-shear mode using circular
specimens of 9 mm in diameter, in this study, a plate-plate rheometer and well-defined
torsional loading was employed. Moreover, more representative disc specimens with
a diameter of 25 mm were characterized. For the investigated POE grade, the storage
modulus values were markedly different from the data reported in [8]. Especially in the
cured state, a factor of five lower M′ values were deduced in this study. Most likely, a quite
dissimilar POE grade was investigated in [8]. The POE grades for the PV encapsulation
are still under development and are therefore less standardized than the commercially
available EVA encapsulants.

In the cured state, a factor of four higher M′ values were ascertained for the investi-
gated EVA as compared to the POE grade. Considering a heating rate of 3 K/min, a total
crosslinking reaction time of 13 and 9 min was deduced for EVA and POE, respectively.
Hence, the curing of POE was taking place in a narrower processing window (tempera-
ture and time), while it was wider and characterized by a lower onset temperature for
UV-transparent, fast-cure EVA.

3.3. Curing Kinetics, Activation Energy and Progress of Crosslinking

Isothermal storage and loss modulus curves are depicted in Figure 3 for EVA and
POE cured at different temperatures ranging from 125 to 150 ◦C in 5 ◦C steps. For both
encapsulants, the storage modulus was much more affected by the crosslinking than the
loss modulus. Interestingly, EVA revealed a more pronounced change in the storage and
loss modulus than POE. As long as the storage modulus is lower than the loss modulus
(M′ < M′′), the material is in the molten sol state. Upon onset of the crosslinking reaction,
the storage modulus increases and crosses the loss modulus curve. This crossover point
(M′ = M′′) is called gelation and was used to evaluate the gelation time (tgel). At the
gelation point, a three-dimensional, weakly crosslinked gel is established. There are still
linear and non-crosslinked polymer chains available in the encapsulant. The network
formation increases as the crosslinking reaction proceeds. Above the gelation point, a
solid crosslinked state is achieved, resulting in the leveling off of the storage modulus.
This indicates the completion of the peroxide crosslinking reaction. While the lower and
upper bound of the storage modulus were almost independent of the test temperature, the
gelation time was significantly lower at the elevated temperatures.
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Figure 3. Storage and loss modulus curves of EVA (a) and POE (b) at different isothermal curing
temperatures (tgel . . . gelation time).

Comparison of the storage and loss modulus data of the investigated UV-transparent,
fast-cure EVA with the values reported in [20,24] for a UV-absorbing EVA grade revealed
a good agreement in the thermoplastic, non-crosslinked state. In the cured state, a factor
of about 1.5 lower values were obtained in this study. Schulze et al. (2010 and 2015) also
used a plate-plate rheometer and performed experiments in controlled-stress mode. The
diameter of the plates and the specimens was 20 mm, in contrast to 25 mm in this study.

In Figure 3, the gelation points are indicated with open circles. The deduced gelation
times at various isothermal curing temperatures are summarized in Table 2. In agreement
with the temperature-rise experiments, a significantly faster gelation was ascertained
for the investigated UV-transparent EVA encapsulant. Slightly dependent on the testing
temperature, the gelation time was a factor of four times higher for the examined UV-
transparent POE grade. A potential reason for the differences in the crosslinking kinetics is
the dependency of the reaction rate on the primary structure of EVA and POE. Furthermore,
there might be differences in the formulation with the peroxides and the co-curing agents.
While the amount of the comonomer content for EVA is well described in the literature [1]
and ranges from 28 to 33 w%, no details are given for the POE encapsulants. However,
as mentioned in [8], the comonomer content of POE is significantly lower than for EVA,
which would result in a lower concentration of tertiary carbon atoms along the main
chain, and hence less crosslinking reactivity. In contrast to the standard cure EVA grade
modified with UV absorbers and investigated in [22,26], the gelation time at 140 ◦C was
about one magnitude faster for the UV-transparent, fast-cure EVA encapsulant in this study.
A comparison with the data provided in [20,24] for another fast-cure, UV-absorbing EVA
encapsulant showed a deviation of about 20% in the gelation time at 140 ◦C (60 vs. 71 s),
but a comparable value of about 220 s at 130 ◦C.

Table 2. Temperature-dependent gelation time, progress of crosslinking at gelation time and cure
time to achieve a progress of crosslinking of 95% for UV-transparent EVA and POE.

Temperature, ◦C Gelation Time
tgel, s

Progress of
Crosslinking X at tgel, %

Cure Time
for X = 95%, s

EVA POE EVA POE EVA POE
125 405 1559 6 36 5370 6320
130 224 945 6 35 2995 4120
135 136 582 5 34 2275 2975
140 71 297 5 29 1325 2040
145 39 177 5 26 900 1240
150 28 111 7 25 535 875
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To model the dependency of the gelation time on temperature, an Arrhenius fit was
used. According to Arrhenius, the temperature-dependent kinetics of chemical reactions
for a reaction rate (k) can be written as:

k(T) = A exp
(
− Ea

RT

)
(1)

where T is the temperature, A is a material constant, R is the gas constant and Ea is the
activation energy. For many practical engineering implementations, the reaction rate k
is insufficient to predict the activation energy. The gelation time or the time to achieve
a specific threshold value is of higher interest. Hence, the Arrhenius equation can be
re-written as:

lntgel = C−
(

Ea

RT

)
(2)

where C is a specific material constant. Arrhenius variables alter when there is a change in
the reaction mechanisms or a degradation of the polymeric network. It should be noted
that the estimated reaction threshold time tgel is only valid in a specific temperature range.

Using Equation (2), an Arrhenius plot was deduced (see Figure 4). The activation
energy (Ea) was calculated from the slope of a linear fit of the Arrhenius plot. Ea values
of 155 and 154 kJ/moles were obtained for the investigated UV-transparent EVA and
POE grades, respectively. These values were found at the 0.99 goodness of the linear
fitting coefficient (R2). The comparable activation energy values are presumably related
to the similar peroxide-curing and cyanurate co-curing agents added to the encapsulant
formulations. The value obtained for the UV-transparent, fast-cure EVA grade of this
study was significantly higher than the activation energy value of 124 kJ/moles reported
in [20,24] for a UV-absorbing, fast-cure EVA encapsulant. While the gelation time for the
investigated UV-transparent EVA grade was comparable at 130 ◦C, it was slower at 140 ◦C.
Due to the unknown details of both of the commercially available EVA formulations, the
ascertained differences could not be unambiguously attributed to the interactions of the
curing and co-curing additives and aromatic UV absorbers or antioxidants. Nevertheless,
as clearly evidenced in the literature, additives and stabilizers could have synergistic or
antagonistic effects on peroxide-initiated crosslinking kinetics [17,18] and on long-term
durability [30,31].
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Figure 4. Arrhenius plots and activation energy for EVA and POE encapsulants.
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To assess and describe the progress of the curing reaction as a function of time, the
complex viscosity (η*) was evaluated. In Figure 5, the complex viscosity of EVA and POE is
plotted for different temperatures. While the increase in the complex viscosity is related to
the curing reaction, the leveling off indicates the completion of the crosslinking. The shape
of the complex viscosity curves was almost similar for the EVA and POE encapsulants.
However, a factor of more than four higher complex viscosity values were obtained for
EVA in the cured state. This is in agreement with the results of the temperature-rise
DMA. Presumably, the higher viscosity in the cured state of EVA could be attributed to the
higher amount of tertiary carbon atoms, the denser crosslinking structure and the higher
gel content. The initial complex viscosity values were at a comparable level. The rate
of decomposition of the peroxides and the curing reactions were much faster at higher
temperatures. Hence, the shear modulus and complex viscosity curves were shifted to
shorter curing times at higher temperatures. A comparison of the complex viscosity
data of the investigated UV-transparent EVA grade with values reported in [20,24] again
revealed a good agreement in the non-crosslinked state and slightly higher values for the
cured elastomer. Presumably, the attainable gel content was lower for the UV-transparent
EVA grade.
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Figure 5. Complex viscosity of EVA (a) and POE (b) as a function of curing temperature and time.

The progress of the crosslinking reaction (X) (see Figure 6 and Table 2) was calculated
from η* by using Equation (3):

X =
η∗(t)− η∗(to)

η∗
(

t f

)
− η∗(to)

(3)

where η*(t) is the complex viscosity at time t, η*(to) is the complex viscosity at the beginning
of the experiment time (to) and η*(tf) is the final complex viscosity after reaching the
saturation or levelled-off state.

The progress of the crosslinking reaction achieved at a specific gelation time was quite
different for EVA and POE. For POE, a factor of more than six higher values of the progress
of the crosslinking reaction values were deduced at the gelation time. Again, it was clearly
confirmed that the crosslinking kinetics were significantly retarded for the investigated
POE grade.

The required time to reach the recommended value of 95% of the progress of the
crosslinking reaction [24] is summarized in Table 2. This control level of the crosslinking
was achieved dependent on temperature by a factor of 1.2 to 1.6 times faster for the
investigated EVA encapsulant. This retardation, which was more pronounced at higher
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temperatures, was not reflected unambiguously by the total time for the curing reaction
obtained by the temperature-rise DMA (see Table 1).
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Figure 6. Progress of crosslinking of EVA (a) and POE (b) as a function of curing temperature and
time (tgel . . . gelation time).

4. Conclusions

UV-transparent, fast-cure encapsulants based on EVA and POE were examined regard-
ing their chemical structure, formulation and crosslinking kinetics. By using FTIR spec-
trophotometry in transmission mode, a significantly lower amount of a polar comonomer,
most likely based on acrylates, was ascertained for the investigated POE encapsulant. More-
over, the absorption peaks of the carbonate-based peroxide-crosslinking agents and the
unsaturated C=C bonds of the co-curing agents and vinyl silanes were clearly discernable.
The investigated EVA and POE films were based on slightly differing curing agent formula-
tions. To describe the crosslinking behavior, dynamic and isothermal DMA experiments
were carried out in torsional mode using a plate-plate rheometer. The temperature-rise
experiment revealed about a 10 ◦C lower onset and gelation temperature for EVA. Hence,
EVA is gelating earlier during the heating-up process of the lamination cycle. The conse-
quence of gelation is a pronounced increase in the storage modulus and viscosity associated
with reduced flow capability. At the offset of the curing, which was slightly above 160 ◦C,
a factor of more than four higher storage modulus values were obtained for EVA.

Isothermal DMA experiments were conducted at temperatures ranging from 125 to
150 ◦C in 5 ◦C steps. EVA exhibited a more significant change in the storage modulus or
complex viscosity compared to POE. Moreover, the gelation time at a defined temperature
was a factor of four times longer for POE, which was therefore characterized by a retarded
crosslinking behavior. These differences are presumably related to the higher co-monomer
content and more tertiary carbon atoms in EVA. Nevertheless, a quite similar activation
energy value of about 155 kJ/moles was obtained for both of the materials. Hence, the
consideration of just the activation energy to describe the crosslinking kinetics of the encap-
sulants is not meaningful. By evaluating the time and temperature-dependent complex
viscosity, the progress of the crosslinking values was deduced. The time to achieve a
progress of crosslinking of 95%, which is recommended in photovoltaic module lamination,
was up to a factor of 1.6 longer for POE (at 150 ◦C: 8.9 min for EVA vs. 14.6 min for POE).

The crosslinking kinetics study revealed a significant difference between UV-
transparent, fast-cure EVA and POE. The provided data are of high relevance for the
definition of photovoltaic module lamination parameters. In future research, focus will
be given to the establishment of the correlations between critical lamination process pa-
rameters and the crosslinking kinetics data deduced on an encapsulation film level. Such
a fundamental understanding would allow for an efficient and reliable adjustment of the
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lamination parameters based on the materials data. Finally, it is emphasized that dynamic
mechanical analysis is a highly efficient characterization method for the quality assurance
and shelf-life testing of encapsulant films.
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Abstract: Energy recovery from renewable sources is a very attractive, and sometimes, challenging
issue. To recover solar energy, the production of photovoltaic (PV) modules becomes a prosperous
industrial certainty. An important material in PV modules production and correct functioning
is the encapsulant material and it must have a good performance and durability. In this work,
accurate characterizations of performance and durability, in terms of photo- and thermo-oxidation
resistance, of encapsulants based on PolyEthylene Vinyl Acetate (EVA) and PolyOlefin Elastomer
(POE), containing appropriate additives, before (pre-) and after (post-) lamination process have
been carried out. To simulate industrial lamination processing conditions, both EVApre-lam and
POEpre-lam sheets have been subjected to prolonged thermal treatment upon high pressure. To
carry out an accurate characterization, differential scanning calorimetry, rheological and mechanical
analysis, FTIR and UV-visible spectroscopy analyses have been performed on pre- and post-laminated
EVA and POE. The durability, in terms of photo- and thermo-oxidation resistance, of pre-laminated
and post-laminated EVA and POE sheets has been evaluated upon UVB exposure and prolonged
thermal treatment, and the progress of degradation has been monitored by spectroscopy analysis.
All obtained results agree that the lamination process has a beneficial effect on 3D-structuration of
both EVA and POE sheets, and after lamination, the POE shows enhanced rigidity and appropriate
ductility. Finally, although both EVA and POE can be considered good candidates as encapsulants
for bifacial PV modules, it seems that the POE sheets show a better resistance to oxidation than the
EVA sheets.

Keywords: encapsulants for PV modules; lamination process; EVA; POE

1. Introduction

Today, energy recovery from renewable sources and processes with less environmental
and human health impacts, and the gradual release of traditional fossil fuel sources, due to
their high carbon dioxide and pollutants production, are challenges and necessary issues.
Therefore, the energy recovery considering sunlight, winds and tides is extremely attractive
and specifically, the development of solar photovoltaic (PV) devices for efficient energy
recovery is one of the most important research fields. As documented, the energy demand
increases continuously, and is expected to reach around 778 exajoules (EJ) by 2035 [1].

Currently, 3SUN-ENEL Green Power (Catania, Italy) develops a new innovative
device for efficient energy recovery, and particularly, in Figure 1a,b, a high reliable bifacial
glass–glass heterojunction PV module is shown. This innovative heterojunction technology,
combining amorphous and crystalline silicon, offers high performance and efficiency
in energy recovery, even in extreme climatic conditions [2]. An important issue in PV
modules construction and assembling is the use of appropriate encapsulant materials
that can protect efficiently the active PV elements ensuring device high performance
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and durability [3,4]. The encapsulant polymer-based materials must protect PV modules
efficiently against humidity, oxygen and other gas, must be transparent and flexible and
must have a good adhesion with glass and solar cells [5–8]. Different encapsulant materials,
such as polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), poly-ethylene vinyl acetate (EVA), polyvinyl butyral
(PVB), thermoplastic polyolefins (TPO), polyolefin elastomer (POE), have been considered
suitable for industrial purpose [9–13].
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Figure 1. (a) New novel high reliable bifacial heterojunction glass/glass PV module and (b) its
schematic structure (by 3SUN-ENEL Green Power. Catania, Italy).

Considering the balance between costs and performance, the best polymer material as
PV encapsulant is EVA, and furtherly to improve its environment resistance, the EVA is
added with crosslinking agents and appropriate stabilizers [13]. Therefore, EVA degrades
upon solar exposure, even if using crosslinking agents and stabilizers [14–16]. As docu-
mented, the EVA degradation proceeds with acetic acid development and the latter leads
to encapsulants yellowing, compromising the PV module function [17–19].

However, 3SUN researchers and partners, related to compatibility assessment of
commercial EVA, POE, TPO and Ionomer films as encapsulants for bifacial heterojunction
PV modules, highlight that the polyolefin elastomers are more compatible to heterojunction
technology than other considered commercial materials. Assembling full-size (72 cells)
modules, no failures induced by the POE encapsulant are observed after 3000 h in damp
heat conditions, 600 thermal cycles and a sequential test using 60 kWh/m2 exposure [2].

Therefore, the published paper by Baiamonte et al. [20] proposes the formulation
of encapsulants for bifacial heterojunction PV modules based on blends containing poly-
ethylene vinyl acetate and polyolefin, i.e., EVA/PO, crosslinking agent and stabilizers,
such as UV-adsorber, anti-oxidant and metal deactivator. All obtained results suggest
that EVA/PO = 75/25 wt/wt%, containing crosslinking agent and stabilizers, show better
mechanical behavior, optical properties and durability than that of neat EVA, suggesting
a beneficial effect of the polyolefin presence at low amount. Besides, the photoxidation
resistance of EVA/PO = 75/25 wt/wt% blend containing crosslinking agent and stabilizers
is very similar to that experienced by neat EVA, highlighting that this blend is a good
candidate as encapsulant material for bifacial PV modules.

In this work, the properties and performance of commercial EVA and POE sheets,
before (pre-) and after (post-) lamination, as appropriate encapsulant materials for bifacial
heterojunction PV modules are investigated. Accurate calorimetric, rheological and dura-
bility analysis, in terms of photo- and thermo- oxidation resistance, of both pre- and post-
laminated EVA and POE are carried out, also considering the ability of these materials in
heterojunction technology for PV modules assembling. However, commercial EVA and
POE films are subjected to accelerated UVB exposure and prolonged thermal treatment,
and their oxidation resistance is monitored by spectroscopic analysis in time.
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Therefore, this proposed comparative study suggests and encourages further research
studies regarding the formulation and discovery of PV encapsulants, with good perfor-
mance, in terms of durability and oxidative resistance, and relatively low cost.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials

Commercial PolyEthylene Vinyl Acetate (EVA) and PolyOlefin Elastomer (POE) sheets,
suitable for low UV cutoff, are purchased by Specialized Technology Resources Inc. Both
EVA and POE contain appropriate crosslinking agent and stabilizing additives, such as an-
tioxidants and hindered light amine stabilizers, as produced by manufacture. All additives
have been added to EVA and POE during sheets formulation by producer. There are
four different sheets considered: EVA pre-laminated (EVApre-lam), EVA post-laminated
(EVApost-lam) and POE pre-laminated (POEpre-lam), POE post-laminated (POEpost-lam).
The thicknesses of pre-laminated sheets are about 450 µm and to simulate industrially
viable lamination process, the pre-laminated EVA and POE sheets have been subjected to
pressure at 1 atm and temperature at 150 ◦C up to 20 min.

2.2. Characterizations

• Differential Scanning Calorimetry: The calorimetric data were evaluated by differential
scanning calorimetry (DSC) using a DSC60-Shimadzu calorimeter. All experiments
were performed under dry nitrogen on samples of about 10 mg in 40 µL sealed
aluminum pans. For both EVA and POE, the calorimetric scans, heating: from −80 to
120 ◦C and cooling: from 120 to −80 ◦C, were performed for each sample at scanning
heating/cooling rate of 10 ◦C/min. The values of heat flow have been normalized
considering sample mass.

• Rheological analysis: Rheological tests were performed using a stress-controlled
rheometer (Rheometric Scientific, SR5, mod. ARES G2 by TA Instrument, New Castle,
DE, USA) in parallel plate geometry (plate diameter 25 mm). The complex viscosity
(η*), storage (G’) and loss (G”) moduli were measured under frequency scans from
ω = 10 − 1 to 102 rad/s at T = 140 ◦C and T = 170 ◦C for EVA and POE, respectively.
The strain amplitude was γ = 5%, which preliminary strain sweep experiments proved
to be low enough to be in the linear viscoelastic regime.

• FTIR Spectroscopy: A Fourier Transform Infrared Spectrometer (Spectrum One, Perkin
Elmer) was used to record IR spectra using 16 scans at a resolution of 1 cm−1. ATR-
FTIR for some surface analysis has been also carried out, using 16 scans at a resolution
of 1 cm−1. The progress of both photo- and thermo-oxidation degradation for EVA and
POE has been followed by running FTIR analysis with time and monitoring the varia-
tions in the hydroxyl range (3200–3600 cm−1) and carbonyl range (1800–1500 cm−1)
in time, using Spectrum One software.

• UV-visible Spectrometer, (Specord®250 Plus, Analytikjena, Torre Boldone, Italy), was
used to record UV-Vis spectra performing 8 scans between 200 and 1100 nm at a
resolution of 1 nm. The values of linear attenuation coefficient (k) were calculated
considering the measured absorption values (A) and sample thickness (D), using the
formula: k = A/(2.3D).

2.3. Accelerated Weathering and Thermo-Oxidation

Photoxidation was carried out using a Q-UV/basic weatherometer (from Q-LAB,
Westlake, OH, USA) equipped with UVB lamps (313 nm). The weathering conditions were
a continuous light irradiation at T = 70 ◦C.

Thermo-oxidation was carried out in a ventilated oven at 70 ◦C a time up to ca. 3500 h
for both EVA and POE post-laminated sheets.

The progress of both photo- and thermo-oxidative degradation was followed by FTIR
spectroscopic technique.
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3. Results
3.1. Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) Characterization

The identification of the transition temperatures for both commercial EVA and POE
sheets is performed through differential scanning calorimetry. In Figure 2a,b, the ther-
mograms from −80 ◦C up to 120 ◦C of both pre-laminated and post-laminated EVA and
POE materials are plotted, and in Table 1, the main identified transition temperatures are
reported. In Figure 2a, the glass transition between −40 ◦C and −20 ◦C, i.e., Tg around
−36 ◦C, for both EVApre-lam and EVApost-lam samples is detectable and this transition
is well noticeable for post-laminated sample. It can be observed that EVApre-lam shows
three endothermic peaks in the range from +30 ◦C up to +90 ◦C, see blue curve in Figure 2a.
The first small peak at about +30 ◦C, probably, can be attributed to the presence of low
molecular weight additives, with low temperature fusion transition. The other two fusion
peaks, at about +55 ◦C and +85 ◦C, respectively, can be attributed to the fusion transition of
two different crystalline structures of EVA sample. After the lamination, the thermogram
of EVApost-lam appears slightly different, see red curve in Figure 2a, and there are two
noticeable small exothermic peaks in the range +10 ◦C up to +35 ◦C, probably, due to the
occurrence of crosslinking and additives dispersion during lamination upon prolonged
thermal treatment at high pressure. Interestingly, the peak at about +30 ◦C is not well dis-
tinguished and a very broad shoulder in the range between 30 and 50 ◦C can be observed,
highlighting a structural change in the organization of the low molecular weight additives
and their interaction with EVA macromolecules. Besides, both fusion peaks at about +55 ◦C
and +85 ◦C become well pronounced, pointing out the presence of two different polymer
crystalline structures. Surprisingly, the fusion enthalpy for EVA increases ca. 1.6 times
upon lamination process, suggesting the formation of better ordered 3D-structures, see last
column in Table 1.
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Figure 2. DSC thermograms of (a) EVApre-lam and EVApost-lam and (b) POEpre-lam and POEpost-
lam commercial samples.

Table 1. Glass transition (Tg), exothermic and endothermic peaks (Tc and Tf) and fusion enthalpy
(∆H) of pre- and post-laminated EVA and POE samples.

Glass
Transition

Exothermic
Phenomenon

Endothermic
Phenomenon

Tg, ◦C Tc, ◦C Tf1, ◦C Tf2, ◦C Tf3, ◦C ∆H, J/g
EVApre-lam −66.9 5.27 29.92 54.78 78.77 12.32
EVApost-lam −63.0 8.15/25.40 (*) 37.32 51.45 73.16 32.13
POEpre-lam −67.4 12.02 29.26 58.36 78.11 12.54
POEpost-lam −62.6 7.06 37.66 55.03 74.49 46.83

Note: (*) this exothermic peak appears as a complex peak and the temperature identification of is difficult.
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In Figure 2b, the thermogram of POEpre-lam and POEpost-lam samples are plotted.
Moreover, in this case, both POEpre-lam and POEpost-lam samples show a glass transition
at around −25 ◦C and no significant different for glass transition of these samples is
observed before and after lamination process. The POEpre-lam sample shows two well
visible fusion peaks in the temperature range from +50 up to +100 ◦C, see blue curve in
Figure 2b. It can be observed that after the lamination process both peaks at about +60 ◦C
and +95 ◦C become well pronounced, pointing out again the presence of two different
polymer crystalline structures. Interestingly, the increase of fusion enthalpy for POE upon
lamination is ca. 2.7, suggesting the formation of better ordered 3D-structure also for POE,
see last column in Table 1.

To sum up, it is worth noting that the glass transition and exothermic phenomena
for both EVA and POE are almost uninfluenced by lamination process, while the fusion
occurrence reveals that the lamination process could be considered responsible for the for-
mation of a large amount of 3D-ordered crystalline structures. Specifically, the total peaks
areas of EVApost-lam (from +25 ◦C up to 95 ◦C) and POEpost-lam (from +30 up to +110 ◦C)
samples are higher ca. 1.6 times and 2.7 times than the peak areas of EVApre-lam and
POEpre-lam samples, respectively. Based on these results, it can be supposed that the lami-
nation process has a beneficial effect on the formation of 3D-ordered crystalline structures,
and it seems that the final POE structure is better structured than the EVA one.

3.2. Rheological Characterization

In Figure 3, the trends of storage and loss moduli, G’ and G”, and complex viscosity,
η*, as a function of the frequency of both pre-laminated and post-laminated EVA and POE
materials are plotted. The rheological behavior of EVApre-lam and EVApost-lam are slightly
different and it is worth noting that for both EVApre-lam and EVApost-lam, no Newtonian
plateau is observed, and well pronounced shear thinning is visible, suggesting the presence
of crosslinked 3D-structure. Unexpectedly, the values of both moduli G’ and G” and
complex viscosity are lower than the values of before the lamination process, and the latter
could be understand considering that during prolonged lamination process, i.e., up to
20 min at high temperature and pressure, the EVA underwent thermal degradation, which
leads to the formation of volatile acetic acid.
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Therefore, the elimination of acetic acid molecules during lamination causes decrease
for both moduli and viscosity, although crosslinking also occurs. The latter is understand-
able considering that in the melt state, the macromolecules of EVApost-lam are able to
move themself and the system rigidity is lower than EVApre-lam. Interestingly, the G’
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and G” trends remain almost parallel between them, i.e., no cross-over point is observed,
for both EVApre-lam and EVApost-lam, suggesting the presence of crosslinked structure,
which does not change significantly upon lamination.

Contrarily, the viscosity of POEpost-lam is significantly higher than the viscosity of
POEpre-lam, i.e., the difference is more than one decade, and additionally, the slopes
of trends are different, highlighting a beneficial effect of the lamination process on POE
crosslinking. The change from solid-like to liquid-like behavior for pre-laminated and
post-laminated POE occurs at different frequencies, i.e., the cross-over point changes from
1.58 rad/s for POEpre-lam to 25.11 rad/s for POEpost-lam. Therefore, the rheological
behavior of pre-laminated POE sample reveals the existence of no well-3D-structured
sample, and in this case also, no Newtonian plateau is noticed. The rheological be-
havior of POEpost-lam is significantly changed upon lamination process and there is
a well-3D-structured crosslinked sample.

Based on the rheological behavior, it can be surmised that the lamination process has a
well pronounced beneficial effect on 3D-structuration for POE, rather than for EVA. After
the lamination, the EVA sample exhibits an affination of existing 3D-structure, without
significant change in the melt state behavior. The POEpost-lam shows solid- to liquid-like
transition at high frequency, a significant viscosity enhancement and well pronounced
shear thinning in comparison to POEpre-lam, highlighting a very good 3D-structuration.

3.3. Mechanical Characterization

In Figure 4, typical stress-strain curves of pre-laminated and post-laminated EVA and
POE samples are plotted, and in Table 2, obtained values of main mechanical properties,
i.e., elastic modulus, E, tensile strength, TS, and elongation at break, EB, are reported. It is
clearly noticeable that the lamination process has a positive effect on the rigidity of both
EVA and POE, i.e., the values of elastic modulus after the lamination increase about 45%
more than the values before lamination.
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lam commercial samples.

Table 2. Main mechanical properties, i.e., elastic modulus (E), tensile strength (TS) and elongation at
break (EB) of pre-laminated and post-laminated EVA and POE samples.

E, MPa TS, MPa EB, %

EVApre-lam 11.6 ± 0.7 4.9 ± 0.3 725 ± 45
EVApost-lam 16.5 ± 1.2 8.3 ± 0.5 441 ± 27
POEpre-lam 21.4 ± 1.5 4.9 ± 0.3 550 ± 25
POEpost-lam 31.6 ± 2.5 7.3 ± 0.5 567 ± 25
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As expected, for EVA sample, upon lamination, the tensile strength increases about
70%, while the elongation at break is reduced about 40%. Interestingly, for POE sample,
upon lamination, the tensile strength increases about 48%, while the elongation at break
remains almost unchanged. These results are understandable considering that during the
lamination, the crosslinking process occurs, and this leads to an increase of rigidity, also
according to the results by calorimetry and rheological analyses, above commented.

3.4. UV-Visible Characterization

In Figure 5a,b, the linear attenuation coefficient (K) of both pre- and post- laminated
EVA and POE are plotted, respectively. The values of linear attenuation coefficient for all
samples are calculated using the formula reported in the experimental part, i.e., considering
the absorption values (A) and sample thicknesses (D). As known, the material is almost
transparent when K value is close to zero. It is clearly noticeable that the EVApost-lam
and POEpost-lam samples show K values lower than the EVApre-lam and POEpre-lam
samples, especially in the visible range, although the thicknesses of both post-laminated
samples are two times higher than the pre-laminated counterparts. This behavior is due to
the lamination process having a beneficial effect on both occurrence of 3D-structuration
for both EVA and POE and additives dispersion and distribution. Additionally, the small
shoulders at about 290 nm in all K trends can be attributed to the presence of stabilizing
molecules, and their presence is clearly noticeable before and after lamination.
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Figure 5. Linear attenuation coefficient (K) of (a) EVApre-lam and EVApost-lam and (b) POEpre-lam
and POEpost-lam commercial samples.

3.5. FTIR Characterization

In Figure 6a,b, the FTIR spectra of both pre- and post- laminated EVA and POE are
plotted, respectively. It is worth noting that the main absorption bands (ca. 2800–2900 cm−1,
due to CH stretching, ca. 1700 cm−1 due to carbonyl band stretching, and other bands
in 1400–800 cm−1, due to different chemical nature and structures) in FTIR spectra are
saturated because there are thick original commercial samples. According to literature,
the main representative FTIR ranges for polyolefins and polyolefin derivates are both
carbonyl (ca. 1600–1800 cm−1) and hydroxyl (3200–3600 cm−1) range, and additionally,
the oxidation degradation of these polymers can be profitable following the monitoring of
changes in these two main ranges. It is worth noting that in the spectra of EVApre-lam a
small shoulder at ca. 1650 cm−1 is noticeable and this could be attributed to the presence
of some unsaturation in this material. In the spectra of EVApost-lam, the shoulder at ca.
1650 cm−1 is not visible, also because the carbonyl bands appear larger due to higher
sample thickness, while a small shoulder at ca. 1780 cm−1 appears, probably, due to the
formation of some esters during prolonged lamination process. Besides, the hydroxyl
bands in EVApost-lam spectra appear more pronounced than the bands in the spectra
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of EVApre-lam. Similar consideration can be made also for the spectra of POEpre-lam
and POEpost-lam samples; upon the lamination process, in the spectra of POEpost-lam a
small shoulder at ca. 1650 cm−1 appears and the hydroxyl bands are more pronounced in
comparison to POEpre-lam.
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commercial samples.

3.6. Photoxidation Resistance

To investigate the photoxidation resistance of EVA and POE, the original sheets have
been subjected to UVB exposure and the degradation has been monitored by FTIR anal-
ysis in time. In Figure 7a–d, the FTIR of EVApre-lam, EVApost-lam, POEpre-lam and
POEpost-lam commercial samples at different exposure times are plotted.

Therefore, according to the literature, EVA photodegradation proceeds with accumula-
tion of oxidation products leading to the formation of new absorption bands in the carbonyl
domain (shoulders at 1780 cm−1 and 1715 cm−1 in IR spectra), in the hydroxyl domain
(3200–3600 cm−1) and acetic acid formation, which leads to pH lowering and corrosion
ability increasing. Moreover, EVA shows a very fast yellowing, due to the formation of
oxidation products, and to avoid unwanted effects, the addition of stabilizers is imperative,
especially for manufacturing in service upon sunlight [21,22]. However, as well known,
the photodegradation of polyolefins and polyolefins-based polymers proceeds mainly
with accumulation of groups in carbonyl domain (1600–1800 cm−1) and hydroxyl domain
(3200–3600 cm−1), and subsequently, worsening of their macroscopic properties [20,23–25].
Considering all these issues and FTIR analysis of these commercial EVA and POE samples,
reported above, the progress of photoxidation for both EVA and POE can be followed
profitable accounting the changes in carbonyl and hydroxyl domains. Besides, as commend
above, on the FTIR spectra, main absorption bands are saturated because there are thick
original commercial samples. In Figure 7a,b, the changes in the hydroxyl domain for EVA
sheets are significant and well appreciable, while, in the carbonyl domain, the presence
of only a small shoulder at ca. 1780 cm−1 can be observed. Similarly, for POE sheets, the
changes in the hydroxyl domain are noticeable, while, in the carbonyl domain a small
shoulder at ca. 1640 cm−1, due to presence of insaturations, is barely noticeable.
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Figure 7. FTIR spectra of (a) EVApre-lam, (b) EVApost-lam, (c) POEpre-lam and (d) POEpost-lam
commercial samples as a function of photo-oxidation time.

In Figure 8a,b, the variations of the total band areas in hydroxyl domains for EVA and
POE are plotted, respectively. Worth noting that the EVApre-lam and POEpre-lam samples
show larger hydroxyl accumulations than the EVApost-lam and POEpost-lam samples,
especially at long exposure time. Moreover, in Figure 8c,d, the pre-laminated samples show
more pronounced increases for the shoulders at 1780 cm−1 for EVA and at 1640 cm−1 for
POE, rather than the post-laminated samples. All these results highlight that the lamination
process has a beneficial effect also on photoxidation resistance and again, it seems that the
POE show better photoxidation resistance than the EVA one.
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Further confirmation comes also by ATR-FTIR analysis of the investigated samples,
in Figure 9a–d, the ATR-FTIR spectra of EVApre-lam, EVApost-lam, POEpre-lam and
POEpost-lam commercial samples, before exposure and at maximum UVB exposure time
are plotted. Therefore, to confirm the presence of some chemical species, the ATR-FTIR
analysis can be considered suitable for qualitative surface analysis. The bands in both
hydroxyl and carbonyl domains in the spectra of the four investigated samples at maximum
exposure time appear larger than the same bands before exposure, and the latter is clearly
exacerbated for the pre-laminated samples, confirming again the beneficial effect of the
lamination process on the photoxidation resistance.
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3.7. Thermo-Oxidation Resistance

In Figure 10a,b, FTIR spectra of EVApost-lam and POEpost-lam as a function of
thermo-oxidation time are plotted, respectively.
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The monitoring of thermo-oxidation process was extended up to ca. 3500 h because
no significant variations were noticeable prior. It is worth noting that EVApost-lam sample
shows a slight increase of the absorption band in the hydroxyl range and there is the
appearance of a small shoulder at 1780 cm−1, suggesting the occurrence of oxidation
phenomenon, see Figure 10a. Interestingly, the POEpost-lam sample is extremely stable
up to ca. 3500 h thermo-oxidation, i.e., no significant variations in carbonyl and hydroxyl
range are noticeable, highlighting no noteworthy occurrence of the oxidation phenomenon
also at this prolonged thermal treatment, see Figure 10b. Considering this qualitative
analysis, it can be summarized that the POEpost-lam sample is more stable and resistant to
thermo-oxidation occurrence than EVApost-lam.

4. Conclusions

Accurate characterization of pre- and post-laminated EVA and POE industrial sheets
was carried out by calorimetric, rheological and mechanical analysis. Obtained results
suggest that the lamination process has a beneficial effect on the 3D-structuration on
both polymers, though it seems that better results are obtained for POE sheets. Upon
lamination process, in the melt state, the viscosity of POE increased, while the viscosity
of EVA decreased. The latter could be understood considering that the EVA experiences
degradation at high temperature with the formation of volatile acetic acids.

The durability, in terms of photo- and thermo-oxidation resistance, of EVA and POE
sheets is evaluated monitoring the formation of new oxygen-containing species with
absorption bands in the hydroxyl and carbonyl domain. The lamination process leads to
the formation of more oxygen resistant sheets, and this is exacerbated for the POE sample.

Finally, to sum up, although both EVA and POE sheets can be considered suitable
for encapsulant for bifacial heterojunction PV modules, the POEpost-lam sheet is better
structured in the melt, it has good rigidity and ductility and is more stable, in terms of
photo- and thermo-oxidation, than EVApost-lam.
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Abstract: The development of polymers for optoelectronic applications is an important research
area; however, a deeper understanding of the effects induced by mechanical deformations on their
intrinsic properties is needed to expand their applicability and improve their durability. Despite
the number of recent studies on the mechanochemistry of organic materials, the basic knowledge
and applicability of such concepts in these materials are far from those for their inorganic coun-
terparts. To bring light to this, here we employ molecular modeling techniques to evaluate the
effects of mechanical deformations on the structural, optoelectronic, and reactivity properties of tradi-
tional semiconducting polymers, such as polyaniline (PANI), polythiophene (PT), poly (p-phenylene
vinylene) (PPV), and polypyrrole (PPy). For this purpose, density functional theory (DFT)-based
calculations were conducted for the distinct systems at varied stretching levels in order to identify
the influence of structural deformations on the electronic structure of the systems. In general, it is
noticed that the elongation process leads to an increase in electronic gaps, hypsochromic effects in the
optical absorption spectrum, and small changes in local reactivities. Such changes can influence the
performance of polymer-based devices, allowing us to establish significant structure deformation
response relationships.

Keywords: molecular modeling; stretching process; polymers; mechanical deformation; density
functional theory

1. Introduction

Polymeric materials are very interesting compounds for several applications, playing
significant roles in both applied and basic science. In particular, modern polymers have
evolved into multifunctional systems wherein specific responses are expected from par-
ticular stimuli. In this context, once mechanical loads and deformations are practically
inevitable, it is important to establish relationships between the mechanical properties and
electronic responses of these compounds [1–4].

In fact, nowadays, mechano-responsive polymers are quite attractive for a number
of applications. In these materials, mechanical forces can be used to transfer energy to
chemical bonds and drive chemical reactions [5,6]. Although mechanochemistry has been
known for years [5] and is already industrially employed [5,7–9], it has been marginally
explored in organic materials compared to inorganic systems [10].

The use of organic materials for optoelectronic applications has achieved prominence;
in this context, the improved mechanical properties of polymers have highlighted their pos-
sible application in organic-based flexible devices [11–16]. Composites based on elastomers
and thermoplastics have provided high flexibility to these materials without considerable
losses in conductivity [16–18], leading to devices with reasonable performance, low relative
cost, and processing advantages [19,20].
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As a matter of fact, among the different classes of organic compounds, conjugated
polymers are promising materials for the development of flexible optoelectronic devices,
such as organic solar cells (OSCs) and organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs) [19,21,22].
However, additional studies are necessary to better understand the influence of mechanical
deformations on their properties to identify relevant operating regimes/limits and obtain
fully functional devices with broad applicability.

In fact, even after the insertion of flexible organic devices on the market, there is
still no complete understanding of the influence of mechanical stresses on the intrinsic
properties of the materials present in their active layers, which hinders the effective ap-
plication of these devices. In general, the flexibility of these compounds is commonly
associated with amorphous domains and interactions between chains, which rearrange
themselves when subjected to external stresses [23–26]. On the other hand, the optoelec-
tronic properties of these materials are commonly governed by planar sub-segments (and
their interactions) [27–31], so that the influence of mechanical deformations on the response
of a conjugated polymer involves a series of complex interactions [25].

A number of experimental data indicate the existence of a variety of effects on the
performance of flexible devices under mechanical stresses. In general, successive defor-
mation cycles lead to a reduction in the efficiency of OSCs [23,24,26], while high stability
is reported for OLEDs [32,33]. However, the overall effects depend on the materials and
processing methods [11,22,25,34].

Indeed, the influence of the stretching process on the optical properties of polymers is
a well-known phenomenon [35] that has been revisited by several recent works focused
on varied applications [36–38]. A number of reviews focused on mechanical-responsive
functional devices and the causes of their deterioration have also been published [33,39].
For instance, Wang and collaborators [40] presented a survey of materials and techniques to
obtain devices with equilibrated mechanical and electrical properties. A common point in
these works is the search for an appropriate ratio between conductive and flexible materials,
with minor discussions on the influence of the mechanical deformations on the intrinsic
properties of the compounds.

In this context, molecular modeling techniques can be considered relevant tools to
evaluate the variety of mechano-responsive processes, particularly to identify factors asso-
ciated with the degradation of the optoelectronic properties, propose alternatives for their
minimization, and guide the development of new materials with improved responses [41].
Such analyses are especially interesting for polymeric devices due to their high degree of
structural flexibility and the strong relationship between conformational and optoelectronic
properties [25,34,41,42].

Despite this, there is a scarcity of theoretical works on the effect of mechanical deforma-
tions on the optoelectronic properties of semiconducting polymers. Our previous studies at
a moderate level of theory (semiempirical + density functional theory (DFT)) indicated that
mechanical elongations of MEH-PPV and P3HT polymer chains lead to deleterious effects
on the optoelectronic responses of the materials, which occurs at different regimes and
levels [41]. However, the limitations imposed by the use of semiempirical approximations
(for geometry optimization), and the observation of strong steric effects of the side groups,
deserve further study.

To deepen such analyses, here we conduct a series of DFT-based calculations to inves-
tigate the influence of mechanical deformations on the intrinsic optoelectronic properties
of four widely employed conjugated polymers. The results show that the main chain
stretching leads to significant effects on the frontier energy levels of the systems, increasing
the electronic gaps and leading to hypsochromic effects in the optical spectra. Such effects
can influence the optoelectronic performance of polymer-based devices, mainly in systems
with high molecular interactions and entanglements by polymer chains [16,22,34,43,44]. To
exemplify such consequences of polymer main chain deformations, we analyze some im-
portant parameters of organic solar cells (OSCs); in particular, polymer chain deformations
of around 7% and 15% can lead to non-functional PT- and PPV-based OSCs, respectively.
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2. Materials and Methods

Figure 1 illustrates the basic structure of the compounds evaluated in this report.

Figure 1. Basic structures of the polymeric materials. (a) polyaniline (PANI), (b) polythiophene (PT),
(c) poly (p-phenylene vinylene) (PPV), and (d) polypyrrole (PPy).

The above presented polymers were chosen according to their high potential for
applications in varied devices [45]. PANI is used in electro-rheological fluids, sensors,
supercapacitors and rechargeable batteries [46–50]. PT is widely used in polymer-based
OLEDs (PLEDs), OSCs, and chemical sensors due to its conductive, luminescence, and
electrochromic properties, as well as its high versatility of synthesis [51–53]. PPV derivatives
are also commonly used in PLEDs and OSCs [54–56]. PPy has diverse applications due to
its low relative cost, electronic properties, ease of processing, and versatility of synthesis,
being widely used in the active layer of gas sensors [57–60].

Planarized oligomeric systems with average sizes around the effective conjugation
lengths of these materials have been considered as representative models of the poly-
mers. Due to the strong influence of the effective conjugation length on the optoelectronic
properties of these systems [28,61], representative oligomeric systems were considered in
this study. In particular, studies conducted by our group and collaborators have shown
that structures with 10–15 repeating units can reproduce the essential electronic and op-
tical properties of these polymers [47,58,62–67]; for this reason, oligomers with 15 units
were used.

Preliminary stretching studies conducted for amorphous structures show a conver-
gence of folded to planarized structures after elongation (see Supplementary Materials—in
particular, Figure S1 compared to elongated structures in Figure S2), with relatively small
energetic costs (see Figure S3). Thus, folded polymers are supposed to converge to pla-
narized conformations during stretching processes. This result, associated with the fact that
the optoelectronic properties of conjugated polymers are commonly governed by planar
subsegments [27–30], defined planar structures as the models of interest in the present
work. Given the viscoelastic behavior of polymeric systems to mechanical deformations,
Figure S1 can be also considered as an indicator of shrink effects.

The initial structures were designed with the aid of the Molden 5.0 computational
package [68] (details regarding the amorphous structures and their planarization process
can be seen in the Supplementary Materials). The geometry optimization and calculation of
electronic properties were conducted in the framework of density functional theory (DFT),
using the B3LYP hybrid XC functional [69–72] and 6-31G basis set on all the atoms. The
choice of such an approach was made based on the well-known capability of B3LYP to
describe the structural, electronic, and optical features of medium-size conjugated systems
in comparison with other functionals [73], associated with preliminary calculations con-
ducted for distinct approaches which indicated that the effects of mechanical deformations
are not so sensitive to the XC functionals and basis sets employed (see Table S3 in the Sup-
plementary Materials for additional calculations/considerations). In addition, given that
we are not interested in the precise reproduction of absolute values, but rationalizing the
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relative changes induced by the deformations, we considered the B3LYP/6-31G approach
to be a reasonable choice due to the relative cost–benefit ratio. All the calculations were
conducted with the aid of the Gaussian 16 computational package [74].

The mechanical deformation processes were performed considering the fully opti-
mized structures as starting geometries (without restrictions). The main chain stretches
were then made by displacing the terminal carbons of the oligomeric structures (initially
at distance d0, see Figure 2), defining new relative positions between them (dn) [75]. For
instance, at Step 5, we obtained d5 = 1.05d0, i.e., an imposed elongation of 5% of the chain
in relation to the (pre-optimized) relaxed structure. The mechanical deformation process
imposed on the oligomers is exemplified for PANI in Figure 2. All the structures were
subjected to gradual elongation until their rupture.

dn = d0

(
1 +

n
100

)
(1)

Figure 2. Illustration of the polymer chain deformation process (example for PANI).

The resulting structure was then allowed to relax (geometry optimizations), restricting
the modified distances dn (Equation (1)) (for n steps). The partial geometry relaxation of
all the structures (restricting dn for each step) was performed via a DFT/B3LYP/6-31G
approach with the aid of the Gaussian 16 computational package.

The effects of structural changes on the opto-electronic properties of the systems
were evaluated considering the: (i) electronic gaps, (ii) energetic and spatial distribution
of the frontier molecular orbitals (FMOs); (iii) total density of states (DOS); (iv) optical
absorption spectra; (v) exciton binding energies, vi) internal reorganization energies, and
(vii) local reactivities.

The electronic gaps (Egap), DOS, and FMO energies for the highest occupied (HOMO)
and lowest unoccupied (LUMO) molecular orbitals were estimated from the Kohn–Sham
orbitals. The theoretical optical absorption spectra were obtained via a time-dependent
DFT (TD-DFT) approach using the same functional and basis set employed in the geometry
optimizations. Ten transitions were evaluated, considering only single excitations. The
exciton binding energies (EX) (Equation (2)) were estimated from the difference between
the fundamental gaps (from KS-FMOs) and the vertical transition energies (Evert) resulting
from TD-DFT calculations [41,76,77].

Ex = (ELUMO − EHOMO)− Evert (2)

The internal reorganization energies for electrons (λe) and holes (λh) were evaluated
via Equations (3) and (4). These parameters indicate the energy penalties due to the
structural relaxation of the molecules (internal contribution λint) and polarization effects
on the surrounding medium (external contribution λext) associated with the charge transfer
processes between planar (conjugated) subsegments of the materials [78]. In fact, it is well
known that, despite having some effect in charge transport, λext is very small in relation
to λint, being often neglected [65,79]. Thus, in this work the reorganization energy was
approximated by λ ≈ λint, i.e.,

λh = [ET(νN−1, N)− ET(νN , N)]− [ET(νN , N − 1)− ET(νN−1, N − 1)] (3)

λe = [ET(νN+1, N)− ET(νN , N)]− [ET(νN , N + 1)− ET(νN+1, N + 1)] (4)
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For a system M with N electrons, ET(νN + k, N + j) represents the total energy obtained
from single-point calculations for the species M-j (i.e., M with N + j electrons) with structure
(defined by νN + k) previously obtained from the optimization of the M-k species (i.e., M
with N + k electrons) [41]. In general, low values of λe (λh) indicate that the transport of
electrons (holes) is facilitated in the materials.

The local reactivities of the compounds were evaluated via condensed-to-atoms Fukui
index (CAFI) values [80–83] and molecular electrostatic potential (MEP) maps. CAFI
values were estimated from the finite difference of the atomic populations considering the
Hirshfeld partition charge [84–86], and MEP maps were generated considering the CHelp
partition charge scheme [87]. The graphical representations were created with the aid of
the Jmol [88] and Gabedit [89] computational packages.

The mechanical parameters were estimated for all the levels of deformations consider-
ing the derivative of the change in the total energy (∆Etotal = Etotal(n) − Etotal(0)) in relation
to the linear deformations (x = dn − d0). Thus, the amplitude of the forces (|F|) required
for each level of deformation was estimated by |F| = d∆Etotal/dx. The elastic constants (k)
were estimated via linear fittings, by considering |F| = k.x [90] (see the Supplementary
Materials for details).

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Structural Changes

Table 1 summarizes the structural data of the systems before and after the deformations.
d0 and dn represent the distances between the terminal carbons of the chains before the
deformations (equilibrium position) and at the point of imminent rupture. ∆dmax represents
the maximum percentage change before the oligomer break. PT and PPV presented slightly
distorted (twisted or curved) initial structures (see Supplementary Materials).

Table 1. Structural data of the systems before the deformations and at the point of imminent rupture.

Compound d0 (Å) du (Å) ∆dmax (%)

PANI 77.447 92.162 18.0
PT 57.192 69.774 21.0

PPV 94.046 110.974 17.0
PPy 52.588 62.054 17.0

Figure 3 illustrates how the chemical bonds of the systems (numbered in the insets)
changed after successive stretches (the bond lengths at d0 are compatible with those pre-
sented in the literature [91–94], see the Supplementary Materials). The relative variations
are summarized in Figure 4.

The following order of bond lengths (BL) was noticed for non-modified PANI:
BL1 > BL4 ~ BL5 > BL2 ~ BL3. It is possible to note an exponential increase in BL4 and BL5
(with total changes of up to 0.22 Å), while the other connections show variations of up
to 0.05 Å. We note that BL1 tends to approach BL2 and BL3 during stretching, leading to
uniform bonds in rings after 17%. For PT, minor increases are noted on BL3 and BL5. Al-
though the oligomer disruption occurs at Bond 6, the highest stretches were noticed for BL1
and BL2 (up to 0.24 Å). Very small changes were observed for BL4 (<0.05 Å). PPV presents
significant changes only after the 4% stretch, after the planarization of the structures (see
Figure S2c). Major changes were noticed for BL4 and BL6 (~0.21 Å). As noted in the case of
PANI, for PPV, the bonds on the rings are uniform at high deformation levels. Finally, for
PPy, we noticed an exponential increase in BL6 (~0.31 Å), with a tendency of ring opening
(increase in BL1 and BL2) and minor variations in BL3, BL4, and BL5.
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Figure 3. Changes in the oligomer bond lengths during the stretching processes: (a) PANI, (b) PT,
(c) PPV, and (d) PPy.

Figure 4. Summary of the changes in polymer bond lengths at distinct stretch levels.

Similar results were reported by Rodao et al. [41] for P3HT and MEH-PPV using
semi-empirical methods for geometry optimization. In particular, for MEH-PPV (P3HT),
an exponential increase was observed for single C–C bonds (C-S) with small variations in
the benzene rings (C=C).

The above presented results allow us to underline the dominant degradation routes
for each system. For instance, it is noted that the major stretches of PANI occur through
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nitrogen–carbon bonds (BL4 and BL5), while PPV presents significant stretches on the
carbon bonds around the vinylene units; we note that the mechanical deformation of these
systems does not significantly alter the C–C bonds inside the rings (i.e., BLi < 1.45 Å). A
tendency to ring opening was noticed for compounds containing five-membered heteroaro-
matic rings (PT and PPy); this is more evident for PT, where BL1, BL2, and BL6 present very
similar deformation rates. Although the PPy rings were not severely modified, significant
changes are noted in relation to typical C–N bond lengths [95] (i.e., BL1 and BL2 > 1.309 Å).

Table 2 summarizes the relative forces required to deform the systems (F = |F|), as
well as the elastic constants (k) estimated at each deformation level for distinct systems.

Table 2. Relative changes in the total energies (∆Etotal) and estimated values for the forces (F) and
average elastic constants (k).

System ∆dn
(%)

|∆Etotal|
(Joule × 10−19)

Force
(nN)

Elastic Constant
(nN/nm)

PANI

0% — —

~5.826% 0.818 3.32

12% 2.995 6.01

17% 6.325 7.86

PT

0% — — k1 = ~10.41 *
k2 = ~5.66 *

kmed = ~8.04
7% 0.582 3.59

14% 2.700 4.53

20% 5.801 8.37

PPV

0% — —

~5.495% 0.146 1.44

11% 1.937 4.79

16% 5.379 6.84

PPy

0% — — k1 = ~13.87 *
k2 = ~7.46 *

kmed = ~10.67
5% 0.462 3.64

11% 2.219 4.31

16% 4.808 8.76
* See Supplementary Materials.

We note that the forces required to break the polymer chain are compatible with those
reported for covalent bonds [75,96–99]; in particular, the following order was noticed:
PPy < PT < PANI < PPV, with Fmax ranging from 6.84 to 8.76 nN (see Supplementary
Materials for details).

3.2. Changes in Opto-Electronic Properties

Figure 5 illustrates how the energies of the FMO levels (EHOMO and ELUMO) vary as
a function of the stretching levels. It also presents the changes induced in the electronic
gaps (EL-H = ELUMO − EHOMO) in relation to those for the unstretched system (∆EL-H). The
numerical values for non-stretched structures are presented in the Supplementary Materials
(Table S2).
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Figure 5. Evolution of the FMO energy levels with stretching of the oligomers: (a) PANI, (b) PT,
(c) PPV, and (d) PPy.

In general, we noticed a reduction in the FMO energies with stretching for all the
systems. The changes are more pronounced in the EHOMO values, leading to an increase
in the electronic gaps. The effects noticed for PT are partially compatible with the results
reported for P3HT by Roldao et al. [41], mainly in relation to ELUMO. We considered that
the anomalous behavior of EHOMO presented in ref [41] is associated with the steric effects
of the side groups; these have a profound influence on the dihedral angles of the main
chains, which is not present in our calculations. This interpretation is reinforced by the
absence of transitions around 14% for PPV, which were reported for MEH-PPV in ref [41]
and associated with the interaction between adjacent ramifications. For PT, a sharp drop
was noted in ELUMO after 20% stretching, which is associated with the saturation of the
stretching process, whereafter the system behaves as a set of non-passivated thiophene
units (see Figure S7).

For PANI, we noted that FMO levels vary linearly with the deformation level of the
chains, presenting very similar rates for EHOMO and ELUMO changes, leading to small
variation of the gaps (lower than 0.4 eV). Given the initial structural distortion of fully
relaxed PT (see Figure S2b), their FMO levels remained unchanged until 2% stretching and
then presented a decrease, leading to a gradual increase in the electronic gaps (of up to
~0.77 eV); a change in the behavior of the LUMO was noted after 19% stretch with a more
pronounced decrease rate. Due to the initial distortion of fully relaxed structures of PPV, no
variations could be observed for this compound until 4% stretching (see Figure S2c). After
this, both the FMO levels were reduced with more expressive (and linear) effects on the
HOMO, leading to increased electronic gaps (of up to 1 eV); after 11% stretching, we noted
a change in the behavior of the LUMO, showing a tiny increase with stretching. Finally,
for PPy, we initially noted a reduction of FMOs at similar rates; the behavior of the LUMO
changed after 5% (lower decreasing rate) and 11% (when it started to increase).

Figure 6 shows the changes induced by the stretching on the density of states (from
KS eigenvalues) around the FMOs.
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Figure 6. DOS for (a) PANI, (b) PT, (c) PPV, and (d) PPy at distinct stretch levels.

In general, significant variations were noted far away from the frontier levels, with sub-
tle changes around the HOMO and LUMO (mainly in the LUMO) (see the Supplementary
Materials for more details).

Figure 7 presents the spatial distribution of the HOMO and LUMO KS orbitals for
some representative stretching levels.

For all the systems, we noted that HOMOs are transversely aligned to the polymer
main axis, while the LUMO lobes are parallel to them. The stretching process does not
have a strong influence on the spatial distribution of the FMOs, leading to significant
changes (localization of the wavefunctions) only when rupture is imminent, mainly on the
LUMO of PT, PPV, and PPy and on the HOMO of PANI, degrading their optoelectronic
properties. An opposite effect was noticed for the HOMO (LUMO) of PT (PANI), for which
higher delocalization was noticed in very distorted structures, indicating improved hole
(electron) transport in the stretched systems. PPV is more sensitive to small deformations
in relation to the other structures; however, it does not show intense degradation at high
levels of deformation. A similar behavior of the LUMO was noticed in very distorted
structures of PT and PPy (Figure 7b,d). In general, the results suggest that deterioration of
the opto-electronic properties occurs for most of these systems after 11% stretching.

Figure 8 demonstrates the behavior of the optical absorption spectra of the compounds
throughout the deformation process.

Hypsochromic effects were noticed for all the structures, and these are compatible
with the relative increase in the electronic gaps presented in Figure 5. Stronger effects
were noticed for PT (∆λmax ~233 nm) and PPV (∆λmax ~170 nm), with blueshifts that are
approximately linear with regard to the deformation level; less intense (but non-linear)
blueshifts were noticed for PPy (∆λmax ~124 nm) and PANI (∆λmax ~32nm) (see Figure S6).
For all the cases, the main peaks are governed by HOMO–LUMO transitions along the
deformation processes, except for PT at the point of imminent rupture (with a significant
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HOMO–LUMO + 2 contribution). The blueshift of the main peaks is followed by slight
increases in the relative amplitudes, which was continuous for PANI until rupture. The
small effect on the oscillator forces is compatible with the small effects noticed on the spatial
distribution of the FMOs (and then on their superpositions), as presented in Figure 7. In
particular, it is possible to note the appearance of secondary absorption peaks at shorter
wavelengths during the stretches (see Tables S4–S7 for details); these are associated with
transitions involving a variety of levels around the FMOs (HOMO-n and LUMO+m) and
are compatible with the intensification of the DOS around the frontier levels.

Figure 7. Effects of mechanical stretching on the spatial distribution of the KS-FMOs of (a) PANI,
(b) PT, (c) PPV, and (d) PPy.

In fact, significant blueshift in the absorption spectra of polymer-based flexible devices
has already been reported in the literature [35,95], being primarily associated with the
disruption of aggregates in the active layer of the devices. Our results suggest that a similar
effect can take place due to the reduced electronic coupling between adjacent units.

To better understand the effect of the main chain deformations on the optical properties
of the compounds, Figure 9 presents the relationship between the chemical bond lengths
(BL) that are broken during the rupture (highlighted in the insets) and Evert values.
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Figure 8. Summary of the changes on the optical absorption spectra of the polymers during the
stretching process: (a) PANI, (b) PT, (c) PPV, and (d) PPy.

Figure 9. Relationships between the vertical transition energies and the most affected connections in
the stretching process: (a) PANI, (b) PT, (c) PPV, and (d) PPy.

In general, there is a linear dependence between the vertical transition energies and
the considered bond lengths. Such a dependence is more evident for PT and PPV. In the
case of PANI and PPy, a transition is noted at ~1.45 Å and ~1.5 Å, respectively, from which
point they start to present a linear behavior similar to that of the other systems. This
effect, associated with those presented in Figure 8, suggests that the optical absorption of
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the systems can be modulated via mechanical deformations. In particular, deformations
smaller than 10% can lead to changes of around −15 nm (PANI), −112 nm (PT), −97 nm
(PPV), and −56 nm (PPy) in the position of the absorption mean peak, without significant
changes in the optical performance.

Figure 10 presents the changes induced in the exciton binding energies due to stretch-
ing of the polymer main chains.

Figure 10. Evolution of the exciton binding energies during the stretching processes.

The EX values of the non-modified systems are compatible with those expected for or-
ganic polymers (i.e., around 0.3 eV [100–102]); in particular, the order
EX(PT) < EX(PPV) < EX(PPy) < EX(PANI) was noticed, which evidences the applicability of
PT and PPV in OSCs. For all the systems, we observed a gradual increase in the exciton
binding energies, even with distinct rates, until 17%. In addition, for PT, we noticed a
rapid decrease from 18% onwards, which is in line with the changes in the LUMO levels
(Figure 5).

Figure 11 presents the changes induced in the internal reorganization energies dur-
ing the stretching processes for the distinct polymers. For most systems, it shows the
results obtained for up to 16% stretch, due to convergence problems in very distorted
cationic structures.

The non-modified structures presented small reorganization energies (from 1 to 5
times the thermal energy at room temperature, kT300). Very small energies were noticed for
PANI, followed by PPV, PPy, and PT. For most systems, the λe values are slightly lower
than λh, except for PPV. During the stretching process, we noticed a gradual reduction in
λh values for all the systems, which was continuous for PPV and PPy until rupture. PANI
and PT presented minimum values of λh at 11 and 17%, respectively, with a significant
increase thereafter. On the other hand, for all the systems, we noticed a gradual increase
in the λe values throughout the stretching process. These results indicate that mechanical
deformations can improve (reduce) the hole (electron) transport in these materials.

CAFI and MEP analyses were conducted to evaluate the influence of mechanical
stretching on the local chemical reactivity of the systems. CAFI indicates which molecu-
lar sites are prone to receive/donate electrons from/to the environment, defining which
regions are susceptible to undergoing chemical reactions towards nucleophiles (f +), elec-
trophiles (f−), and free radicals (f 0). MEPs, on the other hand, indicate the charge con-
centration on oligomer structures, which plays a relevant role in electrostatic interactions
and drives effective molecular collisions for chemical reactions. The CAFI and MEP anal-
yses during the stretching process allow us to evaluate how “soft–soft” (i.e., associated
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with deformations in the frontier orbitals) and “hard–hard” (guided by electrostatic ef-
fects) interactions [103] could change due to the continuous deformation of the systems.
Figures 12 and 13 illustrate the CAFI and MEP colored maps for PANI, PT, PPV, and PPy.
Red and blue regions define reactive (negatively charged) and non-reactive (positively
charged) sites on the molecules via CAFI (MEP) analysis, respectively.

Figure 11. Evolution of the internal reorganization energies during the stretching process: (a) PANI,
(b) PT, (c) PPV, and (d) PPy.

The influence of mechanical stretching on the stability of organic devices is generally
discussed in terms of macroscopic/morphological features, such as delamination of the
layers (active and transporting layers, as well as electrodes), the formation of punctures and
cracks, strong lateral strains, limitations imposed by brittle electrodes, etc. [104]. However,
a number of nanoscopic mechanisms for stress-induced polymer degradation have also
been proposed [105]. In particular, the exponential behavior of the strongly stretched bonds
(Figure 3) is compatible with Zhurkov-like evolution of the photochemical degradation
rates of stretched polymers.

From the analysis of Figures 12 and 13, the reactivity of PANI (in relation to nucle-
ophiles) is mainly located at terminal regions, which can be associated with the enhanced
electropolymerization properties of this polymer [106]. High reactivity is observed on the
nitrogen atoms, in relation to electrophiles, which is associated with the doping process
of leucoemeraldine [107]. PT presents high reactivity on the sulphur atoms for both nu-
cleophiles and electrophiles, which indicates the plausibility of p- and n-doping via this
site; this is compatible with other works [108,109]. PPV presents high reactivity on the
vinyl groups for all the reactions; this is not sensitive to stretching and can explain the
well-known degradation routes of the polymer chains via varied mechanisms [62,110–112].
Finally, PPy shows high reactivity on positions 3–4 (towards electrophiles) and on position 2
(towards nucleophiles), which are compatible with the charge transfer mechanisms/doping
processes proposed in the literature [108,113,114].
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Figure 12. CAFI and MEP maps at distinct stretch levels: (a) PANI and (b) PT.

Figure 13. CAFI and MEP maps at distinct stretch levels: (a) PPV and (b) PPy.
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In general, it was noticed that f + is very insensitive to mechanical stretching, indi-
cating that chemical reactions towards nucleophilic agents are not changed due to the
deformation of the polymer chains. On the other hand, a slight decrease in the reactivity
for f− and f 0 at central regions of the chains was noticeable during the stretching process,
which influences the chemical reactivity towards electrophiles and free radicals. The most
significant variation in the MEPs during the stretching process was the decrease in the
electronic density between the monomeric units of the main chains.

3.3. Considerations Regarding the Effect of Stretching on the Performance of the Compounds in
Devices and Identification of Operational Regimes

Several factors can influence the efficiency of organic devices, mainly in relation
to charge transport, the formation of interfaces, solubility issues, oxidation stabilities,
morphologies, processing, and material synthesis [41,115,116]. However, on a nanoscopic
scale, some molecular parameters, particularly the FMO level alignment, are intrinsically
associated with the performance of organic devices [116–118], governing a number of
relevant mechanisms.

In recent years, a number of studies have been conducted to evaluate the effects of
stretching on polymer-based OSCs [43,44,119,120]. Polymeric systems present a viscoelastic
response to mechanical deformations which depends on the polymer structure, loading
rates, and working temperatures. In particular, in these systems, there is competition
between chain deformation and contraction due to the stress and entropic responses [34].
As a result, the dynamics of polymer-based thin films are generally governed by the relative
slippage of adjacent chains. However, effective chain entanglements can also occur in
the films (mainly those based on longer polymers), resulting in large plastic deformation
prior to fractures, which are associated with polymer deformation, chain pullout, or even
polymer scission [44,120]. In this context, to exemplify the effects of such mechanical
deformations on the performance of OSCs, here we present a simple prediction of some
electronic descriptors of interest.

Figures 14 and 15 show the influence of the structural deformation of PPV and PT
(commonly used in BHJ-OSCs) on VOC, ∆EHH, and ∆ELL, considering the frontier levels of
typical electron acceptors, C60 and PCBM, computed at the same level of theory [121]. The
dotted line indicates the limits for which the parameters ∆EHH and ∆ELL are lower than the
typical exciton binding energies of the polymeric donors. Details on the changes induced
in the relative alignments between the FMOs are presented in the Supplementary Materials
(Figure S11).

As stated before, the mechanical deformation has a strong influence on the FMOs
of the structures. In particular, considering that the electron donation process is mainly
governed by the relative positions of the donor/acceptor LUMO levels (LUMOD and
LUMOA), the decrease induced in the LUMOD (see Figures 5 and S11) tends to reduce the
∆ELL values, hindering the dissociation of the excitons in the systems [21,41]. In addition,
the reduction of the donor HOMO (HOMOD) tends to reduce the ∆EHH values, facilitating
the reassociation of electron–hole pairs. Such effects prevent the effective generation of free
charge carriers in the devices, leading to loss of functionality for ∆ELL < EX and ∆EHH < EX.
In particular, it is noted that these limits are reached for deformations of around 13% and 7%
for the PT/C60 and PT/PCBM systems, respectively. PPV/C60-based systems are supposed
to keep their functionality throughout the deformation process, while PPV/PCBM systems
present operational conditions for up to 15% stretching.
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Figure 14. Evolution of the parameters (a) VOC, (b) ∆VOC, (c) ∆ELL, and (d) ∆EHH during the
stretching processes for C60-based devices.

Figure 15. Evolution of the parameters (a) VOC, (b) ∆VOC, (c) ∆ELL, and (d) ∆EHH during the
stretching processes for PCBM-based devices.

The structural changes can also lead to an increase in ∆EH-D-L-A (i.e., LUMOA-HOMOD)
which can lead to higher VOC with stretching (of up to 100%). Such an interesting feature,
however, is limited by the previously discussed difficulty of charge carrier generation
(∆ELL < EX and ∆EHH < EX).

The increase in VOC is compatible with the results reported for P3DDT/PCBM BHJ-
OSCs. Savagatrup et al. [23] indicated improved performance (particularly with higher
VOC) of such PT derivative-based devices when they are subjected to stretching. Inter-
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estingly, an opposite effect was noticed for P3HT/PCBM, which is associated with the
presence of morphological changes in the films (formation of visible cracks). In fact, such
macroscopic defects are supposed to govern the performance of this system to the detriment
of local deformation of the chains, degrading the electrical response of the devices. On
the other hand, the presence of long side chains in P3DDT derivatives (dodecyl groups)
improves the mechanical properties of the films, so that the effect of chain deformations
(also associated with chain entanglements) can play a relevant role in P3DDT/PCBM de-
vices. Savagatrup et al. [23] reported an improvement of 14% in the VOC after stretching of
10% of such devices; according to our results, this is linked to an effective elongation of
about 3-4% of the PT chains (see Figure S9b), for which we predict an operational BHJ-OSC
(considering the ∆ELL, ∆EHH, and EX relations).

In general, the effects of deformation on the LUMO of the polymers can lead to
reduced charge injection barriers from electrodes. In particular, the pronounced effects for
the HOMOs (0.95, 1.28, 0.98, and 1.11 eV for PANI, PT, PPV, and PPy, respectively) can
lead to non-equilibrium electrode/organic layer alignments in very stretched systems. The
significant changes noticed on the FMOs are also supposed to have a profound effect on
the performance of these materials in chemical sensors, given the relative position of the
electronic gaps of the polymers and the FMO levels of the analytes [122,123].

It is worth considering that despite our studies having been conducted until the
rupture of the chains, much smaller deformations are supposed to occur in real devices,
mainly due to the mechanical restrictions imposed by the electrodes [124] and relative flow
of the polymer chains during the device deformation. The performance of flexible OSCs
has been evaluated for varied stretch levels, from 7% [22] to 22% [24,125], which suggests
that significant changes in the length of the polymer chains are somehow possible in real
devices [41]. These changes can be even more pronounced with the use of elastomer-based
composites [16].

4. Conclusions

The effects of mechanical deformations on the structural, optical, and electronic prop-
erties of polyaniline (PANI), polyethylene (PT), poly (p-phenylene vinylene) (PPV), and
polypyrrole (PPy) were evaluated via DFT calculations.

The results suggest a strong influence of polymer chain stretching on the optoelectronic
properties of the systems. In general, the stretching causes a decrease in the energy of the
frontier molecular orbitals, with different ratios for the LUMO and HOMO, resulting in an
increase in the electronic gaps. Significant hypsochromic effects are induced on the optical
absorption spectra, which depend on the evolution of specific chemical bonds. Significant
changes were also noticed on the exciton binding and reorganization energies, with small
influences on the local reactivity of the systems.

These effects can lead to significant changes in the performance of the materials in
devices where polymer elongation can take place, mainly those based on high-molecular-
weight compounds and/or all polymer-based devices.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https:
//www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/polym14071354/s1, Table S1. Bond lengths observed in relaxed
polymer structures (at d0); Table S2. Summary of the optoelectronic properties of relaxed polymeric
systems (at d0); Table S3. Effect of XC functional and basis set on the description of optoelectronic prop-
erties of the polymers; Table S4. Optical absorption data associated with the main transitions of PANI
at distinct levels of deformation (TD-DFT/B3LYP/6-31G approach); Table S5. Optical absorption data
associated with the main transitions of PT at distinct levels of deformation (TD-DFT/B3LYP/6-31G
approach); Table S6. Optical absorption data associated with the main transitions of PPV at distinct
levels of deformation (TD-DFT/B3LYP/6-31G approach); Table S7. Optical absorption data associated
with the main transitions of PPy at distinct levels of deformation (TD-DFT/B3LYP/6-31G approach);
Figure S1. Deformation of amorphous structures: from amorphous to free optimization and from
amorphous to stretched structures; Figure S2. (a) PANI, (b) PT, (c) PPV, and (d) PPy structures at the
initial stages of deformation until stabilization; Figure S3. Total energy of the structures: amorphous,
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full optimization and disentanglement process. (a) PANI, (b) PT, (c) PPV, and (d) PPy; Figure S4.
Force imposed to the systems during the disentanglement process: (a) PANI, (b) PT, (c) PPV, and
(d) PPy; Figure S5. FMOs of the systems, (a) PANI, (b) PT, (c) PPV, and (d) PPy; Figure S6. Total
energy variation (a) PANI, (d) PT; Strength and elastic constant (b) PANI and (e) PT; Figure S7. Total
energy variation (a) PPV, (d) PPy, Strength and elastic constant (b) PPV and (e) PPy; Figure S8. DOS
for (a) PANI, (b) PT, (c) PPV, and (d) PPy at all levels of stretching; Figure S9. Peak absorption wave-
length at all stretch levels; Figure S10. Electronic gap estimated for PT at distinct stretching levels in
comparison with Th and Th-2H units; Figure S11. Alignments between the FMO levels of PPV and
PT in relation to C60 and PCBM. Reference [126–136] are cited in the supplementary materials.
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Abstract: Light-harvesting concentrators have a high potential to make highly efficient but precious
energy converters, such as multijunction photovoltaics, more affordable for everyday applications.
They collect sunlight, including diffusively scattered light, on large areas and redirect it to much
smaller areas of the highly efficiency solar cells. Among the best current concepts are pools of
randomly oriented light-collecting donor molecules that transfer all excitons to few aligned acceptors
reemitting the light in the direction of the photovoltaics. So far, this system has only been realized for
the 350–550 nm wavelength range, suitable for AlGaInP photovoltaics. This was achieved by using
acceptor molecules that aligned during mechanical stretching of polymers together with donors,
that stay random in that very same material and procedure. However, until recently, very little was
known about the factors that are responsible for the alignability of molecules in stretched polymers
and therefore it was difficult to find suitable donors and acceptors, as well as for other spectral
ranges. Recently, a structural parameter was introduced with a high predictivity for the alignability
of molecules that contain rigid band-like structures or linear aromatic π-systems. However, for light
concentrators in more red spectral ranges, molecular systems often contain larger and extended,
planar-like π-systems for which the previously reported parameter is not directly applicable. Here,
we present a refined prediction parameter also suitable for larger plane-like structures. The new
parameter depends on the number of in-plane atoms divided by out-of-plane atoms as determined
by computational geometry optimization and additionally the planar aspect ratio for molecules
that contain only in-plane atoms. With the help of this parameter, we found a new system that can
efficiently collect and redirect light for the second 500–700 nm AlGaAs layer of current world-record
multijunction photovoltaics. Similarly, as the previously reported system for the blue-green layer, it
has also overall absorption and re-directioning quantum efficiencies close to 80–100%. Both layers,
together, already cover about 75% of the energy in the solar spectrum.

Keywords: artificially light-harvesting; luminescent solar concentrators; molecular alignability
prediction; redirecting diffuse light

1. Introduction

Solar energy is one of the renewable energy sources with the greatest potential. How-
ever, the efficiency of conventional silicon solar cells is limited by the Shockley–Queisser
limit, so that a theoretical efficiency of ~30% cannot be exceeded here [1,2]. Therefore, in
recent years, work has been carried out on more effective photovoltaic cells and multi-
junction solar cells with much higher levels of efficiency have been developed. However,
the materials used are very expensive [3–5]. One solution to make such a type of photo-
voltaics usable for more everyday applications would be to collect the light on a large area
with more affordable material that redirects it towards much smaller areas of precious high
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efficiency solar cells. When only direct irradiation of sunlight would reach the earth’s sur-
face, lenses would very easily fulfil this task; however, very often the sunlight is diffusively
scattered by clouds or other surfaces and there is no way to refocus the light scattered by
standard ray optics. As an alternative, diffusive light can be concentrated by luminescent
solar concentrators (LSC) but, unfortunately, no such system was capable to really redirect
nearly 100% of the photons onto much smaller photovoltaic areas in the past [6].

If a LSC is used that consists of only one type of pigments, there are high intrinsic losses
termed escape-cone or reabsorption losses. The former is due to the fact that light absorbed
by molecules is usually reemitted in a similar direction as it came from, instead of being
redirected to the photovoltaics. The latter occurs because light is reabsorbed within the
waveguide due to the high concentration necessary for absorption of all sunlight. Both lead
to losses of energy that are intrinsically higher in single-pigment LSCs than the performance
advantage of high efficiency photovoltaics [7–11]. A great deal of research has been carried
out in recent years to find LSCs with the necessary better efficiencies [12–22], but so far the
necessary level of near to 100% light re-direction quantum yield was not reached.

One intrinsic loss mechanism of conventional LSCs, the high reabsorption losses, can
be overcome by donor–acceptor fluorophore systems. This requires, however, that the
donors are present in excess in order to collect all sunlight on short optical path lengths
that are necessary for a high concentration factor (=input surface/output surface, Figure 1)
and transfer it also with near to 100% efficiency to the acceptors. The acceptors, in turn,
must be far less concentrated to avoid reabsorption on the necessary long pathway to the
photovoltaics, which is also necessary for a high concentration factor. However, even then,
the acceptors would emit light in any direction, resulting in losses of those rays, that are
not directed into the direction of the PV cell (escape-cone losses).
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Figure 1. In the FunDiLight LSC concept randomly oriented donor molecule pools (green) absorb
diffuse sunlight from all directions (yellow arrows) and transfer the energy (blue arrows) to few
aligned acceptor molecules (red). The oriented acceptor molecules then emit specifically in the
direction of the photovoltaic (PV, gray). The potential concentration factor is the ratio of input
and output surface. The FunDiLight LSC concept avoids intrinsic re-absorption and escape-cone
loss mechanisms of previous LSC concepts as it allows for high light absorption with the highly
concentrated donor molecules on short optical path lengths (and, consequently, small output surfaces)
while avoiding reabsorption due to the low concentrations of the emitting acceptors and escape-cone
losses as the oriented acceptors emit almost all light in directions towards the PV. This concept
enabled for the first time overall light-re-directioning quantum efficiencies on the order of 90% while
still allowing for reasonable high concentration factors (ratio of input surface/output surface): the
output surface can be small as all light is absorbed by the highly concentrated donors on short optical
path lengths and the input surface can be large as only little light is lost due to reabsorption by the
low concentrated, oriented acceptors on the longer path to the output surface.

Therefore, the best system so far is a two-component system that has a larger pool of
randomly oriented light-donor molecules and a much lower concentration of acceptors
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that are all aligned parallel to the photovoltaics (Figure 1). The highly concentrated and
randomly oriented donors collect the sunlight from all directions and pass it on to the
aligned acceptors via radiationless energy transfer. The aligned receptors, in turn, then
radiate specifically in the direction of the PV cell. This minimizes both the escape-cone
losses and the losses due to reabsorption in on system, which is also called FunDiLight LSC
(funnelling diffuse light re-directioning LSC) [23,24].

Realizing the necessary alignment of the acceptors and the random orientation of the
donors in the very same material was possible because, under mechanical stretching of
certain polymers, some types of molecules were aligned and others were not in that very
same material and procedure. In the first case of a FunDiLight LSC poly(vinyl alcohol)
(PVA) was used as a waveguide. However, until recently it was very unclear as to why
some molecules are aligned in the polymer during such a procedure whereas others stay
random. This knowledge, however, is crucial to developing high-efficiency FunDiLight
LSCs for other spectral ranges. Research into the reasons for this found a parameter with
a high predictive factor for a molecules alignability in the polymer PVA that depend on
the number of atoms that lie within rigid band-like structures of a molecules structure
versus the number of atoms that lie outside this band [24]. However, this parameter is
only well defined for molecules that contain a single rigid band-like structure. For larger
π-systems that are often necessary for light-harvesting in red spectral ranges, and that
contain structures that cannot be easily assigned to a single band, this parameter was not
well defined. Therefore, it was also more difficult to find appropriate donor and acceptor
dyes for highly efficient FunDiLight LSCs in the red spectral range [23,24].

Here, we present a refined and very well-defined parameter that is also capable to
predict the molecular alignability of larger π-systems and planar structures in stretched
polymers. The new parameter depends on the number of in-plane atoms divided by out-of-
plane atoms as determined by computational geometry optimization and additionally the
planar aspect ratio for molecules that contain only in-plane atoms. Using this parameter,
we found a new FunDiLight LSC that can efficiently collect and redirect light also in the
more reddish AlGaAs band gap of current world-record multijunction photovoltaics [3].
Similarly, as the previously reported system for the blue-green layer, it has also an overall
absorption and re-directioning quantum efficiency on the order of 90%. Both layers together
already cover about 75% of the energy of the solar spectrum.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Sample Preparation for Screening the Alignability of Dyes Containing Larger π-Systems

For screening of the alignability of all dyes investigated in this study, first, 2.2 g
poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) and the corresponding dye are weighed and dissolved in 20 mL
dimethyl sulfoxide, so that a 5 × 10−4 M dye-solution is created. This solution is heated for
3 h at 70 ◦C under a nitrogen atmosphere while stirring. About 4 g are weighed into a Petri
plate and dried for 2 days at 60 ◦C under 200 mbar. The resulting film is stretched 500% so
that one can see which molecules are aligned. For the three-dimensional single-molecule
polarization measurements a foil with a concentration of 10−10 M was prepared.

2.2. Sample Preparation of the Red FunDiLight LSC

As described before, 2.2 g PVA and 38.56 mg Lumogen F Red 300 and 1.73 mg Oxazine
170 perchlorate are weighed out and dissolved together in 20 mL dimethyl sulfoxide
(DMSO). This solution is also under a nitrogen atmosphere while stirring heated for 3 h
to 70 ◦C. About 4 g are weighed into a Petri plate and dried for 2 days at 60 ◦C under
200 mbar. The resulting film is stretched by 500%, with the Oxazine 170 aligning and the
Lumogen F Red 305 molecules remaining randomly oriented.

2.3. Fluorescence Spectroscopy to Dertermine the Alignability

A similar setup has already been described [24]. Briefly, the polymers are placed in
the fluorescence spectrometer. In addition, polarization filters are built in so that different
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combinations of polarizations can be measured. From this, the intensities of the parallel
and perpendicular components can be determined. For more details, see [24].

2.4. Three-Dimensional Single-Molecule Orientation Microscopy

A similar setup has already been described [24]. This time only, the Coherent Chameleon
laser was used, together with an optical parametric oscillator, to set the wavelengths used.
The polarization of the laser is rotated by a motorized half-wave plate during the entire
measurement. Since light is only absorbed parallel to the transition dipole moment, a
modulation of individual dyes can be seen. The dyes are measured from three directions.
This is achieved in that two wedge prisms arranged contrary to one another move the laser
beam laterally to the optical axis. When the laser hits the objective, it leaves it at an angle of
approximately 35◦ to the optical axis. The fluorescence of the wide field microscope setup
is detected with an EMCCD camera. For more details, see [24].

2.5. Pump-Probe Spectroscopy

A similar setup has already been described [23,24]. A high repetitive laser system
(Coherent OPA/Coherent RegA operated at 120 kHz, pumped by Coherent Verdi) was
used for the pump-probe experiments. The pump wavelength was set to 580 nm for all
measurements and a BP 580/10 (Thorlabs) was placed before the sample. A linear gradient
filter and a miniature spectrometer USB2000+ (Ocean Optics) were used to obtain certain
wavelengths from the OPA white light for the probe laser. To improve the signal to noise
ratio an ultrafast photodiode (provided by Prof. D. Schwarzer) with a set of 10 bandpass
filters for every used wavelength BP600/10-690/10 (Thorlabs) was used directly behind
the sample. One half-wave plate (achromatic half-wave plate, 400–800 nm, THORLABS) in
each beam-path was used for the polarization dependent measurements. A special sample
holder was used to minimize photobleaching by rotating the foil while maintaining its
orientation, similar to Pieper et al. [23]. The analysis of the data was completed similarly to
in Willich, Wegener et al. [24].

3. Results
3.1. An Improved Prediction Parameter and Scheme for the Alignability of Molecules in
Stretched Poylmers

To characterize the experimental alignability of the molecules investigated here, first
fluorescence excitation spectra were recorded with different polarization filters and the ratio
in the fluorescence intensities detected with polarization filters parallel or perpendicular to
the polymer stretching direction, ∆I‖/I⊥, was determined, as has already been described
in Willich, Wegener et al. [24]. In case of no molecular alignment, ∆I‖/I⊥ = 1 because
the fluorescence emission is the same parallel and perpendicular to mechanical stretching
direction. When more molecules are oriented along the stretching direction, the detected
intensity in the parallel direction increases, ∆I‖/I⊥ > 1. The larger ∆I‖/I⊥, the higher the
alignment. Values below 1 do not usually occur or mean an alignment of the transition
dipole moments orthogonal to the direction of stretching.

As already mentioned in the introduction, a parameter with a good predictive power
for the alignability of organic dyes in mechanically stretched PVA matrix has already been
introduced in Willich, Wegener et al. [24]. This parameter, η, was determined as follows.
First, the longest rigid and planar band in the molecule was identified. This band can
consist of a linear chain of aromatic rings, such as in Acridine Yellow G, or can be also
generated by other structural factors, such as in Coumarin 6, in which molecular rotation of
a single bond is inhibited by interactions between certain intramolecular groups. In cases
that were not immediately clear from the structure itself, a simple computational geometry
optimization (Chem3D, minimize energy (as MM2 Calculation)) was used to determine
structural parts that are planar, rigid bands. For example, Coumarin 6 is planar throughout
the entire band-like structural part denoted by red color in Figure 2. From the structure
itself, it was not entirely clear whether steric effects tilt both groups connected by the single
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bond but the computational geometry optimization confirmed that the red part is planar,
likely due to stabilizing interactions between the sulfur and the neighboring nitrogen atom.
All the atoms within the plane of this rigid band were then counted as intraband atoms,
NBand, whereas all atoms outside this rigid band, i.e., flexible side chains or rigid groups
that point in different directions than the rigid core band, are counted as out-of-band atoms,
NOutOfBand (See, for example, red bands in Figure 2). Hydrogen atoms were simply counted
with the assigned atoms they were attached to. The ratio of these atoms,

η = NBand/NOutOfBand (1)

had a very high predictive power for the alignability, ∆I‖/I⊥, of the molecules in stretched
polymers. This empiric observation can likely be explained by molecular forces aligning
longer rigid bands in polymers during stretching with all atoms pointing out of this band
in any three-dimensional directions, NOutOfBand, rather hindering this alignment (For more
examples see Figure 4 in [24]). Generally, it was observed that an η-parameter of >1 typically
predicts a good alignability of ∆I‖/I⊥ > 1.5.Polymers 2022, 14, x FOR PEER REVIEW 6 of 21 
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Figure 2. Exemplary structures of molecules denoted with atoms counted for different predictors
for the experimentally observed alignability, ∆I‖/I⊥, in stretched polymers. Green: Atoms counted
as in-plane atoms, NInPlane, for the predictor θ presented in this work. Red: Atoms countable as
intra-band atoms, NInBande, for the predictor η presented in [24]. Blue: For molecules in which all
atoms lie in one plane, the aspect ratio (ar) serves as robust predictor.

However, this simple prediction parameter, η, is not well defined for larger molecules
with multiple potential bands. For example, in molecules such as Lumogen F Red 305, it is
not as straightforward to identify the dominating band, even though η still predicts the
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low alignability reasonability well, regardless in which structural the dominating band is
identified (e.g., Figure 2 shows two possibilities of red band assignments in Lumogen F
Red 305).

In order to provide a more precise definition for a prediction parameter also for larger
molecules consisting, for example, of more extended π-systems we refined the prediction
parameter in the following way. First, we consistently did a geometry optimization for all
molecules investigated. Then, all atoms were counted in this optimized geometry that were
within the molecular plane of these molecules, NInPlane, rather than just those in one band.
All other atoms were counted as NOutOfPlane. Figure 2 (green) illustrates this count for a
couple of molecules. Hydrogen atoms were not included, as they play only a minor steric
role but do often occur more dominantly in out of plane groups. This refined parameter

θ = NInPlane/NOutOfPlane (2)

provides similarly well estimates for the alignability as our previous parameter η, (compare
green θ values in Figure 3 with experimentally observed alignabilities ∆I‖/I⊥ in black) but
is unambiguous for more planar molecular structures.
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In Lumogen F Red 305, for example, the total number of atoms in the molecule is 82 
without hydrogens. There are 36 atoms inside a plane and 46 outside, which results in θ 
= 0.8 (Figure 2), and corresponds well with the experimental observation of little aligna-
bility. Another important example is Lumogen F Yellow 083. This is also a molecule with 

Figure 3. Correlation between the experimentally alignability (black curve, ∆I‖/I⊥) and the alignabil-
ity prediction parameter θ (green curve, Equation (2)) and the aspect ratio (blue curve, Equation (3))
as predictor for entirely planar molecules according to molecular geometry optimization calculations.

In Lumogen F Red 305, for example, the total number of atoms in the molecule is
82 without hydrogens. There are 36 atoms inside a plane and 46 outside, which results
in θ = 0.8 (Figure 2), and corresponds well with the experimental observation of little
alignability. Another important example is Lumogen F Yellow 083. This is also a molecule
with a larger π-system that does not easily allow to identify the largest rigid band. Indeed,
the rigid-band bases parameter η = 0.5 does not predict any alignment. However, the new
parameter presented here is precisely defined also for such molecules and predicts with a
value of θ = 2.1 very well the experimentally observed alignability of ∆I‖/I⊥ ~ 2.2.
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In cases, however, in which all atoms are in plane according to geometry optimization,
NOutOfPlane becomes zero and Equation (2) is not defined anymore. Important examples are
rylenes, such as perylene, terrylene, and quaterrylene (structures are shown in Figure 4).
Still, better alignment was observed experimentally for structures that resemble rigid band
like structures, similar as our previous empirical observation that led to the band-based
prediction parameter η, (Equation (1)). To account for this observation, we considered the
aspect ratio for such completely planar molecules that do not contain any out-of-plane
atoms, NOutOfPlane = 0. To do so, the rigid planar parts of the molecules were first simplified
as simple geometric shapes (e.g., benzene ≡ hexagon) with all bonds assumed to be of
approximately equal length. With this simplification, the length of the long and short axis
of the rigid, planar part of the molecules was then computed in units of the length of one
bond, a. Figure 5 illustrates this exemplarily for perylene. Due to geometric consideration
the aspect ratio, ar, is in this case

ar = llongaxis/lshortaxis = 5a/(4a × cos(30◦)) = 1.44 (3)Polymers 2022, 14, x FOR PEER REVIEW 9 of 21 
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Figure 4. Structures of rylenes and rylene derivates exemplary for planar molecular structures
that either do or do not contain any out-of-plane atoms. When there was no out-of-plane atom
(blue structures) the aspect ratio (Equation (3)) is a good predictor for the experimentally observed
alignabilities, ∆I‖/I⊥. Otherwise, the θ–parameter (Equation (2)), that is determined from the ratio of
in-plane atom (green) number over the number of out-of-plane atoms (black), is a good predictor.
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Figure 5. In planar molecules that do not contain any out-of-plane atoms the aspect ratio is a good
predictor for the alignability in stretched polymers. The figures show exemplarily how the aspect
ratio can be determined from the molecular structure of perylene. For details see text.

A comparison of the aspect ratio-based parameter computed for these molecules (blue
in Figure 3) demonstrates also a high predictive power for the alignability of such molecules
in polymers (black curve in Figure 3).

The general prediction scheme for the alignability of molecules in polymers is il-
lustrated in Figure 6. First a simple geometry optimization is performed to identify all
atoms, expect hydrogens, that are either within the molecules plane, NInPlane, or outside
the molecular plan, NOutOfPlane. If NOutOfPlane 6= 0, the alignability can be predicted by the
ratio defined in Equation (2) (green data in Figure 3). If NOutOfPlane = 0, the alignability can
be predicted by the aspect ratio of the plane defined in Equation (3) (Figure 2 and blue data
in Figure 3). These predictions correspond very well with the experimentally observed
alignabilities, ∆I‖/I⊥ (black data in Figure 3).
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Figure 6. The diagram shows how to estimate the alignability of a molecules transition dipole
moment in stretched polymers (PVA) with either the predictor parameter θ (Equation (2)) or the
aspect ratio for case of entirely planar molecules (Equation (3)).

An experimental observation that has so far not been considered in the proposed
prediction parameters is the influence of chemical polarization on the alignability. An
interesting comparison is that of the molecules PCTDA, PDI and terrylene that all have
similar spatial dimensions but are decreasingly polar (structures are shown in Figure 4).
All molecules show an alignment but it is noticeable that the ∆I‖/I⊥ value decreases with
greater polarity. The value of ∆I‖/I⊥ for PCTDA is only half as high as that for terrylene.
We suspect that the polar molecules are wedged between polymer chains due to hydrogen
bonds, while the non-polar molecules are well placed between the chains using the weaker
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Van der Waals forces. Therefore, when using the aspect ratio to predict alignability, it must
be considered that the polarity has an additional influence.

3.2. A New Light-Harvesting Solar Concentrator for the AlGaAs Layer of
High-Efficiency Photovoltaics

So far, high efficiency light-harvesting materials based on the scheme shown in Figure 1
have only been demonstrated for the blue AlGaInP layer of current high efficiency photo-
voltaics. High efficiency light-harvesting materials for the next, AlGaAs layer, of such high
efficiency photovoltaics have not been reported so far, partly due to the above-described
difficulties in the ability of predicting the alignability of larger light-harvesting donors
and light-redirecting acceptors, that shall either stay randomly oriented or align in that
same material during stretching. In order to build a FunDiLight-LSC for the second band
gap of the currently best solar cell by Geisz et al. now a suitable donor or acceptor can be
taken from Figure 3 [3]. Lumogen F Red 305 is ideal as a donor. No alignability (θ = 0.8) is
predicted which is also confirmed experimentally (∆I‖/I⊥~1.3). In addition, the spectral
requirements fit (Figure 7) and a high fluorescence quantum yield of almost 100% suggests
a very good energy transfer [25].
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Figure 7. Absorption and emission spectra of Oxazine 170 (green) and Lumogen F Red 305 (blue),
respectively. The fluorescence spectrum of Oxazine 170 (green, filled) fits perfectly the EQE spectrum
and thus band gap of AlGaAs cells (black) (Data from [3]). The fluorescence Lumogen F Red 305
(filled in blue) overlaps perfectly with the absorption spectrum of Oxazine 170 (green).

In order to find a suitable acceptor, the steric alignment requirements for the molecule
must be met in addition to spectral requirements for effective energy transfer and photo-
voltaics bandgap match, as well as highest possible fluorescence quantum yields. These
requirements are met, among others, by the squaraine dye DEAH and the dye Oxazine 170.
These two are predicted to be alignable by θ-parameters of θ = 2.75 (DEAH) and θ = 2.3 (Ox-
azine 170), and is confirmed by the experimentally measurement alignability. Even though
squaraine dye has a better fluorescence quantum yield of 86% compared to the Oxazine
with 63% in solution, it photodegraded very quickly. Therefore, Oxazine 170 was selected
as the acceptor. In addition, it is also observed very often that the fluorescence quantum
yields in solid environments, such as polymers, are significantly larger than in aqueous
solution. To generate a high-efficiency light harvesting system with Lumogen F Red 305 ®

and Oxazine 170, we first calculated optimized donor/acceptor ratios as well as concentra-
tions using our previously published computational ray tracing tool [26] and improved the
overall quantum efficiencies experimentally, thereafter. The following characterization of
the systems performance was similarly completed as reported previously [27,28].

First, the angle distribution of aligned Oxazine 170 was examined in a single molecule
3D orientation microscope. In such a microscope, the stretched or unstretched polymer
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containing Oxazine 170 is illuminated from three different directions (Figure 8a) while
the polarization of the light is rotated. Since light is best absorbed with a polarization
vector parallel to the transition dipole moment of the fluorophore, differently oriented
dyes are excited at different times. Therefore, the fluorescence traces of the single dyes
also show modulation. The 3D orientation of each individual Oxazine 170 molecule can
then be determined from these modulations observed from the three different directions.
Figure 8b,c shows a typical microscope image from individual Oxazine 170 molecules in
PVA. The angular distribution of the flat azimuth angles is shown in polar plot histograms
in Figure 8d,e.
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Figure 8. In 3D single molecule orientation microscopy, the sample is illuminated from three dif-
ferent directions with rotating polarization (a). The analysis of the observed fluorescence intensity
modulations allows to determine the 3D orientation of single molecules in the unstretched (b) and
stretched polymer (c). Polar plots of histograms of the azimuth angles show a clear alignment along
the polymer stretching direction (e) that is not present in the unstretched control (d).

Although a very random distribution can be seen in unstretched polymers in Figure 8d,
in Figure 8e there is a clear majority of molecules aligned in the stretched polymer.

Figure 9 shows a more detailed representation of all single molecules investigated
along with linear presentations of the azimuth and polar angle histograms. After stretching,
more than half of all molecules lie flat in the plane within 10◦. In addition, over half of the
molecules are approximately 20◦ around the direction of stretching. Gaussian fits show a
half-width of the azimuth angle distribution of 14.5◦ and a half-width of 10.8◦ for the polar
angles (Figure 9d).
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Figure 9. Detailed representation of the 3D angular distribution of the single molecules in an
unstretched (a) and stretched polymers (b) as spherical plot, along with the corresponding azimuth
(b,c) and polar angle distributions (c,d). Note that the measured polar angle distribution has always
a tendency to overrepresent flat angles, even in random orientation distributions (c) as upright
molecules emit most of their light perpendicular to the microscope objective and are, therefore, hard
to detect.

Based on the microscopic data, the orientation of the acceptor could be reliably verified.
This is essential for a precise FunDiLight LSC. However, efficient and fast energy transfer is
at least as important for overall high light-re-directioning quantum efficiencies.

Therefore, pump-probe measurements were completed for the donor–acceptor system
to investigate the dynamics of energy migration and dipole reorientation in more detail.

First, a spectrum with different probe wavelengths was recorded after pumping the
donor at its absorption maximum, λexc = 590 nm. The highest signal was obtained at a
wavelength of λdet = 650 nm (Figure 10a,b), corresponding well with the acceptor absorption
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and thus arising very likely from acceptor ground state bleaching after receiving energy
from the donors. During the temporal evolution, a decrease in the signal can be seen
at bluer wavelengths, which is likely indicative of intramolecular vibrational relaxation
processes in the acceptor after receiving the energy from the donors in higher vibrational
acceptor states. At red wavelengths, an increase can be seen after this first quick step. (This
suggests that donors continue to deliver energy to acceptors).
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on which better described the observed signals. Since the donor molecules are at different 
distances from each other and from the acceptor, different time scales, and kinetics are 
expected. Before the donors close to the acceptor molecules transfer their energy, excita-
tion energy migration and transition dipole reorientation occurs in the larger donor pools. 
To dissect these processes, polarization-dependent pump-probe measurements were also 
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of pump and probe polarizations parallel or perpendicular to the direction of stretching 

Figure 10. Pump-probe data of the unstretched donor–acceptor polymer samples observed after
pumping the donors at λexc = 590 nm and detecting the acceptor kinetics at various probe wavelengths
(a) as well as the transient pump-probe-spectra converted therefrom (b).

Kinetic signals where either fitted by mono- or biexponential rise terms, depending
on which better described the observed signals. Since the donor molecules are at different
distances from each other and from the acceptor, different time scales, and kinetics are
expected. Before the donors close to the acceptor molecules transfer their energy, excitation
energy migration and transition dipole reorientation occurs in the larger donor pools.
To dissect these processes, polarization-dependent pump-probe measurements were also
carried out (Figure 11a). Four different polarizations were measured, with combinations of
pump and probe polarizations parallel or perpendicular to the direction of stretching of
the polymers. The rise time of these curves reflect direct energy transfer from the (closest)
donors to the acceptors and is with about 6 ps is comparable to that what one expects from
Förster Theory for a single donor to acceptor transfer at the closest distance of about 2.6 nm
between the pigments. With donor pool pump polarization perpendicular to the acceptor
probe polarization (and stretching direction), additional kinetic rising components were
observed (green in Figure 11a) that are not visible when directly pumping and probing
parallel to the stretching direction (violet in Figure 11a). This is due to the additional time
necessary to rotate the initial perpendicular transition dipole orientations into transition
dipole orientations parallel to the acceptors during energy migration from the donors
to the acceptors. A difference spectrum can be formed from these two measurements
and a biexponential function can be fitted to this difference spectrum (Figure 11b). The
biexponential rise term gives a time constant for the intra donor-pool energy migration and
dipole moment reorientation on the order of ~27 ps, as well as a decay time constant of
approximately 400 ps, after which the energy transfer from the donor-pool to the acceptors
is completed. Overall, the times are all well below the ns lifetime of the donor (7.9 ns [29]),
which is why an almost perfect energy transfer efficiency c with a quantum efficiency close
to unity can be assumed. In addition, the significantly lower amplitude with perpendicular
polarization of the pump and probe beam to the stretching direction compared to corre-
sponding parallel pump and probe beam polarization data once more confirm the acceptor
alignment parallel to the polymer stretching directions (Figure 11a red and violet curves).
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Figure 11. Polarization-dependent pump-probe measurements of the stretched sample with various
pump and probe polarizations parallel or perpendicular to the stretching direction (a). The time
constants for the energy migration and dipole-reorientation dynamics within the donor pool and the
subsequent transfer to the acceptors can be determined through the biexponential fit of the difference
spectrum of the violet and green curve (a) from the stretched sample (b). For details of this analysis
see text and [24].

4. Discussion

With the present study, structural factors that lead to an alignability of molecules in
polymers—at least in PVA—become clearer. Key factors are obviously the size of rigid
planar parts in a molecules structure, as well as the aspect ratio of this plane and the size and
number of structural groups that point outside this plane and/or that are flexible. Based
on these observations, we provide a refined prediction parameter, θ, and scheme (Figure 6)
that is based on the ratio in the numbers of in-plane and out-of-plane atoms observed in a
simple geometry optimization calculation (Equation (2), green in Figures 2 and 4)) and the
aspect ratio for planar molecules (Equation (3), blue in Figures 2 and 4), that do not contain
any out-of-plan atoms at all. These parameters and the scheme predict the alignability
(e.g., for light re-directing acceptor molecules, red in Figure 1) or non-alignability (e.g.,
for randomly oriented light harvesting donor molecules in the same material, green in
Figure 1) at least as good as our previously reported parameter, but allows to better predict
the alignability of larger molecules (Figure 3). In addition, we found an indication that
the alignability decreases with greater polarity. We suspect that this is due to increasing
distorting interactions with polar groups of PVA during the stretching. However, this
observation is not included in our alignability estimation parameters yet, as it needs more
experimental verification.

Obviously, the alignability is a largely steric phenomenon. We find that small hydrogen
atoms can be neglected for a good alignment prediction. We found experimental alignment
when the θ-parameter was greater than 1.5 or in other words when 1.5 times more atoms
are in the plane than outside of it. We suspect that the polymer chains start to orient in one
preferred direction when they are mechanically stretched and that the molecules between
the ordered chains are aligned by shear forces (Figure 12a). Molecules with larger numbers
of rigid or non-rigid groups and atoms pointing outside this plane are more likely to wedge
between the chains, hindering alignment in that same direction. We also suspect that this
more likely, when more heteroatoms are present that make the molecules more polar. Since
the polymer PVA is already polar itself, the wedging of the molecules could be increased
during the polymer stretching.

In the case of completely flat molecules, the aspect ratio is also important. We suspect
that while all flat molecules align themselves, a rotation around the transverse axis of the
molecule allows also for transition emission dipole moments perpendicular to the stretching
direction, and, therefore, no alignment of the light emission is observed. With elongated
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molecules of higher aspect ratios, such rotation becomes less likely or in other words the
molecules dipole moment does align in just one direction parallel to the stretching direction.
We found that emission dipole moment alignment can be typically found when the aspect
ratio was approximately higher than 1.5.

With these insights we were able to seek suitable molecules that act as randomly
oriented light-harvesting donor pools (green in Figure 1) and light redirecting acceptor
molecules (red in Figure 1) also for other spectral ranges than our previously published
system for the blue-green AlGaInP spectral range of high-efficiency photovoltaic [23,24].
Before the present study, this was difficult as the necessary alignment or non-alignment of
larger molecules in the very same polymer and stretching procedure could not be predicted
as easily with our previous prediction parameter, η, that rather relied on the size of rigid
band size structure in smaller pigment molecules.

For the more reddish spectral range necessary for the AlGaAs layer of high efficiency
photovoltaics, the relatively flat and long dye Oxazine 170 was found as a suitable example
of a fluorophore that aligns very well in polymers when mechanically stretched. It has
a prediction parameter of θ = 2.3 and indeed showed an experimental alignability of
∆I‖/I⊥ ~ 1.9. Together with the bulky Lumogen F Red 305, that stays with θ = 0.8 and
∆I‖/I⊥ ~ 1.3 randomly oriented in the very same polymer and stretching procedure, it
forms a FunDiLight system as illustrated in Figure 1 for the spectral range of the AlGaAs
layer. The Donor Lumogen F Red 305 collects exactly the spectral range of the light not
covered by the previously published blue layer, and can pass it on to the acceptor Oxazine
170 with high yield, due to perfect spectral overlap. The aligned acceptor can purposefully
redirect the energy and the emission of Oxazine 170 fits perfectly with the AlGaAs band gap
of high efficiency photovoltaics. Microscopic 3D single molecule orientation measurements
confirmed that the light re-directioning acceptors in this system are very well aligned, with
85% of the dyes within 25◦ of the stretching direction.

The highly efficient light-harvesting donor to light-redirecting acceptor energy transfer
is confirmed by efficient, ultrafast energy transfer unveiled by polarized pump-probe
spectroscopy (Figures 10 and 11). These experiments also provided valuable insights into
the donor pool energy migration and emission dipole moment reorientation on timescales
on the order of approximately 6–400 ps. The excitation energy is transferred from the
primarily excited light harvesting donors to the donor-pool on a timescale of about 27 ps.
From there, the energy is gradually passed on to the acceptors. The final ultrafast one-step
donor to acceptor energy transfer step from the nearest donor in the light-harvesting pool
to the light-redirecting acceptors time occurs in about 6 ps. Even if the transition dipole
moments of the excited donors are very different for the light-redirecting acceptors, they
still transferred efficiently all excitons after about 400 ps.

5. Conclusions and Perspective

In summary, these results confirm that about 99.9% of light in the 420–660 nm spectral
range of the light-harvesting donor is collected in a single foil of 50 µm thickness, at least
98% of these excitations is transferred to the light-redirecting acceptors, and that the accep-
tors emit about 80% of the light in directions suitable for effective total internal reflection
waveguiding to, for example, high-efficiency photovoltaics. The percentage of absorbed
light was inferred from the absorption spectrum of a single foil in the spectral range of
420–660 nm (Figure 7), the efficiency of the energy transfer from a direct comparison of the
donor fluorescence intensity in the presence and the absence of acceptors [30], as well as
the observed ultrafast energy transfer on timescales from 6 to 400 ps (Figures 10 and 11) in
comparison to the donor lifetime (7.9 ns [29]) and the emission angle range from the 3D
orientation single molecule experiments (Figures 8 and 9) in a similar manner as described
in Pieper et al. and Willich, Wegener et al. [23,24]. Therefore, the overall efficiency of the
new funneling light-harvesting system for the reddish AlGaAs layer of high-efficiency
photovoltaics is as similarly high as our previously reported systems for the blue-green
AlGaInP layer [23,24]. Together with the previously proposed system for the blue-green
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spectral range, these two layers already cover about 75% of the total energy of the solar
light (denoted by grey color in Figure 12c).

For the future development we envision two layers of our high-efficiency light-
harvesting systems together with the corresponding two layers of high efficiency pho-
tovoltaics. This principle is shown in Figure 12b. One of our future aims is to realize such a
real word system including all components that are necessary for a high efficiency light
harvesting together with high efficiency photovoltaics and a concentration factor (input
surface/output surface, see Figure 1) as large as possible and the very little loss mechanisms
provided by our FunDiLight approach.Polymers 2022, 14, x FOR PEER REVIEW 19 of 21 
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(blue) and transferred to the Rhodamine 123 acceptors (green) aligned parallel to the AlGaInP pho-
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by the Lumogen F Red 305 donors (yellow) and transferred on to the aligned Oxazine 170 acceptors 
(red). These emit correspondingly in the direction on the AlGaAs PV cell material. (b) The part of 

Figure 12. Polymer chains (beige) are likely ordered by the stretching procedure. We suspect that
shear forces (small black arrows) can align the dyes (red arrows) between the polymer chains when
they have the corresponding structural requirements (see Figures 2–6) (a). In the envisioned two-layer
light-harvesting and energy conversion system light in the wavelength range between 275 and 500 nm
is first collected in the upper layer by the randomly oriented Pyranine donor molecules (blue) and
transferred to the Rhodamine 123 acceptors (green) aligned parallel to the AlGaInP photovoltaics
(grey). Wavelengths longer than 500 nm pass through the first layer and are then absorbed by the
Lumogen F Red 305 donors (yellow) and transferred on to the aligned Oxazine 170 acceptors (red).
These emit correspondingly in the direction on the AlGaAs PV cell material. (b) The part of the solar
spectrum ([31,32], Data from [32]) that are entirely harvested by the Pyranine and Rhodamine 123
molecules (green absorption spectrum) and Lumogen F Red 305 and Oxazine 170 molecules (red
absorption spectrum) of such a two-layer system is marked by grey color and corresponds already to
about 75% of the total solar irradiation energy (c).
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Abstract: Luminescent solar concentrators (LSCs) provide a transformative approach to integrat-
ing photovoltaics into a built environment. In this paper, we report thin-film LSCs composed of
intramolecular charge transfer fluorophore (DACT-II) and discuss the effect of two polymers, poly-
methyl methacrylate (PMMA), and poly (benzyl methacrylate) (PBzMA) on the performance of
large-area LSCs. As observed experimentally, DACT-II with the charge-donating diphenylaminocar-
bazole and charge-accepting triphenyltriazine moieties shows a large Stokes shift and limited re-
absorption losses in both polymers. Our results show that thin-film LSC (10 × 10 × 0.3 cm3) with
optimized concentration (0.9 wt%) of DACT-II in PBzMA gives better performance than that in the
PMMA matrix. In particular, optical conversion efficiency (ηopt) and power-conversion efficiency
(ηPCE) of DACT-II/PBzMA LSC are 2.32% and 0.33%, respectively, almost 1.2 times higher than for
DACT-II/PMMA LSC.

Keywords: luminescent solar concentrator; polymer matrix; organic fluorophore; intramolecular
charge transfer; light harvesting

1. Introduction

Due to rapid urbanization, a considerable increase in global energy consumption has
been observed over the past several decades. Currently, buildings utilize around 30% of
energy worldwide, due to cooling, heating, and artificial-lighting loads [1,2]. To meet
this huge energy demand, substantial attention has been paid to clean and renewable
energy technologies, especially grid-free building-integrated photovoltaics (BIPVs) [3].
Among many BIPVs, luminescent solar concentrators (LSCs) offer a cost-effective solution
to harness solar energy, while warranting their compatibility with the existing and new
infrastructures [4]. Typically, LSCs are fabricated in two simple architectures, namely bulk
and thin-film LSC. In the case of bulk LSC, light-emissive fluorophores are embedded in
the optically transparent slab of polymer, while a thin-film LSC consists of fluorophores
mixed with the polymer matrix to form a thin film on the haze-free glass. In both cases,
fluorophores absorb incident sunlight and re-emit it at longer wavelengths. The re-emitted
photons are trapped within the polymer slab or glass substrate due to the total internal
reflection (TIR) process and are directed to its edges, where they are transformed into
electricity by attached PV cells (Figure 1) [5,6]. Recently, it has been suggested that LSCs’
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application is not just limited to BIPVs, but they can be applied to various other platforms,
such as greenhouses [7], noise barriers [8], indoor decorative elements [9,10], medical
devices [7,11], indoor light-harvesting glass [12], and sunroofs of vehicles [13].
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Figure 1. (a) Schematic representation of thin-film LSC, (b) Chemical structure of DACT-II em-
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Figure 1. (a) Schematic representation of thin-film LSC. (b) Chemical structure of DACT-II employed
in our study.

Dating back to the 1970s, LSCs were first introduced as an inexpensive alternative to
traditional photovoltaics [14]. However, the recent LSCs still offer stability issues [15,16]
and reduced efficiency mainly due to re-absorption losses that occur due to the small
Stokes shift of fluorophores [17,18], limited fluorophore–polymer compatibility [19], and
low photoluminescent quantum yield (PLQY) of fluorophores [20]. Major research ef-
forts devoted to LSCs include (1) the use of suitable fluorophores, such as organic dyes,
e.g., coumarins [21], perylenes [22], aggregation induce emissive molecules [23–25], π-
conjugated polymers [26,27], rare earth complexes [28], and semiconducting quantum
dots QDs (core/shell, carbon, and silicon) [29–32]; (2) different designs, e.g., plasmonic
LSCs [33,34], fibers structures [35,36], and multi-layer LSCs [36–38]; and (3) identifying the
appropriate host polymer. The most reported polymer for LSCs is polymethyl methacrylate
(PMMA), while other examples include crosslinked fluoro-polymers [39], polycyclic hexyl
methacrylate [40], polysiloxanes [41], L-poly(lactic acid) [42], fluorescent proteins [43],
cellulose crystals [44], and unsaturated polyesters [45].

In recent work by our group [46,47], bulk PMMA LSCs were fabricated by utiliz-
ing thermally activated delayed fluorescence (TADF) dye, 1,2,3,5-tetrakis(carbazol-9-yl)-
4,6-dicyanobenzene (4CzIPN) [48]. Moreover, 4CzIPN shows the intramolecular charge
transfer (ICT) features between the carbazole and dicyanobenzene moieties that lead to a
drastic increase in the Stokes shift. Reduced re-absorption losses, high photostability due
to strong steric hindrance, and high PLQY of 4CzIPN make it an excellent candidate for
the large-area LSCs.

In this study, we investigated the effect of the host polymer matrix on the performance
of LSC incorporating intramolecular charge transfer fluorophore. We fabricated large-area
thin-film LSCs (10 × 10 × 0.3 cm3) based on another TADF dye, 9-[4-(4,6-diphenyl-1,3,5-
triazin-2-yl)phenyl]-N,N,N′,N′-tetraphenyl-9H-carbazole-3,6-diamine, denoted as DACT-II
(Figure 1b) [49]. DACT-II consists of electron donor diphenylaminocarbazole and electron-
acceptor triphenyltriazine moieties and exhibits ICT characteristics. In particular, PMMA
and poly (benzyl methacrylate) (PBzMA) were investigated as host polymer matrices
for DACT-II-based thin-film LSCs. Besides synthesis of DACT-II, we report the optical
properties and photovoltaic performance of DACT-II-based thin-film LSCs employing
PMMA and PBzMA matrices. Our results suggest that the DACT-II-based thin-film LSC
with the PBzMA matrix shows an optical efficiency of 2.32%, which is 1.2 times higher than
that with the PMMA matrix.
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2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials

For the synthesis of DACT-II, all reagents were acquired from Tokyo Chemical Industry
(TCI) and Sigma-Aldrich. For the fabrication of LSCs, PMMA and PBzMA were purchased
from Sigma-Aldrich.

2.2. Synthesis
2.2.1. Synthesis of 3,6-dibromo-9-(4-(4,6-diphenyl-1,3,5-triazin-2-yl)phenyl)-9H-carbazole (1)

First, 2-(4-bromophenyl)-4,6-diphenyl-1,3,5-triazine (0.4 g, 1.0 mmol), 3,6-dibromo-9H-
carbazole (0.33 g, 1.0 mmol), bis(tri-tert-butylphosphine)palladium(0) (0.026 g, 0.05 mmol)
and sodium tert-butoxide (0.25 g, 2.6 mmol) were dissolved in anhydrous toluene (13 mL)
under a nitrogen atmosphere. The mixture was refluxed for 4 h. After cooling down
to room temperature, the solution was poured into chloroform and distilled water for
extraction. The chloroform layer was washed with distilled water several times and dried
over magnesium sulfate. The crude product was filtered by using Celite 545 and purified
via column chromatography on silica gel (eluent:dichloromethane/hexane, 1:4, v/v). The
product was dried in a vacuum oven to give a white powder (yield = 0.10 g, 10%). 1 H NMR
(500 MHz, CDCl3): δ 9.04 (d, J = 8.5 Hz, 2 H), 8.83 (d, J = 6.5 Hz, 4 H), 8.24 (s, J = 2.0 Hz,
2 H), 7.76 (d, J = 8.5 Hz, 2 H), 7.67–7.55 (m, 6 H), 7.57 (dd, J = 9.0 Hz, 2.0 Hz, 2 H), 7.41 (d,
J = 9.0 Hz, 2 H).

2.2.2. Synthesis of DACT-II

First, (0.10 g, 0.16 mmol), diphenylamine (0.06 g, 0.35 mmol), tris(dibenzylideneacetone)-
dipalladium(0)-chloroform adduct (0.004 g, 0.004 mmol), 2-dicyclohexylphosphino-2′,4′,6′-
triisopropyl-biphenyl (0.01 g, 0.016 mmol) and sodium tert-butoxide (0.037 g, 0.384 mmol)
were dissolved in anhydrous toluene (5 mL) under a nitrogen atmosphere. The mixture
was refluxed for 12 h. After cooling down to room temperature, the solution was poured
into chloroform and distilled water for extraction. The chloroform layer was washed
with distilled water several times and dried over magnesium sulfate. The crude product
was filtered by using Celite 545 and purified via column chromatography on silica gel
(eluent:dichloromethane/hexane, 1:2.5, v/v). The product was dried in a vacuum oven
to give a yellow powder (yield = 0.09 g, 69%). 1 H NMR (500 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 9.03 (d,
J = 8.5 Hz, 2 H), 8.80 (d, J = 7.0 Hz, 4 H), 8.05 (s, J = 2.5 Hz, 2 H), 8.00 (d, J = 8.5 Hz, 2 H),
7.76 (t, J = 7.0 Hz, 2 H), 7.71 (t, J = 7.5 Hz, 4 H), 7.60 (d, J = 9.0 Hz, 2 H), 7.27 (t, J = 8.5 Hz,
10 H), 7.00 (d, J = 7.5 Hz, 8 H), 6.96 (t, J = 7.5 Hz, 4 H).

2.3. Fabrication of Thin-Film LSCs

To fabricate DACT-II-based thin-film LSCs with PMMA matrix, 10 wt% solutions of
PMMA in chloroform were prepared. The solution was then blended with various concen-
trations of as-synthesized DACT-II (0.1–1.3 wt%). After proper mixing of final solutions,
the doctor-blade coating technique was used to make thin film (~60 µm film thickness)
on transparent glass substrates of different sizes. Chloroform was slowly evaporated by
keeping the sample under room conditions. The same procedure was applied to fabricate
DACT-II-based thin-film LSCs with PBzMA matrix.

2.4. Measurements

UV–visible spectrophotometer (Perkin Elmer Lambda 35) and fluorescence spectropho-
tometer (JASCO, FP-8600) were used to obtain absorbance and emission of the samples. To
obtain the spectra of edge emitted photons, an integrating sphere connected to a spectrom-
eter (Avantes, ULS2048) was employed. For PV measurements, crystalline silicon (c-Si) PV
cells were purchased locally. Highly transparent adhesive (United Adhesives, OE 1582)
was used to attach the PV cells with all edges of the fabricated LSCs (10 × 10 × 0.3 cm3).
Current–voltage measurements were obtained by illuminating the surface of LSCs with a
solar simulator (Mc-Science) having a Xenon arc lamp of 160 W equipped with filters to
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approximate AM 1.5 G spectrum. The irradiance of the illumination source was calibrated
before and found to be 100 mW cm−2.

3. Results and Discussion

The synthesis of DACT-II was performed by using a two-step approach (Scheme 1). In de-
tail, Compound 1 was synthesized by 3,6-dibromo-9H-carbazole, bis(tri-tert-butylphosphine)
palladium(0) and sodium tert-butoxide under inert environment. Then, diphenylamine,
tris(dibenzylideneacetone)dipalladium (0)-chloroform adduct, 2-dicyclohexylphosphino-
2′,4′,6′-triisopropyl-biphenyl, and sodium tert-butoxide were reacted in anhydrous toluene
under a nitrogen atmosphere, delivering DACT-II in 69% yield after crystallization. The
obtained DACT-II was consisted of chemically bonded diphenylaminocarbazole (charge
donor) and triphenyltriazine (charge acceptor) moieties.
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The optical properties of synthesized DACT-II were investigated in PMMA and
PBzMA matrices. PBzMA is highly transparent and amorphous that makes it an excellent
alternative to the commonly employed PMMA matrix in LSCs. Normalized absorbance
and emission spectra of DACT-II in PMMA and PBzMA are displayed in Figure 2. The
absorbance range covered the entire ultraviolet (UV) and near UV region, i.e., from 300 to
450 nm. As observed, absorbance is low in the 350–450 nm range, however, this issue can
be solved by using a higher concentration of DACT-II in thin-film LSCs. As evident from
Figure 2, the absorbance of DACT-II was nearly the same in both polymer matrices. DACT-
II exhibited a broad emission with the peak values at 490 and 507 nm in PBzMA and PMMA
films, respectively. The expected blue shift in the case of PBzMA is due to the modest
polarity of the lateral benzyl group compared to the methyl ester substitution in PMMA.
Stokes shift is an important factor in designing an efficient LSC device. Figure 2 also
confirms that DACT-II exhibited a large Stokes shift, i.e., less overlap between absorbance
and emission spectra in both polymers. Such a large Stokes shift limits the re-absorption
losses, even at higher concentrations of DACT-II; thus, it helps improve the LSC efficiency.

To obtain the optimum concentration of DACT-II in PMMA and PBzMA, thin-film
LSCs (5 × 2.5 × 0.1 cm3) employing different concentrations, ranging from 0.1 to 1.3 wt%,
were fabricated as explained in the experimental section. In Figure 3a, the effect of DACT-
II concentration in PMMA film on the emission intensity is reported. For 0.1–0.9 wt%
DACT-II loading, a gradual increase in the emission intensity was detected at the excitation
wavelength of 350 nm. However, a further rise in the concentration caused a decrease in
emission which could be associated with the formation of the aggregate. These aggregates
offer sites for non-radiative relaxations of excited state electrons, leading to emission reduc-
tion [50]. The limited solubility of DCAT-II in the PMMA matrix is another factor that leads
to lowered emission at higher concentrations of DACT-II. Moreover, these spectra were also
characterized by a negligible red shift, suggesting modest re-absorption losses. Identical to
what was observed for DACT-II/PMMA films, emission intensity (for DACT-II/PBzMA
films) improved linearly with DACT-II concentrations up to 0.9 wt% (Figure 3b). Beyond
0.9 wt%, a decrease in the DACT-II emission, along with the progressive red shift, was
observed. The comparison of DACT-II in both polymer matrices shows that emission inten-
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sity remained higher in PBzMA than PMMA for all the concentrations, making PBzMA a
superior alternative to the commonly used PMMA matrix. Our experimental investigations
can be justified by the fact that the reduced polarity of PBzMA helps create not only a
better dispersion of the DACT-II but also improves the radiative decay channels. To deeply
understand the emission mechanism of the DACT-II in PMMA and PBzMA matrices,
time-resolved photoluminescent measurements were performed. A single-exponential
decay model was employed to fit the photoluminescence decay curve and calculate the
excited-state lifetimes. The emission of DACT-II in PMMA at 507 nm decayed with an
average excited-state lifetime of 8.6 ns. On the other hand, the excited state lifetime of
DACT-II in PBzMA at 490 nm was 9.6 ns (Figure 3c). The decreased excited-state lifetime in
the case of the PMMA matrix indicates the possible formation of alternative non-radiative
decay channels.
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To investigate the effect of LSC size on the edge emission, we prepared the square-
dimensioned thin-film LSCs (DCAT-II concentration 0.9 wt%) with different lengths, and
edge emitted photons were obtained by using the integrating sphere method. Figure 4a
shows the edge emitted photons spectra of different sized DACT-II/PMMA-film LSCs. The
number of edges emitted photons increased linearly with the lengths, which is obvious
because, when the size of LSC increases, the total number of incident photons will increase.
The same trend was observed in the case of DACT-II based LSC with PBzMA matrix
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(Figure 4b). Notably, for all the lengths, the total number of photons emitted by the edges
of DACT-II-based LSC with PBzMA matrix remained higher than that of the device with
PMMA matrix. This trend is consistent with the front-facing emission measurements
(Figure 3a,b). To our surprise, a red shift was observed when the size of the LSCs was
increased from 2.5 to 15 cm. Peak wavelengths of the edge emission spectra are also
presented in Figure 4c. For 2.5 cm length, the peak emission wavelength was 509 and
498 nm for LSCs with PMMA and PBzMA matrices, respectively. Meanwhile, the values
changed to 517 and 507 nm for 15 cm–long respective devices. Generally, increment in the
size of LSC is accompanied by the escape cone losses, reabsorption losses, and red-shifted
edge emissions. The same phenomena have been also noted for LSCs with various designs
and using other fluorophores [51,52].
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The potential of DACT-II-based thin-film LSCs as power-producing windows was de-
termined by obtaining optical-conversion efficiency (ηopt) and power-conversion efficiency
(ηPCE) of the large-area LSCs (dimension: 10 × 10 × 0.3 cm3) having 0.9 wt% of DACT-II
in PMMA and PBzMA matrices. Moreover, ηopt is described as the ratio of LSC edge
emitted photons to the total incident photons, while ηPCE is the ratio of the electrical output
to the solar power input. The formula of ηopt and ηPCE is given in Equations (1) and (2),
respectively.

ηopt =
ILSC × AEdges

IPV cell × ALSC
(1)

ηPCE =
ILSC ×VOC × FF

ALSC × FIN
(2)

where ILSC (mA) and IPV cell (mA) are short-circuit current obtained by LSC connected PV
cell and short-circuit current of bare PV cell(without LSCs attached). AEdges (cm2) and ALSC

(cm2) are the area of LSC edges where PV cells are attached and surface area of LSC. While
in Equation (2), VOC (V), FF, FIN (mWcm−2) are the open-circuit voltage, fill factor, and the
incident solar power density, respectively. It is important to note that PV cell was connected
to only one edge while other three edges were masked, and overall LSC was then corrected
by multi-plying the current density by 4. Current density–voltage (J–V) curves taken by
the DACT-II-based LSC with PMMA and PBzMA matrices are depicted in Figure 5, while
the values of other PV parameters and values of ηopt and ηPCE are listed in Table 1. It is
evident from the results that DACT-II-based LSC with PBzMA matrix outperformed and
gave the ηopt and ηPCE of 2.32 and 0.33%, respectively. These values are 1.2 times higher
than the LSC with the PMMA matrix.
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Table 1. Photovoltaic parameters of DACT-II-based LSC (10 × 10 × 0.3 cm3) with different poly-
mer matrices.

Samples Voc (V) Isc (mA) FF (%) ηopt (%) ηPCE (%)

DCAT-II/PMMA-based LSC 0.51 79.44 66.57 1.92 0.28
DCAT-II/PBzMA-based LSC 0.51 97.10 66.70 2.32 0.33

Additionally, an analytical model (Equation (3)) [53] was used to estimate the optical
efficiency (ηopt) of large-area LSCs (up to 10,000 cm2, for Length = 100 cm) utilizing DACT-II
in PMMA and PBzMA matrices.

ηopt = (1− R) ηabs . ηint (3)

where R denotes the reflection losses, which are approximately 4% in the case of polymers
with a refractive index of 1.5. Note that PMMA and PBzMA show same refractive index.
Moreover, ηabs and ηint are the absorption efficiency (Equation (4)) and internal quantum
efficiency (Equation (5)), respectively.

ηabs =

∫ 1100
280 Pin(λ)

[
1− e−α(λ)t

]
dλ

∫ 1100
280 Pin(λ)dλ

(4)

ηint =

∫ ∞
0

ηQY ηtrap

1+βα(λ) t
D L(1−ηQY ηtrap )

IPL(λ)dλ
∫ ∞

0 IPL(λ)dλ
(5)

In Equation (4), α is the absorption coefficient of DACT-II in polymeric films, t is the
thickness of the film and Pin is the incident photon flux. In Equation (5), ηQY is the PLQY
of DACT-II (49 and 56% in PMMA and PBzMA, respectively); ηtrap is a light-trapping
efficiency, which is around 75% for a given system; β is a numerical factor and is equal to
1.4 [37]; IPL is an emission intensity; and D and L represent the thickness and length of a
whole LSC device. Moreover, LSCs are assumed to be square such that the length of the
LSC is equal to the width. As shown in Figure 6, ηopt drops with the increasing length of
LSCs with PMMA and PBzMA matrices. In the case of DACT-II-based LSC with PMMA
matrix, the calculated ηopt was 2.25 and 1.85% for the length 2.5 and 100 cm, respectively.
When the PBzMA matrix was employed, ηopt soared to 2.64% for 2.5 cm and 2.05% for
the 100 cm long LSCs. The calculated ηopt was based on the emissions from all edges of
the LSC device as shown in the insert of Figure 6. A drop in ηopt is expected, since the
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re-emitted photons are more susceptible to optical losses at higher lengths of LSCs, as can
be seen in other studies [25,29]. Although the overall ηopt of our fabricated LSCs is low,
which is due to the low absorption range (300–450 nm), our results confirm that PBzMA
can be applied as a potential alternative to commonly employed PMMA matrix for most of
the organic fluorophores based LSCs.
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4. Conclusions

In summary, we demonstrated the effect of polymer matrices on the DACT-II-based
LSCs. First, we synthesized the DACT-II, a TADF dye with intramolecular charge transfer
characteristics, and blended it with PMMA and PBzMA to make large-area thin-film LSCs.
At the optimized concentration (0.9 wt%), DACT-II-based LSC with PBzMA matrix showed
2.32 and 0.33% of ηopt and ηPCE, respectively. Conversely, the ηopt and ηPCE of the device
with PMMA matrix were 1.92 and 0.28%, respectively. Better efficiencies in the case of
PBzMA are attributed to more efficient dispersion of the DACT-II in PBzMA, which makes
PBzMA a better choice for the fabrication of thin-film LSCs.
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Abstract: Lightweight photovoltaics (PV) modules are important for certain segments of the re-
newable energy markets—such as exhibition halls, factories, supermarkets, farms, etc. However,
lightweight silicon-based PV modules have their own set of technical challenges or concerns. One of
them, which is the subject of this paper, is the lack of impact resistance, especially against hailstorms
in deep winter in countries with four seasons. Even if the front sheet can be made sufficiently strong
and impact-resistant, the silicon cells inside remain fragile and very prone to impact loading. This
leads to cracks that significantly degrade performance (output power) over time. A 3D helicoidally
architected fiber-based polymer composite has recently been found to exhibit excellent impact re-
sistance, inspired by the multi-hierarchical internal structures of the mantis shrimp’s dactyl clubs.
In previous work, our group demonstrated that via electrospinning-based additive manufacturing
methodologies, weak polymer material constituents could be made to exhibit significantly improved
toughness and impact properties. In this study, we demonstrate the use of 3D architected fiber-based
polymer composites to protect the silicon solar cells by absorbing impact energy. The absorbed
energy is equivalent to the energy that would impact the solar cells during hailstorms. We have
shown that silicon cells placed under such 3D architected polymer layers break at substantially higher
impact load/energy (compared to those placed under standard PV encapsulation polymer material).
This could lead to the development of novel PV encapsulant materials for the next generation of
lightweight PV modules and technology with excellent impact resistance.

Keywords: 3D helicoidal architecture; fiber-based polymer composite; impact resistance; lightweight
photovoltaics (PV); integrated PV rooftop

1. Introduction

Among other renewable energy sources, PV can be considered as the most versatile—
it can be used in highly urbanized areas, as well as in the most remote areas, and can
even float in water (oceans, lakes, etc.). Therefore, it is critical to develop PV modules
and technologies that are appropriate for the particular uses and their unique circum-
stances/conditions. A single PV module design and technology may not be appropriate
for PV modules used in various applications. Lightweight photovoltaics (PV) modules,
for instance, are important for certain segments of renewable energy markets. Many large-
scale buildings—such as exhibition halls, factories, supermarkets, farms, etc.—have huge
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footprints, with a limited number of supporting pillars, hence the roof structure has low-
load bearing capacity. Such roofs require lightweight PV modules, otherwise the expensive
reinforcement of such building structures required before the installation of the heavy
conventional glass-based PV modules would render the whole renewable energy project
(building plus the PV power source) uneconomical and make it unattractive to potential
business interests [1–3]. Lightweight PV as part of building-integrated PV and mostly for
urban building applications has been discussed quite extensively and comprehensively
elsewhere [3–7].

However, in the present manuscript, we propose another important role of lightweight
PV that could contribute to the climate and sustainability challenge in the world through
use in unique geography of countries like Indonesia. Lightweight PV modules would also
be critical for accelerating the adoption of renewable energy in certain geographies, such as
archipelagic Indonesia—where many underdeveloped areas (which need renewable energy
the most) are located in very remote locations and on thousands of separate islands. Heavy
conventional PV modules would again render the prospects of building green renewable
energy parks in such places uneconomical and unattractive due to very high transportation
and installation costs of such PV systems.

When it comes to accelerating the adoption of renewable energy to meet the climate
sustainability challenge facing the world, Indonesia is an interesting case in point. The
country is blessed with diverse and abundant energy sources—both renewable (wind,
hydro, photovoltaic, geothermal) and fossil. However, Indonesia’s geographic conditions
are less than ideal for efficient energy distribution. Indonesia is an archipelagic country
with large, sprawling geographic regions, typically lacking electrical infrastructure in very
remote, underdeveloped, and outermost areas, which are often separated by seas [8–11].
Centralized energy sources are not the ideal option for such a geography; independent,
decentralized power generation based on small wind turbines or micro-hydropower plants
combined with photovoltaic (PV) plants are. Small villages in remote areas are currently
either cut off from a centralized power supply or run diesel generators. Such independent
renewable energy systems, particularly in these remote areas, have a strategic importance
for Indonesia as a country, and perhaps more importantly as an integrated part of the
global economic and environmental ecosystem for sustainability. This challenge represents
an opportunity to collectively transform the energy sector in Indonesia into a sustainable
and environmentally friendly energy economy.

Lightweight PV can play a crucial role in setting up such independent energy supply
systems that are needed in remote, rural areas, such as Indonesia, by saving transporta-
tion and installation costs of solar PV systems. The PV power supply systems must
be lightweight to facilitate transportation to very remote areas that often lack road and
mobility infrastructures. Therefore, lightweight PV modules are needed—whether for
applications in urban buildings in most advanced countries (especially in Europe) [3–6], or
for easy installation in the most remote and underdeveloped areas in unique geographies
such as archipelagic Indonesia— for accelerating the adoption of renewable energy for the
world.

Since silicon is likely to be the mainstream PV technology for quite some time [3,4],
we need to enable lightweight silicon-based PV modules. One of the major technical
problems in designing lightweight PV modules is impact resistance and structural strength,
especially against hailstorms and strong winds in countries with four seasons, such as
Germany (or Europe in general) and in North America [12,13]. Although, the concept of
lightweight flexible PV is very appealing, nevertheless, it is still not a viable solution due to
issues with low module stiffness, and structural reliability [3–5,12,13]. Many commercial
lightweight PV solutions (including ones following IEC/UL standards) have a limited
operational lifetime [4,5]. Nevertheless, recent studies with significant material develop-
ment and clever design have enabled wonderful enhancements in impact resistance of
many polymer substrates used as the frontsheet (instead of glass) in existing lightweight
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PV modules [13–16], although the silicon cells inside remain fragile and highly susceptible
to particular impact loads.

Upon impact loading (such as from hailstorms against the frontsheet of the PV mod-
ule), the (non-glass) frontsheet itself maybe strong enough and does not break, but the
energy is passed directly to the underlying materials, i.e., first encapsulant (ethylene vinyl
acetate/EVA is the most typical in PVs), then eventually to the fragile silicon cells. Re-
ceiving the impact energy from the frontsheet, the EVA would just comply (it has high
compliance) and thus the energy was transmitted further down to the silicon cells. The
fragile silicon material is especially prone to such point impact loads, and thus either cracks
occur (nucleates) or extend further than their propagation points [5,13,14]. Consequently,
electrical performance (i.e., power output) will either reduce gradually (degrade over
time) or drastically—possibly leading to hotspots and potential safety issues (such as fires,
etc.). The standard PV test for this hail resistance of a PV module is known as the IEC
61215/61646 clause 10.17.

Natural structural materials found in mantis shrimp, nacre, and shells were recently
reported to exhibit superior mechanical and especially impact characteristics [17–19]. For
instance, the 3D architecture with helicoidal geometry found in the dactyl club of the mantis
shrimp can dissipate energy through quasi-plastic compressive reactions, forming a fracture
toughening obstruction to the propagation of microcracks during repeated impacts [20–23].
Our group’s recent publications reported higher impact performance/resistance of such
materials [24,25]. The layered geometry consisting of 3D helicoidally aligned fibers of such
materials would efficiently absorb the impact energy and transfer very little energy to
the fragile silicon solar cells. This would enable a novel lightweight PV module designs
(based on polymer front and backsheets) with enhanced impact resistance and structural in-
tegrity/reliability (especially against cracks in the silicon cell). Our aim in the present study
is to present the evidence for the basic feasibility of the proposed concept, i.e., using 3D-
architected layered polymer structures consisting of helicoidally aligned fibers to provide
protection of the silicon solar cells (in lightweight PV module designs) especially against
the initiation/propagation of cracks due to impact loads (from hailstorms, for instance).
Building on our previous research investigations on these novel materials [24–27], we
extend our methodologies to enable this feasibility study for the application of lightweight
PV technologies. In addition, the design of lightweight PV modules would allow PV
integration with curved or surfaces with contours (such as for automobiles or boats) thus
enabling more aesthetic design for the integration of PV into urban structures or buildings
in cities.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials

Polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) having MW = 98,000, polyvinylidene fluoride-co-hexafluor-
opropylene (PVDF-HFP) having MW = 400,000, acetone and dimethylacetamide (DMAc)
were purchased from Merck, Singapore. These chemicals were then used without further
purification. PVDF-HFP was then dissolved in 1:3 solvent ratio (wt/wt) of acetone and
dimethylacetamide, which was then stirred overnight (temperature = 45 ◦C) to prepare
35 wt% PVDF-HFP (DMAc/acetone) solution be used later for electrospinning. The
rheological properties of the PVDF-HFP (DMAc/acetone) solution allowed morphology
change from round to broad and flatter fibers.

2.1.1. Choice of Fiber Material

PVDF-HFP polymer possesses properties, such as higher solubility [28], greater free
volume [29], better mechanical properties [30], ease of processing, and flexibility [31].

2.1.2. Choice of Matrix Material

Several polymers were considered for embedding the PVDF-HFP fibers in the matrix.
However, polymers like polyurethane, polyurethane acrylate, epoxy, etc. are viscous
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polymers and form thicker films in comparison to the fibers. In some of the polymers,
the polymer is dissolved in a solvent to form a liquid matrix, which in turn destroys the
structural design of the fibers. While the thermoset matrix materials deal with temperature
curing or UV curing which just increases the number of optimization processes and also
end up dominating the mechanical properties of the composites. For the amount of fiber
samples that the equipment allows to be made in the laboratory setting, it is very important
to choose the matrix material very wisely such that its viscosity can be altered to form
thin-films without affecting the structure of the fibers.

Therefore, after several trials with varieties of matrix materials, PVA was chosen
because of its solubility in water (H2O), and its ability to form uniform films. Further,
PVA also provides the capability to control its rheological properties to control the weight
ratio between the fibers and matrix material in the fabricated composite. PVA is also more
compatible with several other polymer materials due to its hydrophilic nature and is also
a transparent polymer. Thin-films can be prepared by simple water evaporation with no
requirements of any external factors [24]. The choices of these materials are simply as
model materials with the aim to demonstrate the basic feasibility of the concept of enhanced
impact resistance through 3D architected encapsulant enabled by electrospinning-based
additive manufacturing methodologies.

2.2. Electrospinning-Based Additive Manufacturing

Near-field electrospinning (NFES, designed and assembled at SUTD, Singapore [24])
has been used as an additive manufacturing technique to fabricate helicoidally aligned
fibrous layers (HA-FLs). In NFES, a high voltage is applied between a hemispherical poly-
mer drop impregnated by a needle and the metallic collector plate [32,33]. NFES deposits
one-dimensional fibers in a controlled manner at precise locations that allow obtaining
of 3D structures by stacking the fibers layer by layer with angular offsets, as shown in
Figure 1. A 5 mL syringe (make: Terumo Corporation, Tokyo, Japan) with a 25 G needle
was filled with PVDF-HFP (DMAc/acetone) solution. The solution was then dispensed us-
ing a syringe pump (model no: EQ -500SP-H, make: Premier Solution Pte Ltd., Singapore).
The flow rate of the PVDF-HFP (DMAc/acetone) solution was maintained as 1 mL/h.
During NFES, voltage is applied to the needle whereas the aluminum collector plate was
grounded. The collector plate is used for collecting fibers. The motion of the collector
plate was controlled by placing it on programmable XY stage (PI High Precision XY stage)
(model no: C-891, make: Physik Instrumente (PI) GmbH & Co. KG, Karlsruhe, Germany).
The motion of the collection plate is then controlled to obtain layers of electrospun fibers.
The layers of electrospun fibers were then stacked at different angular orientations to obtain
HA-FLs. The details of the fabrication of HA-FLs with different angular orientations can
be found in Komal et al. [24]. The speed of the motorized XY stage (as well as the collector)
was fixed at 200 mm/s. The initial distance between the collector plate, and the needle was
7 mm, which was later decreased with a decrement of 0.5 mm with the collection of each
fiber layer. The initial applied voltage during electrospinning was 2.4 kV for the deposition
of the first four layers, which was then increased to 2.6 kV for the deposition of the next
four layers.

The helicoidal structure was then achieved by stacking layers of electrospun fibers
at different angular orientations on top of each other (see Figure 1). In the case of 45◦

HA-PVDFs with 45◦ angular offsets, the fiber layers were deposited at 0◦, 45◦, 90◦, 135◦,
180◦, 225◦, 270◦, and 315◦. In this case, the final HA-FLs consist of eight fused layers. The
fabricated HA-FLs were then dried in a controlled environment inside an oven for 1 h at
50 ◦C to remove residual solvents. Three such 8-layered HA-FLs were then stacked onto
each other to obtain a 24-layered helicoidally arranged HA-FLs.
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Figure 1. Schematic of NFES for depositing electrospun fibrous layers on a collector plate to fabricate
3D electrospun helicoidally aligned fibrous layers (HA-FLs).

2.3. Fabrication of Helicoidally-Aligned Synthetic Structural Composites (HA-SSCs)

The fabricated 24-layered HA-FLs were then embedded into PVA matrix solution to
fabricate HA-SSCs. A 5 wt% PVA solution (doped with a surfactant) was sprayed onto the
HA-FLs. The spraying of PVA solution was performed at a fixed flow rate along the length
of the HA-FLs to obtain HA-SSCs. The surfactant (Triton X-100, Merck KGaA, Darmstadt,
Germany) is added to the PVA solution to enhance the interfacial adhesion between HA-
FLs and the PVA matrix. The samples were then dried at room temperature (with 75%
humidity) for 72 h to fabricate opaque HA-SSCs, which, of course, is not yet appropriate
for full integration into PV module design applications. An optically transparent material
would be needed for real PV application with comparable transmission of sunlight (in terms
of intensity and range of suitable wavelengths). However, as explained in the Introduction
section as well as in the beginning of the Materials and Methods section, the focus of the
present study is to demonstrate the basic feasibility of the concept of enhanced impact
resistance through 3D architected encapsulant, not the full technological integration in PV
module design.

The thickness of the HA-SSCs samples ranged from 230 to 250 µm. For a more detailed
description of the synthesis of the composites, see our earlier report [24]. Of the many types
of HA-SSC samples, we reported there [24], we used only HA-SSCs15 and HA-SSCs45—
with fiber alignment in rotational angle every 15◦ and 45◦, respectively, from layer to
layer—in the present study.

2.4. Impact Testing

The impact tests were performed using the ball drop method, which was also em-
ployed by Chen et al. for their electrospun nylon (fiber pattern)-epoxy (matrix)-based
composite [34] as well as own previous work [24,25]. The ball drop method typically finds
the height at which the PV solar cell protected by the sample would break upon impact.

Customized setup used for determining the impact strength of the specimens is
shown in Figure 2. A standard steel ball (diameter = 7.14 mm, weight = 1.4 g) was
dropped under gravity onto the sample to measure the height required to facture solar
cell. The height was increased in 5 cm increments to determine the final height required
to fracture the solar cell placed beneath the samples. A digital oscilloscope (model no:
DL1620 −200 MS/s 200 MHz make: Yokogawa Electric Corporation, Tokyo, Japan) with
a resolution of 0.5 V/division and a charge meter (make: Kistler, model: 5015) with a
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sensor sensitivity of −4.060 pC/N were used to measure the impact force required to
fracture solar cell. The samples were glued to solar cells at 2 diagonal edge points to restrict
their motion during impact measurements. An unprotected bare solar cell was used as a
control sample during impact measurements. The solar cells used are typical commercially
available monocrystalline type without any interconnect (a new cell was used for each ball
dropping experiment/test).
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Figure 2. Schematic showing the impact test setup.

This employed impact test methodology is used due to the absence of a quantitative
impact fracture mechanics methodology for small samples such as polymeric composites.
Typically, standard impact fracture mechanics tests such as Charpy, ballistic, and Izod tests
are suitable only for relatively large samples [35–37]. The current impact test methodology
is used to determine the fracture height, and subsequently, the specific potential energy
required to fracture solar cells. [24,25]. All the values of height and calculated specific
potential energy at which the silicon solar cell breaks are compared to gain deeper insights
about the impact properties of bare silicon solar cells (without any protection), silicon solar
cells under EVA (ethylene vinyl acetate—typical encapsulant materials in PV technology),
and silicon solar cells under HA-SSCs (15◦ and 45◦).

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Physical Characteristics of the HA-SSCs

The impact properties of the electrospun HA-SSCs can be modulated by varying the
offset angle of the stacked fibrous layers. Here, two samples (HA-SSC15 and HA-SSC45)
were tested for their impact properties. In the cases of HA-SSC45 and HA-SSC15, after
the deposition of the first fibrous layer, the next layer was deposited with its longitudinal
axis rotated by angular offset of 45◦ and 15◦, respectively. HA-FLs were then obtained by
stacking eight layers of fibers at a fixed offset angle. The offset angle was 45◦ for HA-SSC45
resulting in fibrous layers located at 0◦, 45◦, 90◦, 135◦, 180◦, 225◦, 270◦, and 315◦, Similarly,
an offset angle 15◦ for HA-SSC15 resulted in fibrous layers located at 0◦, 15◦, 30◦, 45◦,
60◦, 75◦, 900, and 105◦. Three such 8-layered HA-FLs were then stacked onto each other
to obtain a 24-layered HA-FLs, which were later embedded in a PVA solution to obtain
HA-SSCs.

SEM and optical microscope images (see Figure 3) show the microstructure of HA-
SSCs produced using NFES. The SEM images show that the formation of broad ribbons,
as compared to circular fibers, were found to have better contact area than circular fibers.
The samples shown in Figure 3 belong to the same batch, which led to the improvement
in the fibers’ production, fiber adhesion as described in detail in our previous report [24].
Figure 3(a1,b1) (optical images) clearly show the helicoidal arrangement of the ribbons
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in HA-SSCs. Figure 3(a2,b2) (SEM images) also show 24-layered HA-SSC. SEM images
clearly show that ribbons were deposited at certain offset angles within the HA-SSC. The
red dashed lines in Figure 3 show the angular sequence between each layer of the ribbons.
For example, Figure 3(a1,a2) show that layers of the ribbons were oriented with 45◦ offset
angles to obtain HA-SSC45. Similarly, Figure 3(b1,b2) show that layers of the ribbons were
oriented with 15◦ offset angles to obtain HA-SSC15.
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Reproduced with permission from American Chemical Society (ACS) [24].

3.2. Impact Test of Photovoltaic (PV) Cells

Silicon solar cells are fragile and are highly susceptible to impact load. Therefore, a
customized impact testing setup (see Figure 2) was used to determine the impact resistance
of such solar cells when protected by the samples [35]. A bare solar cell was chosen as a
control group to compare with the solar cells protected with the fabricated samples. A
standard steel ball (diameter = 7.14 mm, weight = 1.4 g) was dropped under gravity onto
the specimens during impact test. At least six impact tests were performed for each type
of sample (cross-sectional area = ~1.1 × 1.1 cm2). The height from which the ball was
dropped was increased in increments of 5 cm to determine the fracture height of the solar
cell placed under the sample. When the tentative fracture height for the samples was
identified, the tests were then performed with 1 cm increments for careful estimation of the
final fracture height. Table 1 summarizes the results of the impact tests of bare silicon solar
cells (without any protection), silicon solar cells under EVA (ethylene vinyl acetate—typical
encapsulant materials in PV technology), and silicon solar cells under HA-SSCs (15◦ and
45◦) when impacted with the steel ball. The error bars in Table 1 show the range of the
mean impacted height accumulated by performing experiments on at least six samples for
each test condition.

Table 1. Impact resistance properties of the samples protecting silicon solar cell.

Samples
Height at Which the Silicon

Cell Breaks
(cm)

Specific Gravitational
Potential Energy

(10–2 Jcm3/g)

Silicon solar cell 25 ± 5 -

EVA on Si cell 50 ± 4 7.3 ± 0.5

HA-SSC15 on Si cell 69 ± 2 9.4 ± 0.2

HA-SSC45 on Si cell 82 ± 4 11.2 ± 0.2
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The fracture height means obtained experimentally are shown in Table 1. The nominal
height of 25 cm in the bare Si solar cell group, for instance, was the actual height at which
all silicon cells broke in the minimum six times we repeated the tests (often we conducted
the ball drop tests on more than 6 samples at this height—up to 11 samples). When we did
the test at a height of 20 cm (i.e., =25 − 5 cm), at least 50% of the silicon cells broke (out of
the minimum 6 tests). At height of 30 cm (i.e., =25 + 5 cm), all silicon solar cells broke (out
of the minimum 6 tests). Thus, the fracture data above merely shows the heights at which
fractures began to be observed. Obviously, larger heights than the reported data above
would break the silicon cells.

The statistical summary of the fracture height data of all the ball dropping experiments
when fracture was observed in the underlying silicon solar cells are listed in Table 2. Each
of the ball dropping tests was done with at least six samples and each sample consisted of
a new silicon solar cell and protection layer each time. The means here were calculated
considering the frequency at which fracture of the silicon cells happened at each height the
experiment was conducted. The data here (in Table 2) shows an excellent agreement with
the more discrete data shown in Table 1 (following the discrete heights as observed in the
experiments).

Table 2. Summary of the statistical analysis of the fracture height data.

Bare Si Cell Si Cell + EVA Si + HA-SSC15 Si + HA-SSC45

Mean (cm) 25.39 48.97 70.05 82.06

Standard
Deviation (cm) 3.19 2.71 2.19 2.29

Further, we conducted a statistical F-test with ANOVA (analysis of variance) method
using level of significance = 0.05 to split observed aggregate variability found in the
fracture height data into two parts: systematic factors and random factors (i.e., errors). The
ANOVA test suggests that the treatments (i.e., the different protection layer placed on top
of the silicon solar cell) are responsible for 98% of the variability found in the experiment,
which we consider significant. This strongly suggests that the means of each group are
significantly different from each other, and most of the variations found in the experiments
were due to the different treatments in each group. In addition to this global ANOVA test,
we also conducted individual tests comparing each group with each other group—one
on one. The results suggest consistent findings with the global test. Hence, within the
level of significance taken (i.e., 0.05) in this statistical analysis, each group was found to be
significantly different from the others—even between HA-SSC15 vs. HA-SSC45 (which
appeared to be the closest to each other amongst all other groups). This is certainly to be
expected given the data as shown in Tables 1 and 2.

3.3. Fracture of the Silicon Photovoltaic (PV) Cells

The optical microscope images after the impact testing of the representative silicon
solar cells (front and back surfaces) are shown in Figures 4–6. Each time the ball dropping
experiment was performed, a new silicon solar cell and a new protection layer were used.
All silicon monocrystalline solar cells used in the present study came from the same batch
of 200 cells. Within the expected manufacturing variability specifications, all the silicon
solar cells used in the present impact test/experiment may reasonably be assumed to
have uniform mechanical strength, structural integrity, and fracture toughness. Thus,
any differences we see after the impact experiments (as shown in Table 1, as well as in
Figures 4–6) may be associated with the protection/encapsulation samples (either EVA or
HA-SSCs or nothing) placed on top of the silicon solar cells.
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Figure 4. Microscope images taken after impact test: (a) front and (b) back of silicon monocrystalline
solar cell after impact with a steel ball. These images were taken from a representative silicon solar
cell broken at the nominal height as shown in Table 1 (in this case, this particular cell was broken
when the steel ball dropped from a height of 25 cm). The circles on the silicon solar cell surfaces
indicate the approximate impact contact area with the steel ball during impact test.
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Figure 5. Microscope images taken after impact test: (a) front and (b) back of silicon monocrystalline
solar cell after impact with a steel ball. The silicon cell was covered with EVA on top for protection
against impacting ball. These images were taken from a representative silicon solar cell broken at the
nominal height as shown in Table 1 (in this case, this particular cell was broken when the steel ball
dropped from a height of 50 cm). The circles on the silicon solar cell surfaces indicate the approximate
impact contact area with the steel ball during impact test.

Both the results shown in Table 1 (the fracture height/specific potential energy data
and the ensuing statistical analysis as summarized above) as well as the images shown
in Figures 4–6 clearly suggest that HA-SSC composite materials could provide better
protection or encapsulation of the bare silicon solar cell against impact loads, compared
to the standard PV EVA encapsulation layer. Both the HA-SSC composite materials (HA-
SSC15 and HA-SSC45) allow substantially higher fracture heights and associated specific
potential energies (significantly beyond the experimental error bars/uncertainties) before
the silicon solar cells under them start breaking or initiating/propagating catastrophic
fracture events upon the ball-dropping impact testing experiments.
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Figure 6. Microscope images taken after impact test: (a,c) front and (b,d) back of silicon cells after
impact with the steel ball. The silicon cell was covered with HA-SSC on top for protection against
impacting ball. For (a,b) the HA-SSC used was HA-SSC15 and (c,d) the HA-SSC used was HA-SSC45.
These images were taken from the representative silicon solar cell broken at the nominal height as
shown in Table 1. In this case, the particular cell in (a,b) was broken when the steel ball was dropped
from a height of 69 cm, while the particular cell in (c,d) was broken when the steel ball was dropped
from a height of 82 cm. The circles on the silicon solar cell surfaces indicate the approximate impact
contact area with the steel ball during the impact test.

When the EVA receives the impact energy from the ball drop test, it would simply
comply due to its very low elastic modulus and thus the energy (and damage) is passed
down to the silicon cells. The fragile silicon material is especially prone to such point
impact loads, and thus cracks occur and extend through the thickness of the silicon solar
cell almost instantaneously at relatively low height of 50 ± 4 cm. This is also evident from
the images shown in Figure 5, where most of the impact energy was absorbed by creating
only one main line (through the thickness of the cell) of a very long crack (almost across the
whole area of the cell, which is often considered to be the more serious concern in terms of
its effect on electrical power output degradation).

In contrast, upon receiving the impact energy, both the HA-SSC membranes owing to
their helicoidally aligned fiber-reinforced layered structures would dissipate the impact
energy very efficiently and deflect the crack laterally by following the helical path of the
fiber directions instead of breaking instantaneously in a straight fracture line across the
thickness of the membranes. In fact, the crack transitions between the matrix material and
the ribbons at different angles in each layer—layer by layer. Every time the crack tip extends
into the next layer, it finds the fiber aligned at different angle of orientation and thus gets
deflected laterally in every layer, and it gradually loses its primary driving force/energy
to extend through the thickness of the membrane. This avoids the catastrophic failure of
the HA-SSC membrane, but also absorbs more energy to deflect the crack along different
directions and planes in every layer, and due to regular encounters with laminate modulus
changes, much less impact energy/damage is transmitted to the underlying silicon solar
cell. These results are consistent with the load dissipation mechanism proposed in our
previous reports [24,25] of this novel 3D helicoidally fiber-aligned composite materials,
which is particularly effective and suggestive of more effective dissipating of energy such
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that only when the steel ball is dropped from the height of 69 ± 2 cm and 82 ± 4 cm for the
HA-SSC15 and HA-SSC45, respectively, it would break the silicon solar cell underneath it.

The efficient mechanism of load dissipation and effective absorption of damage/energy
are also evident from the images shown in Figure 6. Upon finally breaking the silicon
solar cells underneath them at much higher heights, both the HA-SSC membrane materials
exhibit several crack lines on the silicon cells indicating highly dissipated impact energy
and transfer of load to the sideways (evident from the crack lines at different angles on the
surfaces of the silicon cells) as received by the silicon cells. These cracks appear to follow the
preferred crystallographic directions of <110> associated with the weakest crystallographic
planes of {111} in typical silicon monocrystalline wafers/solar cells, as has been widely
reported in the literature for both PV and other silicon-based energy devices [38–45].

These crack deflection mechanisms, which are evident from the impact tests in the
present study as well as complete mechanical and microstructural characterization studies
conducted in our previous reports [24,25], suggest a higher toughness and higher material’s
resistance against crack propagation. Upon impact, the ribbons of the HA-SSC, which are
built at different angles from one layer to the next, orient themselves along the direction of
the applied force. During the deformation caused by the impact, the helicoidally arranged
ribbons show an efficient transfer of the load to the adjacent ribbons by sliding and
continuously pulling the ribbons until they break. This explains the higher energy absorbed
by the HA-SSC protecting solar cells. The collective effect of the structural design and the
variations in the moduli leads to a higher specific toughness of the HA-SSCs [24,25,34].

The HA-SSC45 samples seem to be the most effective in continuously deflecting crack
or impact damage along different angular directions. It is evident from the fracture height
data that fracture of the silicon solar cells occurs at 82 ± 4 cm—the highest amongst the
materials tested in the present study. The crack repeatedly encounters differences in the
modulus of the ribbons and the matrix material. In HA-SSC45 the crack continues along
one ribbon, encounters a deviation in modulus due to the existence of the matrix material,
continues to penetrate the matrix, then comes across another ribbon that is in a different
direction and plane, and then deviates from its initial path to follow a different path. The
crack propagates in different planes and directions, turning and twisting inside and outside
the ribbon and matrix phases, further stretching the ribbon short of the final catastrophic
events of specimen failure. It follows that due to the presence of helicoidal network of
ribbons in the composites, this continuous deflection of the cracks requires a higher energy
to break, thus transmitting a minimum of impact energy/damage to the underlying silicon
solar cells.

However, our impact experiments suggest a slightly different picture for the HA-
SSC15. Fracture of the silicon solar cells underneath these samples occurs at lower
heights (69 ± 2 cm) and thus lower specific potential energy (indicating lower impact
energy/damage absorption rate). In HA-SSC15, the ribbons are closer together than in
HA-SSC45, which is due to lower offset angle. When a crack begins to form, its path is
hindered when it encounters an alteration in direction more frequently compared to the
composites with larger offset angle (in the case of HA-SSC45) due to the variation in the
modulus through the thickness of the sample. When the angles between the layers are
larger, the crack can propagate in a straight path in the matrix until the next ribbon prevents
it. Because of the smaller offset angle, the crack encounters variations in phase modulus
much more frequently, which should delay the fracture events even more and absorb even
more energy. These results were shown in our previous report [24] when we placed a piece
of glass under the materials. The results there [24] showed that the 15◦ helicoidally aligned
samples could absorb much higher impact energy compared to the 45◦ samples. Since
we followed the same full procedure of the ball-dropping experiment with [24,25], includ-
ing the same size of the steel ball, we believe that this deviation (in the impact damage
absorption capacity between the 15 vs. 45 HA-SSC samples) maybe associated with the
silicon monocrystalline solar cells placed under the HA-SSC samples. Compared to glass
slip, the silicon monocrystalline samples have crystallographic dependence of mechanical
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properties, including fracture preferred occurrences. However, the full correlation between
the helicoidal orientation and the fracture of the monocrystalline silicon solar cells needs
further investigation and is beyond the scope of the present study.

3.4. Enabling Next-Gen Lightweight Photovoltaic (PV) Module Technology

It is clear from the results presented so far, that the HA-SSC composites/membranes
are very effective in absorbing and dissipating impact energy/damage and thus could
protect the fragile silicon solar cells under them from point impact loads that silicon PV is
very prone to. The present manuscript aims to provide evidence of the feasibility of using
HA-SSC polymer films for PV encapsulation materials to protect the fragile silicon solar
cells, especially in the design of lightweight PV modules that are particularly vulnerable
to impact damage, such as hailstorms, as illustrated by the IEC 61215/61646 Clause 10.17.
While many recent studies have shown that many light polymer-based materials [12–16]
may be used to increase the overall structural integrity and mechanical strength (including
fracture and impact resistance) of lightweight PV technology, the encapsulants used in
those studies are invariably EVA—maybe with different thicknesses, or a slight variation,
such as low cure EVA [46].

Obviously, EVA is the encapsulant of choice in the previous studies due to its cost
implication and manufacturing readiness of the overall lightweight PV module. Our
findings as reported in the present manuscript offer preliminary evidence, from the basic
technological feasibility point of view, to use other kinds of novel polymer films with
unique 3D architecture to enable stronger and higher resistant (including against fracture
and impact loading) silicon-based lightweight PV module design. The manufacturing and
economic implications are beyond the scope of the present manuscript.

However, other technological issues need to be addressed to fully enable this novel
concept. First, the HA-SSCs fabricated in the present study were not transparent. It is
certainly a must to have transparent protective layers on top of the silicon cells in PV
modules. It should be noted that these experiments were conducted to verify the basic
feasibility of incorporating HA-SSC thin-films into PV modules. Now that our findings
have confirmed the basic feasibility, using the same electrospinning-based additive manu-
facturing (AM) methodology, we could find other polymers which we can be fabricated
into transparent forms, such as nylon [47] and poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) (or
PMMA-based composites) [48,49]. Moreover, the interfacial adhesion must be good not
only with the frontsheet, but also with the silicon solar cell itself [46]. Lastly, the novel
materials may need to be further developed to maintain their 3D architecture upon lamina-
tion process [46,50]. This could be the path forward for future studies to further develop
these novel 3D-architected polymer composites/materials for enhancing the use of the
silicon-based lightweight PV modules and technology.

4. Conclusions

Three-dimensional helicoidally architected fiber-based polymer composites synthe-
sized in the present study using an electrospinning-based additive manufacturing (AM)
methodology were shown to have excellent impact energy/damage absorption and dissi-
pation rates. Such helicoidally aligned synthetic structural composites (HA-SSCs), when
placed over monocrystalline silicon solar cells, may provide superior protection to silicon
solar cells against impact loads, which is done via a ball-drop experiment in the present
study. During the ball-drop experiment, both HA-SSC composite materials (HA-SSC15
and HA-SSC45) allow substantially higher fracture heights of 69 ± 2 cm and 82 ± 4 cm,
respectively, in compassion to 25 ± 5 cm, and 50 ± 4 cm for unprotected Si cells and
EVA protected Si cells, respectively. The present results provide preliminary evidence
of a basic technological feasibility of using the novel materials for PV encapsulation to
enable the design and technology of lightweight silicon-based PV modules. Full economic
considerations of the implementations of this concept remain to be conducted in future
investigations. Further, these results provide a promising framework for the develop-
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ment of strong, impact resistant, and resilient tunable polymeric composites suitable for
technological applications ranging from aerospace to flexible electronic devices.
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Abstract: Photonic devices based on perovskite materials are considered promising alternatives
for a wide range of these devices in the future because of their broad bandgaps and ability to
contribute to light amplification. The current study investigates the possibility of improving the
light amplification characteristics of CsPbBr3 perovskite quantum dot (PQD) films using the surface
encapsulation technique. To further amplify emission within a perovskite layer, CsPbBr3 PQD films
were sandwiched between two transparent layers of poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) to create a
highly flexible PMMA/PQD/PMMA waveguide film configuration. The prepared perovskite film,
primed with a polymer layer coating, shows a marked improvement in both emission efficiency and
amplified spontaneous emission (ASE)/laser threshold compared with bare perovskite films on glass
substrates. Additionally, significantly improved photoluminescence (PL) and long decay lifetime
were observed. Consequently, under pulse pumping in a picosecond duration, ASE with a reduction
in ASE threshold of ~1.2 and 1.4 times the optical pumping threshold was observed for PQDs of
films whose upper face was encapsulated and embedded within a cavity comprising two PMMA
reflectors, respectively. Moreover, the exposure stability under laser pumping was greatly improved
after adding the polymer coating to the top face of the perovskite film. Finally, this process improved
the emission and PL in addition to enhancements in exposure stability. These results were ascribed in
part to the passivation of defects in the perovskite top surface, accounting for the higher PL intensity,
the slower PL relaxation, and for about 14 % of the ASE threshold decrease.

Keywords: CsPbBr3 perovskite QDs; amplified spontaneous emission (ASE); light amplification;
surface passivation; photostability

1. Introduction

Powerful and intense photoluminescence (PL), low non-radiative recombination rates,
and long carrier lifetimes in pure and mixed perovskites have expanded their application in
optoelectronic devices, such as light-emitting diodes (LEDs), lasers, and photodetectors [1–9].
Despite these features, controlling the morphology and thickness of perovskite films remain
crucial to achieving high efficiency in a LED or in electricity production as defects and traps
are essential to the movement of carriers in the material. Although inorganic cations (e.g.,
CsPbX3) show relatively improved stability compared with those of organic–inorganic hybrid
counterparts (e.g., MAPbX3 and FAPbX3), CsPbX3 PQDs in practical operation are still very
sensitive to polar solvents and moisture, anion exchange reactions, and heating. All of
these are due to the low formation energy of the crystal lattice and the high decentralization
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activity of surface ions [2–7]. CsPbX3 nanocrystals (NCs) have received attention for their
remarkable optoelectronic properties [8,9]. QDs, as well as other nanomaterials, have a large
specific surface area, which greatly affects their intrinsic properties. Their inherent instability
impedes further development and future application of CsPbX3 PQDs in optoelectronics and
in other fields. Hence, it is crucial to explore an effective pathway to enhance the stability of
CsPbX3 perovskite QDs.

To enhance the stability of PQDs, different protective strategies have been proposed
by either modifying the surface ligand molecules of the PQDs [3,10–16] or by encapsulat-
ing PQDs into inorganic dielectric materials. Some examples of these strategies include
ligand engineering, shell design, overcoating, and compositing PQDs with other materials.
Composite materials, such as polymers, oxides, metallic ions, and other inorganics and
organic options, passivate the PQD surface and form a protective layer [16–18]. All of these
strategies and methods are practical and promising. For example, a surface modification
strategy, by modifying ligand molecules, can passivate surface defects or dangling bonds to
improve material stability. These encapsulation strategies can protect PQDs from exposure
to corrosive exogenous species and enhance the stability of PQDs and other properties
expected to improve performance in photonics, electronics, sensors, and other fields. The
encapsulating can involve encapsulation by inorganic dielectric materials, for example,
SiO2 [15,16,19,20], TiO2 [18,21,22], and organic poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) poly-
mer matrixes [23–26]. There are other methods of encapsulating using diverse structures,
such as shelling the QDs at the single-particle level, encapsulating QDs in a broad matrix,
loading QDs on a surface, ionic doping in the lattice of halide perovskite quantum dots, or
forming halide perovskite QDs/QD nanocomposites. In addition to using these strategies
to protect perovskites, the strategies contribute to the light amplification process. The
light amplification and lasing properties of CsPbX3 PQDs can be enhanced through both
high-quality surface passivation and high perovskite NC filling factors. There is feasibility
of NC-based amplifiers and lasers tunable in the visible range because of their large energy
gap (>1.75 eV), but these NCs cannot be used for light amplification in the infrared spectral
range. Chemically synthesized NCs exhibit a wide range of size-controlled tunability
of emission color and high PL quantum yields. These properties make NCs attractive
materials for light-emitting applications ranging from bio-labeling and solid-state lighting
to optical amplification and lasing [27].

The ASE in the CsPbX3 QDs were stimulated at ~7–15 µJ cm−2 and ~450 µJ cm−2

thresholds for excitation by femtosecond and nanosecond laser pulses, respectively [28].
Additionally, the ASE thresholds of CsPbBr3 thin films under femtosecond laser system
were reported and two-photons using a femtosecond laser system as pumping lasers
were 192 µJ cm–2 and 12 mJ cm−2, respectively [28,29]. Another group studies the role
of the ligand in improvements of stability problem of CsPbBr3 QDs in air [14]. The ASE
thresholds of CsPbBr3 thin films were demonstrated under picosecond laser excitation
around 22.5 µJ cm−2, which confirmed the role of laser pulse duration in determined
the ASE threshold [30]. In one of the previously published works, the ASE threshold in
CsPbBr3 quantum dot films was reducing through controlling the TiO2 compact layer
under perovskite film by the reduced roughness of the obtained films to less than 5 nm
with 50 nm TiO2 substrate [31].

In view of these reports, which listed different ways to improve the properties of
ASE, the accelerated research activity has allowed many groups interested in studying
perovskite materials and their applications in light-emitting, to propose approaches to
improve the ASE and lasing properties that address a number of aspects, such as reducing
the threshold of ASE/laser, laser cavity geometry, wavelength range engineering, and
stability improvement. However, the inherent instability of perovskite materials hampers
further development and future application of these materials in optoelectronics and in
other fields.

Herein, a simple strategy will be demonstrated for improving optical properties by
modifying the upper and lower surfaces of a CsPbBr3 film by coating it with PMMA
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polymer, which leads to improving the perovskites materials stability and light amplifica-
tion at the same time. Then, the basic physics of light amplification in the CsPbBr3 PQD
with emission energies in the visible range was analyzed. For this reason, high-quality
films were fabricated directly from CsPbBr3 PQD in powder form. The top face of the
perovskite layer was coated by PMMA, and the CsPbBr3 PQD films were placed between
two transparent PMMA layers. These simple methods result in the formation of a highly
flexible ultra-light PMMA/PQD/PMMA waveguide film configuration used to examine
the optical response of perovskite films after PMMA surface passivation and waveguide
fabrication.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials

Cesium lead bromide quantum dot powders was purchased from Quantum Solutions
Company (Thuwal, Saudi Arabia, www.qdot.inc (accessed on January 2021)). N-Hexane
analytical reagent solution was purchased from (Avonchem, Cheshire, UK). Poly(methyl
methacrylate) (PMMA) with an average molecular weight of ~120,000 g/mol was pur-
chased from Sigma-Aldrich (Saint Louis, MO, USA). All chemicals were used as received,
without further purification.

2.1.1. Fabrication of CsPbBr3 QD Solution and Thin Films

The powdered CsPbBr3 PQDs were directly dispersed into hexane (25 mg/mL) for
suspension. Then, the suspension was left overnight to ensure complete dispersion before
thin film fabrication. To fabricate thin films, CsPbBr3 PQDs were coated onto pre-cleaned
microscope glass (1 × 2 cm2) substrates. The PQD mixture (50 µL/cm2) was dropped
onto the substrate and spin-coated at 4000 rpm for 30 s. Then, the films were dried under
vacuum for 1 h. The CsPbBr3 PQDs film thickness could be adjusting to 300 nm (estimated
from a Dektak 150 stylus profiler (Bruker Corp, Tucson, AZ, USA)) in all configurations to
compare the difference on ASE performance.

2.1.2. Preparation of PMMA Solution and Modification of the Perovskite Surface for
Encapsulation

First, the PMMA stock solution was prepared in toluene (25 mg/mL). For the encap-
sulation of PQDs, PMMA thin film was prepared by depositing 25 µL/cm2 of the PMMA
solution onto PQD films using a spin-coating procedure (6500 rpm for 30 s) under ambient
conditions. Next, the PMMA/CsPbBr3 PQD films were dried in ambient air also. Finally,
for PMMA thickness measurements, pure PMMA films were condensed from the stock
solution onto a clean glass substrate by the spin-coating procedure. The film thickness
could be adjusting to the required PMMA layer thickness (100 nm). After that section, the
thickness will be referred to the PQD structure only. Figure 1 shows a schematic for all con-
figurations CsPbBr3/glass, PMMA/CsPbBr3/glass, and PMMA/CsPbBr3/PMMA/glass,
respectively.
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2.2. Characterization

Structural characterization: Quantum dot structure and morphology of the CsPbBr3
perovskite were analyzed via transmission electron microscopy (TEM; JEOL JEM-1011,
JEOL, Tokyo, Japan). The samples were prepared by adding a few drops of dilute PQD
solution onto TEM grids. The crystallization structures and the crystal phase of CsPbBr3
PQDs were characterized using X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis (Miniflex 600 XRD, Rigaku,
Japan) with a copper Kα radiation source (λ = 1.5418 Å). The scanning range was 2θ =
10◦–80◦ for a scan rate of 3◦ min−1 with a step size of 0.02◦.

2.2.1. Optical Characterization

Absorption and photoluminescence (PL) measurements of the PQD thin films were
recorded in the 350–700 nm spectral range using a V-670 UV-vis spectrophotometer (JASCO
Corp., Tokyo, Japan) and a fluorescence spectrophotometer (Lumina, Thermo Fisher Sci-
entific, Madison, WI, USA), respectively. In both measurements, a portion of the CsPbBr3
PQD suspension was dispersed onto a microscopic slide with a thickness of approxi-
mately 300 nm. The resulting films were checked via observation by naked eye under a
UV lamp (model XX15NF, Spectroline, ME, USA) at 365 nm. Furthermore, steady-state
measurements and time-resolved PL (TRPL) were performed using a Shamrock SR-500i
spectrometer (Andor Technology Co, Belfast, UK) equipped with an MS257 ICCD detector
(Lot Oriel Instruments, Stratford, CT, USA). For sample excitation, a pulsed laser was used
via the third harmonic generation of a Q-switched Nd: YAG nanosecond laser (Solara, LPS
1500, 3rd harmonic, wavelength: 355 nm, pulse width: 11 ns, repetition rate: 100 Hz, energy
density: 1.5 µJ cm−2). To collect the laser excitation pulse from the detector and select the
wavelength emitted from the sample, special filters will be used for this purpose. Moreover,
it will be use a lens to collect and focus light emitted from the samples. The resulting
emission is spectrally resolved using a spectrograph and detected by a gated intensified
and a sufficiently sensitive ICCD camera. By a sequential shift of the gate window (to
change time delay over a range from 1 ns up to 1 ms) with respect to the excitation, it is
possible to measure the spectrally resolved decay of the photoluminescence, providing
information about the excited state. A schematic diagram of the ICCD setup experimental
used to measure the TRPL is shown in Figure 2a.

2.2.2. Laser Experiments and ASE Measurements

To investigate the ASE characteristics, energy-dependent ASE intensity spectra were
collected at the sample edges, in particular near the ends of the excitation strips. A LOTUS
II Q-switched Nd:YAG picosecond laser (LOTIS, Belarus) with a pulse duration of 70–80 ps
at a repetition rate of 15 Hz was used for excitation while using an LT-2215-OPG optical
parametric generator (OPG) with a tunable range of 425–2300 nm. Then, a cylindrical lens
was used as a focusing tool to create a narrow excitation stripe with a 100 µm width of
variable length on the sample surface to be sure that the collection efficiency and intensity
profile were effectively constant across the lengths of the stripe used. The light emitted
by the samples was detected from the edge of the waveguides by using an optical fiber
connected to A QE65 Pro spectrograph (Ocean Optics, Inc., Dunedin, FL, USA). To enable
the study of the threshold dependence on energy density, the laser energy density was
attenuated using a variable neutral density filter wheel and the energy was read by an
LM-P-209 coherent thermal sensor head. Finally, to analyze the data collected from ASE
experiments and to obtain gaussian fits of dual PL and ASE emission peaks, a custom
python-based program, developed by our research group, was used. A scheme diagram
of the laser setup experimental used to investigate the presence of stimulated emission is
shown in Figure 2b.
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Figure 2. (a) The upper part shows the schematic of the ICCD setup with the beam path and the shifted integration window
compared to the excitation window. The lower graph shows the building up of the measured signal over several single
measurements; (b) Schematic showing the High Power Picosecond Pulsed Time Integrated PL Setup for characterizing the
presence of stimulated emission in thin-film configuration.

3. Results
3.1. Structural Characteristics

The TEM image in Figure 3a shows the structure of the CsPbBr3 PQDs material and
reveals that the CsPbBr3 PQDs have a uniform shape and homogeneous size distribution.
The particle sizes range from ~4 to 11 nm with an average particle size of ~7.5 nm. Figure 3b
shows the XRD patterns of perovskite films with and without PMMA polymer coating. The
XRD patterns have characteristic peaks at (2θ = 15.54◦, 21.90◦, 31.09◦, and 51.56◦), which
correspond to diffraction from (100), (110), (200), and (311) crystal planes, respectively.
All peaks were indexed to cubic phase in the Pm-3m space group (221) and XRD pattern
samples could be indexed to the pure cubic phase of CsPbBr3 (JCPDS card no. 01-075-0412),
with slight peak shifts. Slight shifts in peak positions (~0.6◦) were consistent with alloy
formation and the results are well in line with previous reports [31]. The peak shifts
decrease when the top surface of the PQD was modified by the PMMA polymer; they
revert to appear as in the bare surface of PQD when the PQD top and bottom surface are
modified. Although, the XRD peak at 51.56◦ was apparent from pristine-CsPbBr3 PQDs
and was not apparent from polymer due to the polymers did not readily absorb in the
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X-ray region [26,32,33], as evidenced by the XRD patterns of the experimental samples. The
strong peak after adding the polymer may be attributed to the film quality improvement.
Diffraction from the (200) plane was apparent, along with the secondary diffraction peak of
the (100) plane, indicating the existence of a very pure and crystalline cubic phase, without
any defects. The appearance of the peak at 28.56◦ in pristine-CsPbBr3 PQDs exhibited a
mixture of predominant cubic phase and a minor portion of the orthorhombic phase, which
maybe be attributed to the stored age of PQDs under ambient conditions in this experiment
is 6 months from production [34].
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Figure 3. (a) TEM image of CsPbBr3 PQDs; the CsPbBr3 QDs sample for TEM investigation was prepared by the dilution
of CsPbBr3 QDs solution to (125 µg/1 mL), followed by placing several drops on a carbon-coated copper grid (b) X-ray
diffraction patterns of CsPbBr3 PQDs films for all configurations fabricated on glass substrates.

The Scherrer formula (D = 0.9 λ
β cosθ ) was used to estimate the crystallite size (D).

Additionally, the dislocation density (δ) and lattice strain (ε) are given by δ = 1
D2 and

ε = β cos θ/4, respectively [30,35]. β represents peak broadening (FWHM), λ is the
wavelength of the incident X-ray (0.154 nm), and k is a constant (~0.9). Table 1 lists the
values of XRD parameters.

Table 1. X-ray diffraction (XRD) parameters for various samples.

Sample FWHM D Lattice Strain
ε × 10−3

Dislocation Density δ
× 10−3 (nm)−2(Degrees) (nm)

(PMMA/PQDs/PMMA) 1.35 6.0 5.80 27.98
(PMMA/PQDs) 1.22 6.6 5.22 22.69

Pure PQDs 1.40 5.8 5.99 29.87

The crystallite sizes were estimated from the Scherrer formula to be 5.8, 6.6, and
6 nm for pure PQDs, PMMA/PQDs, and PMMA/PQDs/PMMA, respectively. Compared
with the TEM image, the XRD results were consistent and broadly in agreement. The
gradual formation of the perovskite layer reduced the strain. The narrow linewidth of the
diffraction peaks in the XRD patterns (FWHMs) indicated the lowering of residual stress in
the crystals and a low dislocation density; generally, a high-quality perovskite film with a
low density of defect states [35]. Since PMMA is a highly transparent amorphous polymer,
it does not exhibit any sharp diffraction peaks in the XRD spectra due to not readily absorb
in the X-ray region [36]. The agglomeration of PQDs on the polymer segments is the reason
for the observed increase in grain size. The sandwiched PQD by PMMA shows a lower
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grain size than PMMA/PQD. The reason behind this may be due to the confined of the QDs
between the PMMA layer. Additionally, grain growth rates increase in the film because of
stresses in the film, which are created within the film and substrate and usually with no
dislocations at the interface.

3.2. UV-Vis Absorption and Steady-State Photoluminescence Properties

Figures 4 and 5a show the UV-vis absorption and steady-state photoluminescence
(PL) spectra of the bare perovskite film and that modified by PMMA polymer in one and
two faces. These results correspond well to perovskite film results reported for CsPbBr3
films, with only a change in intensity [30,31]. Additionally, the high crystallinity of the
perovskite film was confirmed by the observation of narrow-band emission (FWHM)
located at 516 nm, which indicates a low density of defect states as shown in XRD results.
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Figure 4. Optical absorption spectra of CsPbBr3 PQDs films at room temperature.

Thus, the high-quality of the perovskite film came from the smoothing of the surface
of the film after covering it with a polymer layer, which is evident from the increase
in the emission intensity. After covering the top of the perovskite film with a polymer
layer, the PL intensity increased at the same pump fluence compared with that of the
bare film (Figure 5a). This is expected due to the fact that the polymer layer improves the
interface and thus the smooth surface reduces the loss of pumping light incident at the
air interface with the PQD thin film [31,33,37]. Although this increase is reduced when
the perovskite film is sandwich between two polymer layers. The role of the layers that
sandwiched the perovskite films plays is to redirect the emission to propagate along the
path inside the perovskite to go out from the edge. This behavior is attributed to the steady-
state photoluminescence (PL) measurements taken at a 45◦ angle in the PL steady-state.
Therefore, the losses of the output light from the PMMA/PQD/PMMA sample will be
much higher than the other samples. Whereas the emission is guided by the two PMMA
polymer layers; this high emission taken from the edge will be discussed later in the ASE
studies. The inset of Figure 5a shows a photograph of the film taken under UV light
(λex = 365 nm).
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Additionally, to further understand the effect of the surface passivation layer in the
perovskite top surface, time-resolved PL (TRPL) studies were conducted when created
photo-generated carriers after the laser excitation pulses as can be illustrated in the char-
acterization section and shown in Figure 5b. The PL lifetimes and decay component
can be measured from studies of the emission intensity with decay time, which can be
deduced from the PL decay curve. The PL decay profile was fitted at the peak position
using single-exponential decay with I (t) = A exp (−t/τ), where τ is the average lifetime.
The PL decay curve with a component, shown in Figure 5b, revealed an emission with
a PMMA/PQD/PMMA and PMMA/PQD decay time of ~17.0 ns and 16.4, respectively,
which is longer than that of the PQD (~14.0 ns), which arose because of surface passivation
which the passivation of defects in the top of perovskite surface [37,38]. So, the average
lifetime increased with surface passivation and the passivation surface have a lower surface
recombination velocity than that obtained from the bare surface. Moreover, the intensity
of the coated film was considerably higher than that caused by the bare film due to slow
PL relaxation dynamics (long decay time). These results were ascribed in part to the
passivation of defects in the perovskite top surface.

3.3. Light Amplification and ASE Properties

Evaluation of photoluminescence with optical pumping: As demonstrated in previ-
ously published work [23], the threshold properties and gain characteristics of PMMA/
perovskite can be controlled by changing the polymer thickness. Here, Figure 6 shows the
dependence of the excitation energy density of PL spectra in a wide energy range (low and
high excitation energy). This figure shows the pump-dependent emission from three con-
figurations, CsPbBr3/glass, PMMA/CsPbBr3/glass, and PMMA/CsPbBr3/PMMA/glass,
through a range of excitation energy densities at room temperature (T = 300 K).
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Figure 6. PL spectra measured at room temperature versus excitation energy density for (a) bare CsPbBr3 PQDs;
(b) PMMA/PQDs, and (c) PMMA/PQDs/PMMA with pulsed excitation (410 nm, 70 ps pulses, 15 Hz repetition rate).

In the CsPbBr3/glass configuration, the transition from a broad PL spectrum to a
narrower ASE feature, with the appearance of a narrow band peaked at 535 nm, oc-
curred at 22.2 µJ/cm2. By contrast, the configurations PMMA/CsPbBr3 and PMMA/
CsPbBr3/PMMA show broad PL, even at the lowest excitation energy density, at 19.3 and
16.4 µJ/cm2, respectively. Thus, the presented results confirmed that the ASE feature was
observed for all configurations, but the use of a PMMA passivation layer consistently
yielded stronger ASE density, lower ASE thresholds, and high emission control. At low
excitation energy density, the PL peak at 525 nm has an FWHM of ~16.5 nm. Line–shape
variation can be observed as the excitation density increases. Increasing the excitation
energy density results in a transition from a broad PL spectrum to a narrower ASE feature
with a narrow band peaked at 535 nm. At low pumping energy, the PL appeared at a broad
peak, but when pumping energy increase until the pump energy reach threshold, the sharp
peak appeared near the long wavelength. The broad peak dispersed at the ASE became
dominant in this state. However, when the pump energy increases above the ASE threshold,
a redshifted peak has multiple causes, such as defect transitions, thermal effects [39], and re-
absorption effect arising from the overlap of the absorption band edge with the PL emission
(spontaneous emission spectrum) (Figure 4), the self-absorption effect should contribute to
the ASE state [40]. Moreover, as suggested by band gap renormalization in the highly ex-
cited perovskite crystal [41], the band gap is redshifted by hole–electron interactions under
high population conditions. The peak transition from a broad PL spectrum to a narrower
ASE feature also reflects the bandgap behavior. The wavelength of the PL peak shows a
progressive red shift (~10 nm) up to the maximum investigated excitation energy density.
Then, the emission changes from broad PL (FWHM of ~17 nm) at low fluence to ASE
(FWHM of ~6 nm) at high fluence. The transition from a broad PL spectrum to a narrower
ASE feature occurs at a threshold fluence of ~16–23 µJ/cm2. The visible excitation energy
density, estimated by determining the mean value of the minimum pump energy density
that allows observation of the ASE regime, was measured in three different positions on
the sample and was approximately 22.2, 19.3, and 16.4 µJ cm−2 for the CsPbBr3/glass,
PMMA/CsPbBr3/glass, and PMMA/CsPbBr3/PMMA configurations, respectively. The
ASE threshold was estimated from PL excitation density dependence analysis by fitting the
low excitation density data point and the high excitation density portion of the data with a
constant and an increasing straight line, respectively, while considering the threshold crossing
point between the two fitting lines (Figure 7). Additionally, the PL intensity of the coating
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film was stronger than the intensity of the bare film, as can be seen from Figure 7. This
mechanism is often referred to as a smoother surface after covering the PMMA polymer
layer, the passivation of defects in the perovskite top surface, and as index guiding since
the refractive index discontinuity between the active (CsPbBr3 PQD) and cladding (PMMA)
layers is responsible for mode confinement through total internal reflection occurring at
the interface. Here, the refractive index of cladding is almost identical to that of the glass
substrate (n = 1.5) and smaller than that of active layer (n ≈ 2); at λ= 410 nm [42–44].
The inset of Figure 7 shows that the PMMA/CsPbBr3/PMMA configuration has a higher
quantum efficiency (as can be deduced from its larger slope in the linear region). Indeed,
the strong contrast between the three configurations clearly illustrates the importance of
the enhancement of the film surface and light guiding in the optical and gain characteristics
of the perovskite films. The PMMA-coated film showed slower PL relaxation dynamics
(long decay time). These results were ascribed in part to the passivation of defects in the top
of perovskite surface, accounting for the higher PL intensity, the slower PL relaxation and
for about 14 % of the ASE threshold decrease. The remaining ASE threshold decrease was
instead ascribed to improved waveguiding, which was facilitated by the realization that an
almost symmetric glass-perovskite-PMMA waveguide results in higher mode confinement
in the perovskite layer concerning the asymmetric glass–perovskite layer. This suggests
that the PMMA layer redirects emission that propagates along the out-of-plane and oblique
paths back into the bulk. Consequently, the optical path length in the medium is increased,
resulting in a lower ASE threshold compared with the bare PQDs. Here, the PMMA
layer is effectively improving the waveguiding capability of the perovskite film, these
findings compatible with the previous studies in the open literature [23,31,37,38,45,46].
Additionally, in all of these, the ASE threshold could further reduce with one or both
reflectivity/encapsulation substrates.
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Figure 7. Output light-input light curve of the emission spectra versus excitation pump energy. The
inset shows the quantum efficiency behavior.

Figure 8 depicts the ASE intensity dependence as a function of carrier density (n). The
carrier densities are calculated from the absorbance spectra (Figure 4) and film thickness
(estimated from a Dektak 150 stylus profiler). The calculation method has been explained
in detail in previously published work [31,47]. The transition from spontaneous emission
(SE) to ASE occurs, with a clear onset, at ~1.8–6.7 × 1018 cm−3 as shown from spectra that
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were magnified at the onset of ASE as shown as in the inset of Figure 8. The carrier density
threshold was estimated from PL excitation density dependence analysis by fitting the
low excitation density data point and the high excitation density portion of the data with
a constant and an increasing straight line, respectively, while considering the threshold
crossing point between the two fitting lines. From Figure 8, CsPbBr3/glass shows a sharp
SE to ASE transition at a pump fluence of 22.2 µJ/cm2. This fluence value corresponds to an
ASE threshold carrier density of ~6.7× 1018 cm−3. This sample showed slower ASE growth
with increasing pump fluence. A sharp SE to ASE transition for PMMA/CsPbBr3/glass
and PMMA/CsPbBr3/PMMA/glass appeared at a pump fluence of 19.3 and 16.4 µJ cm−2,
respectively. These threshold values correspond to a threshold carrier density of ~2.8 ×
1018 cm−3 and 1.8 × 1018 cm−3, respectively. Thus, the PMMA/CsPbBr3/PMMA/glass
configuration is the best for gain and light amplification applications. This is because, for
very high carrier densities, the Coulomb interaction between electrons and holes can induce
additional effects. Auger recombination is one effect that can severely reduce the gain.
The bandgap energy and exciton binding energy are both pushed to transfer to the lower
values at carrier density pushed to higher values. This process is called renormalization,
whereas when all excitons in the electron hole plasma are ionized at the threshold point of
carrier density, a “Mott transition” occurs.
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Figure 8. Integrated PL versus carrier density, n. (a) bare CsPbBr3 PQDs, (b) PMMA/PQDs, and (c) PMMA/PQDs/PMMA
films deposited on the microscopic glass.

Photostability studies: The time-dependent ASE intensity of synthesized films, before
and after PMMA coating, with over 120 min laser excitation lasts without interruption
(for 108,000 excitation shots). Figure 9 shows the ASE stability under long excitation
by picosecond laser pulses (pulse width is ≈70 ps and repetition rate is 15 Hz). For an
excitation wavelength of 410 nm, the excitation energy is adjusted above the threshold
(~twice the energy threshold) with a run at room temperature and under atmospheric
conditions. It is noted that, for the film coated by PMMA, the intensity output does not
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deviate from the original output until more than 110,000 excitation shots. By contrast,
the ASE, even after 80,000 shots, from the bare sample without coating, can remain at
approximately 95% of its original emission intensity. Thus, the ASE photostability of
synthesized films is significantly improved after PMMA coating. The improved stability
can be ascribed to ligands engineering (lengths of ligands—the short branched chains) of
the CsPbBr3 PQD [48,49] and also by incorporation into hydrophobic polymer matrices [45].
The short branched chains will be increase the binding energy between the ligands and
QDs and the lengths of ligands, which is related to the strength of the van der Waals (VDW)
interactions among the ligands, and the strength is dominant to determine the crystalline
structure and follow the optical properties of PQDs [49–52].
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Figure 9. ASE intensity for CsPbBr3 PQDs stability studies under a constant pulsed excitation density
of 40 µJ/cm2 for over 120 min in an ambient atmosphere.

4. Discussion

At the beginning, the TEM image and XRD patterns for three configurations, CsPbBr3/
glass, PMMA/CsPbBr3/glass, and PMMA/CsPbBr3/PMMA/glass (Figure 3a,b) confirm
that the grown of CsPbBr3 PQD films are of high phase purity and the PQD have a
uniform shape and homogeneous size distribution. All XRD peaks were indexed to cubic
phase in the Pm-3m space group (221) and XRD pattern samples could be indexed to
the predominant cubic phase with slight peak shifts, which are consistent with alloy
formation [30,31]. The peak shifts decrease when the top surface of the PQD was modified
by the PMMA polymer; they revert to appear as in the bare surface of PQD when the PQD
top and bottom surface are modified. Although the PMMA polymer is highly transparent
amorphous and do not readily absorb in the X-ray region, the strong peak after adding the
polymer may be attributed to the film quality improvement. The UV-vis absorption results
(Figure 4) correspond well to perovskite film without any effect for polymer the change the
CsPbBr3 PQD band gap, with only a change in intensity [30,31].

The steady-state photoluminescence (PL) spectra of the bare perovskite film and that
modified by PMMA polymer in one and two faces also was investigated. From the PL
investigation, the PL intensity increased at the same pump fluence after covering the top
of the perovskite film with a polymer layer compared with that of the bare film. This is
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expected due to the fact that the polymer layer improves the interface and thus the smooth
surface reduces the loss of pumping light incident at the air interface with the PQD thin
film [31,33,37]. This increase is reduced when the perovskite film is sandwich between two
polymer layers (Figure 5a).

Distinctly, the PL decay profile was fitted at the peak position using single-exponential
decay. As shown in Figure 5b. A PMMA/PQD and PMMA/PQD/PMMA were revealed
decay times of ~17.0 ns and 16.4, respectively, which is longer than that of the PQD
(~14.0 ns), which arose because of surface passivation which the passivation of defects in
the perovskite top surface [37]. Figure 6 shows the pump-dependent emission from three
configurations, through a range of excitation energy densities. The transition from a broad
PL spectrum to a narrower ASE feature has occurred at 22.2, 19.3, and, 16.4 µJ/cm2 for
the configurations PQD, PMMA/CsPbBr3, and PMMA/CsPbBr3/PMMA, respectively
(Figure 7). This improved PL and the subsequent slower emission are the essences of the
observed reduction in the ASE threshold. The remaining ASE threshold decrease was
instead ascribed to improved waveguiding, which was facilitated by the realization that
an almost symmetric PMMA/perovskite/glass and PMMA/perovskite/PMMA/glass
waveguide results in higher mode confinement in the perovskite layer concerning the
asymmetric perovskite/glass layer.

Figure 8 depicts the ASE intensity dependence as a function of carrier density (n). The
carrier densities are calculated from the absorbance spectra (Figure 4) and film thickness
(estimated from a Dektak 150 stylus profiler). The calculation method has been explained
in detail in previously published work [31,47]. The transition from spontaneous emission
(SE) to ASE occurs, with a clear onset, at ASE threshold carrier density of ~6.7 × 1018 cm−3,
2.8 × 1018 cm−3 and 1.8 × 1018 cm−3, CsPbBr3/glass, PMMA/ CsPbBr3/glass, and
PMMA/CsPbBr3/PMMA/glass, respectively. Thus, the PMMA/CsPbBr3/PMMA/glass
configuration is the best for gain and light amplification applications. This is because, for
very high carrier densities, the Coulomb interaction between electrons and holes can induce
additional effects. Figure 9 shows ASE stability of the PQD films, before and after PMMA
coating under long excitation with over 120 min laser excitation lasts without interruption
(for 108,000 excitation shots) by picosecond laser pulses. It is noted that, for the film coated
by PMMA, the intensity output does not deviate from the original output until more than
110,000 excitation shots. The improved stability can be ascribed to the incorporation into
hydrophobic polymer matrices [45]. By contrast, the ASE, even after 80,000 shots, from
the bare sample without coating, can remain at approximately 95% of its original emission
intensity. Thus, the ASE photostability of synthesized films is significantly improved after
PMMA coating.

For the film with coating, the much stronger and nearly invariant output ASE intensity
suggests good optical stability. Such improvement is a result of reduced ASE threshold and
increased ASE intensity at a certain pump density, which implies that less heat is generated
during operation. As discussed above, it does not only reduce the ASE threshold but also
improves the photostability of the films through a simple polymer coating process. This
simple technique provides a pathway to improve the photostability of perovskite materials
for a sustainable laser. Additionally, CsPbBr3 PQDs are verified to be sufficiently stable as
optical materials to achieve laser devices. Finally, the stable and continuous laser operation
observed here is promising for future applications as it indicates both high photostability
and thermal stability (thermal produce by laser pulse) under environmental conditions.
Through the coating of a ~100 nm PMMA layer, perovskite films show remarkably en-
hanced PL and a prolonged decay lifetime. Most importantly, the ASE threshold of the
perovskite films is significantly reduced, from 22.2 to 16.4 µJ/cm2, with greatly improved
light exposure stability. Then, the PMMA polymer layer plays a role that coincides with
both surface passivation and symmetric waveguiding have been confirmed. A lower ASE
threshold in perovskite films is conducive to stable and sustained output of laser light.
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5. Conclusions

In conclusion, we have demonstrated that our simple strategy can improve the optical
properties of CsPbBr3 PQDs by modifying the upper surfaces of the CsPbBr3 PQD film
or both its upper and lower surfaces. High-quality films were directly synthesized from
CsPbBr3 PQD powder. The perovskite layer was coated to examine the optical response of
the perovskite film after passivation of the surface by PMMA. PMMA acts as a reflector to
enhance line narrowing and ASE from perovskite films toward lasing in the PQD structures.
These advantages also suggest the great potential of inorganic perovskite films to support
stimulated emission. The coating of two perovskite film faces resulted in an ultra-flexible
film. The stability of CsPbBr3 PQDs films was greatly improved by PMMA coating because
of strict isolation from air and moisture in the atmosphere. The ASE thresholds was found of
~16.4 µJ/cm2 on flexible PMMA reflectors, which are lower than values reported elsewhere
under picosecond laser excitation for bare CsPbBr3 PQDs films under picosecond excitation.
This work suggests a promising pathway to flexible substrates that may additionally act as
the reflector. This work has also confirmed that the PMMA layer plays the roles of both the
surface passivation layer and symmetric waveguide. The lowering of the ASE threshold in
perovskite films will result in stable, continuous production of perovskite laser light.
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Abstract: Three novel conjugated polyazomethines have been obtained by polycondensation of
diamines consisting of the diimine system, with either 2,5-bis(octyloxy)terephthalaldehyde or 9-(2-
ethylhexyl)carbazole-3,6-dicarboxaldehyde. Partial replacement of bulky solubilizing substituents
with the smaller side groups has allowed to investigate the effect of supramolecular organization. All
obtained compounds have been subsequently identified using the NMR and FTIR spectroscopies and
characterized by the thermogravimetric analysis, differential scanning calorimetry, cyclic voltamme-
try, UV–Vis spectroscopy, and X-ray diffraction. Investigated polymers have shown a good thermal
stability and high glass transition temperatures. X-ray measurements have proven that partial
replacement of octyloxy side chains with smaller methoxy groups induced a better planarization
of macromolecule. Such modification has tuned the LUMO level of this molecule and caused a
bathochromic shift of the lowest energy absorption band. On the contrary, imines consisting of
N-ethylhexyl substituted carbazole units have not been so clearly affected by alkyl chain length
modification. Photovoltaic activity of imines (acting as a donor) in bulk-heterojunction systems has
been observed for almost all studied compounds, blended with the fullerene derivative (PCBM) in
various weight ratios.

Keywords: azomethines; supramolecular organization; organic thin films; polymer:fullerene blends;
organic photovoltaics

1. Introduction

From many years, a development of new, high-performance conjugated compounds
and polymers has drawn much attention, due to their potential application in various
optoelectronic systems, like organic photovoltaic cells (OPV), organic light emitting diodes
(OLED), sensors, or organic field-effect transistors (OFET) [1–4]. Organic semiconductors
used in these structures have revealed many advantages, compared to their inorganic coun-
terparts, such as easy processing and low costs of production. The use of low-temperature,
wet methods (like spin-coating, spray-coating or printing) of thin films deposition causes
the significant reduction of production costs, compared to the chemical vapor deposition
(CVD) or thermal vacuum evaporation (TVE) techniques. However, all these wet methods,
require an appropriate solubility of used compounds. The possibility of obtaining large,
elastics surfaces of organic materials, using wet methods, is also important from a practical
point of view. Other advantage of organic compounds is the possibility of suitable modifi-
cation of their chemical structure (by different substitutions or doping) to obtain desired
properties and electronic structure, towards optoelectronic applications [5,6]. One of the in-
teresting groups of organic semiconductors are azomethines and polyazomethines, known
also as imines or Schiff-bases. Such materials are products of the condensation reaction
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between amines and aldehydes, where the formed imine bond (–C=N–) is proven to exhibit
an isoelectronic character with a vinylene bond [7]. This condensation reaction is easy to
conduct, in mild conditions, catalyzed by organic or inorganic acids, or even without using
any [8,9], on the contrary to carbon-carbon or vinylene-coupled compounds, which usually
require stringent reaction conditions and rather extensive purification processes [10]. Due
to the relatively simple synthesis route and promising properties, conjugated azomethines
and polyazomethines have been investigated for applications in optoelectronic systems,
like photovoltaic solar cells [11–13], electroluminescent diodes [14,15], or electrochromic
systems [16]. Highly aromatic polyazomethines are rather insoluble, so their thin films may
be obtained via gas-phase condensation or by chemical vapor deposition (CVD) [17,18].
To ensure an appropriate solubility necessary for the thin films deposition by the spin
coating method, a complexation of polyazomethine with the Lewis acid or di-m-cresol
phosphate (DCP) [19], or much more often, a substitution with bulky side alkyl or alkoxy
groups [20], may be used. It has been already proven that the introduction of alkoxy side
groups modifies the electron structure of substituted compounds [21], while the length of
alkyl chain only improves the solubility of materials [22]. However, such bulky side chains
can affect the supramolecular organization as well [23], hindering the π-interactions, and
subsequently decreasing a crystallinity and conductivity of compounds [24].

In this study, a partial replacement of bulky solubilizing substituents with smaller
side groups has been investigated. Such an attitude is expected to ensure more favor-
able supramolecular organization, and as a result, a more planar arrangement of the
macromolecules, which ought to exhibit more advantageous electrochemical and optical
properties. To do so, three novel oligo- and polyazomethines have been obtained. Two of
them have had an analogue chemical structure, which differed only in the length of part
of the solubilizing side groups. The third imine has been substituted with both methoxy
and octyloxy side groups and its properties have been compared with already reported
polyazomethine with octyloxy side groups [11,22]. Thermal, electrochemical, and optical
properties of these materials, together with the X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns, have
been thoroughly studied and discussed, in terms of the type of alkyl substituents. A final
part of this paper presents the current-voltage (J-V) characteristics of bulk-heterojunction
(BHJ) photovoltaic systems, utilizing these compounds, as donor materials, in a blend
of polyazomethine (PAz) with fullerene acceptor (PC61BM) in various weight ratios (1:1,
1:2, 1:3). All these reported results provide new insights into the effect of supramolecu-
lar engineering on physicochemical properties of these novel compounds, towards their
photovoltaic applications.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials

2,5-bis(octyloxy)terephthalaldehyde (98%), 9-(2-Ethylhexyl)carbazole-3,6-dicarboxa
ldehyde (97%) and trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) (99%) have been purchased from Sigma-
Aldrich and used as received. Diamines with diimine system, DAAz1 and DAAz2, have
been synthesized using a procedure described in [22]. The solvents such as toluene,
methanol, chlorobenzene, and chloroform have been purchased from Avantor Performance
Materials (Gliwice, Poland), and used as received. [6,6]-Phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl
ester (PC61BM) (>99% wt.) (M111) and PEDOT:PSS dispersion in water (M124) have been
purchased in Ossila (Sheffield, UK) and used as received.

2.2. Characterization Methods
1H NMR spectra of synthesized polyazomethines have been recorded on Avance II

Ultrashield Plus spectrometer, operating at 600 MHz using deuterated chloroform as a
solvent and Tetramethylsilane (TMS) as an internal reference. The FTIR spectra have been
recorded on JASCO FTIR 6700 Fourier transform infrared spectrometer, in a transmittance
mode, in the range of 4000–400 cm−1 at a resolution of 2 cm−1 and for 64 accumulated
scans. Size exclusion chromatography (SEC) has been performed in chloroform, at 35 ◦C
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with a flow rate of 1 mL/min, using a Spectra-Physic 8800 gel permeation chromatograph
with a PL-gel 5 mm MIXED-C ultra-high efficiency column and Shodex SE 61 differential
refractive index detector with polystyrene standards for calibration. DSC measurements
have been taken with a DSC Q2000 apparatus (TA Instruments, Newcastle, DE, USA),
in a range of −50–380 ◦C under the nitrogen atmosphere (flow rate was 50 mL/min),
using aluminum sample pans. The instrument has been calibrated with a high-purity
indium. In this study, the glass transition temperature (Tg) has been taken as a midpoint
of heat capacity change for amorphous samples obtained by quenching from melt in
liquid nitrogen. Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) has been performed with TGA/DSC1
Mettler-Toledo thermal analyses, in a range of 25 to 600 ◦C at a heating rate of 10◦/min in
a stream of nitrogen (60 mL/min). The obtained TGA data have been analyzed with the
Mettler-Toledo Star System SW 9.30. The initial decomposition temperature has been taken
as a temperature at the 5% weight loss (T5%). Electrochemical measurements have been
performed on EDAQ E-corder 410 apparatus. The electrochemical cell has comprised of
ITO (Indium Tin Oxide) quartz glass working electrode, an Ag|Ag+ electrode as a pseudo-
reference electrode, and a platinum wire as an auxiliary electrode. A layer of polymer has
been coated on the surface of the ITO plate. Measurements have been conducted at room
temperature at a potential rate of 0.1 V/s. Electrochemical studies have been undertaken in
0.1 M solutions of Bu4NBF4, 99% (Sigma Aldrich, Saint Louis, MO, USA) in Acetonitrile
(ACN). All electronic spectra of investigated polyazomethines have been measured with
the two-beam JASCO V-570 UV-Vis-NIR spectrophotometer. The absorption spectra of
solutions have been recorded in ranges of 240–800 nm (chloroform) or 200–2500 nm (thin
films on quartz substrates). Concentration of all investigated solutions was 5 × 10−4 M.
Thicknesses of spin-coated thin films have been measured using atomic force microscope,
Topo-Metrix Explorer, working in the contact mode in the air, in the constant force regime.
X-Ray diffraction studies have been performed using the D8 Advance diffractometer
(Bruker, Karlsruhe, Germany) with Cu-Kα cathode (λ = 1.54 Å). Due to the critical angle for
conjugated polymers using copper radiation being ~0.17◦ [25,26] and the layer thickness
of sample (~100 nm), for 2D-GIWAXS setup, the 0.18◦ incidence angle has been applied,
which is just above the critical angle for polymer layer and below the critical angle for
glass support material. The scan rate has been 0.6◦/min with scanning step 0.02◦ in range
of 2.0◦ to 60◦ 2Θ (dwell time 2 s). Measurements have been performed in 7 variations,
using different ϕ (Phi) angle, which corresponds to the sample rotation. As a ϕ = 0◦,
the longer edge has been set as parallel to the X-Ray beam direction. The resulting ϕ
rotation (15, 30, 45, 60, 75, and 90◦) has been programmed with a resolution of 0.1◦ ϕ.
Obtained 2D patterns (with width of 3.1◦ 2θ) for different ϕ angle have been integrated to
1D patterns. Background subtraction, occurring from air scattering, has been performed
using DIFFRAC.EVA program. All WAXD (XRD) measurements acquired at the different
Phi angle have been accumulated to obtain the representative pattern, then obtained
profiles have been smoothed, using a 5-point, quadratic polynomial, the Savitzky–Golay
smoothing filter. For the structural analysis, the unit cell parameter a is related to the short
macromolecule axis (correlated to the planarity and side chains) and c corresponds to the
long axis of polymer (the length of macromolecule), while b is related to the π-stacking
period [25].

2.3. Synthesis and Structural Characterization

Compounds investigated in this paper have been obtained by solution polycon-
densation of equimolar amounts of 2,5-bis(octyloxy)terephthalaldehyde and diamine
DAAz1, consisting of diimine system, substituted with methoxy side chains, resulting in
the formation of PAz-BOO-OMe (Figure 1). Polycondensation of equimolar amounts of
9-(2-Ethylhexyl)carbazole-3,6-dicarboxaldehyde with diamines consisting diimine system
(DAAz), substituted with either methoxy (DAAz1) or octyloxy (DAAz2) side chains, has al-
lowed to obtain PAz-Carb-OMe and PAz-Carb-OOct, respectively (Figure 1). The reagents
have been dissolved in 3 mL of toluene (dried before use over magnesium sulfate) and
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provided with a magnetic dipole. The temperature has been increased up to 115 ◦C, while
stirring the reaction mixture. After this, nitrogen has been passed through the reaction
system to remove moisture and then 0.45 µL of trifluoroacetic acid has been introduced
into the solution. The system has been sealed, leaving a flow of an inert gas (nitrogen)
through it and the reaction has been carried out for two days, at 120 ◦C. After completion of
the reaction, the product has been precipitated in methanol, dried in air, and then purified
by Soxhlet extraction with methanol. The chemical structure of obtained compounds has
been investigated using 1H-NMR, 13C-NMR, and FTIR spectroscopies.

Figure 1. Synthesis procedure and chemical structures of investigated polyazomethines.

• PAz-BOO-OMe
1H–NMR (600 MHz, CDCl3, ppm) δ: 9.97 (s, CHO; end group), 9.91 (s, CHO; end

group) 8.11 (1H, s, CH=N), 8.07–8.03 (1H, m, CH=N), 7.89–7.87 (1H, m, Ar–H), 7.82–7.77
(4H, m, Ar–H), 7.66–7.63 (1H, m, Ar–H), 7.47–7.36 (2H, m, Ar–H), 7.24 (1H, dd, J = 4.71,
3.95 Hz, Ar–H), 7.21–7.18 (2H, m Ar–H), 7.17–7.14 (1H, m, Ar–H), 7.10–7.08 (1H, m, Ar–H),
4.43 (2H, q, J = 7.15 Hz, –O–CH2–, ester), 4.26 (2H, q, J = 7.15 Hz, –O–CH2– ester), 2.98 (1H,
s –O–CH3), 2.91 (1H, s –O–CH3), 1.50–1.43 (2H, m, –CH2– ether), 1.32 (3H, m,–CH2 ether,
–CH3 ester, and ether). 13C–NMR (150 MHz, CDCl3, ppm) δ: 165.57; 164.24; 160.27; 152.38;
147.02; 134.57; 130.86; 111.26; 69.13; 61.45; 60.39; 55.89; 31.78; 29.39; 25.95; 22.77; 14,29. FTIR
(KBr, cm−1) υ: 3314 (N–H stretching), 2924, 2852 (C–H aliphatic stretching), 1728 (C=O
stretching), 1688, 1677 (C=N, imine), 1578, 1409, 1366 (vibration of the thiophene rings),
1467 (vibration of the benzene rings), 1211 (C–O ether asymmetric stretching vibrations),
adnd 1063 (C–O ether symmetric stretching vibrations).

• PAz-Carb-OMe
1H–NMR (600 MHz, CDCl3, ppm) δ: 10.45 (s, CHO, end group), 10.16–10.09 (m, CHO;

end group), 8.68 (2H, s, CH=N), 8.61 (1H, s, CH=N), 8.50 (1H, s, CH=N), 8.42–8.34 (1H,
m, Ar–H), 8.23–8.19 (1H, m, Ar–H), 8.09 (1H, d, J = 8.28, Ar–H), 7.64 (1H, s, Ar–H), 7.54
(1H, d, J = 8.66 Hz, Ar–H), 7.50–7.41 (1H, m, Ar–H), 7.35 (1H, s, Ar–H), 4.50–4.45 (1H,
m, –O–CH2–, ester), 4.44–4.37 (3H, m, –O–CH2– ester), 4.30–4.21 (6H, m, –O–CH2– ester),
3.95–3.86 (5H, m, –O–CH3), 1.51–1.20 (23H, m, –CH2– N–alkyl, –CH3 ester), 0.96–0.91 (4H,
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m, –CH3 N–alkyl), 0.87–0.82 (4H, m, –CH3 N–alkyl). 13C–NMR (150 MHz, CDCl3, ppm)
δ: 165.57; 164.51; 160.00; 156.29; 153.11; 145.17; 129.80; 127.68; 124.24; 123.18; 110.20; 61.45;
60.39; 55.89; 48.20; 39.46; 30.98; 28.60; 24.36; 23.04; 14.29. FTIR (KBr, cm−1) υ: 3308 (N–H
stretching), 2957, 2930, 2870 (C–H aliphatic, stretching), 1728 (C=O stretching), 1689, 1628
(C=N, imine), 1588, 1432, 1385 (vibration of the thiophene rings), 1535, 1475 (vibration of
the benzene rings), 1253 (C–O ether asymmetric stretching vibrations), 1030 (C–O ether
symmetric stretching vibrations).

• PAz-Carb-OOct
1H–NMR (600 MHz, CDCl3, ppm) δ: 10.46 (s, CHO, end group), 10.15–10.11 (m, CHO;

end group), 8.68 (2H, s, CH=N), 8.63–8.59 (1H, m, CH=N), 8.47–8.37 (1H, s, CH=N), 8.09
(1H, d, J = 8.66 Hz, Ar–H), 8.06–8.00 (1H, m, Ar–H), 7.65–7.56 (1H, m, Ar–H), 7.54 (1H, d, J
= 8.28 Hz, Ar–H), 7.52–7.42 (1H, m, Ar–H), 7.32 (1H, s, Ar–H), 4.50–4.33 (4H, m, –O–CH2–,
ester), 4.31–4.19 (5H, m, –O–CH2– ester), 4.10–3.99 (4H, m, –O–CH2– ether), 1.87–1.77 (2H,
m, –CH2–CH2–, ether), 1.54–1.13 (37H, m, –CH2– N–alkyl, –CH3 ester), 0.97–0.78 (11H, m,
–CH3 N–alkyl, ether). 13C–NMR (150 MHz, CDCl3, ppm) δ: 165.57; 164.51; 160.00; 155.76;
153.11; 152.85; 145.17; 135.36; 129.80; 127.68; 124.24; 123.18; 110.20; 68.87; 61.45; 60.39; 48.20;
39.46; 31.78; 30.98; 29.66; 28.60; 26.21; 24.36; 22.77; 14.56; 14.03; 10.85. FTIR (KBr, cm-1) υ: 3425,
3310 (N–H stretching), 2955, 2926, 2855 (C–H aliphatic, stretching), 1731 (C=O stretching),
1677 (C=N, imine), 1589, 1424, 1385 (vibration of the thiophene rings), 1534, 1466 (vibration
of the benzene rings), 1206 (C–O ether asymmetric stretching vibrations), 1027 (C–O ether
symmetric stretching vibrations).

2.4. Organic Solar Cells Preparation

Devices with the bulk-heterojunction (BHJ) structure have been prepared on ITO-
coated glass substrates (6 pixels, each with an area of 4.5 mm2, Ossila Ltd, Sheffield, UK).
After cleaning the substrates with isopropanol in ultrasonic bath, a film of PEDOT:PSS has
been deposited by spin coating. Solutions of the active layer have been prepared by dissolv-
ing blends of each individual polymer with the PCBM (1:1, 1:2 or 1:3 wt.) in chlorobenzene
(previously dried over anhydrous magnesium sulfate). Such prepared solutions have been
spin coated on the PEDOT:PSS layer and, subsequently, an aluminum counter electrode has
been evaporated on the top of blend thin film. J-V curves of photovoltaic devices have been
measured by the PV Test Solutions Solar Simulator, under the AM1.5 solar illumination
and using the Keithley 2400 electrometer.

3. Results and Discussion

As shown in the literature [23], tailoring the solubilizing groups may greatly affect
the molecular packing of materials through e.g., more favorable supramolecular organi-
zation. In this paper, such a modification has been achieved by partially replacing bulky
solubilizing n-octyloxy groups with the shorter methoxy substituents. This modification
of polyazomethine structure has been accomplished by the polymerization of diamines
with diimine system, consisting of the methoxy substituted aromatic rings, with either
2,5-bis(octyloxy)terephthalaldehyde (PAz-BOO-OMe) or 9-(2-Ethylhexyl)carbazole-3,6-
dicarboxaldehyde (PAz-Carb-OMe and PAz-Carb-OOCt). The presence of amine groups
in the DAAz compounds has allowed to proceed with a copolymerization reaction with
dialdehydes, as shown in the literature [27]. As reported in our previous research [11,22],
the length of the alkyl chain in alkoxy substituent does not affect the absorption spectra and
electrochemical properties of compounds, only their solubility, thermal properties [22], and
photoluminescence intensity [11]. This is why the obtained polyazomethine PAz-BOO-
OMe, consisting of both methoxy and octyloxy side chains, has been compared with an
analogue polyazomethine, substituted solely with octyloxy side chains (PAz-BOO-Oct),
previously reported in [22] (Figure 2). Apart from this, such an attempt on modification of
supramolecular organization has been investigated on compounds consisting of branched
N-ethylhexyl substituents, together with either methoxy (PAz-Carb-OMe) or octyloxy
(PAz-Carb-OOct) side chains.
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Figure 2. Chemical structures of synthesized compounds, together with polyazomethine obtained during previous studies
(PAz-BOO-Oct) [22].

3.1. Structural and Solubility Studies

Chemical structure of obtained compounds has been confirmed using 1H– and 13C–
NMR spectroscopies. Registered spectra have revealed signals, originating from aldehyde
end groups in a range of 10.46–9.91 ppm; however, no signals of amine end groups
have been observed. The presence of these signals might suggest the formation of rather
oligomers than polymers, during the polycondensation reactions. Imine proton singlets
have been observed in a range of 8.68–8.03 ppm, depending on the structure of imine. For
PAz-BOO-OMe, only one group of these signals have been registered, between 8.11 and
8.03 ppm, while both PAz-Carb compounds spectra have revealed two groups of imine
proton singlets, in ranges of 8.68–8.59 ppm and 8.50–8.37 ppm. This is due to various
chemical environments of imine bonds in carbazole-consisting imines, where such bonds
link together either thiophene and benzene pair or thiophene and carbazole pair. This is in
contrary to PAz-BOO-OMe, where imine bonds link only thiophene and benzene rings,
being only in one type of chemical environment. 1H-NMR spectrum of PAz-BOO-OMe has
also revealed both singlets of methoxy substituents and multiplets originating from alkyl
protons, present in octyloxy side chain. Similarly, spectra of both PAz-Carb imines have
revealed signals of alkyl protons, present in the N-alkyl chains, together with either singlet
of methoxy group (PAz-Carb-OMe) or multiplets from octyloxy side chains (PAz-Carb-
OOct). Carbon spectra have revealed signals of imine groups in a range of 160.27–145.17
ppm. Methoxy carbons have given signal at 55.89 ppm, while methylene groups bonded
with oxygen atoms in ether and ester side groups have given signals at higher chemical
shifts, in a range of 69.13–60.39 ppm. Infrared spectra have revealed signals originating
from amine end groups; however, they have been of very low intensity. Bands connected
with imine stretching have been found in a range of 1689–1628 cm−1, while bands ascribed
to stretching of carbonyl groups, present in aldehyde end groups and ester side chains,
have been observed between 1731 and 1728 cm−1.

The solubility of compounds has been investigated in several organic solvents, of
various dielectric constants and the results are presented in Table 1, together with the
solubility test results of imine PAz-BOO-OOct, previously reported in [22].
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Table 1. Solubility of investigated compounds in solvents of various dielectric constants (ε).

Compound NMP
(ε = 33.00)

THF
(ε = 7.58)

Chloroform
(ε = 4.80)

n-Hexane
(ε = 1.88)

PAz-BOO-OMe -/- -/- +/- -/-
PAz-BOO-OOct +/- * +/+ * +/+ * -/- *
PAz-Carb-OMe -/- -/- +/- -/-
PAz-Carb-OOct +/+ +/+ +/+ -/-

1 mg/mL (+/+) soluble at room temperature, (+/-) soluble at boiling point, (-/-) partially soluble or insoluble at
boiling point. * values from [22].

None of investigated compounds has been soluble in a non-polar n-hexane. Imines
consisting only bulky substituents (PAz-BOO-OOct, PAz-Carb-OOct) have been com-
pletely or mostly soluble in the remaining solvents, both in polar NMP and also in chlo-
roform or THF of lower dielectric constants. Partial or complete replacement of bulky
side chains with methoxy groups (PAz-BOO-OMe and PAz-Carb-OMe, respectively) has
drastically decreased the solubility of compounds in NMP and THF and hindered their
affinity to chloroform. Observed solubility in this solvent has, nevertheless, been sufficient
for the purpose of further investigations.

The molar masses and dispersity values have been calculated according to the con-
ventional calibration with polystyrene standards. Obtained values are presented in Table 2
together with molar masses of PAz-BOO-OOct, reported previously in [22]. The presented
values have proved that the synthesis of imine PAz-BOO-OMe has resulted in a formation
of oligomer, while the remaining polycondensations have allowed to obtain compounds
with a higher degree of polymerisation.

Table 2. Molar masses and molar mass dispersity of investigated polyazomethines.

Compound Mn [g/mol] Mw [g/mol] Ð

PAz-BOO-OMe 1350 3250 2.4
PAz-BOO-OOct 2690 * 7520 * 2.8 *
PAz-Carb-OMe 4700 5300 1.2
PAz-Carb-OOct 9600 16,350 1.7

Mn—number average molar mass, Mw—mass average molar mass, Ð—molar mass dispersity, * values from [22].

Imines consisting of methoxy substituents have reached lower molar masses than their
counterparts consisting solely of bulky side groups. Similarly, compounds with branched N-
ethylhexyl chains have revealed higher molar masses than analogue imines with octyloxy
side chains. This is probably due to the better solubility of forming macromolecules,
consisting of such substituents, allowing the formation of longer polymer chains with
higher molar masses. The compound PAz-Carb-OOct, consisting of both types of bulky
substituents, has shown the highest molar mass of all investigated imines.

3.2. Thermal Properties

Glass transition temperatures from differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) measure-
ments and weight loss data, obtained from thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA) of syn-
thesised polymers, together with analogue values, previously reported in [22] for PAz-
BOO-OOct, are gathered in Table 3. The DSC curves obtained during the first heating
scans of investigated polyazomethines have not revealed endotherms related to melting,
and during the second heating stage, after a rapid cooling, all have shown a characteristic
deflection, connected to the glass-transition (Figure S1).
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Table 3. Thermal properties of synthesized polymers.

Compound Tg [◦C] T5% [◦C] T10% [◦C] Tmax [◦C]

PAz-BOO-OMe 318.0 n/d n/d n/d
PAz-BOO-OOct 30.8 * 350.0 * 364.8 * 380.0 *
PAz-Carb-OMe 264.0 341.5 368.8 391.5
PAz-Carb-OOct 291.0 331.3 365.5 393.7

Tg—glass transition temperature, T5%, T10%—temperatures of 5% and 10% weight loss, Tmax—temperature of the
maximum mass loss rate, n/d—not designated, * values from [22].

The analysis of registered parameters has revealed that utilization of diamines with
diimine system has allowed to obtain compounds with much higher glass transition
temperatures, in a range of 264.0–318.0 ◦C, compared to the imine, synthesized from the
simpler monomers (PAz-BOO-OOct), which have shown Tg = 30.8 ◦C. Such a difference
may be due to the large amount of long n-alkyl chains, together with a moderate oligomer
chain length. All investigated compounds have shown a one-step thermal degradation
process, with similar initial decomposition temperatures (Figure S2). Unfortunately, due
to the low amount of PAz-BOO-OMe, TGA measurements have not been completed for
this compound. Designated T5% values have been observed to be lower for imines with
branched ethylhexyl side chains (PAz-Carb) and have been the lowest for polyazomethine
consisting solely of bulky substituents (PAz-Carb-OOct). The temperatures of 10% mass
loss have been almost identical for all investigated compounds and have probably been
connected to the thermal degradation of ester side chains, present in all of those structures.

3.3. Electrochemical Measurements

Electrochemical measurements have been conducted using the cyclic voltammetry
(CV) technique, performed in the range of all noticeable oxidation and reduction peaks,
within the range of electrolyte stability window. Obtained voltammograms have revealed
that both oxidation and reduction processes, of all investigated polyazomethines, have
been electrochemically irreversible (Figure 3a). The onsets of electrochemical processes
have been designated, which has allowed to calculate the energies of HOMO (the Highest
Occupied Molecular Orbital) and LUMO (the Lowest Unoccupied Molecular Orbital)
levels, together with the energy gaps (ECV

g ). All of these parameters have been gathered
in Table 4, and presented in Figure 3b, together with the values previously reported for
PAz-BOO-Oct [11].

Figure 3. (a) Voltammograms, recorded during oxidation and reduction processes (v = 0.1 V/s;
0.1 M Bu4NPF6/ACN) of studied oligo- and polyazomethine thin films, deposited on the glass
with ITO together with voltammogram obtain for PAz-BOO-Oct, presented previously in [11];
(b) the energy levels of HOMO and LUMO orbitals, designated based on the results of cyclic
voltammetry measurements.
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Table 4. Electrochemical properties of investigated compounds.

Compound Eox
onset [V] Ered

onset [V] EHOMO
[eV] ELUMO [eV] Eg

CV [eV]

PAz-BOO-OMe 0.50 −1.14 −5.60 −3.96 1.64
PAz-BOO-OOct 0.38 * −1.51 * −5.48 * −3.59 * 1.89 *
PAz-Carb-OMe 0.51 −1.34 −5.61 −3.76 1.85
PAz-Carb-OOct 0.54 −1.33 −5.64 −3.77 1.87

Eox
onset—the onset of oxidation potential, Ered

onset—the onset of reduction potential, EHOMO =−e−(5.1 + Eox
onset),

ELUMO = −e−(5.1 + Ered
onset) according to [28], Eg

CV—electrochemical energy gap = ELUMO-EHOMO, * values
from [11].

Analysis of presented values of PAz-BOO imines has revealed an increase of oxidation
onset potential and a simultaneous decrease of the Ered

onset, upon a partial replacement
of octyloxy side chains (PAz-BOO-OOct) with shorter methoxy substituents (PAz-BOO-
OMe). The reduction potential, nevertheless, has been decreased more significantly than
the oxidation potential has been increased, which has resulted in more lowered LUMO
orbital and, subsequently, in a decrease of the band gap width by 0.25 eV of methoxy-
substituted imine, compared to the analogue compound, consisting solely of bulky side
chains. Since PAz-BOO-OMe has had lower molar mass, which has also an impact on
electrochemical properties [29], this is most probably due to adopting a more planar
geometry by the oligoimine PAz-BOO-OMe, due to the lower amount of bulky alkyl
chains. Such planarity adjustment has tuned the LUMO level of compound, with the
slight effect on HOMO level [30]. Similar manipulation of substituents′ length has almost
not affected either oxidation or reduction potentials of carbazole-consisting compounds
(PAz-Carb). They have undergone these processes at nearly identical potentials and have
subsequently revealed very similar energies of HOMO and LUMO orbitals and similar
energy gap widths. This might suggest that disruption of macromolecule planarity, caused
by branched N-ethyl-hexyl chains, cannot be influenced by the manipulation with alkoxy
substituent lengths.

3.4. Optical Properties

UV-Vis absorption spectra have been measured for imines solutions in chloroform
and for their thin films, deposited on quartz substrates, using the spin-coating technique.
Electronic spectra of investigated oligo– and polyazomethines solutions (Figure 4a) have
shown absorption bands in a range of 263.5–684.5 nm. The bands localized at the lowest
energies have been attributed to the π → π* electronic transitions. Absorption bands
localised at higher energies are due to the electron transitions between the σ→ π* or π→
σ* levels. Position of the low energy absorption bands have been influenced by the length
of alkoxy substituent and by the chemical structure of imine, while bands registered at
shorter wavelengths have revealed similar positions for all compounds, although their
intensity have been much higher for PAz-Carb imines.

The comparison of oligoazomethine PAz-BOO-OMe spectrum with that recorded
previously for polyazomethine PAz-BOO-OOct [22] has revealed a distinct bathochromic
shift of the absorption band connected with π → π* transitions (from 568.0 to 684.5
nm). Due to a lower molar mass of this compound, such a shift could have not resulted
from larger π-conjugation area on longer polymer chains [31], which is consistent with
the electrochemical data, and most probably has been due to adopting the more planar
geometry by this molecule. Similar manipulation with substituents′ length in PAz-Carb
imines has resulted in a much smaller bathochromic shift of the band (from 446.5 to
513.0 nm), after the complete replacement of octyloxy substituents (PAz-Carb-OOct) with
methoxy side groups (PAz-Carb-OMe). This might also suggest an increase of the molecule
planarity, upon modification of side chains length, although in a much smaller extent.
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Figure 4. (a) Normalized absorbance of investigated oligo- and polyazomethines solutions in chloro-
form and (b) their thin films, deposited on quartz substrates.

Absorbance spectra of thin films of investigated compounds (Figure 4b) have revealed
additional bands, localized at high energies (from 212.5–220.0 nm), which are connected
to the σ→ σ* electron transitions and could have not been observed in solution, due to
the solvent measurement window (the spectral range of solvent permeability). Almost all
imines have shown a bathochromic shift of the absorption band connected with the π→ π*
electron transitions, after deposition of thin film, compared to the solution (Table 5). This
suggests the formation of J-type aggregates during spin-coating [32]. Unlike others, absorp-
tion band of PAz-BOO-OMe thin film has shifted hypsochromically, which is probably due
to formation of H-type aggregates in this individual imine thin film [32]. The absorption
bands, nevertheless, have been still observed at lower energies for imines consisting of
methoxy side groups, than for their octyloxy-substituted analogues.

Table 5. Positions of absorption bands connected with π → π* transitions of imine solutions and
thin films, together with exciton band widths and absorption edge parameters of thin films.

Compound
λmax [nm]/(Emax [eV])

W [meV] Eg [eV] EU [meV]
Solution Thin Film

PAz-BOO-OMe 684.5/(1.81) 676.0/(1.83) 4 1.59 93
PAz-BOO-OOct 556.0/(2.23) * 604.0/(2.05) * 46 1.69 * 62 *
PAz-Carb-OMe 513.0/(2.42) 535.0/(2.32) 30 1.42 349
PAz-Carb-OOct 446.5/(2.78) 450.0/(2.76) 85 1.77 233

λmax—position of lowest-energy distinct absorption band, W–exciton bandwidth, Eg—energy gap designated
according to Tauc model, EU—Urbach energy, * values from [22].

Moreover, all absorption bands connected with the π→ π* electron transitions have
shown a vibronic structure (Figure 5). Low energy bands of the methoxy-substituted
compounds (PAz-BOO-OMe and PAz-Carb-OMe) have shown a clear vibronic structure,
while individual vibronic peaks of remaining imines have been found using the second
derivative method (i.e., minimum of the second derivative of absorption corresponds to
the absorption maximum). Afterwards, the vibronic progression of imine thin films bands
have been deconvoluted, with the modified Fourier self-deconvolution and Finite Response
Operator (FIRO) methods [33]. Observed vibronic peaks have been assigned according
to the Franck-Condon principle, assuming the stationary nuclear framework [34]. Energy
differences between individual vibronic peaks have been in the range of 0.16–0.25 eV, which
clearly suggests presence of the electron–phonon interaction, which are connected to the
benzene ring stretching mode [35].
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Figure 5. Normalized (solid line) and deconvoluted (dashed line) spectra of PAz-BOO (a) and
Paz-Carb (b) imine thin films.

Spectra of PAz-BOO thin films (Figure 5a) have revealed the most pronounced peaks
connected to transitions between 0-0 and 0-1 levels, while peaks connected to transitions of
higher energies have been of much smaller intensity. In contrary, deconvoluted spectra of
PAz-Carb imines (Figure 5b) have shown a gradual increase of intensity as the vibronic
peak energy increased. Assuming that the main intramolecular vibration (Ep), coupled to
the electronic transition, is the C=C symmetric stretch at 0.18 eV [36], a ratio of intensities
of 0-0 and 0-1 vibronic peaks has allowed to calculate values of exciton bandwidths (W) for
each of individual thin film, according to the Equation (1) [37].

A0−0

A0−1
=

1− 0.24W/Ep

1 + 0.073W/Ep
(1)

All values of calculated exciton bandwidths (W) are gathered in Table 5. This parame-
ter is connected to the effective conjugation length, where an increase of the conjugation
will lead to a decrease of exciton bandwidth [38]. Such a correlation, nonetheless, is only
true in systems with similar interchain order, thus calculated values have been compared
only within systems with analogue chemical structure. For both groups that are PAz-BOO
and PAz-Carb imines, the value of W has been much smaller for compounds consist-
ing of methoxy side groups (PAz-OMe) than for their octyloxy-substituted counterparts
(PAz-OOct). This clearly indicates that shortening of the alkyl chain length has tuned the
macromolecule geometry, allowing for. adopting the more planar configuration, with an
enhanced effective π-conjugated length

The edges of absorption bands, connected to the π → π* electron transitions, of
investigated imines thin films have allowed to determine absorption edge parameters,
which is the Urbach energy (EU) and the energy gap width (Eg). Values of the Urbach
energy have been calculated based on the slope of exponential edges, which follow the
Urbach relation (2) [39], as it is depicted in Figure 6a.

α ∝ exp (
E

EU
) (2)

Energy gaps have been obtained, using a linear approximation to energy axis of the
(αE)1/2 dependence, according to the Tauc relation (3) [40]:

α ∝
(
E− Eg

)2 (3)
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(true for the energy range E > Eg), typical for amorphous semiconductors, often used
also for polymers thin films [17,18,21,22]. The way of determination the energy gaps for
investigated films is shown in Figure 6b. All obtained absorption edge parameters have
been gathered in Table 5.

Figure 6. Absorption edge parameters of investigated imines: (a) Urbach energies and (b) energy gaps.

Generally, carbazole consisting imines have shown higher values of the Urbach energy,
indicating a higher amount of structural disorder defects, which have introduced localized
energy states within the energy gap. Especially the absorption edge of PAz-Carb-OMe
thin film has shown high value of EU = 349 meV, suggesting the large number of localized
states within the energy gap. All energy gap values obtained using the Tauc model, have
been lower than these designated using cyclic voltammetry. Compounds PAz-BOO have
shown rather close values of energy gaps calculated by these two methods, and a partial
replacement of octyloxy side chains with methoxy groups (PAz-BOO-OMe) has caused a
decrease of Eg, compared to imine solely substituted with bulky alkyl chains (PAz-BOO-
OOct), from 1.69 to 1.59 eV. Energy gap width of PAz-Carb-OOct has been also very similar
(1.77 eV) to that, obtained by electrochemical measurements, although the replacement of
octyloxy chains with methoxy groups (PAz-Carb-OMe) has caused a significant decrease
of Eg, to a value much lower (1.42 eV) than the electrochemically determined. Such a low
value has been most probably caused by the high amount of localized states within the
energy gap, which allows energy transitions, of lower energy than the energy gap width.

3.5. Morphology of Thin Films

Morphology of investigated imines thin films has been observed using the Grazing-
Incidence Wide-Angle X-ray Scattering (GIWAXS) measurements. Obtained diffractograms
(Figure 7) have revealed that most of the investigated imines have shown rather low-
ordered structure, showing only one broad signal, localized at similar positions, between
7.58◦–8.22◦ 2θ, with a small broadening in a range of 4.74◦–5.02◦ 2θ, which indicates a
presence of weak signal. This peak has become a clearer signal for PAz-BOO-Oct. Only
imine PAz-BOO-OMe has shown a much more ordered structure with multiple peaks.
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Figure 7. XRD patterns of imine thin films with possible assignment of Miller indexes.

The structure order, visible in the form of peaks in WAXD patterns, is related to
the macromolecules planarity and intermolecular interactions, but is not always related
to π-stacking peak. In the case of thin-film examination, a presence of π-stacking peak
indicates a highly ordered structure. In ordered structures, with few peaks visible, more
planar molecules might be characterized by a (100) peak position—higher d-spacing values
show higher macromolecule planarity [25,26]. After the assignment of Miller indexes, it
has been noticed that both carbazole-consisting imines (PAz-Carb) have shown only a peak
corresponding to the a parameter, connected to the short polymer axis, and thus with the
planarity of macromolecules. Almost identical positions of these peaks (7.6◦ and 7.7◦ 2θ
for PAz-Carb-OOct and PAz-Carb-OMe, respectively) has indicated lack of any changes
in the molecule geometry, regardless of alkyl chain variation. This is in agreement with
the electrochemical data, registered for these compounds. Polyazomethine substituted
solely with octyloxy groups (PAz-BOO-Oct) has revealed that the peak, corresponding to
planarity of the molecule, shifted towards higher angles (8.2◦ 2θ), suggesting a narrower a
axis dimensions, which may be connected to the presence of linear, n-octyloxy side chains.
Apart from that, a peak ascribed to the c parameter, connected to the length of molecules,
at 4.8◦ 2θ, has become more developed. The partial replacement of bulky octyloxy groups
with methoxy substituents (PAz-BOO-OMe) has resulted in a significant increase of solid
order. A peak, ascribed to the c parameter, has been visible at lower angles (2.8◦ 2θ),
suggesting larger dimensions in this axis. Moreover, the diffractogram of this imine thin
film has shown peaks ascribed to multiples of this parameter (5.3◦ and 8.8◦ 2θ). The signal
corresponding to the planarity of macromolecule, assigned to the a parameter, has been
observed at lower angles for PAz-BOO-OMe (3.6◦ 2θ), compared to PAz-BOO-Oct, (8.2◦

2θ). This clearly suggests the larger dimension in this axis, which suggests the enhanced
planarity of this imine in respect to its counterpart substituted solely with octyloxy side
chains. According to [25,26], spin-coated thin films exhibits lower order than solid samples,
especially for high molar masses of macromolecules.

3.6. Preliminary Photovoltaic Activity Tests

All of the investigated compounds (PAz) have been utilized in photovoltaic bulk-
heterojunction (BHJ) systems, acting as donor, together with the fullerene derivative (PC61BM),
acting as acceptor. The conventional architecture ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PAz:PC61BM/Al has been
chosen, where various weight ratios of donor and acceptor have been studied (1:1, 1:2 and
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1:3 wt.). Registered J-V characteristics (Figure 8) have allowed to designate parameters of
prepared photovoltaic cells (Table 6).

Figure 8. Current density–voltage (J-V) characteristics of bulk-heterojunction (BHJ) systems, consist-
ing investigated oligo- and polyazomethines. Donor:acceptor ratios 1:2 for all, except for PAz-BOO-
OMe, where the ratio D:A is 1:1.

Table 6. Photovoltaic parameters of the BHJ photovoltaic systems, consisting investigated imines.

System VOC [mV] JSC
[mA/cm2] FF η [%]

PAz-BOO-OMe:PCBM (1:1) 728.2 0.65 0.20 0.09
PAz-BOO-OMe:PCBM (1:2)

less than 0.01%PAz-BOO-OMe:PCBM (1:3)
PAz-BOO-Oct:PCBM (1:1) 834.8 0.72 0.16 0.16
PAz-BOO-Oct:PCBM (1:2) 630.8 0.87 0.29 0.17
PAz-BOO-Oct:PCBM (1:3) less than 0.01%

PAz-Carb-OMe:PCBM less than 0.01% for each ratio
PAz-Carb-OOct:PCBM (1:1) 210.6 0.22 0.47 0.02
PAz-Carb-OOct:PCBM (1:2) 615.1 0.58 0.26 0.09
PAz-Carb-OOct:PCBM (1:3) less than 0.01%

VOC-open circuit voltage, JSC—short circuit current density, FF—fill factor, η—power conversion efficiency.

Almost all of the studied compounds have shown a photovoltaic effect, while acting as
a donor, with [6,6]-phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl ester (PCBM) as an acceptor, except for
PAz-Carb-OMe, which has shown no activity in all systems. Lack of any photo-response
of this compound may be caused by a large amount of structural disorder effects, which
have introduced a localized energy states within energy gap and are trapping generated
charge carriers. Power conversion efficiencies of studied systems have been in the range of
0.02–0.17%. Such values are similar to others, reported for BHJ systems with phenylene
or thiophene-phenylene imines, described in the literature [41,42]. The highest power
conversion efficiency has been observed for systems consisting of PAz-BOO-Oct imine.
Partial replacement of octyloxy side chains with methoxy groups (PAz-BOO-OMe), despite
providing more favorable optical and electrochemical properties, has decreased efficiency
of photovoltaic cell, where modified imine has been utilized. The main parameter, which
has been responsible for such a decrease, has been the short-circuit current density (JSC). A
decrease of this parameter has probably been most connected with the lower molar mass
of the PAz-BOO-OMe. For shorter macromolecules, the ratio of intermolecular charge
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transport in relation to the intramolecular part is higher, which causes a decrease of the
overall conductivity in the material [43]. The increase of the donor:acceptor ratio to 1:2 has
enhanced the efficiency of photovoltaic systems consisting PAz-BOO-OOct and PAz-Carb-
OOct, while it has completely ceased any activity of PAz-BOO-OMe. Further increase of
the acceptor quantity has ceased activity of the remaining imines.

4. Conclusions

In this paper, three novel oligo- and polyazomethines have been obtained and the
influence of alkyl side chains lengths on their supramolecular organization has been
observed. Such a modification has been accomplished by the condensation of diamines
with diimine systems that, to the best of our knowledge, is presented for the first time
in literature.

The realization of such an approach has been confirmed using 1H–, 13C–NMR, and
FTIR spectroscopies. All of new compounds have shown good thermal stability, and
high glass transition temperatures. They have been electrochemically active, and revealed
narrow energy gaps, being in the range of 1.64–1.87 eV. Electronic spectra of all new imines
solutions and thin films have revealed the broad absorption range. During the spin-coating
process of most imines, the J type aggregates have been formed, except for the compound
with both octyloxy and methoxy side groups. The partial replacement of the bulky octyloxy
side chains with the shorter methoxy groups has induced the adoption of a more planar
geometry by a macromolecule, tuning the LUMO orbital and subsequently decreasing the
energy gap. This has provided more favorable optical properties, in terms of application in
photovoltaic systems, shifting the absorption band connected with the π → π* electron
transitions. Variation of the alkoxy side chains length, nevertheless, has not influenced the
electrochemical properties and only slightly affected electronic spectra, when branched
N-ethylhexyl chains have been present in the polymer structure.

Almost all compounds have shown the activity in photovoltaic devices, acting as a
donor in the blend with fullerene. It has been demonstrated that the chemical structure
of investigated imines (both the main group, as side chains) determined the photovoltaic
properties, but also the ratio polymer:fullerene in the BHJ active layers is very important
in these organic solar cells. Generally, carbazole consisting imines have exhibited a worse
photovoltaic properties than their thiophene-phenylene counterparts, while the presence
of octyloxy side chains enhance these properties for both groups of imine compounds.

This paper has shown that through the variation of substituents length, it is possible
to change the supramolecular structure, which influences the electrochemical and optical
properties of materials. Such an approach provides useful information, which may be used
during the designing of novel compounds with properties, desired for the application in
optoelectronic systems.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/article/
10.3390/polym13071043/s1, Figure S1: DSC curves obtained during the second heating stage of
investigated compounds, Figure S2: TGA (a, c) and DTG (b, d) curves of investigated compounds:
PAz-Carb-OMe (red lines) and PAz-Carb-OOct (blue lines).
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Abstract: Generally, polymer-based memory devices store information in a manner distinct from that
of silicon-based memory devices. Conventional silicon memory devices store charges as either zero
or one for digital information, whereas most polymers store charges by the switching of electrical
resistance. For the first time, this study reports that the novel conducting polymer Poly-N-Epoxy-
Propyl Carbazole (PEPC) can offer effective memory storage behavior. In the current research, the
electrical characterization of a single layer memory device (metal/polymer/metal) using PEPC,
with or without doping of charge transfer complexes 7,7,8,8-tetra-cyanoquino-dimethane (TCNQ),
was investigated. From the current–voltage characteristics, it was found that PEPC shows memory
switching effects in both cases (with or without the TCNQ complex). However, in the presence of
TCNQ, the PEPC performs faster memory switching at relatively lower voltage and, therefore, a
higher ON and OFF ratio (ION/IOFF ~ 100) was observed. The outcome of this study may help to
further understand the memory switching effects of conducting polymer.

Keywords: memory device; organic semiconductors; poly-N-epoxy-propylcarbazole; tera-cyanoquino-
dimethane

1. Introduction

Polymer-based electronic devices have been a popular research area in recent decades
due to their unmatched properties, such as light weight, flexibility, low cost, scale-ability,
low-temperature processing, tenability, etc. [1–4]. As a result, these devices are an excel-
lent choice for light-emitting diodes, solar cells, low-cost RFID, sensors, and many other
electronic devices [5–8]. For a number of applications, such as mobile phones, smart
watches, and other electronic devices, low-cost and flexible memory devices are essen-
tial [9,10]. Therefore, polymer-based memory devices, compared to Si-based memory
devices, represent a new trend that not only exploits the reported advantages of polymer,
but also improves the storage capacity of memory space for future disposable electronic
devices [10].

For this purpose, many semiconducting polymer materials have been previously
reported to show capacitive, resistive, and transistor-based memory effects; among these,
carbazole-containing materials (e.g., poly-N-vinylcarbazole, PVC) are gaining considerable
attention [11–13]. The observed resistive memory response of PVK thin film is accounted
due to the change in the electrical resistivity as a function of the applied electric field [14–16].
The possible mechanisms for resistive switching memory in conductive polymer can be
approximately categorized into three types: reduction/oxidation, electronic, and thermal.
In the reduction/oxidation type of resistive memory device, the ions are migrated towards
the corresponding electrodes due to a series of electrochemical reactions, and hence form
a low resistive (ON) and high resistive (OFF) conducting path between electrodes under
the influence of the applied electric field [14,17]. Similarly, for the electronic type of resis-
tive memory device, the injected carriers are trapped (high resistance) and released (low
resistance) during the charge transport process. Electronic charge trapping mechanisms
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are further classified as charge trapping inside the band gap, bulk charge trapping in
the presence of the space charge, and charge trapping at metal–polymer interfaces. By
comparison, in the thermal type of resistive memory device, the memory switching effects
are originated by the formation and rupture of the conductive filamentary path initiated by
the local Joule-heating effects [14,18].

In the trapped space charge limited current model, it is generally accepted that both
the positional and energetic traps have the capability to capture free charge carriers, which
are distributed throughout the polymer layer and degrade the free carrier mobility (high
resistance, OFF state), particularly at a lower operating voltage. In a higher applied electric
field, many free carriers overcome the trap barrier potential to form a space charge, increas-
ing the mobility and hence the conductivity (ON state) of the polymer thin film [15,19–23].
Such resistive ON and OFF behavior can be observed as hysteresis due to the film’s current–
voltage characteristics. Therefore, the trapped space charge effect plays a vital role in
defining the memory effect for many organic and polymer-based electronic devices [24].

Organic molecules, and particularly TCNQ-based charge transfer complexes, have a
long history of use in memory and other electronic devices [25–28], and the highly stable
and reliable memory response was noted for a Cu/Cu-TCNQ/Al device, as reported
by numerous researchers [29,30]. Therefore, in this study, a novel Cu/PEPC-TCNQ/Ag
device was fabricated and investigated. It was observed that the device shows a high
rectification ratio (ION/IOFF ~ 100) with extended retention time, which is highly suitable
for memory devices.

2. Device Fabrication

For the resistive memory device, a simple metal–polymer–metal like diode structure
was fabricated at room temperature. For the active polymer layer, PEPC and TCNQ com-
plex materials were selected, based on the advantages discussed above. The chemicals
TCNQ (CAS number: 1518-16-7; molecular weight: 204.19; empirical formula (Hill No-
tation): C12H4N4) and tetrahydrofuran (CAS number: 109-99-9; molecular weight: 72.11;
empirical formula (Hill Notation): C4H8O) were purchased from Sigma–Aldrich (Karachi,
Pakistan), and PEPC was locally developed, for which detailed information can be found
elsewhere [12,13,28]. The purchased chemicals were used without any further purification.
The molecular structure of PEPC (1400 amu) and TCNQ is shown in Figure 1a,b, respec-
tively. Generally, the doping of PEPC with TCNQ makes a charge transfer complex, where
PEPC behaves as an electron donor, whereas the low-molecular-weight organic material
TCNQ behaves as an electron acceptor [28]. The conductive TCNQ was obtained after
successive processes of re-crystallization with acetonitrile solvent. Because both PEPC
and TCNQ are soluble in tetrahydrofuran as an organic solvent, a solution was made
between PEPC and TCNQ (4:1 ratio) with 8% by weight in the solvent tetrahydrofuran.
Thin films of both PEPC and PEPC-TCNQ solution were deposited by the spin-coating
method (1000 rpm, 30 s) over 99.99% Cu substrate, separately. The thickness of the films
was in the range of 500 nm–1.2 µm, and the average surface area of the films was in the
range of 1.6–2.1 cm2. For another electrode, highly conductive silver paste was deposited
onto the PEPC-TCNQ thin films. For characterization, three samples were fabricated for
Cu/PEPC/Ag and Cu/PEPC-TCNQ/Ag devices, and the median response (which was
very close to the average response for most cases) among the three samples was selected
for the further analysis that led to the conclusions. A schematic cross-section of the sample
is shown in Figure 2. Using the hot probe method, it was observed that both PEPC and
PEPC-TCNQ behave as a p-type semiconductor [28]. For forward bias current–voltage
characteristics, the positive and negative terminal of the battery was connected to the
top electrode (Ag) and bottom (Cu) electrode, respectively, for both devices, as shown in
Figure 2.
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Figure 2. A cross-sectional view of a metal/polymer/metal diode fabricated using p-type PEPC,
with or without TCNQ, as a Cu/PEPC/Ag- and Cu/PEPC-TCNQ/Ag-based memory device; for
forward bias, the positive and negative terminals of the battery were connected to the top (Ag) and
bottom (Cu) electrodes, respectively, for both devices.

3. Results and Discussion

The current–voltage characteristics of both the Cu/PEPC/Ag and Cu/PEPC-TCNQ/Ag
devices were measured at room temperature, as shown in Figure 3. Because we were mainly
interested in qualitatively determining and comparing the memory effects for the PEPC and
PEPC-TCNQ devices, we measured the current–voltage hysteresis loop for both devices at
a sweeping rate of 100 mV/sec for simplicity. The figure shows that both devices exhibited
electrical switching effects in both forward and reverse cycles. In the first cycle, the applied
voltage increased in the forward bias from zero to 3.25 V for the Cu/PEPC/Ag devices,
and from 0 to 1.5 V for the Cu/PEPC-TCNQ/Ag device, whereas in the second cycle, the
applied voltage decreased in the forward bias from 3.25 and 1.5 V to zero voltage, respec-
tively. The sweeping rate for both directions of the cycle was maintained at 100 mV/sec
without any hold time. Both devices followed different current paths for different cycles,
clearly demonstrating an electrical memory effect (transition from high resistance to low
resistance) for both devices. The transition from high resistance state to low transition
state was observed at ~2.5 V for the Cu/PEPC/Ag device, whereas a sharp transition was
observed at 1.5 V for Cu/PEPC-TCNQ/Ag. This result indicates that doping of PEPC with
TCNQ improves the electrical bi-stability of the memory behavior.
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To further investigate the likely switching mechanism of the Cu/PEPC-TCNQ/Ag
device, the ln(current) vs. ln(voltage) characteristics were further explored. Four well-
defined charge transport regions were found as follows: (1) ohmic region; (2) trapped
space charge region; (3) trapped filled voltage region (VTFL); and (4) trap-free space charge
region [31–33], as shown in Figure 4. At an early stage, the devices follow ohmic response,
leading to the trapped space charge limited current. This can be explained by the effects of
mobility on charge concentration (holes) in the devices. With increasing voltage, the charge
density increased. The sharp increase in the charge mobility with the hole density due to
the trap filling was directly confirmed by [34]. By further increasing the voltage, the device
reached a trapped-free region after passing through the trapped-filled voltage, as shown in
Figure 3. The transformation of the trapped-space charge region to the trapped-free region
is mainly accountable for the switching response of the Cu/PEPC-TCNQ/Ag device.
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The ON–OFF current ratio (ION/IOFF) is an important factor to define the performance
of memory devices and can be estimated from the resistive hysteresis of the current–voltage
response of memory devices. Because the resistive hysteresis is originated by the random
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trapping and de-trapping of charged carriers inside the bulk region of the polymer, the
ON–OFF ratio indicates the dynamic behavior of charged carriers. Hence, a high value
of the ON–OFF current ratio indicates fast switching transition, whereas a low value of
the ON–OFF current ratio reveals a slow switching transition inside the bulk region of the
polymer. Figure 5 shows the ON–OFF current ratio for both Cu/PEPC-TCNQ/Ag and
Cu/PEPC/Ag memory devices as a function of applied voltage. The ON–OFF current
ratio increases with increasing voltage up to a certain voltage with a maximum ON–OFF
ratio; then, the given ratio begins to decrease as voltage increases further for both memory
devices due to the complex dynamic behavior of deep-level traps. However, the domain of
the voltages and the range of the ON–OFF current ratios are different for the two memory
devices, as shown in the figure. The maximum and steeper ION/IOFF ratio (~100) are
observed for the Cu/PEPC-TCNQ/Ag device at nearly 0.85 V, whereas the same maximum
and broad ION/IOFF ratio (~23) is observed for the Cu/PEPC/Ag device at 1.4 V. The
figure clearly demonstrates that PEPC-TCNQ shows very fast memory switching with an
excellent ION/IOFF ratio compared to the PEPC-based memory device [35]. Traps for PEPC-
TCNQ are simply defects or structural disorders in PEPC, which can be formed during the
device fabrication process due to many known and unknown reasons, such as external
or internal impurities and chemical defects [36]. It is generally accepted that the traps are
energetically distributed between HOMO (highest occupied molecular orbital, valence
band) and LUMO (lowest unoccupied molecular orbital, conduction band), and cause the
electrical properties of polymer-based electronic devices to be degraded. Because the energy
band gap of PEPC is much higher than the TCNQ energy band gap, TCNQ molecules may
offer favorite sites for charge carriers hopping inside PEPC, which helps to improve the
charge transport process at the applied voltage. Therefore, a visible improvement in current–
voltage characteristics was observed for the Cu/PEPC-TCNQ/Ag device compared to the
Cu/PEPC/Ag device.
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function of applied voltage.

In the trapped-space charge region, when applied voltage is gradually increased from
the ohmic region, the injected hole charges from the Cu electrode are caught by traps
and are no longer available as free carriers, and, overall, the device offers high resistance
(OFF state) to the flow of charges. By continuously increasing voltage in this region, traps
are continuously filled and a stage is reached when nearly all traps are filled by injected
carriers. Because filled traps do not play any further significant role in the charge transport
mechanism, this stage is called the trapped filled voltage point. After this stage, both PEPC
with or without TCNQ behaves like a trapped-free space charge limited current and offers
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very low resistance (ON state), yielding a higher ION/IOFF ratio, as shown in Figure 5.
However, the striking difference observed is that, for PEPC-TCNQ, the trapped-free region
is achieved at a much earlier voltage (1.5 V) compared to PEPC (3.25 V), which clearly
demonstrates that TCNQ improves the overall conductivity of PEPC for the ON state with
fast switching for the Cu/PEPC-TCNQ/Ag memory device.

Similar to the fast switching characteristics, the stability in terms of retention of the ON
and OFF states of the memory device for a longer period is another important parameter
required for the performance of polymer memory devices. Therefore, the retention ON and
OFF state resistance was investigated, measured from the current–voltage characteristics.
For this purpose, the samples were heated up to 60 ◦C and held for 15 min to achieve
thermal equilibrium. After thermal equilibrium, the resistance was measured for up to
approximately 8 continuous hours (480 min) under the same laboratory environmental
conditions. In addition, the temperature was continuously monitored to maintain it at 60 ◦C
throughout the experiment for both devices. The output results are shown in Figure 6.
Therefore, the marker points in Figure 6 correspond to the resistance of both memory
devices in the ON/OFF states as a function of the same time interval. These resistance
measurements were carried out in a very similar way to that discussed in Figure 3, but
the resistances were calculated at 60 ◦C (1 volts) as a function of ageing time. The figure
clearly shows that both ON state (relatively low) and OFF state (relatively high) resistance
demonstrate nearly negligible degradation for both devices, illustrating the excellent
stability of the Cu/PEPC-TCNQ/Ag- and Cu/PEPC/Ag-based memory devices under the
given conditions.
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4. Conclusions

To investigate memory switching effects, the electrical characterization of a single layer
memory device (metal–polymer–metal) containing PEPC doped with and without TCNQ
charge transfer complexes was performed for Cu/PEPC/Ag and Cu/PEPC-TCNQ/Ag
memory devices. From the current–voltage characteristics, it was observed that both
devices showed memory switching effects. However, the doping of PEPC with TCNQ
improved the quick response of the memory device, resulting in a high ON and OFF ratio
(ION/IOFF ~ 100). This memory switching effect may be due to the observed space charge
limited behavior in the presence of trap distributions for both devices. Finally, both devices
demonstrated a high degree of retention stability for the required memory operations.
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